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ABSTRACT 
Data is presented for a series of experiments performed using a selected ion flow 
drift tube (SIFDT) apparatus operated at room temperature (300 ± 5 K) and at helium 
pressures typically between 0.3 - 0.5 Torr. Several of the experiments described utilised 
the apparatus as a conventional selected ion flow tube (SIFT), i.e. the drift capability was 
only employed in some of the experiments. 
Three termolecular ion-molecule association reactions proposed to playa 
potential role in the chemistry of the interstellar medium were investigated in an effort to 
elucidate the isomeric structures formed and thereby infer the structures likely to be 
formed in the analogous radiative association reactions at interstellar pressures. The 
termolecular association of H30+ with C2H2 is shown to produce a mixture of C2HsO+ 
isomers and efforts to identify the individual isomers are described. The termolecular 
association of H30+ with C2H4 produces a C2H70+ isomer that exhibits reactivity with the 
neutrals 2-fluorotoluene and acrylonitlile identical to that observed from protonated 
ethanol, C2HSOH2+' The termolecular association of CH2NH2+ with HCOOH is shown to 
produce an electrostatic adduct which undergoes facile ligand switching reactions with 
NH3 and the amines, CH3NH2 and C2HSNH2. The radiative association of CH2NH2 + with 
HCOOH is therefore not considered to be a plausible synthetic route to protonated 
glycine in the interstellar medium. 
Dissociative charge transfer from Kr+, CO+ or CO2 + to chlorobenzene is shown to 
produce the cyclic phenylium cation exclusively. Electron impact on halobenzenes and 
consecutive ion-molecule reactions of acetylene are known to produce a mixture of C6HS + 
isomers. It is shown that the more reactive of these isomers has the phenylium structure. 
Low energy dissociative chal'ge transfer to cyc10heptatriene or benzyl bromide is used to 
selectively form the tropylium and benzyl cations respectively. The experiments lead to 
an estimate of the barrier height for the isomerisation benzyl ;;:=!:o tropylium of 2.7 ± 0.9 
e V. Reaction with benzene is used as a diagnostic for distinguishing the isomeric C7H7 + 
product(s) formed in a series of ion-molecule reactions. 
The allyl, CH2CHCH2+, and 2-propenyl, CH3CCH2+' cations are observed as 
distinct isomeric species in the SIFT. Reaction with methanol is used to distinguish 
xiii 
between the two isomers. The isomeric ratio of allyl:2-propenyl formed via protonation 
of allene or propyne by a protonated base, BH+, is shown to be dependent on the proton 
affinity of the base, B. The experiments yield an estimate of the barrier height for the 
rearrangement allyl ~ 2-propenyl of 110 ± 30 kJ mor l , which is in excellent accord 
with ab initio calculations pelformed at the G2(MP2) level of theory. 
The exothermic H-atom abstraction reaction of S02 + with H2 has been studied in a 
SlFDT apparatus over a range of centre-of-mass energies from thermal (300 K) to ~ 0.12 
e V. The observed increase in rate coefficient with ion kinetic energy gives a linear 
pseudo-Arrhenius plot with a slope that indicates a balTier of ~ 5 kJ mor l exists on the 
potential energy surface. The H2S02 + potential surface was also explored in an ab initio 
investigation using the G2(MP2) procedure. An (S02 +·H2)* transition state between 
reactants and products is identified, corresponding to the barrier found ii'om experiment. 
The competition between charge transfer and association was investigated in a 
SlFDT study of the reactions of NO+ with the ketones: acetone, butanone and 3-
pentanone. Association is the sole process observed in all three reactions at 300 K (the 3-
pentanone reaction possesses a minor channel to the slightly endothermic charge transfer 
product). As the ion-neutral centre-of-mass energy is increased the rate coefficient for 
termolecular association decreases markedly, as a result of the decreasing lifetime of the 
intermediate (NO+·ketone) complex with increasing temperature. Bimolecular charge 
transfer can compete with association once sufficient energy is available to overcome the 
endothermicity and at higher energies dissociative charge transfer channels open up. 
The association reactions of CH3 + with CH3CN and C2N 2 were also investigated 
in the SlFDT. The CH3 +/CH3CN reaction exhibits competitive binary and ternary 
channels. The bimolecular channels to C2HS + + HCN and HCNW + C2H4 both involve 
extensive intramolecular rearrangement of the intermediate (CH3 +·CH3CN)* collision 
complex and the rate coefficients for both channels exhibit a marked (negative) 
dependence on the ion-neutral centre-of-mass energy. 
CHAPTER 1. 
BRIDGING THE ENERGY GAP IN ION· 
MOLECULE REACTION STUDIES: THE 
FLOW DRIFT TUBE AND ITS VARIANTS 
1.1 The Flowing Afterglow and SIFT Techniques. 
Among the techniques available for the study of ion-molecule reaction kinetics, 
few have proved to be as reliable and productive as the fast flow tube techniques, the 
flowing afterglow (FA) and the selected ion flow tube (SIFT). The flowing afterglow 
(Figure 1.1) was developed in the early 1960s by Ferguson, Fehsenfeld and 
Schmeltekopf 1-4 in Boulder, Colorado and was first applied to the study of ion-neutral 
reactions that control the loss of helium ions in the earth's ionosphere. I The ability to 
operate the FA over a wide temperature range 5 (as low as 80 K and up to 900 K) 
permitted the study of weakly bound cluster ions, which dissociate readily at room 
temperature, and the determination of the temperature dependence of reactive ion-neutral 
encounters. The upper temperature limit for experiments has recently been extended 
to -1600 K by workers in the Massachusetts laboratory of Viggiano and Paulson, where a 
new high temperature flowing afterglow (HTFA) 6-10 has been developed. The apparatus 
utilises a ceramic flow tube heated by a commercial furnace, and the basic principles of 
operation are the same as any flowing afterglow. 6 The principal disadvantage of the 
flowing afterglow is the method by which reactant ions are created. Ionization is ~reate21 (~ (' 
in the upstream region of a fast flowing carrier gas (usually helium) by electrical 
discharge through the carrier gas, forming He+ and He(2 3S) metastables. Ions other than 
He + are then formed by direct addition of a source gas to the He + plasma. This process 
may generate more than one reactant ion by virtue of the thermochemistry of charge 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram of a flowing afterglow (FA) apparatus. 
2 
transfer and Penning ionisation processes and via reactions of primary ions with the 
parent reactant gas. This may prevent the unequivocal identification of the product ions 
of a given ion-molecule reaction. The difficulties inherent in interpreting flowing 
afterglow data prompted the development of the selected ion flow tube (SIFT) technique 
by Smith and Adams in the late 1970s. 11.12 In the SIFT technique ions are created in an 
ion source remote from the flow reactor tube, from which ions of a single mJz ratio are 
selected in a differentially pumped quadrupole mass filter, and injected (free of all other 
ions), at low energies, through a small orifice into the flow tube. The ions are then 
convected downstream in a fast flowing carrier gas, sampled through another small 
orifice, mass selected in a second quadrupole mass filter and detected using ion counting 
techniques. Reactions of these therrnalised primary ions can be observed by adding a 
reactant neutral to the carrier gas flow in the reaction region and measuring the reduction 
in the primary ion signal as a function of neutral flow. A schematic diagram of a SIFT 
apparatus is given in Figure 1.2. The parallel development of the ion cyclotron resonance 
(ICR) technique 13·18 has also contributed greatly to an understanding of reactive ion-
neutral encounters. The flowing afterglow 2.3.19 SIFT 19-23 and ICR 13-1 7 techniques have 
all been extensively reviewed. 
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Figure 1.2. Schematic diagram of a selected ion flow tube (SIFT) apparatus. 
1.2 The Flow Drift Tube Technique. 
3 
Flowing afterglow and SIFT experiments provide kinetic data for ion-neutral 
reactions in the thermal range of interaction energies, i.e. up to about 0.1 e V (.% kT at 900 
K). * Ion beam experiments 24-29 provide cross sections for such reactions at energies in 
excess of a few tenths of an electron volt in most cases (although some sophisticated 
beam experiments 28 operate at lower energies). A desire to develop an instrument to 
"bridge the gap" between thermal energies and the smallest beam experiment energies led 
to the development of the flow-drift tube (FDT) in the NOAA laboratories in Boulder, 
Colorado. 30-32 
1.2.1 A brief history of drift tubes. 
Shortly after the di scovery of X-rays in 1895, drift tubes were developed to study 
the behaviour of slow ions drifting in gases. A drift tube apparatus consists of an ion 
I This range has been extended to - 0.2 eV with the development of the HTFA inSLrument, 6 which operates 
al lemperatures up 10 - 1800 K. 
source, an enclosure containing gas at a "high" pressure, a set of electrodes that establish 
a uniform electric field along which the ions drift and a detector at the end of the drift 
region. Most early drift tubes contained internal ion sources and were used almost 
exclusively (prior to about 1960) to measure ionic drift velocities to the exclusion of 
quantitative studies of diffusion and ion-molecule reactions. Interested readers are 
referred to the excellent historical reviews by Mason and McDaniel 33 and McDaniel et 
al 34 and references cited therein for a discussion of the development of drift tube 
technology. 
1.2.2 The Flow Drift Tube (FDT). 
4 
McFarland constructed the original NOAA flow drift tube (Figure 1.3) for his 
Ph.D. thesis. 30 In the FDT, the downstream half of the flow tube is made up of a series 
of narrow ring sections (7.5 mm in width) clamped together via O-rings to form a vacuum 
tight cylindrical tube, with the individual ring sections electrically insulated from each 
other. By applying suitable potentials to ~he rings, a uniform electric field can be 
established along the axis of the flow tube. Thus ions can be constrained to drift through 
the carrier gas under the influence of the applied field, thereby increasing their laboratory 
energy and hence their interaction energy with the carrier gas and any added reactant gas. 
By varying the electric field strength, or more correctly the ratio E/N (where N is the 
carrier gas number density), reactions can be studied over a range of energies. In the 
original NOAA FDT, the ionization was created in the field free region upstream of the 
drift region. This method has all the inherent disadvantages of the flowing afterglow as 
desGribed above, and thus it was a natural development to incorporate a SIFT -type 
injector in the FDT, creating a selected ion flow drift tube (SIFDT) 35, greatly enhancing 
the versatility of the instrument. Another natural extension of the SIFDT technique was 
to incorporate a variable temperature facility, as in the variable temperature flowing 
afterglow and variable temperature SIFT (VT -SIFT) apparatuses. This was successfully 
achieved by Smith and Adams, who developed a variable temperature selected ion flow 
drift tube (VT-SIFDT). 21 Variable temperature operation necessitated a change in design 
of the drift tube region. Rather than constructing the drift region from ring sections 
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Figure 1.3. Schematic diagram of a flow-drift tube (FDT) apparatus. 
clamped together with O-rings, the Birmingham design utilized a drift tube section 
consisting of 50 metal rings (diameter 60 mm, width 9 mm) held 1 mm apart by ceramic 
insulators, which could be inserted into a standard VT -sm. 
1.3 Theory of Drift Tube Operation 
The basic principles of drift tube operation are simple. 21,33.36 Ions are produced 
in, or introduced into, a buffer gas at pressures typically between 0.1 and a few Torr. 
Metal rings held at appropriate potentials provide a homogeneous electric field of 
strength E along the axis of the drift tube (see Figure 1.4). The ions are accelerated by the 
action of the drift field and at the same time undergo many collisions with the carrier gas 
atoms or molecules. Therefore, rather than being constantly accelerated by E, the ions 
reach a steady mean drift velocity, Vd, in the direction of E. The average ion kinetic 
energy acquired from the electric field, which is proportional to Vd, is only a function of 
EIN, where N is the number density of the carrier gas. 33 This statement can be 
rationalised as follows. The electric force on an ion of charge e is eE and the resulting 
acceleration is eElMian , where Mian is the mass of the ion. The crude assumption can be 
made that when an ion undergoes a collision, it loses, on average, all the energy imparted 
to it by the field during the previous free path. Then, if the mean time between collisions 
is denoted T, the ion velocity, v, immediately before a collision, will be eETlMion . Since T 
E 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic diagram of a drift tube used for the investigation of ion-
neutral reactions. 
is proportional to lIN, the energy obtained between collisions is thus seen to be 
proportional to (EIN)2, since kinetic energy = VzM ionV2 Rigorous calculations also 
demonstrate that EIN is the parameter that detennines the field energy of the ions. 33 Vd IS 
a small fraction of the mean random velocity of the ions as long as EIN is small and 
increases as EIN increases. 
Drift velocities have been detennined experimentally for a wide variety of ions, 
both in their parent gases and other bath gases and are essential parameters in the 
determination of rate coefficients for ion-molecule reactions in drift tubes. 37-40 The 
proportionality constant between the drift velocity and the applied field is called the ionic 
mobility, K, and is defined by the equation: 
K= Vd 
E 
(1.1) 
Since K is inversely proportional to N at fixed temperature, T, and EIN, it is usual to 
report a reduced mobility Ko corresponding to a standard density (Loschmidt's constant, 
the density of an ideal gas at ooe and 760 Torr). 
Ko=Klf ~)(273.151 
760 \ T / 
(1.2) 
Ko is usually tabulated as a function ofEIN, where EIN is expressed in Townsends (1 Td 
= 10-17 V cm2). 
1.4 The Wannier Equations. 
Swarms of drifting ions possess a random velocity distribution as well as a 
supedmposed drift velocity in the direction of the applied field, E. Taking into account 
the ion-induced dipole interaction between the drifting ions and the carder gas particles, 
Wannier 41 calculated the kinetic energy of the drifting ions, KEion, 
mlJ 2 M lJ 2 
KE. - 3/ k T _c_,_l ion " lOll - /2 b + + ---'-'-"--'--
2 2 
(1.3) 
where me is the mass of the catTier gas patticles, Mion is the mass of the ions and kb is the 
Boltzmann constant. When considering a reaction of the ion swarm with a reactant 
neutral, the important parameter is El" the mean relative centre-of-mass energy between 
the ion-neutral pair, which is given by 31,33,36,41: 
( 2 ')) K = ~ MM. Vi + Vn-
1 2 ron (M + MimJ 
(1.4) 
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where M is the mass of the reactant neutral, vn2 is the mean square velocity of the reactant 
neutral (given by ~ kb T = %Mv n2) and Vi2 is the ion mean square velocity (obtained from 
%MiollVi2 KEion). Substitution for v? and v/ in equation (1.4) gives: 
(1.5) 
The rate coefficients, k, for ion-neutral reactions studied using ddft tubes are usually 
presented as a flIDction of E r • For atomic ions drifting in an atomic carrier gas, only 
elastic collisions can occur between the ions and the carrier gas atoms. Moreover, it has 
been shown 42-47 that atomic ions drifting in helium possess a near-Maxwellian energy 
distribution, described to a very good first approximation, by the centre-of-mass energy 
Ee, appropriate to the ion-carrier gas atom collisions: 
(1.6a) 
Substitution of equation (1.3) into (1.6a) yields: 
(1.6b) 
where me is the mass of the carrier gas atoms. Indeed, it is now recognised that the 
accuracy of equation (1.6b) is a reflection of the closeness with which both the ions and 
carrier gas atoms possess, in the centre-of-mass reference frame, Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution functions characterised by Te~' A similar argument extends to the accuracy 
of equation (1.5). 
For atomic ions drifting in an atomic buffer gas, Wannier's formulas are believed 
to be generally accurate to ± 10%. 48 It follows that for an atomic ion drifting in helium 
the energy of the interaction between the ion and the carrier gas, Ee, and the energy of the 
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interaction of the ion with the reactant neutral, can be correctly characterized to within 
the uncertainty of most experimental rate determinations. When the drifting ions are 
molecular, however, internal excitation of the ions can occur in collisions with the carrier 
gas atoms. 49-54 Rotational excitation (and de-excitation) is generally facile in such 
collisions as verified by laser fluorescence measurements of the rotational temperature of 
N2+ ions in helium 55, equilibration being achieved in about ten collisions in the case of 
Nt, and a rotational temperature can generally be ascribed to the ions in terms of such 
that: 
(1.7) 
At high EIN and especially in heavier buffer gases (e.g. argon) vibrational 
excitation of the ions can occur. Theoretical calculations by Viehland et al 48,56-61 suggest 
that given sufficient collisions between the ions and (atomic) carrier gas particles, the 
internal energy state of the ions, Tint, will equilibrate to the ion-carrier gas centre-of-
mass energy, viz. 
;X khT;nt Ec (1.8) 
Ec is given to a first approximation by equation 0.6). A more accurate expression is: 56-61 
(1.9) 
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where mi and me are the ion and carrier gas masses respectively, ~ is a small «< 1) 
correction term and ~ is a dimensionless ratio of collision integrals which characterise the 
fractional energy loss due to inelastic collisions. Viehland and Robson 48 have recently 
introduced a new expression for the effective internal temperature involving only 
quantities that are measurable in traditional drift tube experiments (e.g. ionic mobility and 
diffusion coefficients). 
2
3 khT.nt Ec(l) = W - me [~k"T + !mcv} qDT qDL ] (1.10) 
m;+mc 2 2 K 2K(I+K') 
Here, Ecw is the centre-of-mass energy defined by the Wannier equation (1.6a), q is the 
ion charge, K (= VdlE) is the ion mobility, and K' is the logarithmic derivative of K with 
respect to the logarithm of E/N, i.e. 
dInK 
dln(EI N) (1.11) K' 
A similar expression has been derived for. The accuracy of equation (1.10) has yet to 
be tested for polyatomic ions, as a result of the dearth of transverse and longitudinal 
diffusion coefficients for poly atomic ions in atomic carrier gases. 48 It is anticipated, 
however, that the Wannier equations will prove to be accurate to the same ± 10% for 
polyatomic ions drifting in atomic buffer gases as has been shown for atomic ions. 48 
Larger deviations are predicted for atomic and molecular ions drifting in molecular bath 
gases. However, while the internal energy of an ion is predicted to equilibrate to Ec at 
steady state, it is uncertain how many collisions with the carrier gas will be required for 
steady state to be reached. Indeed, achievement of a steady-state Boltzmann vibrational 
distribution may require a drift tube of infinite length! 62 Most of the available 
experimental data suggests that vibrational excitation in a helium carrier gas is inefficient 
at typical values ofEIN, Although a value ofEc can be calculated, the internal energy of 
the drifting ions is often quite uncertain, i.e. a vibrational temperature cannot be readily 
ascribed to the ions. Federer et al 63 and Kriegel et al 64, using a SIFDT apparatus, have 
shown for example that Nt and O2+ ions can be vibrationally excited in a helium carrier (' 
gas even at modest EIN valuesJ However, this process is relatively slow and eqUilibrium 
among the v = 0 and v = 1 states of the N2+ and ot ions is barely achieved in the 
available length of the drift field except at the highest values of E/N. Vibrational 
excitation, especially of polyatomic ions, must therefore be considered in SIFDT 
experiments even when a helium carrier gas is used, although, as already mentioned, 
caution must be exercised in ascribing a temperature to the internal excitation of ions 
drifting in monatomic buffer gases. 
1.5 Determination of Rate Coefficients as a Function of Interaction 
Energy. 
Reaction rate coefficients are determined in a SIFDT apparatus in a similar 
manner to that described for a conventional flowing afterglow or SIFT. 20-22,36 The 
decrease in the reactant ion signal and the appearance of the product ions are monitored 
as a function of the neutral reactant flow rate. The analysis of the data is greatly 
simplified compared to that for a SIFT or flowing afterglow, essentially due to the fact 
that the radial profile of the ion velocity for the drifting ions is uniform. "Plug" flow 
prevails rather than the parabolic radial velocity distribution present in a SIFT or FA. 
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This is a consequence of the ion drift velocity being significantly greater than the gas flow 
velocity even for small values of E/N. For a generalised reaction: 
A + + B --+ c+ + D 
the rate ofloss of A+ in the drift region is given by: 
8A+ 
v- -k[A+ ][B] 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
where k is the reaction rate coefficient, and [A +] and [B] are the concentrations of A + and 
the reactant neutral B, and v is the Sllm of the flow velocity and drift velocity of the ions. 
Diffusive loss terms can be eliminated from the analysis. It follows that 
(1.14) 
where Q is the reactant gas flow rate, a is the flow tube radius, and Vo is the bulk flow 
velocity of the carrier gas. Substitution of [B] into equation 0.13), followed by 
integration and rearrangement leads to a value for k. 
Ie Jra 2vv" In (A+l, 
Q(L+ z) [A+] (1.15) 
[A +]0 corresponds to [A +] at Q = 0, L is the distance between the reactant inlet and the 
sampling orifice and z is a (small) end correction to allow for non-instantaneous mixing 
of the reactant neutraL It should also be noted that excessive concentrations of a neutral 
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reagent will reduce the drift velocity of an ion below that determined in the absence of the 
neutral, thus increasing the reaction time. This will have the effect of yielding 
erroneously high rate coefficients but will only be significant for very slow reactions (k ::; 
10- 12 cm3 s-I). As discussed above it is usual to present rate coefficients measured in drift 
tubes as a function of Er, determined from the ion drift velocity using the Wannier 
equations. 
1.6 "Typical" drift tube reaction behaviour. 
Reactions occurring in drift tubes can be loosely categorised into two classes, fast 
and slow reactions. 65,66 For fast reactions, e.g. exothermic proton transfer, the rate 
coefficients either remain constant * or slowly decrease with increasing kinetic energy. 
For slow reactions the rate coefficients are found to decrease with increasing energy at 
low kinetic energies. At some intermediate energy the rate coefficient reaches a 
minimum and then begins to increase again at higher energies. This behaviour is 
rationalised in terms of ion-molecule reactions occurring on a double-minimum potential. 
The reactants form a long-lived encounter complex in the entrance channel and proceed 
to products over a tight barrier. The observed energy dependence in a drift tube can be 
understood in terms of a competition between returning to reactants over a loose barrier 
or proceeding on to products over a tight barrier. Dissociation back to reactants involves 
a looser transition state and hence a higher density of states ratio, which changes more 
rapidly with increasing energy than the density of states ratio for the tight transition state. 
Therefore the rate constant for the reverse process increases more rapidly with increasing 
energy than the rate constant for product formation. Consequently, a decreasing fraction 
of reactants will proceed through the tight transition state to products as the kinetic energy 
of the ion-molecule collision increases. The increase in rate coefficient at higher energies 
* In actuality the rate coefficient may increase slightly with increasing kinetic energy - see the section 
following equation (1.20), 
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usually indicates that a new mechanism has become important, such as a new vibrational 
or electronic state becoming energetically accessible or a completely new product. 
Glosik et al 67,68 have measured the dependence of the rate coefficients, k, on the 
average centre-of-mass interaction energy, E r , for the bimolecular reactions of several 
simple positive ions with HCI. Although most of the reactions are strongly exothermic 
and proceed at close to the collisional rates at thermal energies, some reactions show a 
pronounced decrease in their rate coefficients with increasing Er . They interpreted the 
results in terms of a simple model based on the steady state approximation. The model 
allows information to be obtained on the unimolecular rate coefficients for the 
dissociation of the intermediate collision complex to products or back to reactants, k2 and 
kr respectively, and the rate coefficient kf (often equal to the collision rate coefficient) for 
the formation of these complexes. The following reaction scheme is appropriate. 
'k 
r 
C++D (1.16) 
The ratio kJk2 was extracted from the experimental data and it was found that the Er 
dependence of this ratio could be expressed by a power law function, (Er / ErO)m, where 
ErG and m are adjustable parameters. 
(1.17) 
For reactions in which a second, endothermic reaction channel becomes accessible at 
higher E r, a second term was added to the expression describing the dependence of the 
observed rate coefficient on E r , given by the familiar Arrhenius equation. The additional 
term equates the endothermicity of the "direct" channel to an Arrhenius activation energy. 
Combining the two terms yields the expression: 
keEr) = k, + kll 
(1.18) 
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Figure 1.5. Er dependence of the rate coefficient for an ion-molecule reaction 
proceeding via a mechanism described by equation (1.16) and formally expressed by 
equation (1.18). The parameters used are kf == kIlo = 1 X 10-9 cm3 S-l; ErO = 0.1 eV; 
AEA = 0.66 eV; m = 2. 
Here kJ and kn are the rate coefficients for tire <"indirect" and "direct" processes 
respectively and kllo is a coefficient (Arrhenius pre-exponential factor) which is 
independent of Er • 
The steady state approximation when applied to the above reaction scheme yields: 
In order to visualize the dependence of the ratio kJk2 on 
rewritten in the form: 
!5:.. = kf -1 
k2 k{ 
equation (1.17) can be 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
In the original analysis the rate coefficient kf was assumed to be independent of Er . 
Subsequent experiments 69·72 showed that the measured rate coefficients for a number of 
fast ion-molecule reactions actually increased above the thermal rate coefficient at 
elevated Er, leading to the incorporation of an empirical energy-dependent factor, ~, 
derived from many experimental measurements, into equation (1.17). 
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k (E)1n k~ = E:o (1.21) 
A theoretical discussion of the reasons for this energy dependence has been given by 
Smith et al 73, where the capture rate coefficient is predicted to increase as TO.s (i.e. as 
(Er)O.5 at suprathermal energies, such as those obtained in drift tube experiments. 
Adams and Smith have investigated the variation of the ternary association 
reactions of CH3 + ions with N2, H2 and CO with and ~. in a SIFDT apparatus. 74 The 
ternary association reactions are considered to proceed in two stages: 
kf 
·k 
r 
.. (1.22) 
(1.23) 
In the first step A + and BC combine to form an excited intermediate complex, (ABC+)*, 
with rate coefficient kf' which undergoes unimolecular dissociation back to reactants with 
rate coefficient kl" In the second step the}ntermediate complex can be stabilised by 
collision with a third body, M, with a collisional rate coefficient, kc, modified by an 
efficiency factor, f (which is ~ 1). If it is assumed that the stabilisation step (1.23) does 
not significantly disturb the equilibrium in the first step, i.e. that kr » fkAM], where [M] 
is the number density of the stabilising third body, then it can be shown that k3 can be 
represented by: 
q'(ABC+) * 
k3 = flee q'(A + +BC) 
fk q'(ABC+) * . 
C qrelqror(A+)qro/BC) 
(1.24) 
where the q' are pseudo-partition functions. q'CA+ + BC) is approximated to the product 
of %'cj, the partition function for the relative translational motion of A + and BC, and 
ql'ot(A +) and qrotCBC), the rotational partition functions for A + and BC respectively. After 
substitution of the appropriate partition functions, k3 is predicted to vary with the various 
"temperatures" assignable to the reactants and the intermediate complex as: 
(1.25) 
where re , ri and rn are, respectively, the number of rotational degrees of freedom in the 
complex (c), the reactant ion (i), and the reactant neutral (n), the T values are their 
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associated temperatures and Tt is the translational temperature appropriate to the A+/BC 
interaction, i.e. X kbTt = Er. Under thermal equilibrium conditions, as is appropriate to a 
normal SIFT experiment, all the T values are equal and k3 is predicted to vary as r-rl2, 
where r is the total number of rotational degrees of freedom in the separated reactants. 
In the drift field region of a SIFDT apparatus, the "temperatures" of the reactants and the 
intermediate complex are not all equaL The temperature of the reactant neutral, Tn, is 
equilibrated to that of the carrier gas and is not influenced by the drift field. For the 
reactions of CH3 + with diatomic molecules, k3 is related to the various T values by: 
(1.26) 
Tt is obtained directly from Er and Ti is obtained from Ee. Tc would be expected to 
depend on Tt, Ti and Tn in some complicated way. However at any finite value ofEIN, Tn 
will be small compared with Tt and Ti and thus Tc will be largely dependent on Tt and Ti . 
For the reactions of CH3 + with N2 and CO in a He calrier, T t > Ti (since Er > 
Ee) and it follows that Tc approximates to Tt: For the reaction of CH3 + with H2, Ti > Tt 
(since > E r), hence Tc approximates to Ti . This simple model therefore predicts the 
reactions of CH3 + with N2 and CO to vary as Ec-3/2 and the CH3 +/H2 reaction to vary as 
Er-312• These predictions were indeed substantiated by experiment. 74 Similar behaviour 
was observed in the reaction of CH3 + with HCI by Glosik et al. 69 It should be noted that 
for the reactions of I-C3H+ and c-C3H2 + with CO a much steeper dependence of the 
termoiecular rate coefficient on was observed, k3 varying as Ee-2.9. k3 is predicted by 
the model to vary as Ee-l.O for the linear ion and as E~-L.5 for the cyclic ion. The large 
difference observed between experiment and theoretical prediction was attributed to the 
population of low-frequency vibrational modes in the C3W and C3H2+ ions, which would 
lead to a much steeper reduction in k3 with increasing Ee. 74 
1.7 The utility of the SIFDT technique. 
The utility of the SIFDT technique is not simply limited to the determination of 
the rate coefficients and ion product ratios of ion-molecule reactions as a function of ion 
energy. Judicious analysis of drift tube experimental data has provided information on 
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areas of ion chemistry as diverse as the production and quenching of vibrational 
excitation in different buffer gases 49-54,75-79, the energy dependence of forward and 
reverse proton transfer reactions 80 and corresponding enthalpy and entropy changes 
derived from Arrhenius and van't Hoff plots 75,81-83, the energetics and reaction rates of 
collision induced dissociation 73,84-87, the mobilities of ions in gas mixtures from Blanc's 
law 88-92, correlating measured mobilities with ion structure 93, and the separate influences 
of internal and translational energy on ion-molecule reactions, 49,54,65,66,75,94 Some of 
these aspects will now be discussed. The following is not intended as a comprehensive 
review, but rather to give a feel for the versatility of the drift tube technique. Further, for 
the most part the discussion will focus on work performed after 1984. Extensive reviews 
of drift tube experiments, of the FDT and SIFDT type, performed prior to 1984, have 
been published elsewhere. 36,49,50,54,94 
1.7.1 The Determination of Proton Affinity Differences. 
Tichy et al 82 measured the forwatd and reverse rate constants as a function of 
relative kinetic energy for several proton transfer reactions in a SIFDT apparatus. In all 
but two cases, van't Hoff plots of the equilibrium constant against reciprocal centre of 
mass collision energy were linear and it was possible to derive values for the enthalpy and 
entropy changes for each reaction from the slope and intercept respectively. The 
measured ilH values were used to construct a proton affinity difference ladder that was 
anchored to the absolute proton affinity of Br. The ladder showed excellent agreement 
with the established PAscale, and the experimental entropy changes were in good accord 
with values calculated from the entropies of the individual ions and neutrals. The non-
linearity of the pseudo-Arrhenius plots obtained for the two measured reactions of N20W 
was attributed to the presence of two N20H+ isomers (N- and 0- protonated). 83 It was 
unclear, however, whether both ions had been injected from the ion source or whether the 
higher energy collisions of the SIFDT were inducing transitions between the two isomers, 
which are separated by only 25 ± 5 kJ mor l , Tichy et al speculated that the derivation of 
apparently accurate thermodynamic data from the non-thermal drift tube experiments via 
pseudo van't Hoff plots was due to the fact that such reactions depend only on the total 
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energy available, and not the individual rotational and vibrational states involved, except 
as they contribute to making an endoergic reaction exoergic. 
1.7.2 Collision induced dissociation (CID) studies. 
One of the earliest reported studies of collision induced dissociation in a flow drift 
tube was that of Dotan et al using the original NOAA FDT apparatus. 95 They measured 
the dissociation rates for the water cluster ions H30+.H20 and H30+(H20)2 in a helium 
buffer using Ar, Ne and CO2 respectively as the collision partner. For both clusters the 
rates were observed to increase rapidly with ion-collision partner centre-of-mass energy. 
The H30+(H20)2 cluster was observed to dissociate at much lower energies than the 
H30+.H20 cluster in accord with its weaker bond. Dotan et al commented however that 
"while such data do provide some insight into the relative bonds of the dissociating 
clusters, using them to deduce bond energies or even relative bond energies, must await 
more knowledge about the speed distributions of the drifting cluster ions". 95 The lack of 
a detailed theory governing multi-collisio)1 cm in a drift tube does not, however, 
diminish the utility of the technique as a qualitative tool for identifying low energy ion 
fragmentation pathways and for distinguishing between isomeric ions via differences in 
fragmentation behaviour. There is also a limited, but growing amount of experimental 
evidence which suggests that in certain specific instances it may indeed be possible to 
extract reliable thermodynamic data from such experiments (see discussion below). 
Smith et al 73 examined the pseudo-unimolecular decomposition of protonated 
ethanol, C2H50Ht, in the Birmingham VT-SIFDT apparatus, measuring dissociation rate 
coefficients, kunj, as a function of the mean ion-can'ier gas centre-of-mass energy, Ee< The 
individual kuni were determined as follows. For a fixed field strength E and a fixed carrier 
gas number density N, the length of the drift region (and hence the reaction time for 
collisional excitation and unimolecular dissociation) was varied by changing the number 
of rings to which the field was applied (to maintain a constant field strength, E, the drift 
length and voltage were changed in proportion). A plot of In (VIo) vs reaction length 
(where I is the parent ion signal and 10 is the sum of the parent ion and product ion 
signals) yielded the desired values of kuni . Quantitative modelling of the decomposition 
was also carried out using RRKM theory, with the assumptions that: (]) the induction 
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period for attaining steady-state distributions is brief compared to the timescale of the 
experiment; (2) the translational energy distribution of the primary ions is Maxwellian 
with a mean energy Ee and that a thermal probability distribution function is appropriate 
for vibrational energy and angular momentum transfer in collisions between the primary 
ions and the helium carrier gas atoms. The experimental data indicated that assumption 
(1) was valid as the plots of In (IIlo) yielded linear single-exponential decays with zero 
intercepts indicating that the internal degrees of freedom of the C2H50H2 + ions approach 
steady state rapidly on the timescale of the experiment. If the ions traversed a significant 
length of the drift region while steady state was attained one would observe apparently 
reduced rates of dissociation for shorter drift region lengths. The experimental results 
suggest that assumption (2) is not valid however, since the values of kuni measured at 
different carrier gas temperatures but at the same value of Ee were not the same. Smith et 
al concluded, therefore, that the measured rate coefficients do not correspond to thermal 
rate coefficients at elevated temperatures" T, given by Ee = .x ~ T. 73 They also suggested 
that in order to obtain an approximation to thermal data from drift tube data, some form 
of extrapolation of the results to zero field would be required. The best functional form 
of such an extrapolation is yet to be determined. 
Using their SIFDT apparatus the Innsbruck group of Lindinger have had some 
success in deriving apparently accurate thermodynamic data from CID studies. 84·87 
Utilising a similar methodology to that employed by Smith et al 73 described above, they 
measured the effective bimolecular dissociation rate for the ions Kr2 +, N2Ar+, (CO)t, 
CH5 + and C2H5 + as a function of in a helium carrier gas. 86 They also reported similar 
studies on N/ 85 and CH30 2+ 84. Their derived values of Arrhenius activation energies 
towards dissociation showed excellent agreement with available literature values. 
Further, by calculating bimolecular dissociation rates from measured thermal 
termolecular association rates using the van't Hoff equation, and adding these points to 
their pseudo-Arrhenius plots they showed that the combined thermal and SIFDT data 
could be fitted, to a very good approximation, by a straight line over at least 15, and in 
some cases up to 50 orders of magnitude. They took this as an indication that the internal 
temperature of the drifting ions, Ti, was fully and quickly equilibrated with the ion-carrier 
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gas centre of mass energy, Le. Ee = ,g kbT j • Departure from linearity in the plots for CHt 
at high field and short drift lengths indicated that CHs + ions require a considerably longer 
time to reach internal equilibration, comparable with the time scale of the experiment (-
lms). 
In another CID study, Glosik et al were able to distinguish between the isomeric 
ions H2COOH+ and HC(OHh+. 84 The two structures produced different branching ratios 
to HCO+ and H30+ fragments, which were independent ofEe over the energy range 
covered. Also, the calculated An-henius activation energies for dissociation were 
different for each structure. 
The efficient quenching of CO+(v=l) by N2, prompted a SIFDT study of the 
formation and dissociation of CO+.N2 ions in a nitrogen carrier gas 87 in order to 
determine the bond energy of CO+.N2, since a strong con-elation is known to exist 
between quenching efficiency and the attractive potential or complex bond strength 
between the respective collision partner~r 76 To obtain rates of the processes taking place 
in the drift tube, the drift tube was divided iiito two sections, with different values ofEIN. 
k3 
.... k 
2 
• (1.27) 
Two specific sets of conditions were employed in order to extract rate values for 
termolecular association (k3) and collision-induced dissociation (k2). With the EIN high 
in the first section, association was suppressed and only CO+ ions were present at the 
beginning of the second section, facilitating determination of k3 as a function of EIN in 
the second section. With low EIN in the first section all injected CO+ ions associate and 
only CO+.N2 ions are present at the beginning of the second section, enabling 
determination of k2 as a function of EIN in the second section. Appropriate analysis of 
the data yielded a value for the CO+.N2 bond energy of 0.7 ± 0.2 eV, which was in fair 
agreement with an available ab initio value and sufficiently large to rationalise the fast 
vibrational quenching of CO+(v=l) by N2. 
Two other innovative uses of CID are also worthy of discussion. Baranov and 
Bohme have described a technique for utilising a conventional SlFT apparatus for 
studying collision induced dissociation. 96 By connecting a power supply to their 
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downstream sampling nose cone they are able to bias the nose cone up to -80 V (positive 
ion detection). This produces a region of elevated E/N directly in front of the sampling 
nose cone in which ions can undergo multi-collision CID. While the technique does not 
yield quantitative thermodynamic data it is an inexpensive method for establishing bond 
connectivities in reactant and product ions, for distinguishing between isomeric ion 
structures and for the elucidation of dissociation and reaction mechanisms. For example, 
the technique clearly distinguishes between the isomeric ions CH3NOt and CH30NO+, 
which exhibit quite different dissociation thresholds to NO+. 97 This multi-collision CID 
technique is now routinely used in Bohme' s laboratory for establishing bond 
connectivities and distinguishing isomeric ion structures. 98-102 Squires 103 has utilised a 
mini drift tube for performing "preparative CID", the formation of chemically interesting 
species not readily generated by conventional ionisation methods. He used the technique 
to generate a series of carbanions via collisional activation of the corresponding 
carboxylate ions, viz. 
(1.28) 
The instrument described by Squires also utilises a triple quadrupole analyser, which can 
be used to verify the structure of the CID fragment either via ion-molecule chemistry or 
further CID with an inert target species. The triple quadrupole can also yield quantitative 
thermodynamic data as CID can be performed under single collision conditions. 
1.7.3 Studies of ion mobility. 
The mobility of a gas phase ion is a measure of how rapidly it moves through a 
buffer gas under the influence of an electric field. It is calculated as the ratio of the drift 
velocity to the electric field strength as given by equation (1.1). For atomic ions the 
mobility depends on the electronic state as demonstrated by Rowe et al 104 for 0+, Twiddy 
et al 105 for C+ and by van Koppen et al 106 for transition metal ions. For a large 
polyatomic ion the mobility depends on the average collision cross-section. 93,107,108 An 
ion with a large average cross-section undergoes more collisions with the buffer gas and 
travels more slowly than an ion with a smaller average collision cross-section. Mobility 
measurements can therefore be used to separate ions with different geometries. Ion 
mobility measurements have been carried out on carbon cluster ions 109-115 and a 
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con'elation has been observed between the structure of the clusters (linear chains, rings 
and three-dimensional spheres) and the measured mobilities. [[6 Similar studies l;tave 
been performed on silicon ll7, germanium LL8 , aluminium 1 [9 and metal-containing carbon 
clusters. [20·[22 Tremendous interest has focussed recently on the use of ion mobility 
measurements to examine the conformations of pep tides 123 and proteins 124·126 in the gas 
phase prompting Dugourd et al 127 to develop a new high-resolution ion mobility 
apparatus to improve resolution of isomeric structures. The drift tube temperature can be 
varied to study thermally activated isomerisation processes as a function of temperature 
as was demonstrated for the isomeric clusters of formula (NaCI)35Cr. 127 
Krishnamurty et al [28 measured the mobilities of a series of ions derived from 
benzene, naphthalene and biphenyl in a SIFDT apparatus, to examine the possibility of 
differentiating small structural differences in ions based on their mobilities. The 
experimentally measured mobilities were compared with those computed (equation 1.29) 
by obtaining an angle-averaged hard sphere collision cross-section( QI) from the 
geometric structure of the ions. To a good approximation the mobility of an ion is given 
by 33,129: 
= 1.85 X 10
4 ~m + M (cm2 yl s.l) 
Q{!,1)-JTeff mM 
(1.29) 
where q is the total number of elementary charges, e is the elementary charge, No is the 
standard number density, kb is the Boltzmann constant, fl is the reduced mass of the ion-
buffer gas system, M and m are the buffer gas and ion masses respectively (in amu), Teff 
is the effective temperature (taken as 273.15 K to obtain a reduced mobility), and Q(I,I) is 
the collision integral (in A2). The collision integral is approximated by the angle-
averaged hard sphere collision cross-section, which is obtained by constructing a space-
filled model of the ion using the van der Waals radii of the constituent atoms and 
averaging the cross-sectional area of the molecular ion over all orientations. The 
predicted zero-field mobilities were found to compare well with the experimentally 
determined values. This approach had previously been employed in the cluster ion 
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studies (see above), and the accuracy of the hard sphere projection approximation has 
been discussed. 130 More rigorous scattering models have been developed for calculating 
h h b'l' . fl" t07 130 t e gas-p ase mo I Itles 0 po yatoffilc IOns. . 
1.7.4 Mobilities derived from Blanc's law. 
Bierbaum and co-workers have examined the mobilities of cluster ions (e.g. 
NO+(CH3CN)n, H30+(H20)n, NH/(NH3)n, NO\CH3COCH3)n) drifting in polar gases in 
a SIFDT apparatus. 89-92 Such cluster ions are among the most abundant species in the 
lower ionosphere of the Earth. Core ions (e.g. NO+) are produced in an ion source, mass-
selected and injected into the flow tube containing a He or N2 buffer gas. The reagent gas 
(e.g. H20, CH3CN) is added to the flow tube just downstream of the ion injector and 
cluster formation occurs in the remainder of the flow tube. The drift velocity and hence 
the ion mobility is determined using a pulsed ion-depletion technique, which is discussed 
in chapter 2 of this thesis. The ion mobility is observed to depend on the concentration of 
reagent molecules as the ions are drifting in a mixture of buffer gas and reagent 
molecules. Blanc's law 33.131 gives the measured mobility: 
(1.30) 
where Kb and KR are the ionic mobilities in the buffer and reagent gases, and Xb and XR 
are the mole fractions of the buffer and reagent gas respectively. Separate values of % 
and KR can be determined from the slope and intercept of a plot of measured mobility 
versus mole fraction of reactant gas. The mobilities of the cluster ions are found to be 
much lower in the reagent gases compared to the mobilities in helium. This is a 
consequence of the much higher polarisabilities and dipole moments of the reagent gases 
compared to helium, which leads to a much larger momentum-transfer collision integral 
for the reagent gases and hence a lower mobility. Other factors that may be important 
include dipole-dipole interactions, ligand exchange reactions and the formation of long-
lived quasi-bound complexes. In a helium carrier gas the measured mobilities of cluster 
ions are quantitatively explained using the hard-sphere collision model described above. 
The hard-sphere model does not accurately represent the mobility of cluster ions drifting 
in a nitrogen carrier. As a result of the stronger polarisability of N2, the hard-sphere 
collision model does not agree with the data, and better agreement was obtained using a 
simple model that included ion-induced dipole interactions. 
1. 7.5 Insights into reaction mechanisms. 
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The isomerisation of HCN+ to HNC+ in reactions with CO or CO2 was originally 
investigated by Petrie et al 132, because of its relevance to the chemistry of the interstellar 
medium. A "forth and back" proton transfer mechanism was proposed to account for the 
isomerisation reaction. 
NCH+ + CO2 ---+ (NC .. H+ - C02) 
(CN .. ·H+ - C02) ---+ CNH+ + CO2 
(1.3Ia) 
(1.31b) 
Within the intermediate collision complex the proton is transferred towards the CO2 
moiety (the proton transfer is exothermic). The collision complex is sufficiently long-
lived to enable the rotation of the CN dipole (dipole moment 1.45 D) which favours the 
CN .. ·H+ - CO2 orientation. The proton is then transferred back to form the more 
exothermic CNH+ product. 
As a critical test of this proposed mechanism Hansel et al l33 investigated the 
reaction of HCN+ with CO2 as a function of relative kinetic energy in a SIFDT. Their 
measured branching ratio as a function of Er showed that at collision energies close to 
thermal, the isomerisation channel contributes more than 95% to the overall reaction. As 
Er is increased, this contribution decreases to less than 5% at Er = 0.7 e V. Concurrently 
the production of C02H+ shows an increase from a few percent at room temperature to 
about 40% at Er = 0.7 eV. The contribution of the endothermic charge transfer product 
CO2 + rises steeply, beginning at approximately 0.2 e V and becoming the dominant 
product (~55%) at Er 0.7 eV. These observations are entirely consistent with the 
mechanism proposed by Petrie et al. 132 At low collision energies the lifetime of the 
collision complex is sufficiently long to allow rotation of the CN dipole and back transfer 
of the proton to form CNH+. At elevated Er the translational energy converted to internal 
energy of the collision complex reduces the complex lifetime leading to enhanced 
production of C02H+. A similar "forth and back" mechanism has been proposed to 
explain the isomerisation of R-CO+ (R H, CH3) 134,135 and the isomerisation of 
CH3N02 + to CH30NO+. 97 As an adjunct to their SlFDT study of HCN+/HNC+ 
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isomerisation, Hansel et al determined enthalpies of formation for HNC and HNC+. 136 
The rate coefficient for the slightly endothermic reaction of HNC+ with CO was measured 
as a function of relative kinetic energy, yielding a value for the endothermicity of 
equation (1.32) of31 ± 1 kJ mor l , 
(1.32) 
and a value for L\fHO(HNC+) of 1349 ± 4 kJ morl. The heat of formation of HNC was 
determined similarly by measuring the kinetic energy dependence of the slightly 
endothermic charge transfer reaction: 
HNC+(v=O) + Xe --+ Xe+ + HNC (1.33) 
The pseudo-Arrhenius plot of In k versus Er- l yielded an endothermicity of 0.09 ± 0.01 e V 
(8.7 ± 1 kJ mor l ) and L\fHo(HNC) == 188.2 ± 4 kJ mOrl. 
Glosik et al 137 investigated the reaction of ground state silicon ions, step) with 
C2~ over the pressure range from 0.14 to 0.52 Torr, for centre-of-mass energies, from 
near thermal to - 2 eV. The two observ€Q product ions over the energy range covered 
were SiC2H3 + and SiCzH/. The reaction rate coefficients for the binary (k2) and ternary 
(k3) channels were determined both from the measured branching ratio into products and 
from the pressure dependence of the effective bimolecular rate coefficient. At Er > 0.1 
eV, the termolecular rate coefficient determined from the branching ratio decreased more 
rapidly with Er than the termolecular rate coefficient determined from the pressure 
dependence of the effective bimolecular rate coefficient. This was taken as an indication 
that in collisions of the helium bath gas atoms with the excited intermediate collision 
complex, the dissociation of (SiC2H/)* to SiC2H3 + takes place. This is therefore an 
example of a ternary reaction having two product channels, collisional stabilisation 
(product SiCzH/) and collision induced dissociation (product SiC2H3 +) with probabilities 
al and (X2, where a2 == 1 ('I,. 
1.7.6 Internal Energy Effects. 
The effect of reactant ion vibrational excitation on rate coefficients measured in 
drift tubes has been the subject of many comprehensive discussions 36,49-54,65,66,94 and so 
only a few salient features will be mentioned here. As discussed previously, molecular 
ion reactions that are slow typically show a decreasing reactivity with increasing centre of 
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mass energy within the regime dominated by complex formation. Since vibrational 
excitation often dramatically enhances the reactivity, the rate coefficients of reactions 
involving molecular ions often show different Er dependences in different buffer gases. 
This is because for a given E, value the value of Ec and hence the extent of vibrational 
excitation is different in the different buffer gases (see Figure 1.6). If it is assumed that 
the observed enhancement in k is due to the vibrational excitation of the ions the total rate 
coefficient, k" can be separated into two components. The first component, kK, describes 
the pure kinetic energy dependence and the second component, ky , describes the influence 
of internal excitation, which is related to Ec. An Arrhenius treatment of data for the 
charge transfer reactions ofe02+ with O2 and N20+ with NO, in which In ky was plotted 
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Figure 1.6. Typical energy dependences for a slow reaction of a molecular ion 
obtained in helium, nitrogen and argon buffer gases. S4 The internal temperature of 
the ions is changed with K to a degree that depends on the particular buffer gas, 
since the internal temperature is controlled by Ec. 
against Ec-I showed that the dependence of ky on Ec was nearly identical for He and Ar 
buffer gases. 54 
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Viggiano's group in Massachusetts has developed a VT-SIFDT technique for 
measuring the rate dependence on the neutral reactant internal energy. 65 By measuring 
rate constants (or branching ratios) as a function of drift field at several carrier gas 
temperatures , a separate Er dependence curve is obtained for each temperature. If these 
curves do not fall on top of one another (Figure 1.7), then at a given Er the ctifference 
between rate constants measured at different temperatures, results from the corresponding 
different internal temperatures of the reactants (since the kinetic energy of collision is 
fixed). This method has been the subject of a detailed review 65 and hence only a brief 
summary of the principal conclusions will be given. 
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Figure 1.7. Rate constants for a reaction possessing a negative rotational 
temperature dependence. The three distinct curves describe the Er dependence at 
three different buffer gas temperatures. Increased rotational temperature in the 
neutral reagent leads to a decrease in the reaction rate coefficient. The reaction of 
Kr+ with Hel exhibits this kind of behaviour (see text for discussion). 
By comparing the influence of neutral reactant rotational temperature on ion-
reactivity for a variety of reaction systems, Viggiano and Morris 65 have divided the 
.. 
1 
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results into three general catergories: (1) most reactions, in which rotational energy has 
little or no influence on reactivity, (2) endothermic reactions, where rotational energy 
contributes to the total energy used to overcome the reaction endothermicity, and (3) 
reactants with large rotational constants, where rotational excitation is observed to 
measurably affect the reaction kinetics (Figure 1.7). An example of a reaction in category 
(2) is the endothermic charge transfer reaction between Ar+ and N2 (this reaction is 
discussed further in chapter 2): 
Ar+CZP3/2) + N2 ------)- N2+ (v = 1) + Ar- 0.092 eV (1.34) 
The Er dependences of the rate of reaction (1.34) were measured at 298, 428, and 
552 K. The three Er dependence curves do not coincide with one another at low Er but 
begin to merge at higher energies. This lack of coincidence between the curves must 
indicate the rate dependence on N2 rotational excitation, since Ar+ cannot be internally 
excited and vibrational levels of N2 are not accessible at the temperatures of the 
experiment. The pure temperature deper:dence of the rate yielded an activation energy of 
0.07 e V in good agreement with the reaction endothermicity. Further, a plot of the rate 
data versus the average total energy illustrates that the three distinct Er dependence curves 
collapse into a single curve, which is dependent on the average total energy only, 
independent of the type of energy (kinetic or rotational). This implies that rotational and 
translational energy are equally efficient at promoting reaction by supplying energy to 
overcome the reaction endothermicity. This conclusion is believed to be generally 
applicable to endothermic reactions. 
An example of a reaction with a large rotational effect (category (3)) is the charge 
transfer reaction (1.3 5): 
Kr+CZP312) + HCI ------)- HCr+ + Kr + 1.25 e V (1.35) 
The dependences measured at three different temperatures [38 do not coincide with one 
another, but define three distinct curves separated by more than the relative error bars. 
Increased rotational temperature leads to a decrease in the reaction rate coefficient. The 
effect found for DCI as the reactant neutral was similar to that observed for HCl. The 
observed rotational effect was attributed to: (1) the rotational dependence of the capture 
rate constant and (2) the fact that the charge transfer is facilitated by a collinear geometry, 
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as the rotational temperature of the HCI reactant temperature increases the dipole "locks" 
to the positive charge less efficiently. 
As remarked above, the preceding review is by no means exhaustive or definitive, 
but is intended to give a flavour for the utility of the flow drift tube techniques and an 
introduction to some of the literature covering this area. 
The ensuing chapters detail experimental and theoretical work performed during 
the period from January 1994 to June 1998. The experiments are a combination of sm 
and SIFDT studies. Some of the experimental work is of relevance to the chemistry of 
the interstellar medium, and where appropriate, the implications of the experimental 
results to interstellar chemistry will be discussed. 
Chapter Two describes the experimental apparatus and modifications to the 
apparatus. 
Chapter Three discusses three ion-molecule association reactions, H30+ + C2H2, 
H30+ + C2H4 and CH2NH2 + + HCOOH which have all been suggested to play roles in the 
chemistry of the interstellar medium. Efforts to identify the isomeric ions formed in each 
of the association reactions are described. 
Chapter Four further explores methods for distinguishing isomeric ions 
based on differing ion-molecule reactivities. sm experiments are used to distinguish 
isomers in the well-studied C6HS +, C7H7 + and C3HS + systems. 
Chapter Five examines the role of kinetic batTiers in H-atom abstraction reactions. 
The exothermic reaction S02 + + H2 ~ S02H+ + H is explored both experimentally in 
the SIFDT apparatus and theoretically via ab initio calculations and it is demonstrated 
that the reaction possesses a kinetic barrier in the entrance channel. 
Chapter Six describes SIFDT studies of termolecular association and the 
competition between bimolecular and tennolecular reaction channels. The specific 
systems examined are CH3 + with C2N2 and CH3CN and NO+ with acetone, butanone and 
3-pentanone. 
Chapter Seven summarises the present work and offers suggestions for further 
work to expand the scope of the present studies. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Equipment. 
The experiments reported herein were obtained in part using the selected ion flow 
tube originally constructed in this department from 1982-1985, and in part using a newly 
constructed SIFT instrument possessing a flowing afterglow ion source. Previous 
workers in this laboratory have described most of the essential features of the original 
apparatus. 18,139-141 
Petrie 140 has described the modification of the original instrument, which 
included a co-linear ion source, to an off-axis ion source arrangement, and the 
development of a new high-pressure ion -;ourc,e. Wilson 18 discusses modifications to the 
particle multiplier assembly, the use of upstream facing ring inlets to replace the original 
finger inlets, and modifications to the electronics and software used for data analysis. He 
also describes structural modifications performed in preparation for the installation of a 
drift tube into the apparatus; I will return to a discussion of these modifications shortly. 
Scott 141 has given a detailed description of modifications to the apparatus, ancillary 
equipment and software performed during the course of the research described herein. 
Any further discussion will therefore focus only on modifications not discussed by Scott 
or those of particular pertinence to the present work. 
In 1996 construction commenced on framework and chassis sections for a new 
SIFT apparatus and in the latter half of 1997 the ion-molecule laboratory was relocated 
within the Chemistry Department to share laboratory space with the ion cyclotron 
resonance spectrometer. The principal modifications to the apparatus were the 
incorporation of a flowing afterglow ion source, the addition of a new dual annulus 
Venturi orifice and greatly improved pumping of the upstream and downstream 
quadrupole chambers. Much of the experimental data presented herein was obtained 
using the new instrument. To differentiate between the two apparatuses I will utilise the 
terms SIFT or SIFDT for the original apparatus and FA-SIFT or FA-SIFDT for the new 
apparatus, where appropriate, in the following chapters describing experimental results. 
A full description of the essential features of the new FA-SIFDT apparatus follows. I 
will first discuss however, the installation of the drift tube into the original SIFT 
apparatus. 
2.2 Drift tube operation. 
2.2.1 Preparations for drift tube operation. 
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The requirement to float the downstream end of the drift tube and the entire mass 
spectrometer detection region to high potential necessitated modifications to the 
construction of the downstream end of the SIFT apparatus. These modifications were 
performed prior to the commencement of the research described herein. 18 Since the nose 
cone is floated to high potential it was necessary to insulate the nose cone from the 
surrounding flanges using acetyl gaskets,~ A vacuum tight seal between the gaskets and 
stainless steel flanges was achieved using O:rings. Thin teflon sheets were also 
subsequently placed between the nose cone and the cradle supporting the T section at the 
downstream end of the SIFT to ensure good electrical insulation from chassis ground. A 
schematic diagram of the downstream region of the SIFT showing the acetyl insulators 
appears on page 31 of Wilson's thesis. 18 The anticipated installation of the drift tube also 
prompted the replacement of the existing finger inlets for introduction of neutral reagents 
into the flow tube by ring-type inlets. The upstream-facing ring inlet (Figure 2.1) 
incorporates a section of pyrex tubing which insulates the metal inlet from the flange 
which attaches to the flow tube chassis, and facilitates electrical connection of the inlet to 
the drift ring the inlet is inserted through. Another advantage of the ring-type inlet is the 
reduced end correction required for rate coefficient determinations relative to the end 
correction for the finger-type inlets. 142 Problems with the use of finger type inlets in a 
SIFDT apparatus have been discussed before. 138 
2.2.2 The drift tube. 
The drift tube (Figure 2.2), resistor board and power supply were all constructed 
in the mechanical and electronics workshops of the University of Canterbury Chemistry 
Department prior to the commencement of the research described herein. The drift tube 
Figure 2.1. Photograph of the ring inlet used for neutral addition to the SIFDT. 
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is similar in design to that developed by Smith and Adams for use in their VT-SIFT 
instrument at Birmingham. 21 It consists of 50 stainless steel rings of 60.3 mm i.d. and 9 
mm width held Imm apart by ceramic insulators. The drift tube is inserted directly into 
the existing flow tube (i.d. = 73.2 mm). As a consequence of the resulting reduction in 
tube diameter, the drift tube assembly also incorporates a 17 cm field-free extension to 
the drift section to ensure that the carrier gas flow is settled to laminar prior to the drift 
field reaction region. The field free extension is electrically connected to the flow tube by 
a flexible stainless steel earthing clip. The end of the drift tube was positioned 0.5 cm 
from the molybdenum sampling disc on the downstream nose cone in the SIFDT 
apparatus and is 1.5 cm from the molybdenum disc in the new FA-SIFDT apparatus. The 
ring inlet is inserted through the eighth ring from the upstream end through a 2.5 mm 
wide slot in the ring and is electrically connected to the ring with a brass clip. Insertion 
of the atom inlets 141 into the SIFDT necessitated the cutting of a - 2 cm circular hole in 
the seventh, eight and ninth drift rings. A separate tinned copper wire insulated in a 
fibreglass sheath connects each ring to the male half of a 50 pin D-type connector. The 
female half is connected in turn to a hennetically sealed multiple connector sealed in a 
plate that connects to a flange at the downstream end of the flow tube. The wires are 
arranged on the connectors in such a way that the voltage difference between adjacent 
pins is minimised. The drift tube resistor board connects to the multiple connector 
ex ternall y. 
Figure 2.2. Photograph of the drift tube assembly. 
2.2.3 Electronics. 
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A unifonn electric field is established along the axis of the drift tube by applying a 
voltage to the end of a chain of fifty 100 kO resistors which terminates to ground. There 
is a 39 kO resistor between each 100 ill resistor and a drift ring (although it has 
subsequently been realised that the 39 kO resistors are redundant and serve no useful 
purpose in the circuit). Modulating voltage pulses are capacitively coupled to a selected 
ring through a .22 >IF capacitor, and the two adjacent rings are capacitively coupled to 
ground via .01 >IF capacitors (to prevent the effect of a voltage pulse being too large on 
those rings). This circuit is illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
The (current-limited) drift tube power supply and pulsing circuitry are contained 
in a single unit. The drift tube voltage is adjustable from ± 0 - 600 V (negative for 
J 
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Figure 2.3. The drift tube resistor chain circuit. 
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positive ions and vice versa), although in practice the maximum voltage which can be 
applied before breakdown is - 400 V. Output pulses for modulating the ion signal during 
mobility measurements are adjustable from 0 -50 V, the pulse polarity is again adjustable 
from positive to negative. The pulse duration is adjustable from 1 20 IlS and the pulse 
repetition rate can be set between 0.1 100 ms. A digital voltmeter attached to the unit is 
used to monitor the magnitude of the drift tube voltage or output pulse height. The power 
supply/pulse circuit unit also contains +200 V and -200 V power supplies which power 
the six adjustable supplies to the downstream ion optics. The drift tube voltage acts as 
the common reference for the downstream ion optics (i.e. the downstream lenses float 
relative to the voltage applied to the furthest downstream drift ring). The drift tube 
voltage is also connected to the CKT COMM (circuit common) terminal on the 
downstream quadrupole controller in order to float the quadrupole axis voltage relative to 
the drift tube. Adjustment of the zero potentiometer at the rear of the quadrupole 
controller adjusts the dc pole potentials symmetrically about the axis with respect to the 
CKT COMM terminal and has a range of about ± 8 V dc. Both the upstream and 
downstream quadrupole controllers are normally operated with this setting adjusted full 
negative (for positive ion detection). With the shorting link between CKT COMM and 
GND removed, a potential of up to ± 400 V dc can be applied to the circuit common. 
When operating the apparatus as a conventional SIFT a shorting link is placed between 
the CKT COMM and the GND (ground) terminal on the quadrupole controller. 
In the original VT -SIFDT designed by Smith and Adams 21 the channeltron 
multiplier was electrically decoupled from the drift tube potential (i.e. the multiplier 
voltage was not floated relative to the drift tube). For reasons discussed more fully below 
it was decided to float the particle multiplier in the present system. This necessitated 
connecting the drift tube voltage to the + H.V. terminal on the triax flange for the particle 
multiplier and the floating ground of the Spellman Model RHR5PN301FG/220 high 
voltage power supply which provides the high voltage for the particle multiplier. This 
arrangement greatly enhanced the level of noise appearing at the pulse counter. The 
problem was attributed to ripple from the drift tube power supply coupling to the signal 
input of the pulse preamplifier via the + H.V. terminaL A partial remedy was achieved by 
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connecting the drift tube voltage to the multiplier + H.Y. terminal through a wire wound 
round a ferrite toroid in an alloy box with four large coupling capacitors (- 0.5 IlF) to 
ground. Even with this arrangement it was necessary to set the preamplifier discriminator 
to a higher level than would be necessary for conventional SIFT operation. Again. under 
conventional SIFT operation the floating ground of the Spellman high voltage supply 
should be tied to chassis ground. A block diagram of the drift tube electronics is 
illustrated in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4. Block diagram of the drift tube and associated electronics. 
2.2.4 Anomalous behaviour with drift tube voltage. 
It became quickly apparent when an ion swarm was introduced into the drift tube 
and the voltage was increased, that the variation in ion signal with voltage did not behave 
as intuitively expected for normal drift tube operation. As the voltage is increased the 
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cOlTesponding increase in ion velocity reduces the time spent by the ion in the flow tube. 
Thus the loss by diffusion diminishes and the ion signal increases. Ultimately the ion 
signal registered by the particle multiplier should plateau at a value limited by the total 
injected ion current and the size of the sampling orifice in the downstream nose cone. 
Instead, as the drift tube voltage was increased, the signal rose to a maximum and then 
began to decrease rapidly again. Typically the ion signal would increase up to - 150 V 
and then decrease, falling to a value equal to, or even less than, the zero field signal at -
300 V. Various theories were posited to explain this behaviour and were tested 
experimentally. The various explanations and the experimental test employed to confirm 
or contradict the explanation are given in Table 2.1. Two critical pieces of observational 
evidence narrowed down the search for the problem. Firstly, the falloff in ion signal was 
independent of the drift length and appeared to be a function of the drift tube voltage 
only. Secondly, it was possible, at least in part, to restore the ion signal by re-optimising 
the nose cone and molybdenum disc voltages, suggesting that the problem lay in the 
region immediately in front of the nose cone>(in the vicinity of the last few drift rings). It 
was not until the drift tube was installed into the new FA-SIFT apparatus that this 
problem was satisfactorily addressed (see the discussion below). One major study (that of 
the S02 + /H2 reaction described in chapter 5) was, however, carried out using the original 
SIFDT apparatus. 
2.3 FA-SIFDT apparatus. 
In 1996 construction began on the framework for a new FA-SIFT apparatus (Figure 2.5), 
in laboratory space adjoining that containing the Canterbury ion cyclotron resonance 
spectrometer. The principal motivation behind the upgrade was to significantly enhance 
injected ion signals and to improve the ion transmission and resolution of both the 
upstream and downstream quadrupoles with improved pumping. Many of the design 
features are similar to those developed by the Boulder group of Bierbaum and DePuy 
described by Van Doren et al. 143 Two other groups had constructed such an instrument 
previously, Smith and Adams 144 at Birmingham, and Bohme's group at York. 145 The 
principal differences between the original Canterbury SIFT and the new FA-SIFr are 
outlined in Table 2.2. A general discussion of aspects of the new apparatus follows. 
Theory Experimental Test 
Hole cut for atom inlet causing anomalous Establish field over rings downstream of 
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electric field in vicinity of neutral inlet. neutral inlet. The problem was still present. 
Ion optics element or quad axis voltage not Check that lens and quad axis voltages vary 
floating correctly. with drift tube voltage as expected. 
Ion signal loss consequence of particle Float particle multiplier. 
multiplier not floating. 
End plate on particle multiplier housing not Remove end plate. 
floating. 
Anomalous field in region of the first lens Wrap spring in gauze mesh to ensure 
(top hat/spring lens) behind the uniform field; replace top hat lens with 
molybdenum disc, or charging of macor solid cylindrical lens and move closer to 
i disc. molybdenum disc. 
Centre of drift tube not aligned with the Check alignment with laser and adjust 
orifice in the molybdenum disc. position of flow tube relative to the nose 
cone. 
Does behaviour depend on field length or Vary length of field free region and drift 
drift tube voltage only? region. 
Can refocusing the downstream ion optics Re-optimise the focusing of the 
(at least in part) restore the ion signal? downstream ion optics. 
Some other element charging up or not Carefully inspected quadrupole, nose cone 
floating. i and multiplier assemblies for evidence. 
i 
Table 2.1. Theories posited to explain the anomalous variation of ion signal with 
drift tube voltage and the experiment performed to test the theory. 
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Figure 2.5. Photograph of the FA-SIFT apparatus at the University of Canterbury. 
2.3.1 Flowing afterglow source. 
The flowing afterglow source (Figure 2.7) consists of a 20.5 cm long stainless 
steel flow tube (4.76 cm i.d.) press-fitted inside a "T"-section which is stud-mounted on 
the upstream SIFT chamber. The flowing afterglow can be extended by up to 45 cm with 
flanged 15 cm lengths of 5.08 cm o.d., 4.76 cm i.d. stainless steel tubing. The tube at the 
downstream end extends to within - 46 mm of the plane of the nose cone orifice. The 
carrier gas flow is pumped through a 15 cm diameter pumping line by an Edwards EH 
1200 mechanical booster pump backed by an Edwards E2M 80 double stage high vacuum 
backing pump. This combination has an effective pumping speed of 840 m' h- I at 0.3 
mbar (air). The source is isolated from the pumping line by a 10 cm Temescal gate valve. 
The Roots blower and backing pump are isolated from the pumping line by a 15 cm 
pneumatic gate valve. A bellows by-pass connects the source to the upstream chamber 
and is opened during pump-down of the system. The flow tube is equipped with a 
pressure-measuring port connected to a MKS 122AA-000IOAB 10 Torr capacitance 
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manometer. One of the removable sections has three trigonally arranged inlets for 
introduction of carrier gas into the FA. Two other stationary inlets (one in the same 
removable section and the other very close to the nose cone orifice) can be used for 
introducing neutral reagents into the carrier flow. The source also possesses a movable 
40mm Ld. ring inlet, containing 10 evenly spaced holes in the upstream face for uniform 
reagent addition, which can traverse nearly the entire length of the flow tube (see Figure 
2.8). The design details of the FA source and details of other aspects of the modified 
FA/SIFDT apparatus will be discussed by D.B. Milligan in his thesis.* 
SIFT apparatus FA·SIFT apparatus 
High-pressure electron impact ion source. Flowing afterglow ion source with faciltity 
to form ions by electron impact or 
microwave discharge. 
Upstream chamber and quadrupole pumped Upstream chamber pumped by 10" 
by single 4" diffusion pump. diffusion pump; quadrupole differentially 
pumped by a separate 6" diffusion pump. 
Venturi inlet with single annulus for Venturi inlet with inner and outer annuli 
introduction of can'ier gas. for introduction of carrier gas. 
Downstream chamber and quadrupole Downstream chamber pumped by dual 4" 
pumped by single 4" diffusion pump. diffusion pumps. 
Downstream nose cone diameter == 4 ~ ". Improved pumping of downstream nose 
cone diameter == 6". 
Ion optics as described in refs 140 and 141. New upstream and downstream ion optics 
(see discussion below). 
Table 2.2. A summary of differences between the Canterbury SIFT and FA-SIFT. 
* Milligan, D.B., Ph.D. Thesis, University of Canterbury, New Zealand, to be submitted. 
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Figure 2.6. Schematic diagram of the flowing afterglow-selected ion flow tube (FA-
SIFT) at the University of Canterbury. 
2.3.2 Ionisation techniques. 
At present, ions can be fonned in the flowing afterglow either by microwave 
discharge (which generates He· ions and metastable excited helium atoms, He(2 3S) , 
when He is the carrier gas) o[ electron impact. The[e are also plans to construct a hollow 
cathode source to test its perfonnance relative to the two other ionisation sources. The 
electron impact ioni se[ consists of a rhenium ribbon (- 0.6 mm wide, - 180 "m thick) 
spot-welded between two tungsten electrodes approximately 15 mm apart and an 
extracting grid (maintained at ground potential) and is mounted on a movable tube which 
can traverse the entire length of the flow tube (Figure 2.8). The filament is typically 
operated at an emission current of - I rnA. The ftlament is biased typically at -75 V with 
respect to ground. It should be noted that operation of the electron impact ioniser for 
extended periods, particularly when hydrocarbon precursor neutrals are used, rapidly 
contaminates the flowing afte[glow sampling nose cone (i.e. within one to two weeks). 
This necessitates more regular cleaning of the nose cone compared to the use of the 
microwave discharge source. 
Figure 2.7. Photograph of the flowing afterglow source. A coaxial microwave 
discharge source is in use with the pink glow of a helium discharge clearly visible. 
Figure 2.8. Photograph of the movable ioniser and ring inlet. 
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The microwave discharge cavity and power generator are the same as described by 
Scott 14 1 and used in his investigations of ion-atom reaction chemistry. The operating 
details are also identical to those described previously. Two discharge tubes have been 
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constructed: one a linear section of 12 mm o.d., 9 mm Ld. pyrex tubing and the second 
similar in design to the generic atom probe described by Scott 141 featuring a right angle 
bend and Wood's hom, again made of pyrex. The expense of incorporating quartz 
sections into the discharge tubes was deemed unnecessary as the microwave cavity can be 
operated around a pyrex tube without any problems provided a sufficient flow of cooling 
air is used to cool the cavity. When using the linear discharge tube it has been noted that 
photons from the discharge can traverse the upstream quadrupole and enter the flow tube 
through the Venturi orifice. This causes a small, but measurable amount of ionisation of 
of impurities in the carrier gas. One must therefore be careful to ensure that ion signals 
ascribed to reaction products do not in fact originate from this photo-ionisation. The 
presence of photo-ionisation in the reaction tube can be readily established by 
maintaining the source discharge while gating the injected ion signal, either by de-tuning 
the upstream quadrupole or switching the polarity on an upstream ion optics element to 
retard the ion signaL Any remaining signal detected at the downstream end must 
originate from photo-ionisation. Typically, the buffer gas pressure in the flowing 
afterglow is maintained between 0.2 - 1 Torr. At 0.5 Torr the flow velocity is ~ 8500 cm 
-1 
s . 
2.3.3 SIFT chamber, ion optics and quadrupole. 
Ions are sampled into the upstream chamber through a 2 mm diameter orifice in a 
24mm diameter molybdenum disc on a stainless steel nose cone (cone angle = 134°). The 
disc is electrically connected to the nose cone. A seal between the disc and nose cone is 
provided by a teflon gasket. The potential applied to the nose cone (and disc) determines 
the energy of the ions in the laboratory frame, since the ions exit the flowing afterglow at 
the potential of the nose cone and enter the flow reactor tube at ground potential. This 
voltage can be typically maintained at +20 25 V (for positive ion injection, provided the 
nose cone is clean) and is sufficiently low to inject most ions without significant 
collision-induced dissociation upon injection into a helium carrier. It is planned to float 
the Venturi orifice which should enable lower injection energies to be achieved, 
facilitating injection of, for example, weakly bound cluster ions such as H30+(H20)n, 
which cannot be injected without some dissociation at present. The nose cone voltage is 
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provided by a lOrnA variable 100 V power supply; the current rating of the supply is 
necessary to prevent "loading" of the supply by the large ion currents (typically 1 rnA) 
impinging on the flowing afterglow nose cone. Upon entering the SIFf chamber (Figure 
2.9) the ions are focussed by a series of six electrostatic lenses (assembled on the back of 
the nose cone plate) into the upstream quadrupole (Extrel model 7-270-9). The 
quadrupole assembly also incorporates mounting plates at either end, which are used as 
additional focussing lenses. These two lenses are electrically connected to each other. 
The quadrupole case is also floated. Three further electrostatic lenses (an Einzellens 
arrangement) focus ions exiting the quadrupole into a newly constructed dual annulus-
type Venturi inlet. 
Both the upstream and downstream ion optics were modeled using the SIMION 
6.0 program 146 to ensure sensible focussing conditions could be achieved prior to settling 
on a final design for the ion optics. The first element of the upstream entrance lens 
system is a conically shaped extractor wi,th a 4 mm diameter aperture (41 mm total 
diameter, 12.7 mm from apex to back plate) a.xially aligned with the nose cone orifice and 
located - 2 mm behind the orifice. The next two lenses are flat plate ring electrodes (25.4 
mm i.d., 41 mm o.d.). The first three lenses are equi-spaced from one another and the 
next lens set by ~ 2 cm. The next three lens elements of the entrance lens system are also 
flat plate electrodes (16 mm i.d., 71 mm o.d., containing multiple 3 mm holes for optimal 
pumping) equi-spaced from one another and the upstream quadrupole by - 1.2 cm. The 
exit lenses from the upstream quadrupole are identical to the last three elements of the 
entrance lens system and are spaced - 22 mm apart, with the distance from the 
quadrupole end plate to the first of these lenses being 13.5 mm. The details of the 
quadrupole and its operation have been described previously by Scott. 141 
A 25.4 cm oil diffusion pump (Varian VHS-400, pumping speed 8000 L S·l for 
air) backed by a Leybold-Heraeus Trivac® D65B backing pump (pumping speed 65 m3 h- I 
:1:) pumps the upstream chamber. The pressure inside the SIFr chamber is measured by a 
HPS 421 cold cathode gauge and micro-controller. The quadrupole chamber is 
differentially pumped by a 15 cm oil diffusion pump (Varian VHS-6, pumping speed 
* Mean value of pumping speed between 1 bar and 133 mbar at an operating frequency of 50 Hz. 
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2400 L sol for air) backed by a Leybold-Heraeus Trivac® D30A backing pump (pumping 
speed 30 m3 h- 1'). The pressure in the quadrupole chamber is measured by a Varian 
Ratiomatic 843 vacuum ionisation gauge controller connected to a Duniway J-075-K ion 
gauge. Typically the pressure is a factor of ten lower in the quadrupole chamber than in 
the SIFT chamber and absolute pressures of - 9 x 10-8 Torr have been achieved in the 
quadrupole chamber with prolonged pumping. 
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Figure 2.9. Schematic diagram of the SIFT chamber. 
2.3.4 Venturi and flow tube. 
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The Venturi inlet possesses two annular slits for introduction of the carrier gas 
into the flow reactor tube. The essential features necessary for efficient performance of a 
Venturi have been discussed in detail elsewhere. 143.147 The stainless steel injector flange 
is 15.2 cm in diameter and 2.2 cm thick. The walls of the assembled injector slope away 
at 45° from the 2 mm diameter ion injection orifice. The carrier gas is directed to each 
annulus through separate radial channels. The inner annulus is 0.0025 cm wide and has 
an internal diameter of 0.87 cm. The outer annulus is 0.04 cm wide and has an internal 
diameter of 3.71 cm. The width of the inner annulus is such that positioning is critical 
.; Mean value of pumping speed between 1 bar and 133 mbar at an operating frequency of 50 Hz. 
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and difficult to optimise. Positioning is achieved by passing a small flow of argon 
through the annulus, squirting petroleum ether (acetone is unsuitable as it chemically 
attacks O-rings) at the orifice and adjusting the position of the annulus to achieve a 
symmetrical flow pattern (visualised by observing the flow of liquid). The proportion of 
gas admitted through each annulus can be varied by adjustment of a Nupro SS-VCRA-
VH needle valve, which controls the flow of carrier gas to the outer annulus. 
Experiments in which an ion signal was observed whilst adjusting the needle valve from 
fully closed to fully open indicate that the adjustment of the valve has little effect on the 
transmitted ion signal. The flow reactor tube present in the FA-SIFT apparatus is the 
same one used in the previous SIFT instrument. 141 
2.3.5 Carrier gas flow system. 
The essential features of the carrier gas flow system are identical to those 
described by Scott. 141 The presence of the flowing afterglow source necessitates the 
requirement to introduce carrier gases individually into the flowing afterglow source 
region and the flow reactor tube. Helium (or hydrogen) to the flowing afterglow source is 
admitted via a MKS model 1179AI4CSIBV-SPCAL mass flow controller, which is 
calibrated for helium and has a maximum flow rate of 10000 sccm. Helium to the flow 
reactor tube is measured by a Tylan FC 261 flowmeter connected to its own dedicated 
power supply and readout. 141 Other catTier gases (e.g. argon, nitrogen) at'e measured 
using a MKS 1179A14CSIBV mass flow controller, calibrated for nitrogen (10000 sccm 
max.). The two MKS flow controllers are connected to a MKS Type 247C 4-channel 
readout. The gas handling line is plumbed in such a way that different catTier gases can be 
admitted to the FA and flow reactor tube as required. A new moleculat, sieve trap was 
constructed to facilitate separate purification of FA and flow reactor tube carrier gases. 
2.3.6 Neutral Reagent Addition. 
The departmental glassblowers constructed a new glass gas handling line, which 
maintains all of the essential features of the handling line described previollsly. 18,140 
Of the three available neutral inlets to the flow tube, the middle inlet is now dedicated to 
trace gas analysis measurements, however the first upstream inlet can be used for 
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performing ion-molecule chemistry in the flow tube. The inlet closest to the downstream 
end is the inlet routinely used for rate determinations. The uncorrected reaction distance 
for this inlet was 42.9 cm in the original SIFT apparatus and is now 43.9 cm in the new 
FA-SIFDT apparatus. An end correction of +1.8 cm is appropriate for the ring inlet used 
for rate coefficient measurements. The flow rate of a neutral species is monitored either 
by measuring the pressure drop from a calibrated volume or directly using one of two 
commercial flow controllers. The fIrst is a MKS model 1259C calibrated for nitrogen 
with a maximum flow rate of 10sccm and the second is a modelI179A also calibrated for 
N2 with a maximum throughput of 100sccm. Use of the modelI259C is recommended 
for measuring rate coefficients down to - 10,10 cm3 molecule- l sol. When measuring 
smaller rate coefficients, use of the larger throughput controller is recommended. Both 
mass flow controllers are connected to a MKS Type 247C 4-channel readout and can be 
controlled manually (with the set point source switch set to "FLOW" on the 4-channel 
readout, or automatically via the PC (with the set point source switch set to "EXT"). 
Since there are only two DI A output channels available on the PC Labcard, one of which 
controls the downstream quadrupole, the set point inputs to channels 1 and 2 of the 4-
channel readout are tied together. The 10 sccm flow controller is selected by picking 
flow gauge 1 in the "Measurement" window of the SIFT for Windows program and the 
100 sccm flow controller is selected by picking flow gauge 3. Flow gauge 2 is selected 
when measuring neutral flows via a pressure drop from the calibrated volumes. 
The channels of the Advantech PCL-8I2 PG Labcard and their associated inputs 
and outputs are listed in Table 2.3. 
2.3.7 The ion detection region. 
Following convection along the flow tube, the ions are sampled through a small 
orifice in a molybdenum disc at the apex of a 15 cm, 1260 stainless steel nose cone. The 
ions are focussed by three electrostatic lens elements into the downstream quadrupole 
which has been described previously. 141 
The first lens element is a conical extractor (3 mm aperture, situated < 0.5 mm 
behind the molybdenum disc) similar to that used behind the flowing afterglow nose 
cone. The second and third elements are top-hat lenses. The nose cone and 
quadrupole are differentially pumped by two 10 cm oil diffusion pumps (Varian model 
VHS-4, pumping speed 1200 L S-l for air) each backed by a Welch Scientific Company 
Channel Input/Output 
i 
Connector 1 (CNl) - Analog Input 
i AID 0 -
I AID 1 -
AID 2 • Output of the 10 sccm reactant gas flow controller. 
AID 3 Output of the 10 Torr Baratron (flow reactor tube). 
AID 4 i Output of the flow reactor tube carrier gas flowmeter (Tylan). 
AID 5 Output of the 100 sccm reactant gas flow controller. 
AID 6 ' Output of the downstream pressure transducer (Validyne DP15-20). 
AID 7 ! Output of the LM 335 temperature sensitive diode.a 
. AID 8 Drift tube voltage. 
AID 9 , Output of the 10 Torr Iraratron (FA source). 
Connector 2 (CN2) - Analog Output 
. D/A 1 • Set point input to the reactant gas flow controllers. 
D/A2 Mass input of the downstream quadrupole mass spectrometer. 
Connector S (CNS) - Counter 
TTL pulse output of the preamplifier/discriminator. 
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i 
I 
i 
Table 2.3. Input and output channels used on the Advantech PCL 812-PG Labcard. 
Duo-Seal vacuum pump. Ion currents reaching the molybdenum disc can be measured 
either with a Keithley 602 solid-state electrometer 141 or a newly constructed 
picoammeter, based on a design suggested by Dr Patrik Spanel. 148 The ions are detected 
by a particle multiplier (De-Tech Model 203 for most of the work described herein). 
Current pulses from the particle multiplier are capacitively coupled to a 
preamplifier/discriminator, which outputs TTL level pulses. The output TTL level signal 
is fed to a PC Lab Card 141 and a pulse counter/ratemeter circuit 18 The preamplifier used 
a Laboratory temperature is linearly proportional to output voltage, e.g. 2.98 V = 25°C. Output changes by 
0,01 V/degree and is calibrated via a screwdriver adjustable potentiometer. 
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for most of the work contained herein was locally built based on a circuit from the 
Extranuclear 032-3 preamp counting head and generated TTL output pulses 0.2 Jls wide. 
This has recently been replaced by an Advanced Research Instruments lOOT 
preamplifier/discriminator V6. The timing capacitor in the F-I00T has been replaced by 
a 22 pF capacitor which sets the output pulse width at - 30 ns. The lOOT is used with 
50 ohm termination to prevent ringing with consequent double counting. The chassis of 
the preamp requires good electrical grounding to the flow tube chassis to ensure noise-
free operation. The preamp is powered by the same ± 15 V power supply used for the 
previous preamp. 
2.4 Data Acquisition and Analysis. 
For the most part, the details of data acquisition and analysis appropriate to the 
present work have been discussed previously by Scott. 141 A further update of the SIFT 
for Windows program (v 2.5) was supplied by Dr Patrik Spanel during a visit to the 
department in December 1997. A brief overview of the essential features of the program 
follows, with an emphasis on the features of the upgraded version of the program. 
2.4.1 File menu. 
This menu contains self-explanatory options for opening and saving data files as 
well as dumping data to a printer or copying the decay and branching ratio graphs to the 
Windows clipboard. Data files are saved with a * .sde extension. 
2.4.2 Data menu. 
The Data menu contains options for commencing data acquisition, editing 
experimental data, changing experimental parameters, and scrolling through data sets. It 
is worth noting that one of the editable experimental parameters is the reaction time. This 
option is useful for drift tube experiments where the ion velocity and hence the reaction 
time are measured in separate experiments (see section 2.5.1). 
2.4.3 Calculations menu. 
This menu contains two options, Add Model and Log Results. The Add Model 
option can be used to fit a double exponential function to a curved decay. Although this 
b Clock input for the 8253 counter. 
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is not an iterative, computer controlled procedure (and must be done by trial and error), it 
is quite useful for establishing approximate reaction rates and isomeric ratios. The Log 
Results option writes the experimental data table to a file (*.txt) that can be imported into 
a spreadsheet for further analysis if required. 
2.4.4 Mass Spec Menu. 
The Mass Spec menu contains two options, Mass Prog and Scan. The Mass Prog 
option opens the mass programmer window, where ion masses to be recorded during an 
experimental measurement are entered. A mass program file can be saved for later use 
with a * .mpr extension. The mass scan window can be opened from the mass 
programmer by selecting the Scan option. Calibration of the mass range can be 
performed using the Calib option. One enters the observed masses of two peaks 
corresponding to two unequivocally known ions, preferably well separated in mass, e.g. 
Ar+ at rnJz == 40 and SFs + at mJz == 127, plus the exact masses of the ions. The program 
scales the entire mass range (0-200 amu)in such a way that Ar+ appears at exactly 40 amu 
and SFt at exactly 127 amu. 
The Scall option opens the mass spectrum window, which is used to obtain a 
mass spectrum over any desired mass range at a pre-selected scan rate. Mass spectrum 
files are saved with a * .mse extension. The mass spectrum window has a separate menu 
for manipulating mass spectrum files. The File menu contains options for opening, 
saving and printing * .mse files, as well as copying the files to the Windows clipboard for 
use in other applications. The Graph menu is used to adjust the vertical and horizontal 
scales as required and to switch the vertical scale between linear and logarithmic. The 
Mass Spec menu contains options to start and stop mass spectral scans, switch to the 
mass programmer window, add a comment to the mass spectrum and smooth the peaks if 
required. The Analyse option can be used to give an instantaneous readout of relative 
peak height ratios, the exact masses where peaks appear and, in the case of a trace gas 
analysis measurement, the concentration of a pre-selected trace component (in ppb or 
ppm). Options for peak analysis are selected in the Options menu. The Analysis sub-
menu gives options for peak analysis, e.g. Splitting adjusts the minimum relative well 
between peaks and Sensitivity is used to select the minimum signal to be counted as a 
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peak in the analysis. The Select Molecules option is used to select the molecules that will 
be accounted for in a trace gas analysis spectrum. The molecules are tabulated in a 
database file H30P.TXT, which lists the names of the molecules plus the precursor ions, 
reaction rates and product ions appropriate to a particular trace species. The Edit MS 
option performs a similar task to the Calib option in the mass programmer window, it 
scales the mass spectrum relative to two pre-selected calibration peaks. 
Another useful tool in the Mass Spectrum window is the ability to zoom in on a 
section of a mass spectrum by clicking and dragging the cursor around the section of 
interest. 
2.5 Installation of the drift tube into the FA-SIFT. 
When the drift tube was first installed into the FA-SIFT and tested, electrical 
breakdown was observed to occur at ~ 160 V at a helium pressure of ~ 0.35 Torr. The 
breakdown was evidenced by the appeanfuce of large signals (> 105 c.p.s. in some cases) 
of "air ions" (e.g. N+, o+, OW, H20+, N2+ a~d O2+) as a result of ionisation of impurities 
in the helium carrier by the glow discharge. In addition, a sudden enhancement in the 
injected ion signal (Ar+) was observed following the voltage breakdown. The drift tube 
and nose cone power supplies became visibly "loaded" by this sudden increase in ion 
current. The Ar+ signal was also observed to track sensibly with drift tube voltage 
following the breakdown, although the signal declined to a much lower level at zero field 
than that observed prior to the breakdown. In an effort to observe directly what was 
occurring inside the apparatus, a perspex lid was machined and fitted to the downstream 
chamber. A glow discharge was readily observed in the region surrounding the nose cone 
at the onset of breakdown. Electrical breakdown was occurring in two places: between 
the pins of the internal D-connector and the chassis of the downstream chamber and 
between the nose cone itself and the vacuum chamber. The first of these problems was 
remedied simply by wrapping the D-connector in a plastic bag and the second problem 
was addressed by sleeving the nose cone with a split length of 15 cm i.d. PVC tubing. It 
should be noted that at ~ 0.38 Torr and 300V, electrical breakdown will still occur in the 
region of the last three or four drift rings. Higher values of EIN are still achievable, 
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however, by lowering the flow tube pressure. In order to establish whether the observed 
enhancement in the injected Ar+ ion signal following breakdown was due to ionisation of 
an Ar impurity in the helium carrier or due to some other phenomenon, CF3 + (formed 
from CF4 in the ion source) was injected into the flow reactor tube. A similar 
enhancement in the rnJz = 69 signal was observed following the onset of electrical 
breakdown, although no source of rnJz = 69, other than the injected ion signal, was 
present in the helium carrier. As discussed in section 2.2.4 the most persistent problem 
following installation of the drift tube was the failure of the ion signal to track with the 
increase in drift tube voltage. At voltages above - 150 V the signal decreased noticeably. 
The observed enhancement in injected CF3 + ion signal following electrical breakdown 
suggested that the observed decline in ion signal prior to breakdown was due to some 
form of surface charging phenomenon, which was retarding the ion signal. This signal 
decline could be compensated for in part by refocusing the nose cone and molybdenum 
disc (see section 2.2.4). Almost certainlyJhe problem was due to the fibreglass sheathing 
around the wires to each ring impinging slightly into the region immediately in front of 
the nose cone. When the wires and their insulation were repositioned well away from the 
internal surface of the last drift ring, a significant improvement in the tracking of the ion 
signal with drift voltage was observed. Presumably the external surface of the fibreglass 
was charging and therefore perturbing the ion signal in the region in front of the nose 
cone. This would explain the observed ability to, in part, refocus the ion signal via 
adjustment of the nose cone and molybdenum disc voltages, and the observed influence 
of the plasma generated by electrical breakdown on an injected ion signal. 
2.5.1 Ion mobility measurements. 
Ion arrival times are measured using the so-called dual-pulse depletion technique. 
Two drift rings of known separation (one near the beginning of the drift region and one 
near the end) are pulsed with a short duration 20 Ils, rise time ~ 100 ns) +50 V pulse. 
The voltage pulses cause a transient depletion of the ion density. The rings can be pulsed 
individually in separate measurements or simultaneously in the same experiment. The 
upstream ring pulsed was invariably the ring through which the neutral ring inlet was 
inserted. The effect of the voltage pulse being spread over the ring inlet is to cause a 
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larger perturbation to the ion density thereby reducing the time to measure an arrival time 
distribution. For this reason the second pulse was often applied to the molybdenum disc 
on the sampling nose cone. An EG & G Ortec ACETM MCS multi-channel scaler card and 
associated software 149 was used to measure the ion signal as a function of time and 
record the arrival times of the "dips" in the ion density. The difference in the arrival 
times of the two depletion signals gives a measure of the time for the ions to traverse the 
distance between the two rings that are pulsed. The advantage of the dual-pulse depletion 
technique is that the residence time of ions in the detection region does not influence the 
arrival time measurements. The differences in arrival times are determined as a value 
I:::..t between the minima of the two depletion signals. The mobility at a given field, E, is 
obtained using equation (1.1), where the drift velocity, v d, is the difference between the 
ion velocity measured at E and the measured ion velocity at zero field, viz: 
(2.1) 
1:::..1 is the distance between the two pulsed rings and I:::..tE and Mo are the arrival times at an 
applied field E and at zero field, respectively. For most ions in a helium carrier, the 
contribution to the total ion velocity from the bulk flow of the carrier gas, i.e. 1:::..1 , will 
I:::..to 
be equal to 1.5 Vg (within - 10%), where vgis the carrier gas velocity. A typical arrival 
time distribution is illustrated in Figure 2.10. 
For measurement of an arrival time distribution, the pulse output of the 
preamplifier/discriminator is connected to the Data In cable of the multichannel scaler 
(MCS) card. A TTL pulse from the pulse generator unit is connected to the Start In cable 
of the MCS and triggers the MCS to start counting when a drift ring is pulsed. Data 
collection is initiated by opening the MCS program and adjusting the preset values of 
dwell time, number of channels and number of passes. The minimum dwell time per 
channel is 2 ).ls and is used for most measurements. The number of channels selected 
should be sufficient to ensure both ion depletion signals are observed, whilst keeping the 
total time in all channels less than the pulse repetition rate (1-2 ms was found to be 
sufficient "recovery time" between data acquisition into all channels and the next pulse). 
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Once a suitable arrival time distribution has been collected, data collection can be stopped 
and the data is copied into the PC buffer, where it can be smoothed if necessary and the 
data can be saved to file. Note that the arrival time distribution is displayed "Jive" on 
screen only for dwell times >IOl1s, but the screen can be updated with a keystroke for 
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Figure 2.10. Arrival time distribution for CO2+ measured at 300 K, a helium carrier 
gas pressure of 0.35 Torr and an electric field of 0.5 V/cm. The distance between the 
two pulsed rings is 24 cm and the difference in arrival times for the two depletion 
signals is 580 IJS. 
times <lO llS. A program MCSREAD (see Appendix 1) was written in QuickBASIC to 
enable the data to be written to a text file that can be imported, for example, into 
Microsoft Excel for further manipulation. The program DAFPROG (written in Borland 
Pascal, see Appendix I) takes the measured arrival times as input and outputs values of 
reduced mobility, E, and Ee to a file SIFDT.TXT. 
2.5.2 Early results. 
The performance of the drift tube was assessed by selecting a simple, well-studied 
reaction for a test comparison. The reaction selected was the charge transfer reaction 
between Ar+ and N2, which has been examined by several workers using drift tubes,149-154 
and also at various temperatures using a VT -SIFT. 155 Interested readers are referred to 
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the compilation of Anicich 156 and reference 154 for a bibliography of experimental 
measurements of this well-studied reaction. The mobility of ArT in He has been measured 
as a function of EIN at room temperature by Lindinger and Albritton 157 and more 
recently by Viehland et al. 47 
24 
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Figure 2.U. Reduced mobility of Ar+ in He as a function of EIN. Data points are 
from ref. 157 (. ), ref. 47 (- ) and the present work ("'). 
(2.2) 
The rate coefficient has been shown to increase continuously from - I x IO~ II cm> S~I at 
room temperature to - 6 X lO~IO cm3 S~I at E, = 2 eV, typical of an endoergic reaction. 
Hence the reaction does not proceed via the exoergic channel: 
Ar+ + N2 ~ N2+ (X, v=O) +Ar+ O. 18eV 
but rather via the slightly endoergic channel: 
Ar+ +N2 ~ Nt (X, v = 1) + Ar- O.0geV 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Calculation of the expected room temperature rate coefficient for reaction (2.4), assuming 
Arrhenius behaviour, i.e. 
(2.5) 
where Li.E is the reaction endoergicity and kc the Langevin capture rate, yields a room 
temperature rate coefficient of l.7 x 10-11 cm3 S-l in fair agreement with the value 
measured in the present work (1.2 x 10- 11 cm3 S-I), which is in excellent agreement with 
previous measurements performed at room temperature 150,153-155, Proof that reaction 
(2.4) dominates over reaction (2.3) was provided by Smith and Adams 155 when it was 
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Figure 2.12. Variation in the rate coefficient, k, for the reaction Ar+ + N2 with E r • 
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shown that the product N2 + reacted rapidly with the Ar, which meant that the N2 + was 
vibrationally excited. Measurements at lower temperatures performed using a VT -SIFT 
indicated that the rate coefficient did not continuously decrease with decreasing 
temperature, but that a minimum occurred in k. The product ion was solely N2+cX, v 0) 
at 80 K and thus the reaction path changes from reaction (2.4) at room temperature and 
above to reaction (2.3) at considerably lower temperatures. The reduced mobility of Ar+ 
(calculated using equations (2.1), (l.1) and (l.2)) in helium as a function ofEIN is given 
in figure 2.11, with the values of Lindinger and Albritton 157 and Viehland et al 47 shown 
for comparison. The measured rate coefficient for reaction (2.2) as a function of ion-
neutral centre of mass energy, E r , is depicted in figure 2.12. The measured values show 
good agreement with the values of Lindinger et al 151, Viggiano et al 154 and Hamdan et 
al 153 within the experimentalunce11ainty. 
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2.5.3 Qualitative cm Studies. 
Some qualitative measurements of multi-collision induced dissociation (CID) were 
performed to illustrate the usefulness of the drift tube in this regard . The hydrated 
hydronium ions, H30 +(H20)n (n = 1,2), were formed by injecting H30+ from a high 
pressure ion source containing H20 into the flow reactor tube and adding water vapour to 
the carrier flow at the upstream neutral inlet. The ion signals were recorded as a function 
of drift tube voltage with the drift field applied over the last 10 em of the drift tube (rings 
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Figure 2.13. Multi-collision cm results for H30+(H20)n (n = 1,2), generated by 
injecting H30+ and adding H20 vapour at the first neutral inlet. The graph plots 
the ratio of each ion signal to the total observed signal versus drift voltage for a drift 
length of 10 cm and a He pressure of 0.35 Torr. 
1 - 40 were shorted to ground) at a helium pressure of 0.35 Torr. Figure 2.13 shows the 
relative ion signals as a function of drift voltage. The doubly hydrated adduct 
H30+(H20)2, clearly has a lower dissociation threshold than the monohydrated adduct, in 
accord with the established bond dissociation energies of H30+ -(H20) and 
(H20)H30+-(H20) and in good qualitative agreement with the results of Baranov and 
Bohme % who examined the same system using their SIFT-CID technique. Quantitative 
bond dissociation energies cannot be extracted directly from data in thi s form." The use 
of this technique as a qualitative tool for structure elucidation and for the elucidation of 
dissociation and reaction mechanisms is, however, self-evident. Similar measurements 
were performed on the solvated cluster ions C2HsOH2+CC2HsOH)n, with n = 0 - 2 (see 
Figure 2.1 4). Again dissociation occurs via consecutive losses of a single solvent 
molecule and the observed thresholds are consistent with the known order of bond 
energies. Note that both H30 + and C2HS + fragments were observed from C2HsOH2 + in 
accord with the earlier study by Smith et al. 73 The C2HS + fragment ion appears as a 
relatively minor channel and is not recorded in Figure 2.1 4 . 
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Figure 2.14. Multi-collision CID results for (C2HsOH)nH+ (n = 1,2,3), formed by 
injecting H CNH+ and adding ethanol at the first neutral inlet. The graph plots each 
ion signal as a fraction of the total observed ion signal versus drift tube voltage for a 
drift length of 20 cm and a He pressure of 0.35 Torr. 
t Methods for determi ning thermodynamic quanti ties fro m CrD experiments are discussed in chapter 1.7 . 
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2.6 Ab initio calculations. 
As an adjunct to experimental work described herein, theoretical calculations 
were performed on many of the systems studied to assist in the interpretation of the data. 
The theoretical procedure employed is the Gaussian-2 procedure (G2 theory) 158, an 
extension of the earlier Gaussian-1 (G1) theory 159, which is based on ab initio molecular 
orbital theory. Both procedures have been extensively described in the original papers 
and so will not discussed here. Some of the calculations presented herein were performed 
at the G2 (MP2) level of theory 160 which is a less computationally expensive method 
than G2 theory. The average absolute deviation of the G2 (MP2) theory from experiment 
is 6.61 kJ mor l (compared to 5.06 kJ mor! for G2 theory), based on the test set of 125 
atomic and molecular systems used for validation of the G2 theory. 160 
2.7 Reagents and Physical Conditions. 
Reagents used are as described previously 141 with the following exceptions. 
Acetaldehyde, CH3CHO (99.5%), was obtained from BDH, and was additionally purified 
by vacuum distillation. Oxirane (ethylene oxide) was obtained from BDH. 
Dimethoxymethane, (CH30hCH2 (99%) was obtained from Aldrich. n-butanol (AR 
grade) was obtained from BDH. 1,3-propanediol, was obtained from BDH. p-
fluorotoluene (4-fluorotoluene) was obtained from BDH. d4-methanol, CD30D (99.8 
atom % D), was obtained from Aldrich. Ethyl bromide, C2H5Br (99+%) was obtained 
from May and Baker Limited. Methanol, CH30H, was HPLC grade. o-fluorotoluene (2-
fluorotoluene) was obtained from L. Light and Co. Limited. Acrylonitrile, CH2CHCN, 
reagent grade (stabilised with 0.005% p-methoxy phenol) was obtained from BDH. 
Formic acid, HCOOH (reagent grade) was obtained from BDH Limited. Acetic acid, 
CH3COOH CAR grade) was obtained from Ajax Chemicals. Bromobenzene, C6H5Br, 
was obtained from May and Baker Limited. Chlorobenzene, C6H5CI (AR grade) was 
obtained from BDH. Fluorobenzene, C6H5F, was obtained from BDH. m-bromotoluene 
(3-bromotoluene), was obtained from Koch-Light Laboratories. Benzyl bromide (98+%) 
was obtained from BDH. Cyc1oheptatriene, C-C7HS, was obtained from Koch-Light 
Laboratories, and was additionally purified by vacuum distillation. Propylene, C3H6, was 
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obtained from Alphagaz. Cyanogen bromide, BrCN, was prepared by reacting bromine 
with excess mercuric cyanide under vacuum. Methyl bromide, CH3Br (99.5+%) was 
obtained from Aldrich. Acetonitrile, CH3CN (98+%) was obtained from May and Baker 
Limited. Acetone, (CH3)2CO (spectro grade), was obtained from Eastman Organic 
Chemicals. Nitric oxide (CP grade) was obtained from Matheson and was further purified 
by slow passage through a drylice acetone cooled molecular sieve trap. Diethylketone (3-
pentanone), (C2H5hCO (97%) was obtained from Aldrich. Butanone, C2H5COCH3 (AI' 
grade), was obtained from BDH. Cyclopropane (99+%) was obtained from Aldrich. 
Dimethyl ether (99+%) was obtained from Aldrich. Liquified S02 was obtained from 
BDH. Ethanol (spectro grade) was obtained from Riedel-De Haen A.G. 
All liquid reagents were fmther purified using multiple freeze-pump-thaw cycles. 
Unless stated otherwise, measurements were made using instrument grade (stated purity 
99.99%) or in some cases zero grade (stated purity 99.995%) helium as the carrier gas at 
pressures between 0.300 and 0.500 Torr at a room temperature of 298 ± 5 K. 
Collision rate coefficients were calculated using the parameterised method of Su and 
Chesnavich. 161 Dipole moments and polaris abilities were obtained from the C.R.C. 
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 162 Thermodynamic quantities at 298 K were 
obtained from the compilations of Lias and co-workers. 163,164 Rate coefficients 
determined in this work are considered to have an experimental uncertainty of ± 20% for 
permanent gases and ± 30% for vapours, unless specifically stated otherwise. Product 
distributions have an estimated uncertainty of ± 20%. 
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CHAPTER 3. 
DETERMINATION OF THE ISOMERIC 
PRODUCT STRUCTURE IN ION-MOLECULE 
ASSOCIATION REACTIONS 
3.1 Introduction. 
Reactivity studies have been used to identify the isomeric structures formed in 
three ion-molecule association reactions that have been proposed to playa role in the 
chemistry of the interstellar medium. 
The termolecular association of H30+ with C2H2 is shown to produce a mixture of 
C2HSO+ isomers. Further, it is shown that the predominant ion has a structure which is 
different from the well-characterised ions: protonated acetaldehyde, protonated oxirane 
and the methoxymethyl cation. A combined theoretical and experimental study of the 
C2HsO+ potential energy surface is used to identify the likely products of the termolecular 
(and by inference the radiative) association of H30+ with C2H2. Several reactions of the 
ions: protonated acetaldehyde, protonated oxirane and the methoxymethyl cation are also 
reported. Radiative association of H30+ with C2H4 followed by dissociative electron-ion 
recombination has been proposed as a synthetic route to the ethanol observed by 
radioastronomy in interstellar clouds. The reactivity of the C2H70+ ion product formed in 
the termolecular association of H30+ with C2H4 is examined using the neutral reagents 2-
fluorotoluene and acrylonitrile. Further, it is shown that the ion formed in the 
termolecular association of H30+ with C2H4 exhibits identical reactivity to that of 
protonated ethanol with the same neutrals. It is concluded that formation of protonated 
ethanol is therefore a likely outcome of the analogous radiative association reaction of 
H30+ with C2H4• 
The proposal that radiative association of protonated imines with formic acid may 
lead to protonated amino acids in the interstellar medium is tested by examining the 
analogous termolecular association of protonated methanimine, CH2NH2 + with formic 
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acid. The observation of ligand exchange reactions between the termolecular association 
product and the neutrals NH3, CH3NH2 and C2HSNH2 leads to the conclusion that the 
termolecular association of CH2NH2 + with HCOOH yields an electrostatic, rather than 
covalently bonded, adduct. This observation is in accord with a previous collision-
induced dissociation (CID) study of protonated glycine which indicated that loss of 
HCOOH occurs over a substantial barrier and that, as a consequence, there is a sizeable 
barrier to the reverse association of CH2NH2+ with HCOOH. 
3.2 Ion-molecule association of H30+ and C2H2: Interstellar CH3CHO. 
Acetaldehyde is one of the molecules known to exist in interstellar gas clouds, 
having been first identified in 1971 via its characteristic emission spectrum at 1065.075 
MHz. 165 Among the synthetic routes proposed to account for the formation of 
acetaldehyde in the ISM, is the radiative association ofH30+ with C2H2 166,167: 
H30+ + C2Hz ~ CzHsO+ + hv (3.1) 
followed by dissociative electron-ion recombination. 
(3.2) 
Several isomeric forms of C2H50+ are known to exist, however, and it is not immediately 
obvious whether protonated acetaldehyde, CH3CHOW, is the structure formed by 
radiative association in reaction (3.1). Calculations by Herbst et al 168 suggested that the 
structure of the product ion formed in the termolecular association reaction (3.3) does not 
correspond to CH3CHOH+, which is the lowest energy isomer of C2HsO+. 
H30+ + CzHz + M ~ C2HsO+ + M (3.3) 
In their study Herbst et al compared the measured termolecular rate coefficient for 
reaction (3.3) with that calculated assuming the product ion has the CH3CHOH+ structure. 
Their calculated rate coefficient disagreed with their experimentally determined value by 
more than two orders of magnitude, although they believe the computational method 
employed to be accurate to within one order of magnitude. They therefore concluded that 
the C2H50+ isomer formed in the association reaction (3.3) has a structure higher in 
energy than CH3CHOW. Jarrold et al 166 compared the collision induced dissociation 
spectrum of the ion formed in reaction (3.3) with that of protonated acetaldehyde, 
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protonated oxirane, and the methoxymethyl cation. They concluded that the product of 
reaction (3.3) has the structure of either protonated acetaldehyde or protonated oxirane 
because of the similarities of the CID spectra of these two ions to that of the H30+/C2H2 
association ion. Burgers et al 169 presented evidence for the stability of the vinyloxonium 
cation (protonated vinyl alcohol) in the gas phase, based on collisional activation and 
charge stripping experiments. In accord with the suggestion of Herbst et al 168 we 
compared the reactivity of the ion formed in reaction (3.3) with that of protonated 
acetaldehyde and protonated oxirane and investigated some reactions of the 
methoxymethyl cation also. 
3.2.1 Experimental. 
The experiments were performed at room temperature (298 ± 5) K and at helium 
bath gas pressures between 0.3 and 0.35 Torr. Most of the reactions were measured in the 
original SIFT apparatus, however several measurements were subsequently checked in 
the new FA-SIFT apparatus. The H30+'C::2H2 association ion was formed in the flow tube 
by injecting mass-selected H30+ from the SIFT ion source (formed via electron impact on 
water vapour, or, alternatively, by introducing water vapour into the FA source in the FA-
SIFT) and adding C2H2 at the first inlet port. 
(3.4) 
The reactivity of the resultant C2H50+ species was probed via subsequent reactions 
performed at the downstream neutral inlet. Our measured pseudo-second-order rate 
coefficient for reaction (3.4) was 1.1 x 10,11 cm3 S'l at a He bath gas pressure of 0.3 Torr 
in the SIFT, which corresponds to an effective termolecular rate coefficient ofk2/[He] = 
1.1 x 10'27 cm6 S·I. This agrees with the value of 8 x 10.28 cm6 s·1 obtained by Herbst et 
al 168 within the experimental uncertainty. In most measurements the flow of C2H2 at the 
first neutral inlet was sufficient to reduce the injected H30+ signal to less than I % of the 
background level, to achieve near complete reaction of H30+ with C2H2 before reaching 
the downstream reaction region. This was crucial as a "distributed source" of C2H50+ 
could lead to curvature in the measured reaction decays, which could confuse 
identification of the isomeric structure(s) of the ion(s) formed in reaction (3.4) (see the 
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discussion below). At the large flow rates of acetylene required, secondary (and tertiary) 
reaction chemistry was observed to occur, generating ions at mJz = 67, 69, and 71. 
H30+.C2H2 + C2H2 C4H70 + 
----+ C4H50+ + H2 (major products) 
C4H50+ + C2H 2 ----+ C4H30+ + C2H4 
(3.Sa) 
(3.Sb) 
(3.6) 
The ion at mJz = 67 may also be produced from H30+,C2H2 + C2H2 in a single step, 
although this would require direct elimination of two molecules of H2, which is unlikely. 
Thus reaction (3.6) is the more probable route to formation of this ion. A mass spectrum 
showing the ions formed when acetylene is added to an H30+ ion swarm is illustrated in 
Figure 3.1. The presence of these secondary ions and excess acetylene hampered the 
unequivocal identification of products in some of the reactions of H30+,C2H2 discussed 
below. 
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Figure 3.1. Mass spectrum obtained upon addition of acetylene to an H30+ ion 
swarm. 
The existence of multiple isomeric structures can be established via their differing 
reactivities with selected reagents. 170 The possibility that vibrational excitation of ions 
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formed via an association reaction might also give rise to curved semilogarithmic decays 
of In(ion signal) versus neutral flow must also be considered. However, in the present 
case, eight atoms in the C2H2.H30+ complex yield 18 (i.e. 3N - 6 for a non-linear species) 
normal modes for distribution of vibrational energy, which makes collisional stabilisation 
by the carrier gas a more efficient process than for smaller ions. The distance of 40 em 
between the upstream and downstream inlet ports means that under typical experimental 
conditions (298 K, P == 0.3 - 0.35 Torr) the association ion would experience - 15,000 
collisions with the carrier gas atoms before reaction with the diagnostic neutral species. 
The ab initio calculations described below show that the proton affinities (PAs) of 
some C2H40 species are sufficiently different for proton transfer to be used as a probe of 
the structure of the protonated ions. Several neutral reactants were selected for reaction 
with the different isomers of C2HSO+, on the basis of their known proton affinities. * The 
neutral reagents chosen were C2HsBr (PA == 696.2 kJ mort), 4-fluorotoluene (PA 763.8 
kJ mor l ), benzene (PA == 750.4 kJ mort), allene (PA == 775.3 kJ morlyr, 2-fluorotoluene 
(PA == 773.3 kJ mor l) and CH30H (PA == 754.3 kJ mor l). 
In the SIFf experiments protonated acetaldehyde, CH3CHOH+, was formed via 
electron impact on CH3CHO in a high-pressure ion source. Protonated oxirane, c-
CH2(OH)CH2 +, was formed similarly from pure oxirane in a high pressure ion source. 
The methoxymethyl cation, CH30CH2 +, was formed via electron impact on dimethoxy 
methane, (CH30hCH2. In the FA-SIFT experiments these three ions were formed by 
introducing acetaldehyde, oxirane or dimethoxy methane respectively into the flowing 
afterglow source. The desired C2HsO+ isomer was then mass-selected (m/z == 45) and 
injected into the flow tube in the usual manner. These C2HsO+ isomers have substantial 
barriers to isomerisation and retain their identity in the flow tube as thc reaction chemistry 
described next bears out. 
~ The P A values repOlted here have been amended from those reported in Appendix II following publication 
of the latest NIST database (ref. 164 ). 
t The protonation site in allene is dependent on the proton affinity of the base from which proton transfer is 
occurring (see chapter 4.4). 
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3.3 Results. 
3.3.1 CH3CHOH+ Reactions. 
The reactions of protonated acetaldehyde, CH3CHOH+ with the five neutral 
reagents 4-fluorotoluene, methanol, benzene, ethyl bromide and acetylene were 
examined. The only products observed in all five reactions were the termolecular 
association adducts. The measured pseudo-second-order rate coefficients for the 
reactions were k == 4.5 X 10-10 cm3 S-I (4-fluorotoluene, 0.300 Torr He), k == 4.4 X 10-10 
cm3 S-l (CH30H, 0.300 Torr He), k == 1.3 X 10-10 cm3 S-I (C6H{" 0.345 Torr He), k == 5.8 X 
10-11 cm3 S-I (C2HSBr, 0.345 Torr He) and k < 1 X 10-12 cm3 S-I (C2H2, 0.345 Torr He). 
3.3.2 CH30CH2 + Reactions. 
The five reagents: C6H{" 4-fluorotoluene, CH30H (CD30D), ethyl bromide and 
acetylene were also reacted with the methoxymethyl cation, CH30CH2 +, with the 
following results. 
CH30CH2 + + C6H6 1.0) C7H7 + + CH30H (3.7) 
k3.7 == 5.0 X 10-10 cm3 S-I 
The observed reaction product corresponds to formal transfer of CH+ from the 
methoxymethyl cation to benzene. This CH+ transfer channel was observed by Wilson et 
al IS,m in several reactions of the methoxymethyl cation in an investigation of the 
reactions of CH30CH2 + with a number of nitrogen bases. 
--~ adduct 
k3.S== 2.6 X 10-10 cm3 S-1 
Again, the first channel in reaction (3.8) corresponds to CH+ transfer. 
CH30CHt + CD30D --.:..~-+ adduct 
-...'-'-~ CD30CH2 + + CH30D 
k3.9 == 2 X 10-11 cm3 s-I 
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
(3.9a) 
(3.9b) 
The reaction of CH30CH2 + with CH30H was measured previously by Wilson 18,171, who 
obtained a rate coefficient of 1.3 x 10-11 cm3 S-I, which agrees with the present 
measurement within the combined uncertainties of the two measurements. The only 
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product ion observed was the collision stabilised adduct, although Wilson 18 commented 
that a CH+ transfer channel could not be ruled out, without the use of isotopically labelled 
methanol, since it would produce a product ion identical to the reactant ion. d4-methanol, 
CD30D, was therefore utilised in the present study. The results indicate that CH+ transfer 
is only a minor channel in reaction (3.9). 
CH30CH2 + + C2HsBr 1.0) adduct (3.10) 
k3.lO 4 x 10-12 cm3 s-I (0.345 Torr He) 
This pseudo-bimolecular rate coefficient con-esponds to an effective termolecular rate 
coefficient ofk2/[He] ~ 3.6 x 10-28 cm3 s-I. 
CH30CH2 + + C2H2 ~ no reaction 
k < 5 X 10-13 cm3 S-I 3.11 
3.3.3 c-CH2(OH)CH2 + Reactions. 
(3.11) 
The reactions ofprotonated oxirane with C6H6, 4-fluorotoluene, methanol, ethyl 
bromide and acetylene were examined. 
c-C2HsO+ + C7H7P 0.9) C9HIOP+ + H20 
0.1 ) adduct 
k3.12 6.3 x 10-10 cm3 S-I 
-~~ adduct 
k 5 0 10-10 3-1 3.13 = . x cm' s 
--~ adduct 
k3.l4 = 1.7 X 10-10 cm3 S-I 
C-C2HSO+ + C2HSBr 1.0) adduct 
k3.IS = 6.5 X 10-11 cm3 S-l 
c-C2HsO+ + C2H2 ~ adduct 
~ C~SO++H2 
k 3 6 10-12 3-1 3.16 ~ . x cm S 
(3.12a) 
(3.12b) 
(3.13a) 
(3.13b) 
(3.14a) 
(3.14b) 
(3.15) 
(3.16a) 
(3.16b) 
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The C4HsO+ product formed in reaction (3 .16b) reacts rapidly with acetylene (probably at 
close to the collision rate, although this was not determined quantitatively) to yield a 
product ion at rnJz ::: 67. 
C4HSO+ + C2H2 -----1> C4H30+ + C2H4 (3.17) 
This pattern of reactivity minors the secondary chemistry observed when C2H2 reacts 
with H30+, discussed in a previous section, and may suggest that protonated oxirane is 
formed in the termolecular association of H30+ and C2H2, although the measurements 
discussed below fail to support this contention. 
The series of reactions listed above suggest that elimination of water as a neutral 
product may be a common channel in the reactions of protonated oxirane, which could 
potentially be used to identify the presence of protonated oxirane in a mixture of C2HSO+ 
ions, since water elimination was not observed in the reactions of CH3CHOH+ and 
CH30CH2 + with the same neutral reagents. 
3.3.4 H30+.C2H2 reactions. 
Six reagents were used to examine the reactivity of the H30+/C2H2 &lisociation 
ion: C2HSBr, 4-fluorotoluene, C6H6, CH30H, 2-fluorotoluene and allene (propadiene). 
For the first three of these reagents the reaction behaviour was very different from the 
behaviour exhibited by the C2HsO+ isomers discussed previously. For each reagent, 
curved semilogarithmic decays were observed, which indicates that more than one 
isomeric form of C2HSO+ is formed in the association reaction (3.4). Further, the 
consistent linearity of the semilogarithmic decays obtained for the other three reagents 
(Figure 3.2) under typical experimental conditions indicates that the curvature is not due 
to an extended source of C2HsO+ in the flow tube. Also, it seems very unlikely that the 
observed curvature is the result of formation of a product at rnJz 45, although the 
possibility of an isomerisation reaction cannot be ruled out. An example of a curved 
decay obtained for the reaction of C2H2.H30+ and benzene is shown in Figure (3.3). The 
data points are fitted in the usual way using equation (3.18) which assumes that two 
isomeric forms of C2HSO+ contribute to the observed ion signal at rnJz 45. 
(3.18) 
I Reactant Products • Branching kobs • kcolla 
/10-9 cm3 S-l I /10-9 cm3 S-l ratio 
I 
CH3CHOH+ 
C7H7Fc adduct 1.0 0.45 2.3 
CH30H adduct 1.0 0.44 2.1 
C-C6H6 adduct 1.0 0.13 1.4 
I C2HsBr adduct 1.0 10.058 2.1 
C2H2 adduct 1.0 1<0.001 1.1 
CH30CH2+ 
C7H7Fc CgHgF+ + CH30H >0.90 0.26 2.3 
adduct <0.10 
CD30D adduct >0.90 0.02 2.1 
CD30CHt + CH30D <0.10 
C-C6H6 C7H7 + + CH30H 1.0 0.5 1.4 
C2HsBr adduct 1.0 0.004 2.1 
C2H2 NR <0.0005 1.1 
C~CH2(OH)CH2 + 
C7H7Fc C9HlOF+ + H2O 0.9 0.63 2.3 
adduct 0.1 
CH30H C3H70+ + H20 0.6 0.50 2.1 
adduct 0.4 
C6H6 CSH9+ + H2O 0.8 0.17 1.4 
adduct 0.2 
C2HSBr adduct 1.0 0.065 2.1 
C2H 2 adduct 0.0036 1.1 
C4HsO+ +H2 
I ... 
Table 3.1. Reaction rate coefficients and product ratios for the C2H sO+ ions: 
protonated acetaldehyde, CH3CHOH+; methoxymethyl cation, CH30CH2+; and 
protonated oxirane, c-CH2(OH)CH2 + with the specified reactant. 
a Calculated using the method of Su and Chesnavich (ref. 161). 
b Reactant neutral proton affinities are from ref. 164. C Reactant is 4-fluorotoluene. 
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PAD 
IkJ morl 
763.8 
754.3 
750.4 
696.2 
I 641.4 
763.8 
754.3 
750.4 
696.2 
641.4 
763.8 
754.3 
750.4 
696.2 
. 641.4 
I I 
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Figure 3.2. Semilogarithmic plot of the C2H 2.H30+ ion count rate versus allene flow. 
The linear fit is as expected for pseudo-first-order kinetics. 
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Figure 3.3. Semilogarithmic plot of the C2H2.H30+ ion signal at mJz = 45 vs. benzene 
flow. The points are experimental and the curve is a computer-generated fit to the 
data using equation (3.18), with kl = 1.2 X 10.9 cm3 S·l and k2 = 1.5 X 10.10 cm3 S·l. 
The plot indicates a ratio of fast to slow reacting isomers of 65 :35. 
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The solid curve in Figure 3.3 is the computer-generated best fit modelled according to 
equation (3.18). C I ' and C2' are the respective ion signals of the two isomeric C2HsO+ 
species at zero neutral flow; k l ' and k2' are directly proportional to the respective rate 
coefficients for the two isomeric ions andj;lellt is the flow of the neutral reagent. Because 
of uncertainties in the curve-fitting procedure, the rate coefficients have larger 
uncertainties (± 50%) than rate coefficients usually obtained using the SIFT technique. 
Reaction with 2-fluorotoluene 
The reaction of C2H2.H30+ with 2-fluorotoluene produced a linear semi-
logarithmic decay which apparently corresponds to exothermic proton transfer from both 
isomeric C2HsO+ species (proton transfer was the only observed product from 
C2H2·H30+), with a rate coefficient close to the collisional value. 
C2H2.H30+ + o-C7H7F -----+ C7H7FH+ + C2H40 
k3.l9 = 1.6 X 10-9 cm3 S-l 
Reaction with C2HSBr 
(3.19) 
The reaction of C2H2.H30+ with ethyl bromide yielded apparent product ion signals at 
mJz = 55 (C4H/), 153 and 155 (Br isotopomers of the adduct ion). A curved 
semilogarithmic decay was observed. The rate coefficient for the fast decay component 
was too high to be accounted for by the presence of CH3CHOH+, c-C2H50+ or 
CH30CH2 +. The rate coefficient corresponding to the slow component is comparable to 
the rate coefficient observed in the reactions of CH3CHOH+ and c-C2H50+ with C2HsBr 
but not CH30CH2+. 
C2H2.H30+ + C2HsBr -----+ adduct 
-----+ C4H7 + + H20 + HEr 
kl = 1.8 X 10-9 cm3 S·I; C I :2! 0.50 
k2 = 5.8 X 10- 11 cm3 s-J; C2 s 0.50 
Reaction with benzene 
(3.20a) 
(3.20b) 
The only product ion signals observed in the reaction of C2H2.H30+ with benzene 
correspond to proton transfer and adduct formation. Again, a curved semilogarithmic 
decay was obtained (Figure 3.3). The rate coefficient for the fast decay is inconsistent 
with the rate coefficients observed in the reactions of CH3CHOH+, c-C2HsO+ and 
CH30CH2 + with benzene. 
C2H2.H30+ + C6H6 ----+ C6H7 + + C2H40 
----+ adduct 
ki = 1.6 X 10-9 cm3 S-l; CI ~ 0.60 
k2 = 1.8 X 10-10 cm3 S-I; C2 s 0.40 
Reaction with 4-fluorotoluene 
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(3.21a) 
(3.21b) 
Proton transfer and adduct formation were the only products identified in the 
reaction of C2H2.H30+ with 4-fluorotoluene. Again, the fast initial decay is inconsistent 
with the rates observed in the reactions of CH3CHOH+, c-C2HsO+ and CH30CH2+ with 4-
fluorotoluene, although the lower rate coefficient is comparable to that observed in the 
reactions of CH3CHOH+ and c-C2HsO+ with 4-fluorotoluene. 
C2Hz.H30+ + P-C7H7F ----+ C7H7FH+ + C2H40 
----+ adduct 
ki = 2.6 X 10-9 cm3 S-I; C1 ;::: 0.60 
k2 = 5.1 X 10-10 cm3 S-I; C2 s 0.40 
Reaction with CH30H 
(3.22a) 
(3.22b) 
When this reaction was measured using the original SIFr apparatus a curved 
semilogarithmic decay was obtained (see Appendix ll). A subsequent check of the 
measurement using the new FA-SIFr apparatus revealed a consistently linear 
semilogarthmic decay which yielded a tate coefficient of 5.5 x 10-10 cm3 S-I, which is also 
lower than the calculated collision rate. Measurements were performed at a range of 
acetylene flows added through the first neutral inlet, from 50% of the H30+ signal 
removed to 100% of the H30+ signal removed, yet the measured semilogarithmic decay 
was consistently linear. The reason for the disparity between the measurements using the 
two instruments is unclear. The major product observed was proton transfer, and the 
adduct was also identified. A possible minor product channel at m/z = 51, perhaps a 
product of a ligand exchange reaction (see the discussion below), H30+.HOCH3 was also 
identified. 
(3.23) 
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Reaction with allene 
CzHz.H30+ + C3H4 ~ products (3.24) 
A disparity was also noted between the result obtained in the SIFT and that 
obtained in the FA-SIFT for the reaction of CzHz.H30+ with allene. Although 
consistently linear semilogarithmic decays were observed using both instruments (Figure 
3.2), the rate coefficient measured in the FA-SIFT of 6.7 x 10-10 cm3 S-I, is lower than the 
value of 1.0 x 10-9 cm3 S-I determined in the SIFT apparatus. The accuracy of the FA-
SIFf measurement was verified by checking the rate coefficient for the reaction of H30+ 
with allene, for which a value of 1.5 x 10-9 cm3 s-I was obtained in accord with the 
expected collisional value. Unequivocal identification of the products of reaction 3.24 
was made difficult by the presence of excess acetylene in the flow tube. Upon addition of 
allene to the flow tube new peaks were observed at masses 43,57,59,65, and 67. The 
peaks at m/z 65 and 67 are almost certainly due to reaction of C3HS + (formed from 
unreacted H30+ + C3H4) with excess acetylene, viz. 
C3HS + + CzHz ~ CSH7 + (3.25a) 
~ CsHs + + Hz (3.25b) 
Of the three remaining peaks, m/z 43 and 59 were the major signals. The signal at m/z 
59 must correspond to an ion of formula C3H70+, and possibly represents a simple 
ligand exchange process. 
CzHz.H30+ + C3H4 ~ C3H70+ + CzHz 
The signal at m/z = 43 could be either C3H7 + or CZH30+. 
CzHz.H30+ + C3H4 ~ C3H/ + CzHzO 
or 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
Exothermic processes can be written for both reactions (3.27) and (3.28) if no particular 
structure is assumed for the CzHsO+ reactant, so neither channel can be discounted on 
thermodynamic grounds. 
C 1 and Cz are the fractions of isomer 1 and 2 present in the mixture (see equation 
3.18). The rate coefficient kl is the rate constant for the "fast reacting" isomer and 
conesponds to the initial rapid decay component in Figure 3.3. The rate coefficient kz is 
the rate constant for the slower reacting isomer. A summary of all the measurements of 
designated C2HSO+ isomer reactions is presented in Table 3.1 and the reactions of 
C2H2.H30+ in Table 3.2. 
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If the two isomeric species react at different rates with acetylene then the isomeric 
distribution will exhibit a dependence on the flow of acetylene and should be extrapolated 
to zero C2Hz flow to obtain the "true" isomeric ratio at the time of formation (see the 
discussion in section 7.5 of Wilson's thesis 18). Although an approximate ratio of 1: 1 is 
suggested by the results detailed above, experiments in which the isomeric ratio was 
determined via reaction with benzene at various flows of acetylene suggest that the true 
ratio could be as high as 3: 1 in favour of the fast reacting isomer. 
3.3.5 H30+ Reactions. 
In the course of this work a number of reactions of H30+ were measured. The 
neutral reagents investigated were 4-fluorotoluene, ethyl bromide, allene, and benzene. 
The reaction of HCO+ with 4-fluorotoluene was also measured. The results were as 
follows: 
4-fluorotoluene 
Proton transfer only was observed occurring at the collision rate in keeping with 
the known proton affinities of H20 and 4-fluorotoluene. 
H30+ + P-C7H7F ------7 C7H7FH+ + H20 
k3.Z9::: 2.9 X 10'9 cm3 S'I 
Ethyl bromide 
(3.29) 
The observed rate coefficient for reaction 3.30 is approximately half the calculated 
collision rate of 2.9 x 10,9 cm3 S·l and a second bimolecular channel (producing C2H70+) 
is observed to compete with proton transfer, which accounts for - 30% of the total 
products. This result suggests that proton transfer from H30+ to ethyl bromide may be 
slightly endothermic, rather than slightly exothermic as suggested by the values of 
PA(HzO)::: 691 kJ mor l and PA(CzHsBr)::: 696.2 kJ mor l tabulated in reference 164. 
H30+ + CZH5Br ---'-'-'-4 CZH70+ + RBr 
--~ CzHsBrH+ + H20 
-0.1 ) adduct 
k3.3o::: 1.3 X 10'9 cm3 s·1 
(3.30a) 
(3.30b) 
(3.30c) 
, Reactant Products PAD. ktb k2c CtC! 
IkJ mor l 110-9 cm3 S-l 110-9 cm3 S-I 
C 2H5Br C4H7 + + H20 + HBr 696.2 1.8 0.058 >0.50 
adduct 
p-C7H7Ff C7H7FH+ + C2H4O 763.8 2.6 0.51 >0.60 
adduct 
C6H6 C6H7 + + C2H4O 750.4 1.6 0.18 >0.60 
adduct 
CH30H CH30H2+ + C2H4O 754.3 0.55 -
adduct 
H30+.HOCH3 (?) 
CH2CCHz C3H70+ + C2H2 775.3g 0.67 - -
C3H50+ + C2H4 
C3H7 + + CZH20, or 
C2H30+ + C3H6 
O-C7H7Fh C7HSF+ + CZH40 i 
- -
Table 3.2. Reaction rate coefficients and isomer ratio for the C2HsO+ species, 
C2H2.H30+, formed in the association reaction between H30+ and C2H2, and the 
specified reagent. 
Allene 
Proton transfer only was observed. The reaction of H30+ with allene has been 
shown to generate exclusively the 2-propenyl C3H5 + structure (see chapter 4). 
a Reference 164. 
b Observed rate coefficient for the more reactive isomer. Uncertainty 50%). 
C Observed rate coefficient for the less reactive isomer. Uncertainty 50%). 
d Estimated proportion of the more reactive isomer. 
e Collision rate calculated using the method of Su and Chesnavich (ref. 161). 
f 4-t1uorotoluene. 
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I kcolle 
i 110-9 cm3 S-l 
2.1 
2.3 
1.4 
2.1 
1.2 
1.9 
g The protonation site in allene is dependent on the proton affinity of the base from which proton transfer is 
occuring (see chapter 4.4). 
h 2-t1uorotoluene. 
H30 + + C3lit ~ C3HS + + H20 
k3.31 = 1.5 X 10-9 cm3 S-I 
Benzene 
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(3.31) 
Proton transfer only was observed, occurring at the collision rate, in keeping with 
the known proton affinities of H20 and benzene. 
H30+ + C6H6 ~ C6H7 + + H20 (3.32) 
k 1.5 X 10-9 cm3 s-! 3.32 
HCO+ + 4-fluorotoluene 
Proton transfer was the only reaction channel observed for this reaction. 
HCO+ + P-C7H7F ~ C7H7FH+ + CO 
k3.33 = 2.9 X 10-9 cm3 S-1 
The reactions of H30+ and HCO+ are summarised in Table 3.3. 
3.3.6 Attempts to generate CHzCHOH2+. 
(3.33) 
Burgers etal 169 report th~t electron impact ionisation of either n-butanol 
or propane-l,3-diol generates predominantly the vinyloxonium cation, CH2CHOH2 +. 
Their conclusion was based on the observation of quite different collisional activation and 
charge stripping mass spectra for the C2H sO+ ions derived from these two neutral 
precursors compared to those observed for CH3CHOW, CH30CH2 + and c-
CH2( OH)CH2 +. Both n-butanol and propane-l ,3-diol were subjected to electron impact 
in the SIFT ion source at a pressure of - 10-3 Torr and the resultant ion at m1z 45 was 
injected into the flow tube following mass selection. Based on the calculated proton 
affinity of vinyl alcohol (see Table 3.7) one might expect to observe collision rate proton 
transfer from the vinyloxonium cation to 4-fluorotoluene. However this was not the case. 
The rate coefficient observed for the ion formed via electron impact on n-butanol or 1,3-
propanediol in reaction with 4-fluorotoluene and methanol (k::;; 5 x 10-10 cm3 s-') was 
faster than the rate coefficient observed for CH30CH2 + with methanol (k = 2 x 10-11 cm3 
S-1), so the ion is not CH30CH2 +. The observed rate is not consistent with that observed 
for the fast reacting C2H50+ isomer with 4-fluorotoluene. It was therefore concluded that 
the ion formed in these experiments was either CH3CHOW or C-CH2(OH)CH/. This is 
perhaps not surprising given the very different conditions of our SIFT experiment from 
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those of the mass spectral measurements of Burgers et aL 169 Very high repeller energies 
were required in order to generate sufficient C2H50+ ion signal to measure a rate 
coefficient. The observed break-up of the ions upon injection into the helium carrier 
suggests sufficient energy was available to induce isomeric interconversion. 
I Products Branching ! kob~ , ~olla I PAb 
I 
. ratio i /10-9 cm3 S-l 1/10-9 cm3 s-l i /kJ mori 
I 
H30+ reactions 
C7H7Fc C7H7FH+ + H2O 1.0 2.9 3.2 
C2HsBr C2H70+ +HBr ~0.6 1.3 2.9 
C2H5BrH+ + H2O ~0.3 
adduct ~0.1 
allene C3H5+ + H20 1.0 1.5 1.6 
C-C6H6 C6H7+ + H2O 1.0 I 1.5 1.9 
Hcb+ reactions 
Table 3.3. Reaction rate coefficients and product ratios for the reactions of H 30+ 
and HCO+ with the specified reactants. 
3.4 Ab initio studies. 
763.8 
696.2 
775.3d 
750.4 
An earlier investigation of the C2H50+ potential surface found four low-lying 
stable isomers, corresponding to local minima on the surface. tn,173 These isomers are 
CH3CHOW (protonated acetaldehyde), CH2CHOH2+ (protonated vinyl alcohol), 
CH30CHt (methoxymethyl cation) and c-CH2(OH)CH2+ (protonated oxirane). A re-
examination of these structures and relevant neutral C2H50 isomers was reported by 
Curtiss et al. 174 A theoretical study of hydronium ion complexes with electron donors 175 
also identified the existence of a hydronium ion/acetylene complex, H30+.C2H2, which 
occupies an energy minimum on the C2H50+ potential energy surface. The present study 
a Calculated using the method of Su and Chesnavich (ref. !61). 
b Proton affinities are from ref. 164. c 4-fluorotoluene. d See section 4.4 for discussion. 
I 
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aimed to fe-examine the calculations of Nobes et al l72,l73 at a higher level of theory and 
explore further reaction pathways for interconversion between C2HsO+ isomers. All 
calculations were performed using the Gaussian 90 176, Gaussian 92 177 and Gaussian 
94 178 programs and followed the procedure detailed in the original description of the G2 
procedure. 158 The structures of relevant C2HsO+ species and transition states with 
geometric parameters calculated at the MP2/6-31 G* level of theory are illustrated in 
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The structures of C2H40 species and transition states 
are illustrated in Figure 3.6. The calculated energies of these structures are given in 
Tables 3.4 - 3.6. The calculated enthalpies of formation and proton affinities of the 
relevant C2H40 neutral species are listed in Table 3.7. The energies of the different 
C2HsO+ isomers relative to H30+ + C2H2 are shown in Figure 3.7. 
3.4.1 A note about proton affinities. 
The proton affinity (PA) of a neutral species, B, is defined as the negative of the 
enthalpy change for the process: 
B + H+ ----+ BH+; AHo = x kJ morl 
i.e. PA(B) = + x kJ morl. 
A G2 proton affinity at 0 K is determined simply as the difference between the G2 
energies of the neutral B and the ion BH+, viz. 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
At 298 K one must apply a correction of % RT, which is comprised of the thermal energy 
of the proton at 298K O~ RT) plus AnRT, the work term, since the proton affinity 
represents an enthalpy change. 
298K(B) + %RT (3.36) 
3.4.2 A note about enthalpies of formation. 
The enthalpy of formation of a species, C, is calculated by adopting an equation 
for the formation of C, of 
A+B ----+ C (3.37) 
and utilising tabulated literature values for the enthalpies of formation of A and B, i.e. 
(3.38) 
Substitution of the calculated G2 energies of C, B and A, and literature values for the 
enthalpies of formation of A and B into equation (3.38) yields .1fHO(C). 
3.4.3 C2HsO+ radical cations. 
1. CH3CHOH+ (I) 
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The l-hydroxyethyl cation (protonated acetaldehyde) has a C, structure with the 
methyl group eclipsed with respect to the C-O bond and HOCC trans. The MP2/6-31 G* 
optimised structure is identical to that calculated by Bock et al 179 at the same level of 
theory, and is very similar to that calculated by Curtiss et al 174 at the MP2(FULL)/6-
31 G* level. The 1-hydroxyethyl cation is the most stable of the C2HsO+ isomers 
considered here, in accord with the findings of Curtiss et al 174 and Nobes et al. 172 At the 
G2level (0 K) this cation lies 237 kJ mor l below H30+ + C2H2• Smith and Radom 180-183 
have previously reported a 02 energy for CH3CHOH+. 
2. CH30CH2 + (II) 
The methoxymethyl cation has Cs symmetry and lies 72.4 kJ mor l higher in energy 
than protonated acetaldehyde, in excellent agreement with the value reported by Curtiss et 
a1. 174 
3. CH2CHOH2 + (III) 
The vinyloxonium cation (protonated vinyl alcohol) has Cs symmetry and is very 
similar to the structures described by Curtiss et al 174 and by Nobes and Radom. 173 It is 
calculated to lie 97.8 kJ mor l higher in energy than protonated acetaldehyde, which is 
consistent with the value reported by Curtiss et a1. 174 This structure was also studied 
theoretically by Marcoccia et a1. 184 
4. c-CH2(OH)CH2+ (IV) 
Protonated oxirane (protonated ethylene oxide) has Cs symmetry and is identical to 
the structure identified by Bock et a1. 179 At the 02 level this cation lies 116.4 kJ mor l 
above protonated acetaldehyde, in excellent agreement with the value reported by Curtiss 
et a1. 174 If the O-H bond in protonated oxirane is constrained to lie in the plane of the 
ring, the resulting structll1'e with C2v symmetry represents the transition state for inversion 
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in protonated oxirane and the energy of TS N IN' relative to N measures the inversion 
balTier. At the G2 level the inversion balTier is 64.0 kJ mor l , which is consistent with the 
value of 58.1 kJ mor l reported by Nobes et aL 172 
5. H30+.C2H2 (V) 
Formation of this 11: complex with C, symmetry involves approach of the oxygen 
atom of H30+ perpendicularly to the mid-point of the C-C triple bond in acetylene, with 
the formation of a hydrogen bond at the most basic site (Le. at the centre of the double 
bond). This picture is in accord with the conclusions of an earlier study based on STO-3G 
calculations. 175 This structure is calculated to lie 78.7 kJ mor l below H30+ + C2H2 and 
158.3 kJ mor l above protonated acetaldehyde at the G2leveL The diagonalised Hessian 
matrix for this structure possesses all positive eigenvalues as is required for a genuine 
energy minimum. The calculations failed to identify any local minima corresponding to a 
structure possessing bifurcated geometry (i.e. with the H30+ moiety straddling the C-C 
triple bond and forming two hydrogen bonds to acetylene). This conclusion is in 
agreement with the conclusions of Jones et al 175, who predicted that linear geometry is 
favoured over bifurcated. 
3.4.4 C2H50+ transition states. 
1. TS I1IIl 
This structure represents a transition state for the rearrangement of protonated vinyl 
alcohol to protonated acetaldehyde and has C I symmetry. It is similar to the structure 
identified by Nobes et aL 172 The barrier to realTangement lies 272.4 kJ morl higher in 
energy than protonated acetaldehyde, which is somewhat lower than the value of 321 kJ 
mor l calculated by Nobes et al at the MP3/6-31G++IIRHF/4-31G level of theory. This 
transition state lies 35.4 kJ morl above the energy of H30+ + C2H2 at the G2leveL 
2. TS IIIIV 
The saddle point linking protonated oxirane and the methoxymethyl cation has a C· .. O 
edge protonated oxirane structure, similar to that identified by Nobes et aL 172 This 
structure lies 238.1 kJ mor l above protonated oxirane at the G2level of theory, which is 
in reasonable agreement with the best calculated barrier of Nobes et al (262 kJ mOrl). 172 
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111.8 
(I) (II) 
1.084 
(III) (IV) 
1.827 
(V) 
Figure 3.4. MP2/6-31G* optimised geometries of C2HsO+ species with bond lengths 
in A and bond angles in degrees. 
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:' 2.45 1 
TSIIIIV TS lIIII 
~ ... -.. -
, 1.2) 1 
TS I1IV TSIIIN 
118.1 
TS IV/IV' TS VI 
Figure 3.5. MP2/6-31G* optimised geometries of C2HsO+ transtion states with bond 
lengths in A and bond angles in degrees. 
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(VII) (VIII) 
(IX) (X) 
TS VII/VIII 
Figure 3.6. MP2/6-31G* optimised geometries of C2~O isomers with bond lengths 
in A and bond angles in degrees. 
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Figure 3.7. C2HsO+ potential energy surface calculated using the G2 procedure. 
The energies are expressed in kJ morl relative to H30+ + C2H2 and are corrected to 
298 K and for zero-point energy. 
3. TS IJIV 
The 1980 study by Nobes et al 172 identified the 2-hydroxyethyl cation as a genuine 
minimum on the STO-3G and 4-31 G potential surfaces , although this was shown not to 
be the case at higher levels of theory. The present calculations indicate that this structure 
in fact represents a saddle point linking protonated acetaldehyde and prolOnated oxirane, 
in accord with the findings ofFord and Smith 185, Bock et al 179 and Curtiss et al. 174 This 
structure is identical to that identified by Bock et al 179 and is calculated to lie 47 kJ marl 
below H]O+ + C2H2 and 190 kJ marl above protonated acetaldehyde at the G2 level. 
4. TS IIUY 
The transition state IIIN resembles a loose association between a C2H/ cation and a 
water molecule which lies 15.6 kJ mor l below the energy of H]O+ + C2H2 at 0 K. 
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5. TS VI 
The transition structure identified as a saddle point linking the 2-hydroxyethyl cation and 
protonated oxirane in the study of Nobes et al 172 (structure 20) was also identified as a 
transition state in the present work. The HF/6-31 G* and MP2/6-31 G* optimised 
geometries for structure VI both possess one imaginary vibrational frequency, indicating 
the structure represents a genuine saddle point on the C2HsO+ hypersmiace. Structure VI 
lies just 5.8 kJ morl below the energy of H30+ + C2H2 at the G2 level of theory. 
3.4.5 C2H40 neutral structures. 
The MP2/6-31G* optimised structures of neutral acetaldehyde, vinyl alcohol (anti 
conformation, the syn conformation is expected to be more stable by a few kJ mor l 186-
190) and oxirane are illustrated in Figure 3.5. Vinyl alcohol and oxirane are respectively 
50.2 and 115.4 kJ morl above the energy of acetaldehyde. The energy separation 
between vinyl alcohol and acetaldehyde is in good agreement with that determined by 
Smith et al 189 (47 kJ mor l ), Bouma et aI 187 (45 kJ mor l ) and an experimental value of 
41 ± 8 kJ morl. 191 Similarly, the energy difference between acetaldehyde and oxirane is 
in good agreement with the value of 114 kJ mor l reported by Bouma et al. 187 A planar 
CH20CH2 structure possessing CZv symmetry was also identified as a minimum on the 
C2H40 potential surface (all positive eigenvalues in the force constant matrix). This is in 
contrast with the findings of Yamaguchi et al 192 who identified the planar CH20CHz 
structure as a higher order stationary point possessing a Hessian index of 2 in a combined 
TCSCF/CISD study of the ring opening reaction of oxirane. The C2v CHzOCH2 structure 
has a calculated proton affinity with respect to the methoxymethyl cation of 992 kJ mOrl. 
This may explain the non-observation of proton transfer to trimethyl amine (PA = 942 kJ 
morl) in a SIFT study of CH30CH2+ reactions. 171 Okada et al l93 have proposed, 
however, that proton transfer from CH3 OCH2 + will lead to the formation of the cyclic 
neutral oxirane, a process which is predicted to possess a sizeable barrier associated with 
the closure of the ring. The saddle point linking acetaldehyde and vinyl alcohol is 
calculated to lie 283 kJ mor l above acetaldehyde at the G2level (our Gl value of282 kJ 
morl agrees exactly with that determined by Smith et al 189). 
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3.5 Discussion. 
The flow tube measurements show that the C2HsO+ species formed in the 
association reaction between H30+ and C2H2 (reaction 3.4) is a mixture of C2HsO+ 
isomers. The more reactive isomer accounts for up to 75% of the total C2HsO+ signal. 
Furthermore the rate coefficient observed for the reaction of the fast reacting isomer with 
ethyl bromide, benzene and 4-fluorotoluene is significantly faster than that observed for 
the reactions of CH3CHOH+, c-C2HsO+ and CH30CH2+ with the same neutrals. Some of 
our earlier observations (Appendix II) regarding the H30+/C2H2 association reaction 
appear to be erroneous, and, in the light of a careful re-examination of the system in the 
FA-SIFT, our conclusions should be reconsidered. What is apparent is that a mixture of 
C2HsO+ isomers is produced in the association reaction (3.4). Furthermore, the rate 
coefficients obtained from double exponential fits to the curved decays observed in the 
reactions of C2H2.H30+ with C2HsBr, C6H6 (see Figure 3.3) and 4-tluorotoluene indicate 
that the fast reacting species is an isomer different from CH3CHOH+, C-C2HSO+ and 
CH30CH2 +. The consistent linearity observed in the semilogarithmic decays for the 
reactions of H30+,C2H2 with CH30H, allene and 2-fluorotoluene indicates that the 
observed curvature is not an artifact due to an extended source of C2HsO+ in the flow 
tube. Both of the C2HsO+ species fonned in reaction (3.4) appear to undergo collision 
rate proton transfer to 2-fluorotoluene (PA = 773.3 kJ mor'). Only the fast reacting 
isomer undergoes collision rate proton transfer to 4-fluorotoluene CPA = 763.8 kJ mor'). 
The observed rate coefficients obtained from the linear semilogarithmic decays for the 
reactions of C2H2.H30+ with allene and methanol are not consistent with exothermic 
proton transfer, which should proceed at the collision rate, remembering that low energy 
proton transfer to allene generates the 2-propenyl cation (chapter 4.4). Thus the proton 
affinity of the fast reacting C2HsO+ isomer is bracketed between that of 4-fluorotoluene 
(763.8 kJ mor l ) and methanol (754.3 kJ mor'). This range is consistent with the proton 
affinity calculated for the electrostatic H30+,C2H2 complex (763.5 kJ mor', Table 3.7). 
Further, the product ion observed at miz 59 in the reaction of C2H2.H30+ with allene is 
consistent with a simple ligand switch (H30+,C2H2 ----1- H30+.C3H4), favouring the 
electrostatic complex structure. 
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Species I MP4/6- I LlE(+) ! LlE(2df) LlE(QCI) L'lE(HLC) LlE(ZPE) E(Gl) 
! 311G** 
HO+ 3 -76.56181 -1.46 -33.42 -0.20 -24.56 32.80 -76.58865 
C2H2 -77.13994 -1.92 -39.92 +0.18 -30.70 26.29 -77.18601 
I -153.79470 -3.14 -76.13 -0.21 -55.26 65.76 -153.86368 
II -153.76753 17 -75.99 -0.07 -55.26 66.22 -153.83580 
III -153.75565 -3.68 -75.87 -1.34 -55.26 64.86 -153.82694 
IV 153.75140 -3.51 -76.55 +0.22 -55.26 67.77 -153.81873 
V -153.73167 -3.60 -74.64 +0.33 -55.26 60.75 -153.80408 
TS Ifill -153.68234 -4.31 -78.25 -0.10 -55.26 60.10 -153.75995 
TS IIIV 53.71179 -6.16 -77.64 -2.94 -55.26 62.12 -153.79166 
TS II/IV -153.65473 -4.00 -77.34 +1.00 -55.26 61.83 -153.72851 
TS IV/IV' -153.72337 -4.31 -76.90 -0.19 -55.26 65.26 -153.79478 
TSIIIN -153.70004 -7.01 -;73.74 -2.02 .26 57.34 153.78074 
-
TS VI -153.69806 -5.80 -75:97 -3.84 -55.26 63.66 -153.77527 
VII -153.48768 13 -79.31 +1.79 -55.26 53.51 -153.57408 
vrn -153.46287 -8.82 -81.35 -0.37 -55.26 54.00 -153.55466 
IX -153.44089 -8.33 -81.92 +1.01 -55.26 55.62 -153.52977 
X -153.36703 -6.94 -82.50 +1.57 -55.26 51.45 -153.45871 
: 
TS VII/VIII -153.37325 -7.69 : -81.58 +2.74 -55.26 48.40 -153.46664 
i 
.. 
Table 3.4. Gl energies and corrections.* 
t Energies in hartrees, corrections in millihartrees. 
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Structure ~ I L thermal E(G2) 298 K ~E(G2) 298 K 
energies Ihartrees IkJ mor l 
H30 + -7.84 39.62 -76.58905 
C2H2 -5.42 32.08 -77.18310 
H30+ + C2H2 -153.77215 0.0 
H30+,C2H2 (V) -13.82 73.54 -153.80214 -78.8 
CH3CHOW (I) -14.52 77.63 -153.86396 -241.0 
CH30CH2+ (II) -14.83 78.21 -153.83632 -168.5 
CH2CHOH2+ (ill) 14.02 76.96 -153.82637 -142.4 
c-C2HsO+ (rV) -15,17 79.12 53,82041 -126.7 
TS IllIV -13.13 70.46 -153.77737 -13.7 
TS I/Ill 14.49 71.00 -153.76049 +30.6 
TS I1IV -14.17 73.34 -153.79181 -51.6 
TS IIIIV -14.69 ~72.56 -153.72962 +111.6 
-
TSVN' -14.73 76:32 -153.79600 • -62.6 
I TSV1 14.85 74.93 -153.77624 -10.7 
• 
Table 3.5. G2 energies and corrections for C2HsO+ species.:!: 
Structure I~ L thermal • E(G2) 298 K 
energIes Ihartrees 
CH3CHO (VII) -13.03 63.75 -153.57303 
CH2CHOH (Vlll) -13.29 64.32 -153.55386 
c-C2H40 (IX) -13.37 65.33 -153.52984 
• CH20CH2 (X) -13.95 61.43 -153.45859 
ITS VIINlll I -12.57 57.48 I -153.46568 
I 
.. 
Table 3.6. G2 energies and corrections for C2~O species;!' 
* Energies in hnrtrees, corrections in millihnrtrees. 
J 
i 
LlHfo (kJ mor l ) Proton affinity (kJ mor l ) 
Structure calculated • experimentU calculatedO i experiment 
CH3CHO -173.2 -165.8 770.0 768.5'\ ?::.769c, 
768d 
CH2CHOH -122.9 -125 721.7 
oxirane -59.8 -52.6 769.1 774.2u 
CH2OCH2 127.3 .998.0 
H20 +C2H2 
1
763
.
5 
i 
Table 3.7. Calculated enthalpies of formation and proton affinities of C2~O 
isomers in kJ mOrl. 
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If our calculated value for the proton affinity of vinyl alcohol is significantly in error (i.e. 
low by -30 kJ mor l ) then the vinyl oxonium cation cannot be dismissed as a possibility 
for the fast reacting isomer either. We e~rlier concluded that the fast reacting isomer is 
the vinyloxonium cation. However, this was based on apparently erroneous rate 
detenninations for the reactions of C2H2.H30+ with CH30H and allene and the 
assumption that the fast reacting isomer underwent collision rate proton transfer to 
C2HSBr (which was also incorrectly assumed to possess a proton affinity of - 715 kJ 
mor l ), Efforts to form the vinyloxonium cation, and probe its reactivity directly, proved 
unsuccessful (see section 3.3.5). The question of the less reactive isomer present in the 
mixture of isomers formed in reaction (3.4), identified by its slower reactivity with the 
neutral reagents C2HSBr, C6H6 (see Figure 3.3) and 4-fluorotoluene, is not so easily 
answered. Clearly, CH30CH2 + can be eliminated based on its much slower reaction with 
methanol (k = 2 x 10- 11 cm3 S-I) than that observed for the isomeric ions formed in 
reaction (3.4). This is entirely consistent with the calculated potential energy surface 
(Figure 3.7). Formation of CH30CH2+ would require rearrangement via the cyclic 
protonated oxirane structure and the transition state linking protonated oxirane and the 
"Experimental values are from ref. 163. 
b Calculated proton affinities at 298K at the 02 level of theory. 
"Value from ref. 194. 
d Value fromref.195. 
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methoxymethyl cation lies well above the energy of H30+ + C2H2. Similarly the 
transition state linking protonated vinyl alcohol and protonated acetaldehyde lies above 
the energy of H30+ + C2H2, which would suggest that CH3CHOH+ is unlikely to be 
energetically accessible from the reactants. Therefore protonated oxirane is also unlikely 
to be energetically accessible from H30+ + C2H2, since, as Figure (3.7) shows, the 
formation of protonated oxirane requires rearrangement via CH3CHOH+. A low energy 
pathway directly linking the vinyloxonium cation and protonated oxirane may exist, 
however efforts to find one computationally proved unsuccessful. Also, as described 
above, protonated oxirane exhibits a very distinct reaction chemistry, with elimination of 
a water molecule occurring as the major reaction channel in reaction with the three 
neutral reagents: methanol, benzene and 4-fluorotoluene. Product ions corresponding to 
the loss of a water molecule were not observed in the reactions ofH30+,C2H2 with these 
three reagents despite careful adjustment of the acetylene and neutral reagent flow rates. 
However, if the fast reacting isomer is inqeed the electrostatic complex then the slower 
reacting isomer is unlikely to be the vinylox0rtium cation since this isomer should 
undergo collision rate proton transfer to methanol and allene based on the calculated 
proton affinity of vinyl alcohol, which was not observed. 
This interpretation would therefore favour identification of the slow reacting 
isomer as protonated oxirane or protonated acetaldehyde, and suggest that there is a low 
energy barrier for the rearrangement to one of these isomers. Indeed protonated oxirane 
undergoes a similar reaction with acetylene to that observed from one or both of the 
C2H2.H30+ isomers with C2H2. If the faster reacting isomer is the vinyl oxonium cation 
then the calculated potential surface would tend to favour identit1cation of the slower 
reacting isomer as the electrostatic complex. Let us compare this with the analogous 
reaction of H30+ with C2H4 discussed in the next section. In both reactions linear 
H30+".x eX = C2H2 or C2H4) complexes are formed which have similar stabilities with 
respect to reactants. These complexes can rearrange via analogous transition states to 
CH2CHOH2 + and C2H50H2 + respectively. The ban'ier between reactants and 
CH2CHOHt or C2H50H2+ is calculated to lie 14 kJ mor l below reactants in the 
H30+/C2H2 system and 52 kJ mor l below reactants in the H30+/C2H4 system. Provided 
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interconversion across the isomerisation barrier is rapid compared to the timescale for 
collisional relaxation the isomeric ratio would be expected to be determined by the 
density of states ratio at the energy of the isomerisation barrier (see the discussion in 
chapter 4 of Petrie's thesis '40). This ratio will favour the ion-neutral complex to a greater 
extent in the H30+/C2H2 system than in the H30+/C2H4 system given the larger barrier 
height in the former. The difference in calculated barrier heights of - 40 kJ mol" could 
conceivably lead to a large difference in the density of states ratio at the height of the 
barrier in the two systems. This difference could also explain the observation of a single 
isomer in the H30+/C2H4 system (see the discussion in the following section) but a 
mixture of isomers in the H30+/C2H2 system. 
3.6 Conclusions. 
The results of this study clearly demonstrate that at least two isomeric species are 
formed in the association reaction between H30+ and C2H2• The two species undergo 
reaction with the neutral reagents: ethyl bromide, benzene and 4-fluorotoluene at 
distinctly different rates. Further the observeci rate coefficient for the faster reacting 
species allows us to conclude that it is an isomer different from protonated acetaldehyde 
(CH3CHOH+), protonated oxirane (c-C2H sO+), or the methoxymethyl cation (CH30CH2+) 
which all react more slowly (see Table 3.1). The two candidate structures for the faster 
reacting species formed in reaction 3.4 are the vinyl oxonium cation (protonated vinyl 
alcohol, CH2CHOH2+) or the electrostatic complex, H30+,C2H2' If the faster reacting 
isomer is the former then calculations performed on the C2HsO+ potential energy surface 
favour identification of the slower reacting isomer as the electrostatic complex, since the 
barrier to rearrangement of the electrostatic complex to the vinyloxonium cation lies 
below the energy of the reactants (H30+ + C2H2). If the faster reacting isomer is the 
electrostatic complex, then the slower reacting isomer is likely to be either protonated 
acetaldehyde or protonated oxirane. This conclusion is not supported by the ab initio 
calculations as no pathways below the energy of the reactants were identified between the 
H30+,C2H2 complex and either protonated acetaldehyde or protonated oxirane. Either 
way, our results differ from the conclusions of Jarrold et al 166 who examined the product 
of the association reaction (3.4) using the technique of cm. They concluded that the 
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likely product of the association was either CH3CHOH+ or C-C2HSO+. Their conclusions 
must now be modified, however, as they did not consider protonated vinyl alcohol as a 
possible structure, or consider the possibility of an ion-neutral complex. 
In the SIFT experiments the C2HsO+ product ions of the H30+/C2H2 association 
reaction are stabilised by collision with the bath gas. At interstellar cloud pressures, 
however, the (C2HsO+)* complex formed in the association process is stabilised by 
photon emission. Although these two stabilising mechanisms differ, it is unlikely that the 
outcomes of the different stabilising mechanisms will result in different structures. If 
reaction 3.1 followed by dissociative electron-ion recombination is responsible (at least in 
part) for the formation of vinyl alcohol in the interstellar medium, then efforts to detect 
vinyl alcohol in dense interstellar clouds may prove worthwhile. Indeed, the large 
calculated barrier separating vinyl alcohol and acetaldehyde had earlier prompted 
suggestions that vinyl alcohol may be an observable interstellar molecule. 188 
3.7 Ion-molecule association of H30+ and C2H4: Interstellar ethanol 
Ethanol, like acetaldehyde has been observed in interstellar clouds, and although it 
is not observed in cold, dark clouds, it is present in appreciable abundances, in, or near, 
so-called hot molecular cores, the regions where new stars are formed. 196-199 There are at 
least two such regions in the giant molecular cloud Sagittarius B2, SgrB2(M) and 
SgrB2(N). Studies have shown that both SgrB2(M) and SgrB2(N) contain regions of 
high molecular hydrogen column density (> 1 024 cm-\ high gas temperature (> 150 K) 
and high density (> 106 cm-3). 200 Ethanol was first detected in SgrB2 by Zuckennan et 
aL 201 Recent detection of interstellar ethanol has been made by Ohishi et al 202 towards 
Orion KL, where rotational transitions from the gauche substates of ethanol have also 
been observed. 199 
Model calculations have used both gas-phase and heterogeneous reactions on 
grain surfaces, as sources of C2HsOH in the ISM. 167,198,203,204 Among the gas phase 
reactions considered in the models are the ion-molecule association reactions: 
CH3 + + CH30H ----t (CH3hOH+ + hv 
----t C2HsOH2 + + hv 
(3.39a) 
(3.39b) 
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(3.40) 
C2HsOH has been assumed in the models to be formed from C2HsOH2+ via a dissociative 
electron-ion recombination reaction step. 
(3.41) 
As in the reaction of H30+ with C2H2, the possibility of several isomeric structures for the 
association product exists and again it is not immediately obvious which structure will be 
formed in the association reaction. Stable isomers corresponding to minima on the 
C2H70+ potential energy surface include the well characterised ions C2HsOH2 + 
(protonated ethanol) and (CH3hOH+ (protonated dimethyl ether), plus the possibility also 
exists of electrostatic-type complexes (C2H4• .. H···OH2 + and CH3 +· .. HOCH3) being 
formed. J arrold et al 166 examined the collision-induced dissociation (CID) spectra of 
C2HsOH2 + and (CH3)20H+ and concluded that the association product of reaction 3.39 
has predominantly the (CH3)zOH+ structure while the product of reaction 3040 produces 
predominantly the C2HsOH2 + structure. In this study we investigated the structure of the 
ion formed in the termolecular analogue of reaction (3040) by comparing the proton 
transfer behavior of the association ion with that of CzHsOH2+ and (CH3)20H+ using the 
neutral reagents 2-fluorotoluene and acrylonitrile, which were selected on the basis of 
their known proton affinities. An ab initio study of the C2H70+ potential energy surface 
was also performed to assist in the interpretation of the experiments. 
3.7.1. Experimental. 
The experiments were performed in a helium bath gas using the SIFT apparatus 
operating at (300 ± 5) K. The C2H70+ ions investigated in this work were formed in the 
following ways. The product of the association reaction 3A2b, which is designated 
H30+.C2H4' was formed in the flow tube by introducing H30+ (formed via electron 
impact on water vapour in a high pressure ion source) into a stream of C2H4 added at the 
first inlet port. 
H30+ + CZH4 ---+ C2Ht + H20 
---+ H30+,C2~ 
(3.42a) 
(3.42b) 
The association reaction occurs in parallel with the slightly endothermic bimolecular 
proton transfer channel. Sufficient C2H4 was added to remove >99% of the H30+ ion 
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signal. At this flow of ethylene CzH/ reacts further to produce predominantly (CZH4hH+ 
and CSH9 +, via the reactions: 
C2Hs + + C2H4 -----+ (C2H4hH+ 
-----+ C3HS + + CH4 
C3H S + + C2H4 -----+ CSH9 + 
(3.43a) 
(3.43b) 
(3.44) 
Neither of the two ions (C4H9 + or CSH9 +) reacted at significant rates with 
acrylonitrile or 2-fluorotoluene. The rate coefficient measured for reaction (3.42) was 8.4 
x 10-11 cm3 S-1 with a branching ratio of 30% H30+,C2H4 and 70% C2H/, which is in fair 
agreement with the results of Bohme and Mackay 20S (k = 9 x 10-11 cm3 S-I, 40% 
H30+,C2H4 in a H2 bath gas at 0.5 Torr) and Matthews et al 206 (k = 7.8 x 10-11 cm3 S-l, 
35% H30+,C2H4)' The agreement with the results of McIntosh et al 207 is less good (k = 1 
x 10-10 cm3 S-I, 60% H30+,C2H4 at 0.45 Torr He). Their quoted branching ratio suggests 
an effective termolecular association rate coefficient of 4.1 x 10-27 cm6 s-l which is nearly 
twice the value detelmined in the present work (k3eff:= k2/[He] := 2.2 X 10-27 cm6 S-I). It 
should be noted however that McIntosh et al 168 re-examined the termolecular association 
of H30+ with CZH4 in a later study obtaining a k3 value of 2 x 10-27 cm6 S-I in a He bath 
gas at 300 K which is in excellent agreement with the present determination. 
The C2HsOH2 + ion was formed via electron impact on pure ethanol vapour in a 
high pressure ion source. Alternatively the ion was formed in the flow tube by injecting 
HCNH+(from HCN in a high pressure source) into a stream of ethanol vapour added at 
the first neutral inlet. This technique circumvented the problem of collision-induced 
dissociation of C2HsOH2+ (to H30+ + C2~) following injection into the He bath gas 
which was observed even at relatively low injection energies. (CH3hOH+ was formed 
similarly via electron impact on (CH3)20 in a high pressure ion source. 
3.8 Results. 
The reactions of H30+,C2H4' C2HsOH2+ and (CH3)20H+ were examined with the 
neutral reagents 2-fluoroto1uene (C7H7F) and acrylonitrile (CH2CHCN). These reagents 
were selected on the basis of their known proton affinities, which are: C7H7F 
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CPA = 773.3 kJ mOrl); CH2CHCN CPA = 784.7 kJ mor l ). Both reagents have proton 
affinities which are close to or intermediate between that of ethanol CPA = 776.4 kJ 
mor l ) and dimethyl ether CPA 792.0 kJ mor\ 
3.8.1 H3o+.CZH4 reactions. 
The H30+,C2~ association ion underwent proton transfer to both 2-fluorotoluene 
and acrylonitrile in competition with a termolecular association channel in each case. 
TelIDolecular association is often observed to compete with proton transfer when proton 
transfer is close to thermo neutral. 
C7HSF + C2H60 
--~ adduct 
0.60 ) adduct 
(3.45a) 
(3.45b) 
(3.46a) 
(3.46b) 
H30+,C2H4 was also reacted with the neutral methanol; the only product channel observed 
was termolecular association. 
H30+,C2H4 + CH30H 
k3.47 = 6.9 X 10-10 cm3 s-I 
adduct (3.47) 
Matthews et al 206 repOlt a value of k3.47 = 8.1 X 10-10 cm3 S-I, measured at a helium 
pressure of 0.5 Torr. 
3.8.2 CzHsOHz+ reactions. 
C2HsOH2 + was also observed to undergo both proton transfer and termolecular 
association with 2-fluorotoluene and acrylonitrile. 
k3.48 = 4.3 X 10-10 cm3 S-I 
C2HsOH2 + + CH2CHCN 
adduct 
adduct 
(3.48a) 
(3.48b) 
(3.49a) 
(3.49b) 
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3.8.3 (CH3hOH+ reactions. 
The only product channel observed in both of the reactions of (CH3hOH+ was 
termolecular association. 
(CH3hOH+ + adduct (3.50) 
k3.S0 == 1.9 X lO- LO cm3 
adduct (3.51) 
A summary of the experimental results is presented in Table 3.8. 
Reactant Products Branching kobs k: a oIl 
ratio 110-9 cm3 S-1 110-9 cm3 S-l 
H3o+.CziLJ 
CH30H adduct 1.0 0.69 2.1 
C7H7Fb C7HSF+ + C2HsOHc J 0.65 0.54 1.9 
adduct 0.35 
CH2CHCN CH2CHCNH+ + C2HsOHc 0.40 3.2 3.8 
adduct 0.60 
CzHsOH2+ 
C7H7Fb C7HSF + C2HSOH -0.70 0.43 1.9 
adduct -0.30 
CH2CHCN CH2CHCNH+ + C2HsOH 0.50 3.2 3.8 
adduct 0.50 
(CH3hOW 
C7H7F adduct 1.0 0.19 1.9 
CH2CHCN adduct 1.0 2.3 3.8 
Table 3.8 Reaction rate coefficients and product ratios with the specified reagent for 
the three C2H70+ ions: H3o+.CZH4' protonated ethanol, C2HsOHz +, and protonated 
dimethyl ether, (CH3hOH+. 
" Calculated using the method of Su and Chesnavich (ref. 161). b 2-tluorotoluene. C See text for discussion. 
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3.8 Ab initio studies. 
Two isomers of C2H70+, protonated ethanol, C2HsOH2 +, and protonated dimethyl 
ether, (CH3hOH+, have been well characterised and identified experimentally as distinct 
isomeric species that retain their identities under a wide range of conditions. Their 
enthalpies of formation have been determined. 163,164 The C2H70+ potential surface was 
estimated by Jarroid et al 166 in their cm study. The potential surface has been partially 
calculated by Herbst 167 and by Radom 208. Bouchoux and Hoppilliard 209 in an ab initio 
study characterised an electrostatic complex C2!-Lt···H-·,OH2+ that is readily accessible 
from C2HsOH/. Recently Audier et al 210 also identified an electrostatic complex 
CH3 + .. ·HOCH3 formed from the association of CH3 + and CH30H , which they predicted 
to be separated by a small potential barrier from (CH3hOH+. Previous ab initio studies of 
the proton affinities of dimethyl ether 180,181,183,211 and ethanol 212 have been reported. 
Four stable C2H70+ species corresponding to minima on the potential energy 
surface were identified in the present study using the G2 procedure. These structures, in 
order of decreasing stability are: protonated ethanol, protonated dimethyl ether, and the 
electrostatic complexes C2H4 .. ·H .. ·OH2+ and CH3+ .. ·HOCH3. 
Formation of the H30+,C2!-Lt electrostatic IT complex involves approach of the 
oxygen atom of H30+ towards the midpoint of the C-C double bond with the formation of 
a single hydrogen bond directed toward the centre of the double bond (i.e. the most basic 
site). The calculations failed to identify any local minima corresponding to a hydrogen-
bonded complex possessing bifurcated geometry. Jones et al 213 also concluded that 
linear geometry is favoured over bifurcated. 
The transition state resembles a loose association between a classical C2HS + ion 
and a water molecule. Collision complexes with sufficient excitation may dissociate to 
C2HS+ + H20 (reaction 3,42a); this proton transfer is calculated to be 7 kJ mor l 
endothermic. Complexes below this threshold can either dissociate back to reactants or 
be stabilized to form C2HSOH2 +, which lies 136 kJ mor l below the reactants, H30+ + 
C2!-Lt. This mechanism supports the intuitive assumption that formation of C2H50H2 + is 
more likely than (CH3)20H+ since the latter requires significantly more rearrangement. 
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Figure 3.8. MP2/6-31G* optimised geometries for the designated CZH70+ species 
with bond lengths in A and bond angles in degrees. 
Figure 3.9. MP2/6-31G* optimised geometries for the designated CZH60 species 
with bond lengths in A and bond angles in degrees. 
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Figure 3.10. C2H70+ potential energy surface calculated using the G2 procedure. 
The energies are expressed in kJ mor! relative to H30+ + C2~ and are corrected to 
298 K and for zero-point energy. 
In the reaction of CH3 + + CH30H, an electrostatic complex is formed with the 
CH3 + moiety attached by an H atom to the 0 atom of CH30H, with a binding energy of 
75 kJ mOrl. If the C-O bond distance is decreased, the energy of the system is raised 
until, at approximately R(C-O) = 2.6 A the CH3+ moiety is flipped to allow bonding 
between the C atom of CH3 + and the 0 atom of CH30H. The barrier between the 
CH3+···HOCH3 electrostatic complex and (CH3)20H+ is about 30 kJ mOrl. The barrier 
was estimated by performing a series of single point calculations on the CH/···HOCH3 
complex in which the C-O bond distance was systematically decreased. Failure to 
directly locate a saddle point linking the ion-neutral complex and protonated dimethyl 
ether is probably a reflection of the very flat nature of the potential energy surface in this 
100 
region as noted by Audier et al. 210 An experimental investigation of the CH3 + + CH30H 
reaction has been performed by Matthews et al. 206 
3.9 Discussion. 
The reaction chemistry summarised in Table 3.8 distinguishes clearly between the 
isomeric species, C2HsOH2+ and (CH3)20H+, on the basis of the different proton affinities 
of C2HsOH and (CH3)20. Both ions exhibited near collision rate reactions with 
CH2CHCN (PA 784.7 kJ mor l ), but protonated ethanol C2HsOH2+, yielded a 50% 
proton transfer channel whereas protonated dimethyl ether, (CH3hOW, yielded only 
termolecular adduct formation. Both ions underwent slower reactions with 2-
fluorotoluene (PA = 773.3 kJ mor l ), but whereas C2HsOH2 + yielded a 70% proton 
transfer product channel and a faster reaction, no proton transfer was found for 
Species il MP4/6- flE(+) I 'L\E~2df) I flE(QCI) LlE(HLC) 
311G** 
H30 + -76.56181 1.46 -33.42 -0.20 -24.56 
CZH4 -78.38239 -l.86 -40.07 .75 -36.84 
C2HS+ -78.65343 -0.62 -36.17 -1.31 -36.84 
H2O -76.27607 -10.83 -37.39 -0.07 -24.56 
(1) Ion -154.97564 -3.44 -74.55 1.24 -61.40 
(3) Ion -155.00029 -3.72 -74.12 -0.98 -61.40 
(2) TS Ion -154.95697 -7.44 -73.30 l.60 -61.40 
(4) Ion 154.98737 -3.79 -75.10 -0.93 -61.40 
(5) Ion -154.88204 -7.22 -72.74 -1.73 -61.40 
! (6) Neut. -154.68637 -8.93 -78.64 -0.45 i -61.4D 
i (7) Neut. , -154.66774 -7.87 , -81.21 -0.30 -61.40 
r ( . rable 3.9. Gl energIes and correctIOns. 1= 
l\ The numbered species refer to the structures illustrated in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. 
* Energies in hartrees, corrections in millihartrees. 
flE(ZPE) E(Gl) 
32.80 -76.58865 
48.91 -78.41401 
58.21 -78.67016 
20.51 -76.32834 
83.88 -155.03238 
88.28 -155.05223 
77.18 155.02353 
88.95 -155.03963 
81.43 -154.94370 
, 76.81 
-154.75898 
76.93 -154.74161 
I 
(CH3hOW-. These findings are in accord with the established proton affinities of 
C2H50H (PA = 776.4 kJ marl) and (CH3)zO (PA = 792 kJ marl). 164 
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What is also evident from the experimental studies is that the product of the 
termolecular association reaction (3.42b), H30+,C2H4' is indistinguishable in our 
experiments from C2H50H2+. The rate coefficients and product distributions of the 
reactions of H30+,C2H4 with 2-fluorotoluene and acrylonitrile are identical (within the 
experimental uncertainty) with those of C2H50H2 + giving strong support to the 
identification of the product of reaction (3.42b) as C2H50H2 +. The transition state barrier 
between the two structures is only 27 kJ marl above the energy of C214.H30+ (Figure 
3.10), and it is apparent that at the entrance level of H30+ + C2H4 at room temperature 
there is ample energy to overcome this small barrier and sample the surface above the 
C2H50H2 + global minimum. 
It is concluded, therefore, that the experimental evidence supports the contention 
that the structure of the ion formed in reaction (3.42b) is that of C2H50Ht. Matthews et 
al 206 cite evidence that a fraction of the C2H70+ ions formed in reaction (3.42b) exists in 
the electrostatic form based on the observation of different product channels for 
H30+,C2H4 versus C2H50H2+ with some neutral reactants. The present work does not of 
course rule out this possibility. It is likely, however, that at the energy of the reactants 
H30+ + C2H4, the density of states ratio will favour formation of C2HsOH2 + over 
H30+,C2H4' Also, given the closeness of the proton affinities calculated for the two 
species, it is difficult to find a neutral reagent that reacts at appreciably different rates 
with the two ions, which is also the situation for protonated propyne and allene (see the 
discussion in chapter 4). Consequently, observation of curvature in a semilogarithmic 
decay plot as a means of distinction between the isomers is difficult to achieve. Indeed 
linear decays were observed for both C2H50H2+ and H30+,C2H4 with the ten neutral 
reagents employed by Matthews et al 206 and the tln'ee reagents employed in the present 
study. Any distinction of isomeric species therefore rests on a difference in observed 
product branching ratios which may be complicated by viI1ue of the method employed to 
form H30+,C2H4 (i.e. adding excess C2H4 to a H30+ ion swarm, with resultant secondary 
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Structure il L: thermal E(G2) 298 K ilE(G2) 298 K 
HO+ 3 
C214 
CH3+ 
CH30H 
H30+ + C2H4 
H30 +,C2H4 
C2H5OH/ 
TS (2) 
(CH3hOH+ 
C2H5+ + H20 
CH3+.HOCH3 
+ 
I millihartrees 
-7.84 
-8.76 
-5.61 
-12.27 
-17.12 
17.58 
6.57 
-17.94 
-17.57 
-17.58 
-16.46 
energIes 
Imillihartrees 
C2H70+ species 
39.62 
57.75 
36.58 
58.60 
99.92 
103.43 
93.19 
104.39 
• 98.18 
I 91.51 
1
90
.
36 
Table 3.10. G2 energies and corrections. 
I i LlHfo (kJ mort) 
I 
• Structure I calculated I experiment<l 
~ 
. CH3CH2OH -233.6 ! -234.7 
i 
I (CH3hO I -190.2 • -184.0 
i 
H20 + C2H4 l-180.2 [-189.5 
Ihartrees 
-76.58905 
-78.41295 
-39.38272 
-115.53162 
-155.00200 
-155.03212 
-155.05385 
-155.02195 
-155.04141 
-154.99953 
-154.94289 
- 154.91435 
1-154.75897 
. -154.74246 
IkJ mort 
0.0 
-79.1 
-136.1 
-52.4 
-103.5 
6.5 
. 155.2 
I 
230.1 
I 
Proton affinity(kJ mor l ) 
calculatedb experiment 
780.4 776.4 
791.1 792.0 
,767.5 
I I 
Table 3.11. Calculated enthalpies of formation and proton affinities of C2H60 
isomers. 
a Experimental values are from ref. 163. b Calculated proton affinities at 298 K at the 02 level of theory. 
i 
I 
ion chemistry). It therefore remains an open question as to whether a mixture of 
electrostatically and covalently bonded species are formed in reaction (3.42). 
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Two earlier studies also favour C2HsOHt as the structure of the H30+,C2H4 adduct. 
Jarrold et al 166 found supporting evidence from CID studies. Herbst et al 168 compared 
the measured ternary reaction rate coefficient of reaction (3.42) with a calculated value 
that was based on a designated structure of the C2H70+ product ion. They obtained 
satisfactory agreement between theory and experiment when they assumed a structure of 
C2HsOH2+ for the adduct. It should be noted however that neither of these methods 
would necessarily be sensitive to the presence of a fractional contribution from an 
electrostatic complex. 
3.11 Conclusions. 
We have utilised ab initio calculations of the C2H70+ energy surface and 
experimental observations of the proton transfer reactivity of the C2H70+ isomers, 
C2HsOHt and (CH3hOH+, to identify the H;O+.C2H4 product of reaction (3.42b) as 
C2HsOHt. Thus sources of C2HsOH in interstellar models utilising the ion-molecule 
association reaction (3.40) remain valid although it should be noted that the products of 
the subsequent ion-electron recombination reaction (3.41) have yet to be determined. 
Indeed, experimental measurements 214 of the electron-ion recombination of H30+ 
indicate that loss of a single H-atom to yield H20 represents only a very minor (-5%) 
channel. * If this behaviour can be extrapolated to the electron ion recombination of 
C2HsOHt, then the importance of reactions (3.40) and (3.41) will be diminished 
significantly. Indeed, the observation of ethanol specifically in hot molecular cores points 
to a dominant role of grain surface chemistry in its formation. 199,217 
The observation of the endothermic proton transfer channel in reaction 3.42a 
(C2H/ + H20, 6Ho::::: + 10.5 kJ mor l ) 164, which competes with formation of the 
H30+,C2H4 adduct, shows that the exit channel from the (H30+,C2H4) complex to C2HS + 
* The precise branching ratio for the dissociative recombination of H30+ is still subject to considerable 
uncertainty. Andersen et al 215.216 rep0l1 a brunching ratio for H20 formation of 0.33 based on heavy-ion 
storage ring experiments. 
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+ H20 is found before collisional stabilisation can occur. In this work our measurement 
of the rate coefficient for endothermic proton transfer is 5.9 x 10- 11 cm3 S-l at 0.35 Torr of 
helium. At 0.5 Torr of helium, Matthews et al 206 report a rate coefficient for proton 
transfer of 5.1 x 10- 11 cm3 S-l and Bohme and Mackay 205 report a value of 6.3 x 10-11 cm3 
S-l in a hydrogen carrier gas. The slight variation in rate coefficient in these three 
measurements is within the experimental uncertainty. We conclude that the proton 
transfer channel takes place on a time scale that is much shorter than the time between 
collisions «125 ns), and proceeds independently of complex stabilisation. The branching 
ratio is therefore expected to vary with pressure because of the variation in the 
termolecular rate. 
3.12 Ion-molecule association of CH2NH2+ + HCOOH: Interstellar 
glycine. 
Glycine is the simplest a-amino acid, and one of the most important biological 
molecules. Tremendous interest in the prebiotic synthesis of glycine (and other amino 
acids) was spurred by the pioneering experiments of Miller 218,219 over 40 years ago. 
Studies of the Murchison meteorite, which fell in Australia in 1969 and belongs to a class 
of carbonaceous chondrites containing 2-3 % carbon by weight mostly in the form of 
organic materials, identified amino acids as constituents of the organic component. 220,221 
Large amounts of apparently extraterrestrial amino acids were also found recently in 
rocks at the Cretaceousrrertiary boundary in Denmark. 220 These observations together 
with the large amounts of extraterrestrial dust accreted annually on Earth has led to the 
suggestion that the organic matter on our planet may have its main origins in 
interplanetary, or even interstellar, space. 220,222 Astronomical searches for interstellar 
biomolecules such as glycine are of enormous interest. 223.224 Detection of interstellar 
glycine is at present tentative. Snyder 223 has reviewed the progress in the interstellar 
search for this molecule. 
Given the facile nature of ion-molecule reaction processes even under interstellar 
conditions, the potential role of ion-molecule chemistry in the synthesis of extraterrestrial 
prebiotic material is evident. This has led some ion-molecule chemists to investigate 
potential synthetic ion-molecule routes to the formation of amino acids. Meot-Ner et 
al 225 investigated the association of ammonium (protonated amine) ions with carbon 
dioxide in a pulsed ionization high-pressure mass spectrometer. 
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(3.52) 
C2H5NH3 + + CO2 -----7 C2HSNH3 +.C02 (3.53) 
The empirical formulae of the product ions in (3.52) and (3.53) are identical with those of 
protonated glycine and protonated alanine respectively, which could result from the 
formation of new covalent bonds in the adduct ions. However, it was concluded 225 that 
the products of the two association reactions did not correspond to protonated glycine and 
protonated alanine, but rather to hydrogen-bonded cluster ions. By studying the 
equilibrium constant for the two association reactions as a function of temperature Meot-
Ner et al 225 were able to delive enthalpies of formation for the product ions from van't 
Hoff plots. The values so obtained for GH3NH3 +.C02 (175.7 kJ mor l ) and 
C2H5NH3 +.C02 (146.4 kJ mor l ) do not agree with the known heats of formation of 
protonated glycine (255.2 kJ mor l ) and protonated alanine (217.6 kJ mor l ). 
The association reaction between CH2NH2 + and HCOOH was observed to occur 
rapidly at 0.35 Torr of helium in a SIFT apparatus by Bohme and co-workers. 226 This 
reaction also produces an ion with an empirical formula identical to that of protonated 
glycine. Elucidation of the structure of the product ion produced in the association 
reaction between CH2NHt with HCOOH forms the major focus of this section. It has 
also been suggested 223,227 that the reaction of NH2 + with CH3COOH may provide a route 
to the formation of protonated glycine. The reactions of NHn + (n = 2-4) with acetic acid, 
were also investigated in the course of this work. 
3.12.1 Experimental. 
Most of the reaction chemistry described in this section was investigated initially 
using the SIFT apparatus, and subsequently re-examined with the FA-SIFT apparatus. 
NH/ (n 2-4) ions were generated via electron impact on ammonia in the SIFT ion 
source and by adding ammonia to a helium carrier subjected to microwave discharge in 
the FA-SIFT apparatus. CH2NHt and CH3NH3 + were formed similarly from 
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methylamine (CH3NH2). As discussed below, rate coefficients for the reactions of acetic 
acid and formic acid were determined using the undiluted vapour from the respective 
liquids. The exothermic proton transfer reactions of H30+ with CH3COOH and HCOOH 
were measured and assumed to proceed at the collision rate. All other rate coefficients 
were scaled accordingly. The justification of this approach has been discussed by Spanel 
and Smith 228 who routinely employ this method in their SIFf trace gas analysis 
technique. 
3.13 Results. 
3.13.1 CH3COOH reactions. 
Acetic acid, like formic acid, exists in equilibrium with a dimer at room 
temperature and vapour pressure (11.4 Torr at 20°C), which means that one must take 
account of this when measuring flow rates of the vapour. To circumvent this problem, 
the exothermic proton transfer reaction from H30+ to CH3COOH was measured and 
assumed to proceed at the collision rate, making the reasonable assumption that following 
expansion into the flow tube any acetic acid dimers dissociate rapidly to the monomer. 
All subsequently measured reaction rate coefficients were scaled accordingly. 
H30+ + CH3COOH -----+ CH3COOH2 + + H20 
k3.54= lee = 2.6 X 10-9 cm3 S-1 
A number of reactions of acetic acid with nitrogen-containing ions were 
considered as potential routes to protonated glycine based on calculated reaction 
enthalpies. 
CH3NH3 + + CH3COOH 
(3.54) 
Formation of protonated glycine from the reaction of protonated methylamine 
with acetic acid is calculated to be close to thermoneutral. 
CH3NH3 + + CH3COOH -----+ Gly-H+ + CH4 
~Ho3.55= +2.0 kJ mor l 
The only product observed from the reaction of these precursors, however, was a 
termolecular association adduct. 
(3.55) 
[07 
CH3NH/ + CH3COOH ----+ CH3NH3 +.CH3COOH 
k3.56 6.0 X 10-10 cm3 S-I at 0.48 Torr 
(3.56) 
CH2NH2 + + CH3COOH 
Similarly, the reaction of protonated methanimine with acetic acid led to the 
formation of a termolecular adduct only. 
CH2NH2+ + CH3COOH ----+ CH2NH2+.CH3COOH 
k3.57 = 4.6 X 10-10 cm3 S-I at 0.48 Torr 
NH/ + CH3COOH 
(3.57) 
The reactions of NH2 +, NH3 + and NH4 + with acetic acid were investigated. The 
reaction of NH2 + with acetic acid was proposed as one of the simplest potential 
bimolecular pathways to protonated glycine. 223,227 The reactions of the three ammonia 
derived ions proceeded as follows: 
NH/ + CH3COOH ----+ NH/.CH3COOH 
k3.58 = 6.5 X 10-10 cm3 S-l at 0.48 Torr ," 
NH/ + CH3COOH ----+ NH/ + CH3C02 
k3.59 2.7 X 10-9 cm3 s-l 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
The reaction of NH3 + with acetic acid represents an H-atom abstraction reaction and 
proceeds at the collision rate as is typical of many, but by no means all, such reactions 
(see chapter 5). 
NH2 + + CH3COOH ----+ CH3COOH2 + + NH (3.60) 
i1H03.60 = -141.1 kJ mor l ; k3.58 = 2.8 x 10-9 cm3 s-l 
The only product observed in the reaction between NH2 + and acetic acid was proton 
transfer, and the reaction proceeded at the collision rate as expected for exothermic 
proton transfer. 
3.13.2 HCOOH reactions. 
At 298K formic acid has a vapour pressure of 40 Torr and exists almost 
exclusively as a dimer, (HCOOH)2, at this pressure. 229 One must therefore take account 
of this when measuring flow rates of formic acid as was discussed earlier by Freeman et 
a1. 229 Following expansion into the flow tube complete dissociation of formic acid dimer 
to monomer is assumed to occur rapidly. 229 In the present work formic acid was used 
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without dilution and all measured rate coefficients were determined by assuming that the 
exothermic proton transfer reaction between H30+ and HCOOH proceeds at the collision 
rate and scaling all other rate coefficients accordingly. 
H30+ + HCOOH ----+ HCOOH2 + + H20 
k3.61 = kc = 2.2 X 10-9 cm3 s-l 
CH2NH2 + + HCOOH 
(3.61) 
Protonated methanimine, CH2NH2 +, underwent termolecular association only with 
formic acid. Although the pressure dependence of the effective bimolecular rate 
coefficient was not determined, it appears the reaction has not yet reached pressure 
saturation at 0.48 Torr. 
CH2NH2 + + HCOOH ----+ CH2NH2 +.HCOOH 
k3.62 = 1.0 X 10-[0 cm3 S-I (0.48 Torr) 
(3.62) 
CH3NH3 + + HCOOH 
The reaction of protonated methylamine with formic acid was measured. 
Formation of protonated glycine is calculateu'to be slightly endothermic. 
CH3NH3 + + HCOOH ----+ Gly-H+ + 
i1Ho3.63 = +23 kJ mor l ; 
(3.63) 
The only product observed was the termolecular association adduct, which forms with an 
efficiency similar to that of the CH2NH2 + IHCOOH product, viz. 
CH3NH3 + + HCOOH ----+ CH3NH3 +.HCOOH (3.64) 
k3.64 = 1.1 x 1O- lO cm3 S-I (0.48 Torr) 
Reactivity of CH2NH2 +.HCOOH 
Glycine has a proton affinity, PA(Gly), of 886.5 kJ mor l, relative to the proton 
affinity of ammonia, PA(NH3) = 853.5 kJ morl. PA(Gly) has been established via proton 
transfer equilibria between glycine and appropriate reference bases, and is in accord with 
proton affinity orders established from unimolecular dissociation of proton-bound 
heterodimers containing glycine and other amino acids. 230 The value is also in excellent 
agreement with recent high level calculations of P A(Gly). 231 
If the association ion, CH2NHt.HCOOH, has the protonated glycine structure it 
would therefore be expected to undergo facile proton transfer to bases having a proton 
affinity> 887 kJ mOrl. The bases methylamine, CH3NH2, and ethylamine, C2H5NH2, 
were selected on the basis of their known proton affinities, viz. PA(CH3NH2) = 899 kJ 
mor' and PA(C2HsNH2) = 912 kJ mor'. The reaction ofCH2NH2+.HCOOH with NH3 
was also measured. 
Methodology 
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The CH2NHt.HCOOH association ion was formed in the flow tube by injecting 
CH2NH2 + from the FA source and adding formic acid vapour at the upstream neutral 
inlet The resultant CH2NH2 +.HCOOH ion was subsequently reacted with the bases NH3, 
CH3NH2 and C2HSNH2 at the downstream neutral inlet. 
CH2NH2 +.HCOOH + NH3 
The major product of the reaction between CH2NH2 +.HCOOH and NH3 was 
observed at mlz = 47. The observation was rationalised in terms of a ligand exchange 
reaction in which formic acid is exchanged for ammonia. 
CH2NH2+.HCOOH + NH3 ---c.:..:.c.....-jo CH2NH2+.NH3 + HCOOH 
---'-~ adduct 
k3.6S = 1.6 X 10-9 cm3 S-l 
(3.65a) 
(3.65b) 
At higher flows of ammonia, ion products were observed at mlz = 64, mlz = 35 and mlz = 
52. These products were attributed to the following reaction sequence: 
CH2NH2+.NH3 + NH3 ----+ CH2NH2+(NH3h; mlz = 64 
----+ NH4 + .NH3 + CH2NH; mlz 
NH/(NH3h; mlz 52 
35 
(3.66a) 
(3.66b) 
(3.67) 
The tabulated proton aftlnity of methanimine, CH2NH, is very close to that of ammonia, 
viz. P A(CH2NH) 852.9 kJ mOrl. 
CH2NH2 +.HCOOH + CH3NH2 
CH2NH/.HCOOH + CH3NH2 --'---'--jo CH2NH2+.CH3NH2 + HCOOH 
---'--jo adduct 
k3.68 = 1.5 X 10-9 cm3 S-I 
(3.68a) 
(3.68b) 
An analogous reaction to that with ammonia was observed between the 
CH2NH/.HCOOH association ion and methylamine, the reaction proceeding almost 
exclusively via ligand exchange. Again no proton transfer was observed. 
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At higher flows of methylamine, major products were observed at mlz = 63 and mlz =94. 
CHzNHt.CH3NHz + CH3NHz ----t CH3NH/.CH3NHz; mlz =63 (3.69) 
CH3NH3 +.CH3NHz + CH3NHz ----t CH3NH3 +(CH3NH1h; mlz =94 (3.70) 
CH2NH2 +.HCOOH + C2HsNH2 
The major product of the reaction between the CH2NH2 +.HCOOH association ion 
and ethylamine also produced, almost exclusively, a product cOlTesponding to ligand 
exchange. 
CHzNHt.HCOOH + C2HsNHz ----t CH2NHz +.C2H sNH2 + HCOOH 
k3,72 = 1.1 X 10-9 cm3 S-l 
Again, at high neutral flows a further ligand exchange was observed to occur, viz. 
(3.72) 
CHzNHz+.CzHsNHz + C2HsNHz ----t C1HsNH3+,C1HsNH2 + CH1NH (3.73) 
3.14 Discussion. 
The results described above suggest thilt the termolecular association reaction 
which occurs between CH1NHt and HCOOH does not produce an ion with the structure 
of protonated glycine. If protonated glycine was formed in reaction 3.62 then facile, 
exothermic proton transfer would be expected to occur to both CH3NH2 and C2HsNHz, 
however none was observed. Further the observation of apparent ligand exchange 
reactions from the CH1NH2 +.HCOOH association ion with ammonia, methylamine and 
ethylamine tends to suggest that the ion is an electrostatic, hydrogen-bonded adduct, 
rather than a covalently bound adduct. Formation of protonated glycine in the ISM from 
an association reaction between CH2NHt and HCOOH would require the reaction not to 
possess an activation barrier, and as such the reverse dissociation would be expected to 
occur at threshold. Experiments which have examined the dissociation of protonated 
glycine and other protonated amino acids suggest that ion-molecule association of 
protonated imines with formic acid to yield protonated amino acids must occur over a 
substantial activation barrier. 230,232 
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Reactant I Products ! Branching kobs ! keolla 
i 
I ratio 110-9 cm3 8- 1 I 110-9 cm3 S-I 
H30+ reactions 
CH3COOH CH3COOH2 + + H2O • 1.0 [2.6] 2.6 
• HCOOH HCOOH2+ + H20 1.0 [2.2] 2.2 
CH3NH3 + reactions 
CH3COOH I adduct ! 1.0 ! 0.60 ! 2.2 
HCOOH i adduct 11.0 1 0.11 11.9 
CH2NH2 + reactions 
CH3COOH adduct 1.0 0.46 2.2 
• HCOOH adduct 1.0 0.10 1.9 
NH4 + reactions 
CH3COOH adduct 1.0 0.65 2.6 
NH3 + reactions 
• CH3COOH I NH4 + + CH3C02 1.0 2.7 2.7 
I 
I 
NH2 + reactions 
CH3COOH CH3COOH2 + + NH 1.0 2.8 2.8 
CH2NH2 +.HCOOH reactions 
NH3 CH2NH2 +.NH3 + 1.6 2.1 
HCOOH 0.75 
adduct 0.25 
CH3NH2 CH2NHt.CH3NH2 + 1.5 1.7 
HCOOH >0.90 
adduct <0.10 
C2HSNH2 CH2NH2 +.C2HsNH2 + 1.0 1.1 1.6 
HCOOH 
Table 3.12. Rate coefficients and branching ratios for the designated ions with the 
specified neutrals. 
"Calculated using the method of Su and Chesnavich (ref. 161). 
! 
I 
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3.14.1 Corroborating evidence. 
Beranova et al 230 examined fragmentation reactions of protonated glycine by a 
combination of metastable ion (MI) characteristics, collisionally activated dissociation 
(CAD) and neutralization-reionization mass spectrometry (NRMS). Although mlz = 30, 
CH2NH2 +, was observed as a minor fragment in the MI spectrum and as the major peak in 
the CAD spectrum of protonated glycine, direct loss of HCOOH (or dihydroxycarbene, 
:C(OHh) would have been expected to produce a sizeable peak at mlz = 46 in the NfR 
(neutral fragment-reionization) spectrum. However, mlz = 46 was viltually non-existent 
in the NfR spectrum of protonated glycine, suggesting that there is a substantial barrier 
associated with loss of HCOOH from protonated glycine and, by inference, a large barrier 
to the reverse association reaction of CH2NH2+ with HCOOH. A combined theoretical 
and experimental study of the mechanism by which CH20 2 is eliminated from protonated 
leucine and isoleucine was performed by Bouchoux et al. 232 Theil' study demonstrated 
that elimination of intact :C(OHh or HCOOH proceeds over a much higher barrier than 
consecutive losses of H20 + CO. Similarly, Beranova et al 230 demonstrated that 
sequential elimination of H20 + CO from protonated glycine to form CH1NH2 + represents 
a lower energy pathway than direct elimination of HCOOH. 
3.15 Conclusions. 
The termolecular association reaction of CH2NH2 + with HCOOH produces an 
electrostatic complex rather than protonated glycine. The product of reaction (3.62) 
undergoes facile ligand exchange with ammonia, methylamine and ethylamine, switching 
formic acid for the respective amines. Exothermic proton transfer would be expected 
from protonated glycine to CH3NH2 and C2H5NH2, but is not observed. The failure of 
reaction (3.62) to generate protonated glycine is in accord with the results of metastable 
ion, collisionally activated dissociation and neutralisation-reionisation mass spectrometry 
experiments performed on protonated glycine. Results from these experiments indicate a 
sizeable barrier exists to the loss of HCOOH (or its dihydroxycarbene isomer :C(OHh) 
from protonated glycine, suggesting also a large reverse activation energy to the 
association reaction. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
SIFT STUDIES OF THE ISOMERS OF C6HS+' 
C7H7+ AND C3Hs+ 
4.1 Introduction. 
Reactivity studies have been used to distinguish between isomers of C6HS +, C7H/ 
and C3HS+' 
Electron impact on bromobenzene is shown to produce a mixture of linear and 
cyclic C6Hs + isomers in accord with earlier work. Reaction with acetylene or O2 is used 
as a diagnostic for distinguishing between the linear and cyclic species. By selectively 
forming c- C6Hs + via reactions of X+ with chlorobenzene (X = Kr, CO, CO2), c- C6HS + is 
shown to be more reactive with acetylene than the acyclic isomer(s), in accord with the 
findings of an earlier ICR study. 233 The, rates and product distributions are reported for 
the reactions of several ions with halobenzenes. 
Similarly, electron impact on bromotoluene is shown to produce a mixture of 
C7H7 + isomers, which exhibit differing reactivities towards benzene. Low energy chemi-
ionisation of cycloheptatriene and benzyl bromide is used to selectively form the 
tropylium and benzyl isomers of C7H7 + respectively, and it is shown that the benzyl 
structure is generally more reactive than the tropylium structure. Using benzene as the 
diagnostic reagent, the C7H/ structure(s) formed in a number of bimolecular and 
termolecular ion-molecule reactions are identified. 
The allyl, CH2CHCH2 +, and 2-propenyl, CH3CCH2 + isomers of C3HS + have been 
observed as distinct isomeric species in the FA-SIFDT apparatus. Methanol is used as the 
diagnostic reagent for distinguishing between the two isomers. The isomeric ratio of 
allyl:2-propenyl formed via protonation of allene or propyne by a protonated base, BH+, is 
shown to be dependent on the proton affinity of the base B. Proton transfer from H30+ to 
allene produces the 2-propenyl cation exclusively, whereas proton transfer from S02H+ to 
allene generates a mixture of allyl and 2-propenyl cations, enabling an estimate to be 
made of the barrier height for the rearrangement allyl --) 2 propenyl. The barrier 
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height estimated from experiment is in excellent agreement with ab initio calculations 
performed at the G2(MP2) level of theory. The C3HS + product of the reaction between 
CZH4 + and C2H4 is identified as the 2-propenyl cation. Rate coefficients are also reported 
for reactions of the allyl and 2-propenyl cations with several neutrals. 
Although C6HS + ions are common fragments in the electron impact induced 
fragmentation of molecular hydrocarbon ions, and are observed as products of reactions 
between ions and neutrals, some considerable uncertainty has existed in the past as to the 
structures and reactivities of these ions. 233 It is generally accepted, however, and has 
been confirmed by theory, 234-236 that the lowest energy C6Hs+ isomer is the singlet 
phenylium ion (Figure 4.1), and that the acyclic isomeric species have considerably 
higher heats of formation. 234 
Figure 4.1. The phenylium cation. 
Several groups have identified the existence of more than one C6HS + isomer 
experimentally. 139.233,237-241 Following on from previous work performed in this 
laboratory 18.139,240, different structures of C6HS + are distinguished by their differing 
reactivities with neutral molecules. The methods of forming C6HS + previously employed 
by Wilson 18 in this laboratory, viz. electron impact on benzene and acetylene and 
dissociative chemi-ionization of bromobenzene by Ar+ and Kr+, all produced mixtures of 
C6HS + isomers, and the unequivocal identification of the isomers formed remained 
unresolved by his work. He tentatively suggested, however, that the reactive isomer was 
likely to be the lower energy isomer, which is the cyclic phenylium structure. The aim of 
the present work was to resolve any remaining doubt as to the identity of the "reactive" 
and "unreactive" C6HS + isomers, by employing techniques to exclusively form the 
phenylium ion and probe its reactivity in the absence of other C6HS + isomers. Theoretical 
liS 
calculations 234 indicate that the acyclic isomers are on the order of 60 kJ mor l higher in 
energy than the cyclic structure and predict a sizeable barrier to ring opening C - 250 kJ 
mor l ). Therefore, careful variation in the internal energy of the precursor ion should give 
information about whether the reactive or unreactive C6HS+ ion(s) produced in the 
fragmentation of aromatic compounds has the ring structure. 
4.2.1 C6H5 + Experimental. 
The following experiments related to the chemistry of C6HS + were performed 
using the Canterbury SIFT apparatus. Rate coefficients and product ratios were measured 
using the downstream neutral inlet to add the neutral reagent. In situations where C6Hs + 
was generated in the flow tube and subsequently probed for its reactivity, both the 
upstream and downstream neutral inlets were employed. 
4.2.2 Results. 
Electron impact on C6HSBr 
Bromobenzene was subjected to -: 70e V electron impact in the ion source and the 
resultant C6HS + ion was mass selected at mlz == 77 and injected into the flow tube. 
Sufficiently low injection energies could be achieved to prevent fragmentation of the ions 
upon injection, a problem experienced in the earlier studies performed by Wilson. 18 
Subsequent reaction with acetylene at the downstream neutral inlet clearly illustrates the 
presence of at least two isomeric species, one reactive and one relatively unreactive with 
C2H2 (Figure 4.2). This is in accord with the observations of Ausloos et al 233 who 
showed that 40 e V electron impact on bromobenzene also produced a mixture of C6HS + 
isomers, as evidenced by distinctly different reactivities with bromobenzene. Knight et 
al 240 observed similar behaviour when C6Hs + was formed via 70 e V electron impact on 
benzene. 
Kr+ + Jiuorobenzene 
The reaction of Kr+ Cr.? ::::: 13.99 eV) with fluorobenzene was investigated as a potential 
route to the formation of (predominantly cyclic) C6HS+, however the only product 
observed was due to the charge transfer reaction: 
(4.1) 
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Figure 4.2. Semilogarithmic plot of the C6HS + ion signal (derived from electron 
impact on C6HsBr) versus acetylene flow rate. The points are experimental and the 
curve has been fitted according to equation' (3.18) with k1 = 5.2 X 10.10 cm3 S·l and k2 
= 2.9 X 10.11 cm3 S·l in excellent accord with the results of Knight et al for the C6HS + 
species derived from electron impact on benzene. 240 The curve indicates an 
isomeric ratio of 90:10 in favour of the faster reacting C6HS+ isomer. 
Ar + + Jluorobenzene 
Multiple products were observed in the reaction of Ar+ (LP. = 15.76 eV) with 
fluorobenzene, of which C6HS + was only a minor component. Because of the large C-F 
bond strength in f1uorobenzene, other fragmentation pathways are favoured over rupture 
of the C-F bond. 
---'---'~ C4Hz + + CZH3F + Ar 
am ) H2C3P + C3H3 + Ar 
---~ CSH3+ + H2 + F + Ar 
0.50 > C4H3F+ + CzHz + Ar 
---'---'~ C6~ + + HF + Ar 
----). C6Ht +F +Ar 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
(4.2c) 
(4.2d) 
(4.2e) 
(4.2f) 
0.02 ) C6H 3F+ + H2 + Ar 
---+ C6H4F+ + H + Ar 
---+ C6HSF+ + Ar 
14.2::: 1.8 x 10-9 cm3 sol 
tt? 
(4.2g) 
(4.2h) 
(4.20 
This situation is analogous to that observed in a study of the fluorinated toluenes. 242 
Again, in contrast to other halogenated toluenes, the C-F bond does not break: in the 
fragmentation of the parent ion. 
Kr+ + benzene 
The reaction of Kr+ with benzene produced almost exclusively non-dissociative 
charge transfer, yielding C6Ht. Although a rate coefficient was not measured for this 
reaction, it is almost certainly close to the Langevin value as were the rate coefficients for 
all of the other charge transfer reactions studied. Ausloos 243,244 has noted that the rate 
constants for charge transfer from x+ eX ::: Ar, Kr and Xe) to a range of organic 
compounds are typically within 20% of the collision rate. 
>0.95 ) C6H6+ + Kr 
_..:...:.c:~ C6H5 + + Kr + H 
ktJ - kL ::: 1.2 X 10-9 cm3 sol 
C6HsCl reactions 
(4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
The reactions of Kr+ (I.P. 13.99 eV), cot (LP, ::: 13.78 eV) and CO+ (LP. ::: 14.01 eV) 
with chlorobenzene were all investigated as sources of C6Hs +. All three reactions 
produced significant signals of C6HS +, which could be probed for isomeric structure by 
reaction at the downstream neutral inlet. 
Kr+ + C6HsCI -"":::"::'::""4> C6HS+ + Kr + CI 
-"":::"::'::""4> C6H5CI+ + Kr 
0.20 C6HS+ + CO2 + CI 
---+ C6HsCI+ + CO2 
IT. 1.7 X 10-9 cm3 sol 
"4.5 
CO+ + C6HsCl 0.50) C H + + CO + CI 6 5 
(4.4a) 
(4.4b) 
(4.Sa) 
(4.Sb) 
(4.6a) 
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0.50 ) C6H5Ct + CO (4.6b) 
l,r, 1.8 X 10-9 cm3 S-I ~,6 
The reactivity of the resultant C6Hs + ion was probed by subsequent addition of 
acetylene or oxygen at the downstream neutral inlet. Oxygen was selected as a neutral 
reagent because addition of acetylene to the ion swarm containing unreacted CO2 + (or 
CO+) resulted in an increase in ion signal at m/z = 77 as a result of the following reaction 
sequence of reactions: 
CO2 + + C2H2 ------+ C2H2 + + CO2 
lq,7 = 7.3 X 10-10 cm3 S-1 245 
C2Ht + C2H2 -~4 C4H2 + + H2 
0,68 
lr. 1.4 X 10-9 cm3 ~,8 
C4H3+ + H 
156 
C4H 3 + + C2H2 M) C6H5 + 
lq,9 1.14 X 10-23 cm3 S·1 eM = C2H2) 18 -~ 
(4.7) 
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
(4.9) 
The C6H5 + ion formed via the reaction of Kr+ + C6HsCl, when reacted subsequently with 
acetylene, yielded a rate coefficient of 4 x 10-10 cm3 S-I at 0.35 Torr. This is in acceptable 
agreement with the value measured by Knight et al 240 at 0.30 Torr, for the fast reacting 
C6HS + isomer formed by electron impact on benzene. Similarly, it is in reasonable accord 
with the rate coefficients reported by Wilson 18 for the reaction of the fast reacting C6HS + 
component, formed via dissociative charge transfer of bromobenzene by Ar+ and Kr+, 
with acetylene, given the uncertainty involved in the simplex fitting procedure used. 18 
The rate coefficient measured using O2 as the neutral reagent was 3.2 x 1O-11 cm3 S-1 at 
0.35 Torr. 
C6HS + + C2H2 C8H7 + (4.10) 
lq,1O = 4.0 X 10-10 cm3 S-I @ 0.35 Torr 
C6HS + + O2 ------+ C6Hs +.02 (4.11) 
k4,11 = 3.2 X 1O- 11 cm3 S-I @ 0.35 Torr 
All three reactions (i.e. KI-+/CO+/C02+ + C6HsCl) generated C6Ht ions which yielded 
linear decays upon subsequent reaction with (02 or C2H2) at the downstream neutral inlet. 
It is therefore concluded, in accord with the findings of Ausloos et aI, 233 that the reaction 
of Kr+ (as well as CO+ and cot) with C6HsCI yields, conservatively, > 98% of ions 
possessing the phenylium structure. 
The reaction chemistry discussed above is summarised in Table 4.1. 
4.2.3 Discussion. 
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The present results indicate that the faster reacting C6HS + isomer formed via the 
electron impact induced fragmentation of benzene and halobenzenes, has the phenylium 
structure. Low energy dissociative charge transfer to chlorobenzene from CO+, CO2+ or 
Kr+ generates almost exclusively the phenylium cation, C-C6HS+. The measured rate 
coefficient for the reaction of this species with acetylene suggests that the fast reacting 
isomer formed via sequential ion-molecule reactions of ionised and neutral acetylene also 
has the phenylium structure, in contrast to the conclusions of two earlier studies, 238,240 
but in aecord with the findings of Ausloos et al. 233 Considering that the thermodynamic 
threshold for the formation of phenylium ions from chlorobenzene is 12.4 e V, the present 
findings also confirm the conclusion of Ausloos ct al 233 that an appreciable barrier exists 
(> 1.4 e V) to the ring opening of the phenylium ion. Further, the observation of an 
unreactive C6H/ component formed in reaction (4.12) by Ausloos et al 233 and Wilson 18 
places an upper limit of 2.2 e V on this energy barrier. 
Kr+ + C6HsBr ~ C6HS + + Br + Kr (4.12) 
Ausloos et al 233 also examined the laser induced dissociation of C6HsCI+ ions formed by 
electron impact within 0.5 e V of threshold and were able to assign a value of 2.0 ± 0.3 e V 
to the balTier for the ring opening process. This is in reasonable accord with the ab initio 
value calculated by Tasaka et al (2.7 eV). 234 
4.2.4 Mobility of C6HS +. 
Given that it was possible to generate a source of pure phenylium cations, via the 
reaction of X+ (X CO, C02, Kr) with C6HsCI, it was considered that it may be possible 
to distinguish the lineal' and cyclic C6HS+ ions via their mobilities. The proposed 
methodology was similar to that employed by Rowe et al 104 who distinguished O+(4S) 
and O+*CZD, 2p) in a SIFDT apparatus employing a difference method. 
Reaction Products Branching 
ratio 
kobs I k coll
u 
10-9 cm3 S-l I 10-9 cm3 S-l 
Kr+ + C6HsP C6HSP+ +Kr 1.0 1.5 1.6 
Ar+ + C6HsP C4H2 + + C2H3P + Ar 0.07 1.8 2.0 
H2C3P+ + C3H3 + Ar 0.03 
CSH3+ + +P+Ar 0.03 
C4H3P+ + CZH2 + Ar 0.50 
C6H4+ + HP + Ar 0.07 
C6HS+ + P + Ar 0.06 
C6H3F + H2 + Ar 0.02 
C6H4P+ + H + Ar 0.10 
C6HsP+ +Ar 0.13 
Kr+ + C6H6 C6H6+ + K.r >0.95 ~ 1.2 1.2 
C6HS+ + H +Kr J <0.05 
Kr+ + C6HsCl C6HsCl+ + Kr 0.20 1.6 1.7 
C6HS+ + Cl + Kr 0.80 
CO2 + + C6HsCl C6HsCI + + CO2 0.80 1.7 2.0 
C6HS+ + CI + CO2 0.20 
CO+ + C6HsCI C6HsCl+ + CO 0.50 1.8 2.5 
C6H/ + Cl + CO 0.50 
C-C6HS + + C2H2 adduct 1.0 0.4 1.0 
c-C6Hs+ + O2 adduct 1.0 0.032 0.62 
I 
Table 4.1. Rate coefficients and branching ratios for the specified reactions. 
" Calculated using the method of Su and Chesnavich 161. 
b Based on AHo values presented in ref. 163. 
o Calculated assuming diacetylene ion and vinyl fluoride neutral structures. 
d Calculated assuming the benzyne ion structure. 
~ Calculated assuming the c-C6HsC.,CH2+..structure. 
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8Horb 
(kJ marl) 
-463.2 
-121.1e 
-
-
-
-367.5d 
-198.4 
-
-
-633.2 
-457.7 
-88.6 
-476.2 
-156.9 
-454.6 
-135.3 
-477.7 
-158.4 
-354.8e 
-
I 
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The method involved measuring the arrival time distribution of a mixture of 0+ and 0+* 
ions (which exhibited a significant late-time skew) and then measuring the arrival time 
distribution of ground state 0+ ions only (by quenching 0+*). The difference between the 
two arrival time spectra (normalised to the same peak height) yielded an alTival time 
distribution for 0+* which had a 7 - 11 % lower mobility than ground state 0+. 104 It was 
envisaged that it may be possible to similarly measure an arrival time distribution for 
linear C6HS + by subtracting the arrival time spectrum for pure C-C6HS + (formed via 
reaction of I(r+, CO+ or CO2 + with chlorobenzene) from the arrival time spectrum 
measured for a mixture of linear and cyclic C6HS + (formed, for example, by electron 
impact on C6HSBr in the ion source). The SIFDT apparatus used by Rowe et 
al 104 possessed ion shutters for gating the ion signal and measuring an arrival time 
distribution, with the result that the measured arrival time spectra appeared as raised 
peaks on a zero count background. In contrast, the pulsed ion depletion technique (see 
the discussion in chapter 2) yields an arriyal time distribution that consists of a negative-
going dip in a roughly constant background., To improve signal to noise and facilitate 
ease of data analysis it was decided to employ an ion gating technique for measuring ion 
arrival time distributions. A power supply and pulsing circuit were constructed to enable 
a gating voltage to be "stacked" on a desired drift ring. The voltage could be adjusted to 
a value just sufficient to reduce the transmitted ion signal to zero. The ion gate was 
opened by pulsing the gating voltage briefly (S; 20 )ls) to zero, enabling ions to enter the 
drift region. The set-up employed is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.3. This 
technique suffered from the problem that quite large gating voltages were required to 
reduce the transmitted ion signal to zero, as the gating voltage was only applied to a drift 
ring and not, for example, to a grid across the entire diameter of the drift ring. As a 
consequence, measuring a suitable arrival time distribution was a time consuming 
process, taking typically twenty minutes or so. Preliminary measurements suggested that 
it might indeed be possible to distinguish linear from cyclic C6HS + based on mobility. 
The spectra obtained for a mixture of linear and cyclic C6Hs + showed significantly more 
late-time skew than the spectra obtained for pure C-C6HS +, indicative of a linear species 
possessing a mobility lower than the cyclic isomer by a few percent. 
Pulse 
generator 
,vTTL in 
Gating circuit + -
Power 
supply 
Figure 4.3. Block diagram of the ion gating circuit. 
Drift 
nng 
lOOk!) 
1 
The results were, however, not consistent enough to be unequivocal. 
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Interestingly, a study of the mobility of CnHx + ions (9 :::;; n :::;; 22 and 0 :::;; x :::;; 5) indicates 
that the mobilities of linear isomers are consistently measurably lower than those of the 
monocyclic or bicyclic isomers. 246 Whether or not these results can be extrapolated to 
C6HS + is uncertain. This question could possibly be resolved by comparing the hard 
sphere collision integrals calculated for the linear and cyclic C6Hs + isomers. 
4.3 C7H7+ 
In 1957 Meyerson's group 247 suggested that C7H7 +, generated by electron impact 
on toluene and some other alkylbenzenes, was the tropylium ion (Tr+), with a symmetrical 
seven membered ring structure, rather than the benzyl ion (Bz+). Their deduction was 
based on the observation of hydrogen scrambling in deuterated toluenes, which tended to 
indicate that hydrogens in C7X7 + (X = H or D) lose positional identity and become 
equivalent. Following the pioneering work of Meyerson et aI, numerous research groups, 
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Figure 4.4. The benzyl cation (Bz+), tropylium cation (Tr+) and tolyl ion structures. 
1 . . f . I h' 242243 748-?7? did . h h . al app ymg a varIety 0 expenmenta tec mques ".- - -, an coup e Wit t eoretIc 
studies 273-279, have endeavored to understand the structures and energetics of C7H7 + ions.* 
By examining the collisional activation spectra of C7H7 +, generated from various organic 
compounds, McLafferty and co-workers 248,249 reported that up to six different isomeric 
structures of C7Ht, including tropylium, benzyl, and tolyl, were observable and could be 
retained for 10-5 seconds without isomerising. In a photoelectron photoion coincidence 
(PEPICO) study to determine the heats of formation of C7H7 + isomers, Baer et al 260 
reported that p- and m-tolyl cations werc,-Dbserved as unique structures on the 
microsecond time scale. Similarly, Cacace et'al 258 have reported evidence for the 
stability of 0-, m- and p- toly} cations in a gas and liquid phase study of the radiolysis of 
tritiated toluenes. Heath et al 262 have reported selective detection of the tolyl cation 
among other C7H7 + isomers using ion-molecule reactions with dimethyl ether as a 
diagnostic. Using ICR spectrometry, Dunbar et al 250,251 and Ausloos et al 242 identified 
benzyl and tropylium structures based on their reactivity, and observed that both 
structures were stable without interconversion for at least seconds. They also surmised 
that tOlyl ions, known to be higher energy ions, rearrange exclusively to the more stable 
benzyl structure within 10-3 seconds. 
In the present work, various methods of forming C7H7 + were investigated with the 
aim of achieving selective formation of a single isomer and estimating the barrier to 
isomerisation between the benzyl and tropylium structures. Also, it was hoped this would 
provide a means of distinguishing the isomeric formes) of C7Ht produced in different 
bimolecular and termolecular ion-molecule reactions. 
* The list of cited references is by no means exhaustive or comprehensive, but is rather intended to give an 
introduction to the wealth of literature pertaining to the isomers of C7H7 +. The recent review by Lifshitz 267 
is highly recommended. 
4.3.1 C7H7 + Experimental. 
The measurements described below relating to the isomers of C7H7 + were 
performed using the Canterbury SIFT. Rate coefficients and product ratios were 
measured using the downstream neutral inlet. In situations where C7H7 + was formed in 
the flow tube and subsequently probed for its reactivity, both the upstream and 
downstream neutral inlets were used. 
Thermochemistry of c-C7H7+ 
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Some considerable uncertainty has existed as to the enthalpy of formation of the 
tropylium cation (see, for example, the discussion in references 261 and 267). The value 
for L},fHO(Tr+) = 849.4 kJ mor l tabulated in the 1988 NIST database of Lias and co-
workers 163 is apparently too low. In what follows, values of L},fHO(Tr+) 871 kJ mor l 
and LlfHO(Bz+) = 916 kJ mor l , as given in reference 267, have been adopted. 
Electron impact on p-fluorotoluene 
It was not possible to obtain a workable ion signal at m/z = 91 (C7H/) by 
subjecting p-fluorotoluene to -70 e V electron impact. This is entirely in accord with 
mass spectral data reported for 0-, m-, and p-fluorotoluene 280 which shows the major 
peak derived from the electron impact induced fragmentation of all three isomers is at 
mlz = 109, C7~F+' as a result of the strength of the C-F bond relative to C-H. Electron 
impact on the isomers of fluorotoluene was therefore rejected as a convenient source of 
C7H/. Jackson et al 242 report that electron impact on fluorotoluenes generates a mixture 
of reactive and unreactive C7H6F isomers, by direct analogy to the case of unsubstituted 
toluene. 
Electron impact on m-bromotoluene 
C7H7 + was formed in the ion source via 70 e V impact on m-bromotoluene, mass selected 
at mlz 91 and injected into the flow tube. The resultant C7H7 + isomer(s) did not react 
with O2 added at the downstream neutral inlet, viz. kmlz=91 < 5 X 10-13 cm3 S·I. Subsequent 
reaction with benzene at the downstream neutral inlet yielded a curved semilogarithmic 
decay of In (ion counts) versus neutral flow, indicating the presence of a mixture of at 
least two isomers, one reactive, the other relatively unreactive with benzene (Figure 4.5). 
The two isomers produced are believed to be the benzyl (reactive) and tropylium 
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(unreactive) structures respectively. This conclusion is based on the results of previous 
reactivity studies which demonstrated that the benzyl cation is generally more reactive 
than the tropylium structure and also on the results of reaction chemistry described below 
in which the benzyl and tropylium structures are formed selectively. 
10000~--------------------------------------------~ 
100 +---------~~+-----------+I-----------r----------~ 
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 
C6lLi flow (torr IS-I) 
:Figure 4.5 Semilogarithmic plot of the C7H7 + ion signal (generated via electron 
impact on m-bromotoluene) versus benzene flow rate. The points are experimental 
and the curve has been fitted according to equation (3.18) with k1 = 2.1 X 10-10 cm3 
S-l and k2 = 7 X 10.12 cm3 S·l. The curve indicates an isomeric ratio of 78:22 in favour 
of the fast reacting C7H7 + isomer. 
/(1'+ + cycloheptatriene 
Kr+ was injected into the flow tube and reacted with cycloheptatriene at the 
downstream neutral inlet. C7H7 + was the major product ion. 
<---.:.~~ CsHs + + CH2 + K1' 
~.13 = 1.4 X 10-9 cm3 S·l 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
By injecting I(r+ and adding cycloheptatriene at the upstream neutral inlet it was possible 
to probe the reactivity of the resultant C7H7 + ions via subsequent reaction with benzene at 
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the downstream neutral inlet. The observation of curvature in the resultant 
semilogarithmic decay indicated that the reaction of Kr+ with cycloheptatriene is 
sufficiently exothermic to produce a mixture of C7H7 + isomers. The thermochemical 
threshold for formation of the tropylium ion, C-C7H7 +, from cycloheptatriene is 9.4 e V. 
Given that I.P.(Kr) = 13.99 eV, we can infer that the barrier for interconversion between 
the tropylium and benzyl cations lies < 3.6 e V above the energy of the tropylium cation. 
c+ + cycloheptatriene 
C+ was produced by subjecting a 5% mixture of CO in He to electron impact in the ion 
source and was injected into the flow tube following mass-selection at rnIz 12. The 
reaction of with cycloheptatriene yielded multiple products, being the major 
product. 
C+ + C-C7Hs 0.20) C7H8 + + C 
----'~-7 C7H7 + + H + C 
----------7 C6HS + + CH3 + C 
0.05 ) C -H + + C?H + C 
.'l S _ 3 
0.03 ) C H + + C?H + C 5 3 _ 5 
--':;=':'--7 C4H/ + C3~ + C 
0.09 ) C3H3 + + C4HS + C 
lq.l4= 2.6 X 10-9 cm3 S-I 
(4.14a) 
(4. 14b) 
(4.14c) 
(4. 14d) 
(4.14e) 
(4.14f) 
(4.14g) 
Subsequent reaction of the C7H7 + ion with benzene at the downstream neutral inlet 
indicated that the rnIz = 91 signal was comprised of a mixture of C7H7 + isomers. Given 
that LP.(C) 11.26 e V, we can infer that the barrier to the isomerisation tropylium ~ 
benzyl lies :0;; 1.8 e V above the energy of the tropylium cation, provided the injected C+ 
signal was comprised solely of ground state ions. This assumption may not be justified 
(see the discussion which follows). 
80+ + cycloileptatriene 
SO+ was formed via electron impact on a ~ 10% mixture of S02 in He, mass-
selected at rnIz = 48 and injected into the flow tube. The only primmy product ion 
observed following reaction of the injected SO+ with cycloheptatriene resulted from 
charge transfer. 
so+ + C-C7HS ---,?=--O.,-98~) C7HS + + SO 
_S=--O_.02~) C7H7 + + H + SO 
k4.15 = 1.6 X 10-9 cm3 S-l 
An upper limit of 2% has been placed on the C7H/ channel since, at high flows of 
cycloheptatriene, mlz = 91 appeared as a secondary product. 
C-C7HS + + c-C7Hs ~ C7H7 + + C7H9 
~ adduct 
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(4.15a) 
(4.15b) 
(4.16a) 
(4.16b) 
Reaction (4.16a) was also noted by Ausloos 243 in an ICR study of the C7H 7 + ions formed 
in the charge transfer induced fragmentation of ethylbenzene, toluene and norbornadiene. 
Ausloos noted that the growth of C7H7 + as a function of time made it impossible to 
monitor the formation of C7H/ formed via charge transfer induced fragmentation of 
cycloheptatriene. 
The C7H/ species formed in reaction (4.16) was observed to be unreactive with 
benzene (k < 5 x 10-13 cm3 S-l) and the tr.6pylium structure wa.<; therefore assigned to this 
ion. Given that reaction (4.16a) yields the tropylium structure exclusively, the 
thermochemistry of this reaction should yield information concerning the barrier height 
for the tropylium ~ benzyl rearrangement. Unfortunately, the structure of the neutral 
fragment or fragments formed in reaction (4. 16a) is unknown. A channel known to be 
exothermic is: 
C-C7HS + + C-C7HS ~ C-C7H7 + + C-C7H7 + H2 (4.17) 
however any suggestion that reaction (4.17) occurs is purely speculative. 
c+ + benzyl bromide 
The reaction of C+ with benzyl bromide was difficult to measure as a result of the 
very low vapour pressure of benzyl bromide at room temperature, however the reaction 
was shown to proceed at close to the collision rate. Determination of an accurate 
branching ratio was also made difficult by the low neutral vapour pressure, however 
C7H/ was verified as the major reaction product. 
c+ + C7H7Br -0.80) C7H/ + Br + C (or CBr) 
---* C6Ht + (CH2Br + C 7) 
(4.18a) 
(4.18b) 
,;0.05 ) C7H7Br+ + C 
~.l8 = 3.0 X 10-9 cm3 S-I 
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(4.18c) 
C6H5 + is not energetically accessible from ground state C+ and as such the observation of 
this product probably indicates the presence of some metastable C+(4P) in the reactant ion 
swarm. The C7H7 + ion product of this reaction produced a linear decay when reacted 
subsequently with benzene at the downstream neutral inlet, with a rate coefficient of k = 
1.6 X 10-10 cm3 S-I. The observed reactivity suggests that the C7H7 + ion formed in reaction 
(4.18a) has the Bz + structure. The reaction chemistry described above is summarised in 
Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
4.3.2 Discussion. 
Traeger and Kompe 261 in a photoionisation study of benzyl halides proposed that 
photoionisation of C6H5CH2X (X = Cl, Br, I) produces the tropylium structure at 
tlu·eshold. This conclusion was based on the fact that the 298 K heats of formation for 
C7H7 + derived from the C7H7 + threshold appearance energies for C6H5CH2X were 31 - 36 
kJ mor l lower than the well established heat of formation of the benzyl cation. Although 
this was contrary to the results obtained from low electron energy collisional activation 
mass spectra for benzyl bromide 259, it was proposed that the threshold formation of 
tropylium is rapidly overtaken, and subsequently dominated, by the production of benzyl 
cation at ionising energies 30 - 40 kJ mor l in excess of threshold. The apparent disparity 
between the photoionisation and collisional activation results can be understood in terms 
of the parallel behaviour exhibited in the toluene (TOL"+)/cycloheptatriene (CHT·+) 
radical cation system. 267 
Figure 4.6. The toluene (TOL"+) and cycloheptatriene (CHT·+) radical cations. 
Reaction I Products Branching kob, I LlHoru 
ratio /10-9 cm3 S·I IkJ mort 
Kr+ + c-C7Hsb C7H/+H+Kr 0.95 104 -444.4c 
CsHs + + CH2 + Kr 0.05 -131.8d 
so+ + C-C7HS C-C7HS+ + SO ~0.98 -195.4 
C7H7+ +H+SO s; 0.02 -89.6c 
c+e + c-C7Hs C-C7H8+ + C 0.20 2.6 -286.2 
C7H7+ +H+C 0.35 -180Ac 
C6HS+ + CH3 + C 0.21 +3.0 
CsHs + + C2H3 + C 0.05 +8Ad 
CSH3 + + C2HS + C 0.03 
C4H4+ + C3~ + C 0.07 +151.4f 
C3H3+ + C4HS+ + C 0.09 +94.3g 
c+ + C7H7Brh C7H7+ + +C J ~ 0.80 3.0 125.9i 
. C6HS+ + CH2Br + C - 0.20 +33.1 
I C7H7Br+ +C . s; 0.05 -21604 
I 
Table 4.2. Rate coefficients and branching ratios for the specified reactions. 
"Based on L'lHo values presented in refs 163 and 164. 
b cycloheptatriene 
C Calculated assuming C7H/ ion has the tropylium structure (see text for note on thermochemistry). 
d Calculated assuming vinylcyclopropenyl cation structure for CsHt. 
e Probably comprised of a mixture of ground state C+ ep) and metastable C+ (4p). 
f Calculated assuming CH2=C=C=CH2+ structure for C4H/. 
g Calculated assuming cyclic C]H/ structure, 
h benzyl bromide. 
I Calculated assuming C7H/ ion has the benzyl structure (see text for note on thermochemistry). 
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I 
Source of C7H7 + k 1a (10-Y cm; S-I) k2b (10-Y cm::! S-I) C 1c 
Kr+ + c-C7Hg 0.25 ! < 0.001 0.61 
C+ + C-C7Hg 0.23 < 0.0005 0.25 
C-C7H8+ + C-C7HS < 0.0005d 1.0 
C+ + C7H7Br 10.16d 1.0 
Table 4.3. Reaction rate coefficients with benzene and isomer ratio for the C7H7 + 
isomer(s) formed in the specified reactions. 
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At low ionising energies, equilibration occurs between the toluene and cycloheptatriene 
radical cations, below their respective dissociation thresholds to Bz+ and Tr+. At higher 
energies, direct dissociation becomes favoured relative to the isomerisation of TOL"+ to 
CHTo+. After formation of Bz+, provided sufficient energy is available, Bz+ and Tr+ can 
interconvert across a potential barrier. Formation of Tr+ from toluene therefore proceeds 
via two parallel routes: (1) isomerisation to CHT"+ followed by loss of HO and (2) C-H 
cleavage forming Bz+ followed by isomerisation to Tr+. The following reaction scheme is 
appropriate: 
""'k 3 
(4.19a) 
(4.19b) 
(4.19c) 
The details of this mechanism are discussed fully in reference 267 and references cited 
therein. Evidence that the benzyl bromide and benzyl chloride radical cations undergo 
realTangement to the respective halogenated cycloheptatrienes prior to dissociation (in 
contrast to the halogenated toluenes) has been given by Fu et a1. 252 
In the present experiments, by systematically varying the internal energy content 
of the C7Hg+ or C7H7Br+ precursor, it has been possible to form the tropylium or benzyl 
" Observed rate coefficient for the more reactive isomer (uncertainty ± 50%) with benzene. 
b Observed rate coefficient for the less reactive isomer (uncertainty ± 50%) with benzene. 
C Estimated proportion of the more reactive isomer. 
d Linear semilogarithmic decay observed (see text for discussion). 
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cations selectively. The reaction of C+ with benzyl bromide yielded the benzyl cation 
only. Since this reaction is exothermic by 1.3 e V we conclude that the barrier to 
isomerisation must lie > 1.3 e V above the energy of the benzyl cation, or> 1.8 e V above 
the tropylium cation, since benzyl is less stable than tropylium by 0.5 eV. The reaction of 
with cycloheptatriene produced a mixture of benzyl and tropylium cations, however 
the proportion of metastable C+(4P) present in the injected ion swarm was not determined. 
C+(4P) ions possess an additional 5.3 e V of excitation energy which would undoubtedly 
be sufficient energy to promote isomerisation of tropylium to benzyl. It should be noted 
that no evidence for isomerisation ofBz+ to Tr+ was observed when C7H7+ was formed 
via the reaction of C+ with benzyl bromide, although the same source of C+ was used, viz. 
electron impact on a 5% mixture of CO in Regardless of the uncertainty concerning 
what fraction of C+ was in an excited electronic state in the present experiments, the 
barrier to the Tr + ~ Bz + isomerisation almost certainly lies within 2.7 ± 0.9 e V of the 
energy of Tr+, based on the observation toat reaction (4.18) yields the benzyl cation 
eXclusively and reaction (4.13) yields a mixture of Tr+ and Bz+. This conclusion is in 
accord with MINDO/3 calculations of the C7H7 + potential energy surface which predict 
the barrier to isomerisation to lie 57.5 kcal mor l (2.5 eV) above the tropylium structure. 
274 It is also in reasonable agreement with the value (2.0 e V) estimated by McLafferty 
and Bockhoff 253 based on collisional activation mass spectra. Ausloos 243 concluded 
from an ICR study that the internal energy at which C7H7 + undergoes isomerisation is in 
the region of 3 - 4 e V above the energy of Tr+, which is significantly higher than that 
derived from the collisional activation study, but is in accord with the present results 
within the combined uncertainties. A recent high level re-investigation of the C7H7 + 
potential energy surface by Smith and Hall 278 suggests that the barrier to the Bz+ Tr+ 
isomerisation lies 301.5 kJ mor l (3.1 eV) above the energy of Tr+. The matrix isolation 
study of Andrews and Keelan 255 suggests a value for the barrier height in the region of 
2.0 - 3.6 eV above the energy ofBz+ based on the observation that photolysis with 340-
600 nm light promoted isomerisation ofBz+ to Tr+. 
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4.3.3 Determining the isomeric product distribution of ion-molecule reactions. 
Several ion-molecule reactions have been reported in the literature, which lead to 
the formation of ions with molecular formula C7H7 +. It was decided to examine the 
isomeric distributions of C7H7 + ions formed as products in these reactions. 
Methodology 
In each case the C7H7 + ions probed for structure were formed in the flow reactor 
tube by injecting the respective mass-selected reactant ions into the helium carrier flow 
and adding the appropriate reagent at the first neutral inlet. Benzene was then added at 
the downstream neutral inlet to facilitate identification of the C7H7 + structure or structures 
formed in the respective reactions. In order to determine the rates and product ratios of 
each reaction producing C7H 7 +, the mass-selected primary ions were reacted with the 
appropriate neutrals at the downstream neutral inlet in a separate experiment. 
C3H/ +C6H 6 
The reaction of C3H3 + with benze~e was measured by Ausloos et al 244,281 in an 
ICR spectrometer. They report a rate coefficient for the reaction of 1.4 x 10-9 cm3 s-l 
and observed two product ions, C7H 7 + and C9H 7 +, although they did not report a 
branching ratio for each channel. 
In the present work C3H3 + was formed via electron impact on ethylene in a high 
pressure ion source, producing a mixture (- 50: 50) of both linear and cyclic C3H3 +. Upon 
subsequent reaction with benzene vapour at the downstream neutral inlet, a curved 
semilogarithmic decay of In (ion counts) versus neutral flow was observed. A double 
exponential expression was fitted to the curve yielding a rate coefficient of 1.9 x 10-9 cm3 
S-1 for 1- C3H/ and 9.5 x 10- 12 cm3 S-l for c- C3H/ respectively. Previous studies have 
identified the linear isomer as generally more reactive. 282 The major reaction product 
was the termolecular adduct at mlz 117, accounting for 70% of the total reaction 
products. 
1- C3H3 + + C6H6 0.70 > adduct 
----='-~ C9H7 + + H2 
n.os > C7H7 + + C2H2 
(4.20a) 
(4.20b) 
(4.20c) 
C9H/ and C7H/ were both observed as minor products, however the fact that C7H/ 
constituted a 5% channel only, made determination of the C7H7 + structure impractical. 
Ausloos and Lias 244 earlier concluded that the C7H7 + product of reaction (4.20c) was 
> 80% benzyl cation. 
C3H S+ + C6H6 
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Houriet et al 283 examined the reaction of C3HS + with benzene, also in an ICR 
spectrometer. They report a rate coefficient of 1.15 x 10-9 cm3 S-I and a 91 % product 
channel to C7H/, with a 9% channel producing C6H/. In the present work, C3Hs + was 
formed via electron impact on ethylene in a high-pressure ion source, mass selected at 
mJz = 41 and injected into the flow tube. Some concomitant breakup to C3H3 + was 
observed, but since the reaction of C3H3 + with benzene had been measured previously it 
was possible to clearly identify the products arising from the reaction of C3HS + with 
benzene. 
C3Ht + C6H6 ----=:.:.::.::-~ C3HS +.C6H6 
----=~~ C7H7 + + C2H4 
_<_O,-,05~) C6H/ + C3H4 
k+.21 = 1.4 X 10-9 cm3 S-I 
(4.21a) 
(4.21b) 
(4.21c) 
The measured rate and product distribution for this reaction is in excellent agreement 
with that measured for the reaction of the allyl cation with benzene in the new FA-SIFDT 
apparatus (section 4.4). When the C7H/product of reaction (4.21b) was subsequently 
reacted with benzene at the downstream neutral inlet, a linear semilogarithmic decay was 
obtained with a rate coefficient of 1.6 x 10-to cm3 S-I. The C7H7 + ion formed in reaction 
(4.21b) is therefore believed to be the benzyl cation. 
C6H/ + C3H 6 
Ausloos et al 233 reported that the reaction of C-C6HS + with propene produced 
C7H/ exclusively, with a rate coefficient of 3.4 x 10-10 cm3 s·'. C6HS+ was formed in the 
ion source via electron impact on bromobenzene. A curved semilogarithmic decay of In 
(ion counts) versus neutral flow was observed when this ion was reacted with propene as 
a result of the presence of a mixture of linear and cyclic isomers. The rate coefficient 
determined for the reaction of c-C6H/ with propene from a double exponential fit to the 
data was 6.2 x 10-10 cm3 S-I. The linear isomer was shown to be relatively unreactive, 
klinear::S; 10-12 cm3 s·l. Subsequent reaction of the C7H7 + product of reaction (4.22) with 
benzene at the downstream neutral inlet indicated that the ion again has the benzyl 
structure, 
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C-C6HS+ + C3H6 ---.:.:.::.......7 C7H7 + + C2~ 
C6H/+CH4 
(4.22) 
Ausloos et al 233 also reported that reaction of C-C6HS + with methane generates 
C7H7 + with concomitant loss of Ih No appreciable C7H7 + was observed in the present 
work, the only observed product ofreaction (4.23) appearing at miz = 93, C6H/.CH4, 
with a rate coefficient of 3.9 x 10-10 cm3 S·I at 0.35 Torr. Linear C6HS + was again 
observed to be unreactive, with k < 10-12 cm3 S·I, The rate coefficient reported by 
Ausloos et al 233, for the formation of C7H7 +, 7.5 x 10-11 cm3 , corresponds to only 8 % 
of the Langevin rate, The difference between the present higher pressure results and the 
low pressure results of Ausloos et al may reflect different (C6HS +·CH4)* complex 
lifetimes in the two systems. In the present study the intermediate complex exists for -
160 ns prior to a collision with a helium bath gas atom. At the much lower pressure of 
the ICR experiment « 10.6 Ton) the intermediate collision complex has a much longer 
time to access the channel to bimolecular products. 
C-C6H5 + + CH4 C6Hs +.CH4 
~.23 = 3.9 X 10-10 cm3 s·1 at 0.35 Torr 
CsH/ +C2H2 
(4.23) 
Ozturk et al 284,285 identified a C7Ih + product formed via radiative association of CsHs + 
with C2H2 in an FT -ICR spectrometer at 373 K. CsHs + was formed in the SIFT ion 
source via electron impact on a -10% mixture of propyne in C2H2 or alternatively via 
electron impact on cycloheptatriene, The first method was employed because linear 
C3H3 +, a major fragment ion from propyne, is known to associate rapidly with C2H2 to 
form CsHs +.282 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
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Subsequent reaction of the injected CsHs + with acetylene at the downstream neutral inlet 
yielded a rate coefficient of k < I X 10-12 cm3 S-I indicating that the association reaction 
(4.26) is relatively inefficient at 0.35 Torr. 
(4.26) 
Since the isomeric form of the reactant CsHt ion(s) was unknown in each case it is 
possible that the observed reaction arose due the presence of a small amount « 10%) of 
a reactive isomer in a mostly unreactive ion swarm. The observation by Ozturk et 
al 284,285 of a much faster association reaction between CsHs + and acetylene (k = 3.1 X 
10-11 cm3 S-I) may indicate that the isomeric form of CsHtwas different in their FT-ICR 
experiment. It should be noted that Ausloos 243 identified the presence of at least two 
isomeric CsHs + structures formed upon dissociation of Bz+ and Tr+. 
C3H/ +CttH2 
C3HS + had previously been shown to associate rapidly with diacetylene (see 
chapter 4.4) and it was therefore decided to identify the C7H7 + ion(s) formed in reaction 
(4.27). 
--->- CsHs + + C2H2 
(4.27a) 
(4.27b) 
1\:4.27 = 1.3 X 10-9 cm3 S-l; L\Ho4.27n = -514 kJ mor l (Tr+); - 469 kJ mor l (Bz+) 
Subsequent reaction of the C7H7 + ions produced in reaction (4.27a) with benzene at the 
downstream neutral inlet produced a curved semilogarithmic decay of In (ion counts) 
versus neutral flow, indicating the presence of a mixture of C7H7 + isomers. The rate 
coefficients detennined from the curved decay are consistent with a mixture of benzyl 
and tropylium cations. This is perhaps not surprising, given the large exothermicity of 
reaction (4.27a). The energy of the reactants, C3HS + + C4H2, lies above the dissociation 
threshold for CsHs + formation and hence well above the ~ Bz+ isomerisation barrier. 
The observation of CsHt as a product of reaction (4.27) is consistent with the threshold 
for dissociation of C7H7 + to CsHs + determined by Ausloos. 243 
Reaction Products Branching kObo kcoll a 
ratio 10-9 cm3 S-1 10-9 cm3 S-I 
1-C3H3 + + C6H6 adduct 0.70 1.9 1.5 
C9H7+ + Hz 0.25 
C7H/ + CZH2 0.05 
C3HS +d + C6H6 adduct 0.60 1.4 1.4 
C7H7+ +CZH4 0.40 
C6H7+ + C3H4 <0.05 
c-C6Hs+ + C3H6 C7H7+ +C2H4 1.0 0.62 1.1 
C H +e+ s s C7H7+ 1.0 <0.001 1.0 
C3HS +d + C4Hz C7H/ 0.70 1.3 1.2 
CsHs+ + CZH2 0.30 
i 
Table 4.4. Rate coefficients and branching ratios for reactions which produce 
C7B7+. 
4.4.1 Introduction. 
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C3Hs+ carbocations are commonly produced as fragments in the mass spectra of 
many organic compounds and the structure of these cations has been the focus of 
continued interest. Many studies, both theoretical and experimental, have been 
reported. 286-306 Quite early on it was recognised that different isomeric structures of 
C3HS+ exist. This recognition was based on the existence of several minima on the C3HS+ 
potential surface. Two of the structures identified in theoretical investigations, 287-289 the 
allyl and 2-propenyl cations, were also characterised in the laboratory. 291.294.29S 
" Calculated using the method of Su and Chesnavich. 161 
b Based on ilHo values presented in refs 163 and 164. 
C Calculated assuming C7H/ has the benzyl ion structure (see text for discussion). 
d Allyl cation (see text for discussion). 
e Structure unknown (see text for discussion), 
f Calculated assuming C7H7 + has the tropylium ion structure 
g Calculated assuming vinylcyclopropenyl cation structure for 
L1Ho b 
r 
(kJ mor l) 
-
-118.7c 
-
-60.1 c 
+24.6 
178.5 
-
-513.9f 
-143.9g 
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Aue et al 291, in an ICR equilibrium study in which they examined the equilibrium 
system: 
(4.28) 
reported a proton affinity for propyne of 728 k:J mor l assuming PA(H2S) = 720 k:J mOrl. 
Further, the C3HS + structure arising from the protonation of propyne was found to have 
the 2-propenyl structure (2, Figure 4.7). Proton transfer from H3S+ to allene was also 
found to produee the 2-propenyl structure. 291 Other measurements based on ionisation 
energies 286, photoelectron spectroscopy 307 and photoionisation mass speetrometry 308, in 
combination with contributions from theory 288, have clearly identified the allyl structure 
(1, Figure 4.7) as the lowest energy structure and global minimum on the C3HS+ 
surface. 288.293,296,303 Collision induced dissociation studies 294,295,297 and proton transfer 
reactions 291,298,302 have also distinguished between the allyl and 2-propenyl structures. 
1 
H 
C+ 
/ \ 
H2C-CB2 
4 
2 3 
H 
5 6 
Figure 4.7. Possible C3HS+ ion structures: allyl cation (1), 2~propenyl cation (2), 1-
propenyl cation (3), cyclopropyl cation (4), perpendicular allyl ion (5), corner 
protonated cyclopropene (6). 
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Two other structures, l-propenyl and cyclopropyl (3,4 respectively, Figure 4.7) 
have not been unequivocally identified and some doubt remains as to whether they retain 
their identity under the conditions existing in most mass spectrometer systems, or whether 
they collapse to the more stable 2-propenyl and allyl structures. Some evidence has been 
found for a stable cyclopropyl ion (4, Figure 4.7). Aue et al 291 proposed that proton 
transfer from (CH3hOH+ to cyclopropene produces the cyclopropyl structure. Further, 
bands arising from the photoionisation of the C-C3HS radical have been attributed to the 
I 1 · 309 cyc opropy catIOn structure. -
A study was made of the proton transfer reactions of C3HS + made from propyne, 
allene, ethylene and cyclopropane in the F AJSIFDT apparatus. Ab initio calculations of 
the proton affinities of propyne and allene were also performed. 
4.4.2 C3Hs + Experimental. 
All of the following measurements pertinent to the chemistry of C3H5 + were 
carried out using the new FA-SIFDT app<\;ratus. Two techniques were used to form 
C3HS + ions. In the first method, C3Hs + was generated in the FA source region by addition 
of cyclopropane or ethylene to a helium carrier subjected to microwave discharge. C3H5 + 
was mass selected from the ions in the afterglow and injected into the flow tube. In the . 
second method a suitable base, B (e.g. H20), was protonated, mass selected and then 
injected into the flow tube. Proton transfer then occurred from HB+ to propyne or allene 
added at the first inlet port of the flow reactor tube. The structure of the resultant C3H5 + 
ions was then probed using a diagnostic reagent added at the second inlet port 
4.4.3 Results and discussion. 
Theoretical calculations 
All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 94 programs. 178 The 
calculations follow the prescription detailed in the original description of the G2(MP2) 
procedure. 160 
Previous theoretical studies have shown that protonation of allene at the C2 
position cannot occur directly. Originally it was proposed that protonation and CH2 
rotation occurred in a concerted fashion 291 but Foresman et al 304 found the necessary 
perpendicular allyl structure (5, Figure 4.7) did not represent a true saddle point on the 
potential surface. Instead, low energy protonation of allene occurs via the terminal 
carbon atom forming the 2-propenyl structure and not the allyl structure. In the present 
work a structure conesponding to the perpendicular allyl cation was identified at the 
HF/6-31G* level of theory, which collapses at the higher MP2/6-31G* level to the 2-
propenyl species, in accordance with the calculations of Foresman et al. 304 It was also 
determined that the cyc1opropyl ion represents a transition state for the disrotatory 
stereomutation of the allyl cation, again in accord with earlier calculations. 288,293 
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The G2(MP2) energies and relative energies from the calculations are 
given in Table 4.5. The calculated proton affinities of both allene and propyne are given 
in Table 4.6. It is interesting to note that the 2-propenyl structure may give rise to either 
propyne or allene on deprotonation. A schematic diagram of a section of the C3HS + 
potential surface is illustrated in Figure 4.8. 
Speciesll I E(G2(MP2) Llli (0 K) 
ihartre5! IkJmor l 
I H2CCCH2 -116.41565 
IT H3CCCH 116.41506 
III H2CCHCH2+ -116.70624 0.0 
N H3CCCH2+ -116.69354 +33.4 
V c-H2CCHCH2+ (TS) -116.65260 +140.9 
VI TS (III-N) -116.66478 +108.9 
VIT TS (H2CCHCH2+) 
Twist HFgeom. -116.65377 +137.8 
VIIIc-C3H4b -116.37906 I 
Table 4.5. G2(MP2) energies of C3HS + species. 
a The species listed here correspond to structures shown in Fig. 4.7 as follows: 
III 1; IV 2; V =4; VII =5. 
b cyclopropene 
I 
Species 
H2CCCH2 Cl 
H2CCCH2 C2 
H3CCCH Cl 
Proton Affinity (298 K) 
IkJ marl 
733.6 
769.1 
735.4 
828.5b 
Expt 
775 
747.6 
818.5 
Table 4.6. Proton affinities of C3H4 species from G2(MP2) calculations. 
Measurements 
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A knowledge of the structure of C3HS+ is crucial to an understanding of the 
reactivity of each individual isomer. It was therefore necessary to develop a method for 
distinguishing between the allyl (1, Figure 4.7) and 2-propenyl (2, Figure 4.7) isomers. 
Of all the reactions examined in this work, the only reaction found that distinguishes 
clearly between the structures was the reaction with methanol. 
elI30H Reactions (PA == 754 kJ marl) 
The 2-propenyl C3HS + structure was formed by injecting H30+ from the source 
region into the flow tube and adding propyne at the first inlet port as discussed in the 
experimental section. As the difference in PA (propyne-H20) is small (57 k] marl) 
and the barrier calculated for the realTangement to the more stable allyl structure is larger 
than this (see Figure 4.8) then the resulting C3HS + should have the 2-propenyl structure, 
designated hereafter as CH3CCH2+. 
CH3CCH2 + + CH30H -0.70) CH30H2 + + C3H4 
-0.30 ) C3HS +.CH30H 
k4.29 == 1.7 X 10-9 cm3 S-l 
The semilogarithmic decay for this reaction is shown in Figure 4.9a. 
(4.29a) 
(4.29b) 
The allyl structure, designated hereafter as CH2CHCH2+, was prepared by 
injecting any C3Hs + ion formed in the FA source section into the flow tube. All sources 
of C3HS + (proton transfer and fragmentation) produced a common C3Hs + structure after 
" cyclopropene. 
b Calculated with respect to the 2-propenyl cation, CH3CCH/ (see text for discussion), 
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injection into the flow tube. Even though the injection energies were relatively small (ion 
energies were typically 20 eV, or < 2eV in the centre of mass frame) the very process of 
injecting the ion into the helium carrier gas flow of the reactor tube was sufficient to 
cause rearrangement to the allyl structure, CH2CHCH2 +. 
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TS III/IV 
(33.4) 
(0.0) 
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Figure 4.8. Schematic diagram of a section of the C3HS + potential energy surface 
showing the allyl and 2-propenyl structures and the transition state between them 
(bridge protonated allene). The energies are expressed in kJ mor1 relative to the 
allyl cation at 0 K. 
CH2CHCH2 + + CH30H 0.35 ) C3H7 + + CH20 (4.30a) 
CH30HZ + + C3f4 (4.30b) 
C4H7+ + H2O (4.30c) 
-0.05 ) C3HS +.CH30H (4.30d) 
kr.30 7.3 x 10-10 cm3 S-l 
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The semilogarithmic decay for this reaction is shown in Figure 4.9b. The rate coefficients 
and product distributions observed for the two isomers CH2CHCH2 + and CH3CCH2 + are 
thus sufficiently different to enable ready characterisation of the ion structure. Recently 
Riveros and Zhu 302 also noted a difference in reactivity with CH30H for each structure 
using the FT -ICR technique. However they concluded that CH3CCH2 + reacted seven 
times faster than CH2CHCH2+with CH30H while the present results show a difference in 
rate coefficients of a factor of 2.3. They also did not report product channels. Proton 
transfer from CH2CHCH2+, reaction 4.30b, was not reported by Aue et al 291 in their 
study. The fact that it occurs at all, although being apparently endothermic (,1Jro = +21 k] 
mor l for allyl structure), may indicate that tabulated P A' s 164 are slightly in error. 
CJl6Reactions CPA 750 kJ mor l ). 
Both CH2CHCH2 + and CH3CCHz + reactions with benzene were examined. 
CH3CCH2 + + C6H6 ~ products 
14.31 = 1,1 X 10-9 cm3 S-1 
(4.31) 
The products of reaction could not be unequivocally determined because of a mass 
overlap at rn/z :: 79 arising from the presence of C6H7 + formed via secondary reaction of 
protonated propyne, viz. 
CH3CCH2 + + C3H4 C6H7 + + H2 
~ adduct 
(4.32a) 
(4.32b) 
However, proton transfer is likely to be the major process. No proton transfer to benzene 
was observed from CH2CHCHt. 
CHzCHCH2 + + C6H6 C7H7 + + C2H4 
1433 = 1.35 X 10-9 cm3 S-1 
C6F6Reactions (PA = 648 k] mor l ) 
(4.33a) 
(4.33b) 
Both structures, CH2CHCHt and CH3CCH2 +, exhibited identical rate coefficients (k = 
2.0 x 10-11 cm3 s-I) with C6F6. The products were not determined but there is some 
evidence for the cluster ion, and possibly a product at rn/z :: 59, C3H4f+. 
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4-fluorotoluene Reactions (PA = 764 kJ mor l ) 
Both CH2CHCH2+ and CH3CCH2+ exhibited near collision-rate reactions with P-C7H7F. 
Proton transfer was a major product of reaction from CH3CCH2+. 
CH3CCH2 + + P-C7H7F --+ C7H7FH+ + C3E4 
--+ C3Hs+,C7H7F 
Jr. 1.5 x 10-9 cm3 S-I 
"'4.34 
No proton transfer was observed from CH2CHCH2+. 
CH2CHCHt + P-C7H7F --+ C3Hs+.C7H7F 
lr. 1.8 X 10-9 cm3 S-I 
"'4.35 
Other Allyl Cation Reactions 
(4.34a) 
(4.34b) 
(4.35) 
In addition to these reactions, in which the reactivity of both CH2CHCH2 + and 
CH3CCH2 + were examined, a number of reactions of the allyl ion only were investigated. 
The allyl C3HS+ ion was formed via electron impact on cyclopropane in the FA source 
and injected, following mass selection, into the flow tube. The structure of this ion was 
confirmed as the allyl structure by examining Its reactivity with CH30H. 
Reaction with CNBr 
CH2CHCH2 + + CNBr --~ CNBrH+ + C3H4 
---.::c::.:--+ C3HS +.CNBr 
1<4.36 = 6.6 X 10-10 cm3 S-I 
(4.36a) 
(4.36b) 
Both proton transfer and adduct formation were observed in the reaction with CNBr. The 
measured rate coefficient for proton transfer, k = 3.3 X 10-10 cm3 S-l, suggests a reaction 
endothermicity for reaction (4.36a) of 5 kJ mor l (calculated by assuming Arrhenius 
behaviour and a pre-exponential factor equal to the collision rate). This is apparently at 
odds with the tabulated thermochemical data 164, which predicts reaction (4.36a) to be 
endothermic by 25 kJ mort, Again this may indicate that the tabulated proton affinities 
are in error. 
Reaction with HCN 
CH2CHCH2 + + HCN --+ C3HS +.HCN (4.37) 
k 1 1 10-10 3-1 4.37= • X cm s 
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The allyl cation was observed to react with HCN via a termolecular association channel 
only. The effective bimolecular rate coefficient for reaction 4.37 was measured at 0.34 
Torr. 
Reaction with C2Hsl 
CH2CHCH2 + + C2HsI ~ C3HS +.C2HsI (4.38) 
The observed reaction between the allyl cation and ethyl iodide also proceeded via 
termolecular association. The measured effective bimolecular rate coefficient suggests 
that this reaction is close to pressure saturation at 0.34 Torr. 
Reaction with C4H2 
CH2CHCH2 + + C4H2 0.70 > C7H7 + 
---'~-+ CsHs + + C2H2 
~.39:: 1.3 X 10-9 cm3 sol 
(4.39a) 
(4.39b) 
The allyl cation also undergoes rapid termolecular association with diacetylene. CSH5 + 
was also identified as a reaction product.. J 
The C7H7 + product of reaction 4.39a was shown to consist of a mixture of benzyl and 
tropylium cations (see the section on C7H/ above). 
Proton transfer Reactions 
The reactions of several protonated bases, HB+, with propyne and allene were 
examined. The bases, B, were selected on the basis of their known proton affinities, viz. 
H20 (PA:: 691 kJ mor l ), S02 (PA:: 636 kJ mor l )* and CO (PA at C:: 594 kJ mor l ). 
The HB+ ions were produced in the FA source region of the F AJSIFDT instrument, mass 
selected, and injected into the flow reactor tube. Propyne and allene were added at the 
upstream inlet of the flow tube and the resulting C3H5 + product ions then identified via 
subsequent reaction with methanol at the downstream reactant neutral inlet. 
(a) H30+ Reactions 
H30+ + C3H4 (propyne) ~ CH3CCHt + H20 
LlHo:: -57 kJ mor l (2-propenyl) 
(4.40) 
A value of PA(SOz) = 636 kJ mor l was assumed based on a re-examination of the proton affinity of 
cyanogen performed in this laboratory 310, which showed that the value of PA(S02) 672 kJ mor l tabulated 
at ref l64 is too high (see also the footnote in chapter 5). 
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H30+ + C3H4 (allene) ~ CH3CCH2 + + H20 
ilHo = -84 kJ mor1 (allyl) 
(4.41) 
It was found that protonation of allene via low energy proton transfer produces the 2-
propenyl structure exclusively. This finding is consistent with the earlier studies of Aue 
et al 291 who also observed that proton transfer from H30+ to allene produced the 2-
propenyl structure. It should be noted, however, that Aue et al reported that the allyl 
cation does not undergo proton transfer to methanol, whereas the 2-propenyl cation does. 
The present study indicates that both ions proton transfer to methanol (reactions 4.28 and 
4.29), although the 2-propenyl cation undergoes much faster, apparently exothermic, 
proton transfer than the allyl cation. Proton transfer from the allyl cation to methanol is 
deduced to be endothermic, based on the magnitude of the rate coefficient for this 
process. 
(b) 502H+ Reactions 
S02 was protonated via addition of S02 to a hydrogen carrier gas subjected to microwave 
discharge in the FA source. The resultant S02H+ ion was mass-selected, injected into the 
flow tube and allowed to undergo proton transfer to propyne or allene, added at the first 
neutral inlet. 
S02W + C3H4(propyne) ~ C3HS+ + S02 
ilHo = -112 kJ mor1 (2-propenyl) 
S02H+ + C3H4 (allen e) ~ C3HS+ + S02 
LlHo = -139 kJ mor1 (allyl) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
The C3HS + ions formed in reaction 4.42 were examined for structure by measuring their 
reaction with CH30H. 
C3Hs + + CH30H ~ products (4.44) 
The resulting semilogarithmic plot of C3HS + signal against CH30H flow is curved 
indicating that two C3HS + structures are present. The curve was fitted using a double 
exponential expression, which showed that ~ 20% of the C3HS + had the 2-propenyl 
structure and ~80% had the allyl structure. 
The C3HS + ion formed in reaction 4.43 from allene was examined for structure by 
its reaction with methanol as above. The resulting semilogarithmic decay of C3HS + signal 
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versus CH30H flow is also curved (Figure 4.9c) and indicates a 2-propenyl to allyl ratio 
of 35:65. 
(c) HCO+ Reactions 
Protonated CO, HCO+,was made by adding CO to a hydrogen carrier in the FA source. 
After mass selection and injection into the flow tube, the resultant HCO+ ion underwent 
proton transfer to propyne or allene at the first inlet. 
Following subsequent reaction with methanol it was found that proton transfer 
from HCO+ to both allene and propyne produces predominantly the allyl structure. 
HCO+ + C3H4 (propyne) ---->- C3Hs+ + CO (4.45) 
LlHo = -154 kJ mor l (2-propenyl) 
HCO+ + C3H4 (allene) ---->- C3HS + + CO 
LlW -181 kJ mor l (allyl) 
(4.46) 
These results indicate that in the proton transfer reactions of HCO+ and S02H+ sufficient 
energy is available within the complex to overcome the transition barrier between the 2-
propenyl and allyl structures, whereas this energy is not available in the proton transfer 
reaction of H30+ with allene. From these results we estimate the height of the transition 
state barrier between the 2-propenyl and allyl structures as 110 ± 30 kJ mor l 0.2 ± 0.3 
e V) above the allyl structure. This is in excellent agreement with our calculated value of 
109 kJ mOrl. 
C2H/ + C2H4 Reaction 
C2H4 + was formed in the FA source from ethylene, mass selected at mJz = 28 and 
injected into the flow tube. Addition of C2H4 at the first neutral inlet produced C3HS + via 
reaction 4.47. 
C2H/ + C2H4 ---->- C3H5+ + CH3 (4.47) 
1\4.46 = 7.2 X 10-10 cm3 s-'; L~.H° = -6 kJ mor l (2-propenyl); LlW = -27 kJ mOrl (allyl) 
Subsequent reaction with CH30H at the second neutral inlet identified the product of 
reaction 4.47 as the 2-propenyl cation only. This is in conflict with the findings of 
Bowers et al 29S who, on the basis of CID experiments, identified the C3HS + product of 
reaction 4.47 as the allyl cation only. Interestingly, formation of both the allyl and 2-
propenyl ions in 4.47 is close to thermoneutral. 
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Reactant Products ! Branching kobs kcouu -i1Ho 
I ratio 110-9 cm3 s·l 110-9 cm3 S·1 IkJ marl b 
CH2CHCH2+ (1) 
CH30H C3H7+ +CH2O 0.35 0.73 2.2 53.7c 
CH30Ht + C3H4 0.55 -21.0 
C4H/ +H2O - 0.05 140.7d 
C3HS +.CH30H - 0.05 
C6l-It5 C7H7+ +C2~ 0.35 I 1.35 I 1.4 76.5e 
I 
C3HS+,C6H6 0.65 
I C7H7Pt C3Ht.C7H7P 1.0 1.8 2.3 
• CNBr CNBrH+ + C3H4 0.5 0.66 2.0 -25.5 
C3Hs+.CNBr 0.5 
HCN C3HS+.HCN I 1.0 0.11 3.4 
C2HsI C3Hs+.C2HsI 1.0 1.2 2.1 
C4H2 CsHs+ + C2H2 0.3 1.3 1.2 144.0g 
C3HS+.C4H2 
I 
0.7 
3 CHz CH C'" + (2) 
CH30H . CH30Ht + C3H4 - 0.7 1.7 2.2 6.3 
adduct - 0.3 
. C6H6 products 1.1 1.4 
C7H7P C7HgP+ + C3H4 1.5 2.3 15.8 
C3HS +,C7H7P 
Table 4.7. Reaction rate coefficients and product ratios with the specified reagent 
for the C3HS + ions: allyl, CHzCHCHz + (1), and 2-propenyl, CH3CCHz + (2). 
It Calculated using the method of Su and Chesnavieh 161. 
b Based on AHo values presented in ref. 163. 
C Calculated assuming the iso-C3H7 + structure. 
d Calculated assuming the CH3CHCH=CH2+ structure. 
e Calculated assuming the benzyl C7H/ structure. 
f 4-fluorotoluene. 
g Calculated assuming the vinyl cyclopropenyl structure. 
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Figure 4.9a. Semi-logarithmic decay of the 2-propenyl C3Hs + ion signal versus 
CH30H flow. The linear fit yields a rate coefficient of k = 1.7 X 10-9 cm3 S-l, 
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Figure 4.9b. Semi-logarithmic decay of the allyl C3HS+ ion signal versus CH30H 
flow. The linear fit yields a rate coefficient of 7.3 x 10-10 cm3 S-l. 
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Figure 4.9c. Semi-logarithmic decay of the C3Hs + ion signal, formed via the reaction 
of S02W with allene, versus CH30H flow. The curve is a double-exponential fit 
with k1 = 1.7 X 10-9 cm3 S·l and k2 = 7.3 X 10.10 cm3 S·l and yields an allyl:2-propenyl 
ratio of 65:35. 
Cyclopropyl Cation 
Attempts to generate the cyclopropyl cation, C-C3HS + (4, Figure 4.7), via Penning 
ionisation of cyclopropane by metastable excited helium, He*(23S), in the FA source, 
resulted in only the allyl structure being present after injection into the flow tube. Using 
ion cyclotron double resonance techniques Aue et al 291 found that cyclopropene forms a 
C3HS+ ion by proton transfer from (CH3hOH+ but not (C2HshOH+. From this they 
deduced a heat of fonnation for the C3HS + ion formed of 996 kJ mor l , which is not 
consistent with the allyl cation. They suggested that either a cyclopropyl structure is 
formed or that there is a barrier associated with concerted protonation and rearrangement 
to the allyl structure. Kohler and Lischka 293 offered an alternative explanation of the 
experimental results of Aue et al based on MINDO/3 and CEPA calculations of the C3HS + 
hypersurface. They proposed that the most favourable approach of a proton towards 
cyclopropene will be towards the CH2 group producing corner-protonated cyclopropene 
(6, Figure 4.7). The resulting structure undergoes facile ring opening and rearranges to 
the 2-propenyl cation. Their calculated proton affinity of cyclopropene with respect to the 
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2-propenyl cation, and calculated ~of for the 2-propenyl cation were in excellent 
agreement with the values determined for the C3HS + species observed experimentally by 
Aue et al. 291 Similarly, the proton affinity of cyclopropene with respect to the 2-propenyl 
cation, calculated in the present work, is in good agreement with the revised P A 
(cyclopropene) listed in reference 164, lending credence to the conclusions of Kohler and 
Lischka. 293 
CHAPTERS. 
SIFDT STUDY OF THE S02+1H2 H-ATOM 
ABSTRACTION REACTION 
5.1 Introduction. 
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Molecular hydrogen is the most abundant molecular species present in the 
interstellar medium. Hydrogen atom abstraction reactions (equation 5.1) are, therefore, 
an important step in the formation of many of the complex molecules observed in dense 
interstellar clouds. 204 These objects consist mainly of H2 and He at densities of - 104 -
106 cm-3 and temperatures of < lOOK, together with dust grains, at greater concentrations 
than exist in the so-called diffuse clouds (densities - 102 cm-3 and T - 100-200 K). 311 H-
atom abstraction reactions (HAARs) have been the focus of considerable attention from 
modellers and ion-molecule experimentalists. 156 
(5.1) 
The role of H-atom abstraction (hydrogenation) reactions in the sequences leading 
to OH/(n = 1-3), NHn+ (n = 1-4) and CH/ (n 1-3) in interstellar clouds is well 
understood, and detailed reaction schemes involving sequential hydrogenation reactions 
have been developed. 311 Sequential addition of H atoms via abstraction reactions may be 
interrupted for two main reasons: (1) endothermicity of the reaction, or (2) the existence 
of a barrier on the potential energy surfaces leading to hydrogen atom abstraction. 226 In 
the interstellar medium non-reactivity with molecular hydrogen has implications for 
further synthesis, in that such ions will be available to react with other species that are 
less abundant than molecular hydrogen. 226 
Exothermic, but kinetically unfavorable HAARs form the topic of this chapter, 
and in particular the reaction between S02+ and H2. It is instructive to consider first some 
previous drift tube studies of HAARs. 
5.1.1 Drift tube studies of H-atom abstraction. 
Twiddy et al 105 investigated the endothermic reactions of ground state C+ with 
molecular hydrogen and deuterium. The C+ + H2 reaction has become a model system 
for experimental and theoretical studies of the kinetics, dynamics and energy 
requirements of endothermic ion-molecule reactions. 9 
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C+ep) + H2 -+ CH+ + R 0.398 eV 
C+ep) + D2 -+ CD+ + D 0.430 eV 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
By constructing pseudo-Arrhenius plots of the logarithm of the observed rate coefficient 
versus reciprocal ion-neutral centre-of-mass energy (Er- I ) Twiddy et al obtained values of 
0.47 ± 0.07 eV and 0.50 ± 0.07 eV for the thermochemical endoergicities of reactions 
(5.2) and (5.3) respectively, in good accord with the "expected" values. These reactions 
were recently re-examined by Hierl et al 9 in a high temperature flowing afterglow 
(HTFA) apparatus under truly thermal conditions. The rate coefficients measured in the 
HTFA experiment showed excellent agreement, particularly at the lower end of the 
temperature range studied, with the drift tube data of Twiddy et al at the same value of 
the average total energy (rotational plus translational). This was despite the fact that the 
relative proportions of translational and rotational energy are different in the RTF A and 
drift tube experiments. The reason for the difference is that the translational temperature 
of the H2 reactant is identical to that of the C+ reactant ion in the HTFA experiment but 
remains at room temperature in the drift tube experiment. The HTFA results of Hierl et 
al clearly demonstrate that reactant rotational and translational energy are equally 
efficient at overcoming the endothermicity of this reaction. The agreement between the 
HTFA data and the drift tube data of Twiddy et al 105 is not as good at the higher end of 
the temperature range studied. The poorer agreement was attributed to the onset of a 
vibrational contribution to the internal energy of H2. 
Since reaction (5.4) is exothermic, it was suggested that a small percentage of 
vibrationally excited H2 could measurably enhance the overall rate coefficient. 9 
(5.4) 
It has been suggested that reaction (5.2) may be responsible for the formation of 
CH+ in shocked regions of interstellar gas. 94,312 It has also been proposed that the excess 
kinetic energy imparted to C+ in the reaction 
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He + + CO --+ c+ + 0 + He + 2.2 e V (5.5) 
may drive reaction (5.2) in diffuse (and dense) interstellar clouds. 311 Both of these 
.. 
mechanisms may help explain the apparent overabundance of CW observed in diffuse 
interstellar clouds, compared to that predicted theoretically from gas-phase ion-chemical 
reaction models. 
The flow drift tube techniques have been used in the evaluation of rate 
coefficients appropriate to shocked regions of the interstellar gas. 94 The conditions of a 
flow drift tube experiment simulate the conditions of a magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) 
shock in which kinetically "hot" ions stream through the cold ambient gas of an 
interstellar cloud. 
Millar et al, 313 using the Innsbruck selected ion drift tube (SIDT), studied the 
endothermic reactions (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8) which are potentially important for the 
synthesis of HzS in shocked regions of interstellar clouds. 
S+ +Hz --+ SH+ + 
SH+ +Hz SHt +H 
SHt +Hz --+ SH/ +H 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
From an Arrhenius plot of In k versus El'-I they obtained a value of O.7eV for the 
endothermicity of reaction (5.6) which is in reasonable agreement with the 
thermochemical data. Non-linear Arrhenius plots for the other two reactions were taken 
as an indication that vibrational excitation of the reactant SH+ and SHz + ions was 
occurring at the higher values of Er• 
The reaction ofN+ with H2 was observed to proceed very slowly at 11K 314, k = 
3.5 X 10-11 cm3 sol, compared to the rate measured at 300K by Adams, Smith and 
Paulson 315, k 4.8 x 1O- lOcm3 S·l, indicating a reaction endothermicity of ~ 8meV. 
(5.9) 
This prompted Adams and Smith 312,316 to study the reaction in their SIFDT 
apparatus at 300K. Again the data was analysed according to the Arrhenius law and 
yielded a value of 11 ± 3 me V for the endothermicity. Adams et al 31Z later proposed that 
reaction (5.9) may be driven at interstellar cloud temperatures by the excess kinetic 
energy imparted to N+ via the reaction: 
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(5.10) 
The H -atom abstraction reaction of C3H+ with H2 has also been investigated in a 
variable temperature selected ion flow drift tube (VT -SIFDT) instrument. 317,318 
(5.11) 
The variation of the rate coefficient with temperature was used to infer a reaction 
endotherrnicity of - 4 kJ mor l , and an enthalpy of formation for c-C3H2 + of 1377 ± 21 kJ 
mOrl. 
The H-atom abstraction reaction (5.12) was studied in the presence of a drift field, 
and an endothermicity of - 17 kJ mor' was deduced for the reaction. 
(5.12) 
This apparent endothermicity was subsequently shown 319 to actually represent a kinetic 
barrier to the formation of C-C3H3+ from c-C3Ht, and a value of 4 kJ mor l for the barrier 
height was obtained theoretically. 319 
An investigation of the H-atom abstraction reaction: 
c-C3H2 + + H20 ---1- C3H3 + + OH (5.13) 
led Prodnuk et al 320 to propose that reaction (5.11) was actually exothermic by 24 kJ 
mor l , based on the assumption that since reaction (5.13) was slow it was endothermic. 
Their basis for this assumption was that HAARs, if exothermic, are generally fast except 
when the neutral reactant is molecular hydrogen. This apparent discrepancy was later 
resolved by Wong and Radom 319 who showed via theoretical calculations that reaction 
(5.l1) is in fact endothermic by 4 kJ mOrl. The reason for the slow HAAR between c-
C3H2+ and H20 is due to a 23 kJ mor l barrier between reactants and products on the 
potential energy surface. Wong and Radom 319 also recommended a value of LlfHO(C-
C3H2+) 1389 kJ mor l be adopted based on a re-analysis of the data obtained by Smith 
and Adams. 317,318 
The HAAR between NH3+ and H2 (reaction 5.14) has been the subject of 
numerous experimental investigations, principally because of its impOltance to 
interstellar cloud chemistry. 314,315,321.329 
NH3+ +H2 ---> N~+ +H (5.14) 
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Original studies by Schiff et al 321 and Kim et al 322 showed the reaction to be slow at 
room temperature (k - 5 x 10-13 cm3 S-I). This observation was confirmed by Fehsenfeld 
et aI, 323 who also investigated the temperature dependence of reaction (5.14) in a variable 
temperature flowing afterglow and the kinetic energy dependence in a flow drift tube 
apparatus. The observed variation in rate coefficient with temperature indicated the 
system possesses an activation energy of approximately 9 k:J mor l , Subsequent work by 
Smith and Adams 324,325 indicated that the rate coefficient for reaction (5.14) does not 
obey typical Arrhenius behaviour at temperatures significantly below 300 K, but rather 
levels off at temperatures near 80 - 100 K. Work by Luine and Dunn 314 and 
Behringer 327 showed that the rate coefficient actually increases at still lower 
temperatures. These authors also proposed that the mechanism for reaction (5.14) 
involves initial formation of a complex, from which tunneling occurs under a small 
transition state barrier. Studies by Barlow and Dunn 328 on the effects of deuterium 
substitution on the rate of reaction (5.14) at low temperatures strongly supported the 
tunneling hypothesis. The proposed tunnelip.g mechanism gained further credence from a 
theoretical study by Herbst et a1. 330 The theoretical study also satisfactorily reproduced 
the interesting experimental results of Behringer 327, who showed that in addition to the 
binary mechanism for reaction (5.14), there is a pressure dependent three-body process, 
NH3 + + H2 + He ---+ NH4 + + H + He (5.15) 
which is observable at temperatures below - 150 K. This process can be pictured as a 
normal three-body association to form a stabiHsed NH/·H2 complex which, although 
lower in energy than reactants and hence stable with respect to redissociation, still 
manages to tunnel under the transition state barrier on a time scale shorter than the 
observation time of the experiment. The potential role of tunneling in hydrocarbon 
radical/molecular hydrogen reactions at low temperatures has also been considered. 331 
5.1.2 Kinetic barriers to H-atom abstraction. 
For H-atom abstraction reactions that are unquestionably exothermic yet proceed 
slowly at room temperature (i.e. at a small fraction of the Langevin rate) one can infer the 
existence of a potential barrier to the reaction. This situation has been observed, for 
example in the reactions ofHC N+332-334 CH?CHCN+ 335 c-C H +317-319 NH +314,315,321-
, 3, _ ,32,3 
329 C H+ 241 and CHCt 336 with H and in the reactl' on of c-C H + + H 0 3 J 9,320 Table 
, 6 2, 3 2 2· 
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5.1 lists these reactions with the corresponding reaction barrier either calculated from 
experiment or inferred by assuming that the reaction exhibits Arrhenius behavior with a 
pre-exponential factor equal to the corresponding collision (Langevin) rate coefficient. 
Reaction ~.H°r kobs 
I 
Inferred Calculated 
(kJ mOrl) (T - 300 K) barrier barrier IkJ 
I I 
IkJmorl mOrl 
HC3N++Hz~ 129.3 2.8 x 10- IL Db 15.6 -
I H ZC3N+ + H 
CH2CHCN+ + Hz ~ -100.0 1.2 x lO- lL jjJ 17.7 -
CH2CHCNH+ + H 
I 
c-C3H2+ +Hz ~ -90.9 <5 x 10-14jll >20 _17jll;4Tjl~ 
C-C3H3+ + H 
NH3+ +H2 ~ NH4+ 
I 
-84.1 ~ 4.4 x lO- lJ lJb 20.3 -9 
+H 
i 
C6H+ +H2 ~ C6H2+ + - 1.3 x 1O-
1
:l:l41 17.5 ~4 
jH 
CHCl++H2 ~ I -69.8 6.0 x 1O-
1L jjb 13.7 -
CHzCl+ +H j 
I c-C3H2 + + H20 ~ -25.6 NR jLO > 20 23~: 
: C-C3H3 + + OH 
I 
Table 5.1 Exothermic H-atom abstraction reactions for which a kinetic barrier has 
been inferred. The inferred barrier assumes Arrhenius behaviour with a pre-
exponential factor equal to the Langevin collision rate. The calculated barrier is 
obtained directly from experiment or theory. 
* Value obtained from theoretical calculations (reference 319). 
j 
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5.2 The exothermic S02+/H2 H-atom abstraction reaction. 
The H-atom abstraction reaction between S02+ and H2 is calculated to be 
exothermic by 75 kJ mor l and one would therefore expect the reaction to occur with 
close to unit efficiency (kL = 1.5 X 10-9 cm3 s-I). However, Scott et al 337 measured a rate 
coefficient for (5.16) of k ~ 5 X 10-12 cm3 S-I. 
S02+ + H2 ---+ S02H+ + H 
AHo5.J6 -75 kJ morl 
(5.16) 
One other measurement of k = 1.7 X 10-11 cm3 s -1, obtained using the ICR technique, has 
been reported. 156 The low observed reaction efficiency implies the existence of a kinetic 
barrier to reaction (5.16). Again, assuming Arrhenius behavior one can estimate the size 
of the barrier as Ea = -RT In(k! A), where k is the observed rate coefficient and A is the 
calculated Langevin rate. This yields a value of ~ 14 kJ morl. S02 is an observed 
interstellar molecule 311, and although S02 + has not been directly observed it will almost 
certainly be present in the interstellar medium, and therefore reaction (5.16) is of 
potential relevance to the chemistry occurring in interstellar clouds. S02 and H2 are also 
major species observed on 10, one of the Galilean satellites of Jupiter. To gain further 
insight into the potential energy surface for the reaction of S02 + with Hz, the reaction was 
examined using the SIFDT apparatus. 
5.2.1 Experimental details. 
All measurements were made at (300 ± 5 K) in a helium bath gas. S02 + ions were 
formed by subjecting a 10% mixture of S02 in argon to -70eV electron impact in a high 
pressure ion source. A mixture in argon was used in order to minimise instability in the 
SOz + signal that occurred when pure SOz was used in the ion source. 
5.2.2 Results and discussion. 
Rate coefficients for reaction (5.16) were measured at different values of EIN 
between 0 and 60 Td. The energy range covered was restricted in part by the occurrence 
of electrical breakdown inside the flow tube upon addition of H2 to the helium carrier 
flow at EIN > 60 Td. Evidence that breakdown had occurred was provided by a 
concomitant rapid loss of all ion signals. Recovery of the ion signal took several hours 
and was aided by venting the flow tube to atmospheric pressure. The exact reason for 
this phenomenon is not well understood, but it has been observed in other laboratories 
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when investigating reactions of molecular hydrogen in a drift tube. 338 SOzW was the 
only product ion observed over the energy range covered. Drift velocities were obtained 
by fitting a tenth order polynomial to the mobility data ofB6hringer et al 339 and 
interpolating as required. Drift velocities were also measured at selected values of EIN 
and were found to agree with those ofB6hringer et al to within ± 5% (see Figure 5.1). At 
zero field (El' .% kT = 0.038e V) and a pressure of 0.35 Torr, the measured rate 
coefficient for reaction (5.16) was 4.2 x 10-12 cm3 s-I. The variation in the measured rate 
coefficient is plotted in Figure (5.2) as a function of Er , as is conventional for drift tube 
studies. 
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Figure 5.1 Reduced mobility of 802+ in He as a function of E/N (0) present work 
and (¢) from Bohringer et a} 33'J. 
For reactions which are predicted to be endothermic or possess an activation 
barrier it is usual to plot In k vs Er-' to test for Arrhenius behaviour, assuming k may be 
expressed by the Arrhenius equation (5.17): 
k = Aexp(-EJ RT) (5.17) 
Implicit in this procedure is the assumption that the effective reaction temperature is 
equilibrated on Er, i.e. Er = .% R"Tefr". Substitution into (5.17) yields 
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k = Aexp( - ~ (Ell / E,.)) (5.18) 
The validity of this approach is discussed fully in chapter 1. 
The plot of In k versus Er- l is shown in Figure (5.3b) and from this an Arrhenius 
activation energy of 6.0 kJ marl was calculated from a linear least squares fit to the data. 
It was suggested by Smith et al 340, in their investigation of the endothermic HAAR of 
C2H2 + with H2 (reaction 5.19), that a plot of In k versus Ec- l is more reasonable. 
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Figure 5.2. Variation in the rate coefficient k for the H-atom abstraction reaction 
S02 + + H2 with Er • 
Their conclusion was based on the argument that since collisions of the reactant ion are 
more frequent with the He bath gas than with the reactant H2 molecules, the internal 
energy state of the ions is described by Ec rather than Er. Since the energy Er in the ion-
neutral centre-of-mass frame is distributed amongst the several modes of the ion-reactant 
gas complex, then the energy input from Er is effectively smaller than and hence Ec 
will have the dominant influence on the reaction. With this in mind a plot of In k versus 
Ec- I was also constructed (Figure 5.3a). The Arrhenius activation energy calculated from 
this plot was 4.3 kJ marl. The excellent linearity of the two Anhenius plots would tend 
to suggest that significant vibrational excitation of S02 + in collisions with He does not 
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Figure 5.3. 8IFDT data for the reaction 802+ + Hz, plotted in the form of an 
Arrhenius plot of In k against (a) Ec·1/(eV·1) and (b) El'-1/(eV-1). 
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occur at centre-of-mass energies below - 0.1 eV (9.6 kJ mort). This is consistent with 
the findings of Durup-Ferguson et al who examined reactions ofN20+, N02+, S02+, H20+ 
and CO2 + in He, Ne and AI' buffer gases. 53,66 Their quenching experiments showed that 
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little or no vibrational excitation of N20+ occurred at energies over three times the 
threshold for vibrational excitation. Support is also given to this conclusion by the results 
of Smith et al 340 who observed curvature in their Arrhenius plot for the reaction of C2H2 + 
with at the higher values of From the observed curvature they deduced that the 
C=C stretching mode of the C2Hz+ ions was becoming significantly populated and were 
able to derive a value of 0.22e V for the energy of this state from their experimental data. 
No evidence for a departure from linearity in either of the Arrhenius plots constructed in 
the present work, over the energy range covered, was observed. 
Thus the drift tube studies indicate a barrier to H-atom abstraction is present in 
reaction (5.16). In order to gain some insight into the reasons for a barrier to H -atom 
abstraction in the S02 + /Hz reaction, an ab initio study of the S02HZ + potential energy 
surface was conducted. 
5.3 Ab initio calculations. 
Calculations were performed using the Gaussian 94 program 178, and followed the 
prescription detailed in the original description of the G2 (MP2) procedure. 160 The 
structures of the reactants, possible products and transition states with geometric 
parameters calculated at the MP2=FU/6-31G* level of theory are illustrated in Fig. 5.4. 
The calculated energies of these structures are given in Table 5.2. Two stable OSOHt 
complexes were identified (cis and trans) which lead to the formation of a cis or trans 
OSOH+ product ion respectively. In the OSOH2 + structures there is a long (2.022 A 
trans, 2.008 A cis) H-H bond. In the OSOH2 + transition state structures there is a long 0-
H bond (1.686A trans, 1.896 A cis) with the H-H bond only slightly elongated (0.738 A 
trans and 0.752 A cis). The weak interaction between S02+ and H2 means that 
considerable H-H bonding energy is lost before a gain in O-H bonding occurs with a 
barrier to H-atom abstraction resulting. Formation of S-protonated HSOz + is calculated 
to be endothermic by >100 kJ mOrl. The energies of the various H2S02+ species relative 
to S02 + + H2 are given in Table 5.3. The calculated proton affinities for S02 at OK are: 
627 kJ mor l (trans OSOH+), 636 kJ mor l (cis OSOH+) and 456 kJ mor l (S-protonated 
HS02 +). The experimentally determined proton affinity for S02 at room temperature is 
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636 kI mor l in good agreement with the calculated value. t Figure (5.5) illustrates the 
calculated minimum energy pathway for reaction (5.16) at 298K (including zero-point 
energies). The pathway presumably proceeds through a weakly bound entrance channel 
complex in analogy to the NH3 +!H2 reaction although such a species was not identified 
directly in the calculations as a consequence of the very shallow welL The pathway then 
rises to a transition state structure, conesponding to the barrier height for H-atom 
abstraction, which is calculated to lie 19.9 kI mor l above the energy of the reactants at 
298 K (23.2 kI mor l at OK). The potential energy of the system then drops towards the 
strongly exothermic products via a weakly-bound exit channel complex, S02H+ .. ·H. 
Structure Species HF/6-31G* MP2=FU/6-31 G* G2(MP2) 
I H2 -1.14414 -1.16832 -1.16832 
II H -0.49823 -0.49823 -0.50000 
III S02+ -546.73386 -547.25021 -547.36248 
IV S02 -547.16901 -547.70010 -548.00709 
V trans OSOH+ -547.42155 -547.94340 -548.24605 
VI cis OSOW -547.42762 -547.94950 -548.24933 
VII HS02+ -547.33948 -547.87562 -548.18073 
VIII trans OSOH2 + -547.92090 -548.44339 -548.74855 
IX cis OSOH2+ -547.92697 -548.44950 -548.75157 
X trans OSOH2 + TS -547.87288 -548.36509 -548.71152 
I XI I cis OSOH/ TS -547.87765 
I 
-548.38512 -548.71170 
Table 5.2. Calculated energies at 0 K (in hartrees) for the designated structures. 
5.4 Comparison between experiment and theory. 
The agreement between theory (19.9 kI mor l ) and experiment (6.0 kJ mor l (Er) 
and 4.3 kI mor l (Ee) for the barrier height is reasonable given the uncertainties inherent 
in calculating the energies of transition states. 341-343 In the study of Herbst et aI, 330 the 
~ PA(S02) 636 kJ mor l is taken ii'om the 1988 NIST database. 163 A recent re-examination of the proton 
affinity of cyanogen, ref. 310, has shown, in accord with ref. 344, that the value of PA(S02) = 672 kJ mor l 
tabulated at ref. 164 is too high. 
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calculated barrier height of 20.1 kJ mor' for the reaction between NH3 + and Hz was also 
significantly larger than that determined experimentally (8.8 kJ mor'). 323 Smith et al 340 
in a SIFDT study of the H -atom abstraction reaction between CZH2 + and H2 found that 
better agreement was obtained with truly thermal SIFf and ion-trap data when they 
Structure OK 
i 
298 K 
S02+ +Hz 0.0 0.0 
trans OSOHz + -73.5 -73.8 
cisOSOH/ -81.5 -82.0 
trans OSOHz + TS 23.7 20.3 
cis OHOHz+ TS 23.2 19.9 
trans OSOH+ + H -67.0 -69.0 
• cis OSOH+ + H -75.6 -77.7 
HSO/+H +104.5 +102.1 
, ~ 
Table 5.3. Energies of the stated structures relative to 802+ + H2 at 0 K and 298 K 
in kJ mOri. 
plotted their measured rate coefficients against rather than Er • Given the lack of 
similar, truly thermal, data for the reaction between SOz + and Hz, it is not possible to say 
whether or Ee best describes the effective reaction temperature in the SOz +1H2 reaction. 
It should be noted, however, that the activation barriers calculated from the two 
Arrhenius-type plots (Fig. 5.3) agree within the experimental uncertainty anyway, given 
the similar masses of the H2 reactant and the He carrier gas. As discussed above, we take 
the linearity of the two Arrhenius plots as evidence that significant vibrational excitation 
of S02 + does not occur at ion-carrier gas centre-of-mass energies, Ee < 0.1 e V. This 
satisfies the criterion that in order to obtain accurate thermodynamic data from drift tube 
measurements, one must work in a regime where vibrational excitation will not affect the 
measured rate constants. 62 
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5.5 Conclusions. 
A kinetic barrier has been identified from both experiment and theory, between 
the reactants and products in the exothermic H-atom abstraction between S02+ and H2. 
This barrier accounts for the small rate coefficient observed at 300K. It is apparent from 
this and other studies that kinetic balTiers occur in several H-atom abstraction reactions 
with H2, including NH/ 330, c_C3H2+319, C6H+241 and a batTier has been inferred for 
C2Ht. 340 mspection of the literature 156 demonstrates that many exothermic H-atom 
abstraction reactions proceed with rate coefficients that at'e less than half of the Langevin 
collision rate. There is therefore a mat'ked contrast between H -atom abstraction reactions 
and exothermic proton transfer reactions, which at'e invariably fast. 345 H-atom 
abstraction from H2 requires the H2 molecule to be bound to the ion before eventual H-
atom loss rather than exchange of a proton. It is this binding process and subsequent loss 
of H that may result in a barrier. The presence of kinetic batTiers has important 
implications for interstellar cloud chemistry, which, for the most part, takes place at 
temperatures < SOK. 226 HAARs possessing kinetic barriers may not be important at the 
low temperatures of the interstellar environment unless a new mechanism takes over as 
quantum tunneling is believed to in the NH3 + + H2 reaction. 330 A similar tunneling 
mechanism has also been invoked to explain the appat'ent inverse temperature 
dependence of reaction (S.19) between C2Ht and H2 329,346, although it should be noted 
that some doubt exists as to the rate coefficients appropriate to this reaction at 
temperatures below IS K (see ref. 340 and references cited therein). Indeed, such a 
tunneling mechanism may be important in the reaction of S02 + with H2 at very low 
temperatures, such as those prevalent in the interstellat' medium, given the obvious 
qualitative similarities between the NH3 +fH2 and S02+fH2 potential energy surfaces. 
One must always bear in mind that the SIFDT technique is not a tmly thermal 
technique. In all of the present experiments, the translational/internal temperature of the 
H2 reactant is equilibrated to that of the He catTier gas (300 K), whilst the intemal 
temperature of the S02+ reactant is expected to be equilibrated to Ee. Under tmly thermal 
conditions at an equivalent temperature to the effective temperature of the SIFDT 
experiment, the contributions from internal and translational energy to the total energy 
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Figure S.4. MP2=FU/6-31G* optimised structures of transition states, reactants and 
products in the reaction 802+ + H2 -----7> 080H+ + H. 
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Figure 5.5. H2S02+ energy surface calculated using the G2 procedure. The energies 
are expressed in kJ mor l relative to S02+ + H2 and are corrected to 298 K and for 
zero-point energy. 
are expected to be different, since rotational (and vibrational) excitation of the H2 reactant 
will occur under truly thermal conditions. Sufficient endothermic reactions have been 
studied via the VT-SIFDT technique, however, to expect translational and internal energy 
to both be effective in overcoming the endotherrnicity of the reaction. 65 Thus the total 
energy (translational plus internal) is expected to be the important parameter, regardless 
ofthe relative contribution from each. The present results suggest that a S02+/lh centre 
of mass energy of - 0.08 e V is appropriate to the one previous ICR measurement of this 
reaction. 156 
It should also be noted that not all HAARs possessing rate coefficients 
considerably less than their respective capture rates have kinetic barriers. Of the five 
HAARs of CnHm+ ions with H2 investigated by Giles et al 241, only one, C6H+ + H2 has a 
rate coefficient that is less at 80 K than it is at 300 K indicating a kinetic barrier. The 
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remaining four reactions have rate coefficients that are substantially less than the 
collision rate at 300 K yet all show noticeable increases in rate coefficient at 80 K. In 
these cases the lifetime of the (CnHm +.H2)* complex (which is greater at 80 K than it is at 
300 K) may be the major factor contributing to the low efficiency of the reaction. 
Alternatively, a change in reaction mechanism may explain the observed increase in the 
rate coefficients at low temperatures. As discussed previously, the rate coefficient for the 
HAAR between NH3 + and H2 levels off at temperatures near 80-100 K and increases at 
still lower temperatures due to a tunneling mechanism. A similar mechanism may occur 
at low temperatures in the CnHm +/H2 reactions. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
SIFDT STUDIES OF TERMOLECULAR 
ASSOCIA TION AND THE COMPETITION 
BETWEEN BIMOLECULAR AND 
TERMOLECULAR REACTION PROCESSES 
6.1. Association and charge transfer: NO+ + ketones. 
6~1.1 Introduction. 
In recent years a great deal of interest has focussed on the potential of the trace 
gas analysis of breath as a non-invasive technique for medical diagnosis. 347 The SIFT 
technique has recently entered this exciting new area of applied science, with the 
development of the SIFT trace gas analysis technique. 348-350 Trace gas analysis via the 
SIFT technique utilises chemi-ionisation* of the trace species by the ions H30+, NO+ and 
O2+ (derived from air) 348-350 and NH4 + 351. The technique enables trace gases to be 
measured quantitatively down to the parts per billion (ppb) level (or even lower) provided 
the relevant ion chemistry is well understood. 349 The technique is not only limited to the 
analysis of human breath, but has potential application to the trace gas analysis of flatus 
(bowel gas), environmental air, vehicle exhaust emissions, the vapours emitted from 
fruits and even the head spaces above liquids. The major advantages of the SIFT 
technique over the gas chromatographic techniques employed for trace gas analysis are: 
(1) partial pressures of multiple components can be measured down to the ppb level in a 
few seconds from a single exhalation of breath; (2) no pre-concentration using cryogenic 
or adsorption traps is necessary and (3) samples do not need to be stored in bags with the 
attendant risk of selective adsorption of specific compounds onto the bag surface. 348 
An essential point to note is that the precursor ions used to ionise the trace gases 
in a mixture under study must be relatively unreactive with the major components of the 
air sample (N2, O2, H20, Ar and CO2) compared with their reactivity with the trace 
t See ref. 351 and references cited therein for a discussion of the development of chemi-ionisation as a 
technique for the identification and quantification of mixtures of organic compounds. 
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species to be quantified. 349 If this were not the case the precursor ions would be 
consumed immediately in reaction with the major air components. This is a major reason 
for the choice of the precursor ions H30+, NO+ and 02+' H30+, for example, undergoes 
bimolecular proton transfer to many volatile organic compounds without fragmentation, 
facilitating quantitative analysis of mUlti-component mixtures. 348,349 One complicating 
factor is that H30+ undergoes termolecular association with water molecules forming the 
hydrates, H30+(H20)n, with n 1,2,3 depending on the partial pressure of water in the air 
sample being analysed. These hydrates may subsequently undergo ligand-switching 
reactions with the trace species to be quantified and this must be accounted for in the 
analysis. 349 Neither of the two ions, NO+ or 02+, undergoes bimolecular reactions with 
the major air components at significant rates, making them ideal precursor ions for trace 
gas anal ys is. 348,349 02+ (I.P. (02) = 12.07 e V) either undergoes direct charge transfer 
reactions with organic molecules, or dissociative charge transfer, resulting in two (or 
three) fragments of the parent ion. 348 The relatively high recombination energy of O2+ 
ensures that it reacts with most molecules, including, signifieantly, many that do not react 
with H30+, so the value of O2+ for trace gas analysis is evident. NO+ has a much lower 
recombination energy (9.26 eV) than O2+ and hence only molecules possessing an 
ionisation potential lower than 9.26 eV can be ionised in collisions with ground state NO+ 
to produce their respective parent ions. Charge transfer, when energetically accessible, is 
usually non-dissociative. 348 When charge transfer from NO+ is endothermic, other 
processes may occur. One such process is hydride ion transfer (which generates the 
neutral species HNO) which has been observed in the reactions of NO+ with several 
alcohols 352, ethers 353, amines 354 and aldehydes 355. Termolecular ion-molecule 
association is another likely process when charge transfer is endothermic. 348 
It is clear that in order to analyse complex mixtures of trace gases, an extensive 
database of rate coefficients and product ions of the reactions of the selected precursor 
ions with a large range of compounds is required. Smith and Spanel have begun to 
establish such a database. To date they have examined the reactions of H30+, O2+ and 
NO+ with seventeen alcohols 352, nine carboxylic acids and eight esters 228, ten ethers 353, 
eight organosulfur molecules 356, fifteen amines and other nitrogen-containing 
compounds 354, plus eleven aldehydes and nine ketones 355. 
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6.1.2 NO+ + ketones. 
Spanel, Ji and Smith examined the reactions of NO+ with nine ketones 355. 
Ketones are ubiquitous compounds in nature. Indeed, the simplest aliphatic ketone, 
acetone, a metabolite of glucose, is present in human breath. 347 The dominant process 
observed in most of the NO+/ketone reactions is ion-molecule collisional association 
resulting in ions of the type NO+.RCOR', where RCOR' is a ketone molecule. 355 
NO+ + RCOR' -~ NO+.RCOR' (6.1) 
These reactions proceed (see e.g. ref. 357) via the formation of a long-lived 
(NO+.RCOR')* complex, which survives long enough to collide with a carder gas atom. 
A fraction of the excitation energy is removed in the collision thus preventing 
dissociation back to reactants,viz. 
NO++RCOR' 
(NO+.RCOR')* + He 
"'k 
r 
f?k. fJ' (. ) 
(~O+.RCOR')* (6.2) 
NO+.RCOR' + He (6.3) 
Association was the only process observed by Spanel et al in the reactions of NO+ with 
acetone, butanone, 2- and 3-pentanone and 2-hexanone. 355 Termolecular association was 
also observed in the reactions of NO+ with some carboxylic acids and esters 228 and in the 
reactions of NO+ with acetonitrile and benzonitrile 354. In the 3-hexanone and 
acetophenone reactions, charge transfer occurred in parallel with association. 355 This 
indicates that the ionisation energies of 3-hexanone and acetophenone are close to or 
slightly lower than that of NO (9.26 eV). Charge transfer was the only channel observed 
in the reaction of NO+ with menthone, which indicates that the ionisation potential of 
menthone is appreciably lower than that of NO. Parallel charge transfer and association 
was also observed by Spanel and Smith in the reaction of NO+ with pyridine, which also 
has an ionisation energy close to that of NO. 354 
Reents and FreiseI' 358 had earlier noted that the NO+ affinity (i.e. the binding 
energy of a NO+·neutral complex) of a particular compound correlates with the proton 
affinity and first ionisation potential of the compound (within a specific class of 
compounds, e.g. ketones, aldehydes etc.). This trend shows excellent qualitative 
agreement with the findings of Spanel and Smith. 228.354,355 Their results suggest that as 
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charge transfer becomes increasingly endothermic there is a corresponding decrease in 
the efficiency of ion-molecule association, presumably as a consequence of the 
concomitant decrease in the binding energy of the intermediate (NO+'neutral)* complex. 
For example, the association of NO+ with acetonitrile (LP. = 12.2 eV) is relatively slow, 
whereas association with benzonitrile (LP. = 9.7 e V) is facile. 354 Similarly, association 
of NO+ with formic acid (LP. = 11.3 e V) occurs at less than 5% of the collision rate, 
whereas association with acetic acid (LP. = 10.7 eV) occurs at close to 50% of the 
collision rate. 228 The difference in association rates is probably a reflection of the larger 
binding energy of the excited transient complex (NO+·CH3COOH)* , relative to that of the 
analogous (NO+·HCOOH)* complex, which increases its lifetime against unimolecular 
dissociation back to NO+ + CH3COOH. It should be noted that the observation of 
parallel charge transfer and association, when charge transfer is close to thermoneutral, is 
in some respects analogous to near-thermoneutral proton transfer, where association often 
occurs in parallel with proton transfer. 
~ 
A number of Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) studies at 
much lower pressures have been reported by the Dunbar group 359-363, in which they 
examined association reactions of NO+ with a series of ketones. They attributed the 
observed association reactions at - 10-7 Torr in their ICR cell to radiative stabilisation of 
the (NO+·RCOR')* complex rather than collisional stabilisation, since no pressure 
variation was evident in the observed rate coefficient over the pressure range accessed. 
They also report a parallel charge transfer channel in the reaction of NO+ with 3-
pentanone, which they note is slightly endothermic. 360 
The present study aimed to examine the competition between charge transfer and 
association in the reactions of NO+ with ketones (specifically acetone, butanone and 
pentanone) by examining the kinetic energy dependence of the rates and product 
distributions in the FA-SIFDT apparatus. Very few studies have been made of the 
competition between termolecular and bimolecular reaction channels using drift tubes. In 
1987 the Innsbruck group of Lindinger and co-workers reported a study of the 
competition between binary ion-molecule reactions and ternary association reactions of 
CH3 + and NH3 (reaction 6.4) using a selected ion drift tube (SIDT) over the wide pressure 
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range from 0.2 - 1.7 Torr, and in the centre-of-mass energy (Er) range from 0.047 0.2 
eV. 364 The product channels for the reaction were: 
CH3 + + NH3 ------+ CH2NH2 + + H2 
------+ NH4 + + CH2 
He ) CH NH + 3 3 
(6.4a) 
(6.4b) 
(6.4c) 
The rate for the ternary association channel (6.4c) was observed to decline from 4 x 10-26 
cm6 S-l at 0.047 eV to 6 x 10-27 cm6 S-l at 0.2 eV. The bimolecular rate for channel (6.4a) 
was also observed to decline over the studied energy regime, while the rate coefficient for 
channel (6.4b) increased slightly. An analysis of the pressure dependence of the effective 
bimolecular rate coefficient as a function of Er led to estimates of the (CH3 +·NH3)* 
collision complex lifetime in the range of -10-7 s to _10-8 s. 
More recently Lindinger's group investigated the competition between association 
and binary reactions in the reaction of SFs + + H2S in the centre-of-mass energy (Er) range 
from 0.052 to 1.7 eV (reaction 6.5).365 At low energies a slow binary reaction channel 
producing SF4HS+ (+ HF) occurs in parallel with a medium-fast association reaction. 
The rate coefficients for both processes decline from 3 x 10-" cm3 s-, and 3 x 10-27 cm6 
S-I respectively at 0.052 eV to < 5 X 10-12 cm3 S-l and < 5 x 10-28 cm6 s-l respectively at Er 
= 0.3 eV. Above 0.3 eV the effective bimolecular rate coefficient increases again due to 
the onset of the endothermic charge transfer channel (6.5c). 
SF5 + + H2S SFt·H2S (6.5a) 
------+ SF 4HS + + HF (6.5b) 
------+ H2S+ + SFs (6.5c) 
6.1.3 Experimental. 
The following experiments relevant to the NO+/ketone association reactions were 
all performed using the FA-SIFDT apparatus. Initially, NO+ was formed by addition of a 
flow of nitric oxide to a helium carrier SUbjected to microwave discharge in the flowing 
afterglow source. One difficulty with the production of NO+ from NO is that metastable 
NO+(a32,;+) and vibration ally excited NO+(X '2,;+, v>O) may be produced, in addition to 
ground state NO+CX 12,;+, v=O). 77 Indeed, as the NO flow diminished (NO was stored in a 
glass bulb at - 760 Torr pressure and was rapidly depleted) it became apparent that 
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excited state species, (NO+)*, were being produced and transmitted into the flow tube. 
This behaviour was probably a consequence of the less efficient quenehing of (NO+)* at 
low flows of NO. The presence of (NO+)* was apparent from the observation of 
dissociative charge transfer reactions with the ketones with no applied drift field. 
Dissociative charge transfer is not thermodynamically possible from ground state NO+. 
Penning ionisation of NO by He*(2 3S) was therefore rejected as the best means of 
forming ground state NO+. Similar observations were made when N20 or laboratory air 
was added to the FA source. Two subsequent methods were used to form NO+. In the 
first, zero grade nitrogen was subjected to microwave discharge in the FA source and a 
flow of laboratory air was added to the nitrogen carrier, generating NO+, predominantly 
via the reaction: 
(6.6) 
In the second method (which was most often used in this study) direct microwave 
discharge of dry air yielded good signals of NO+. Metastable and vibrationally excited 
NO+ are known to be quenched by N2, 366,367 keeping the fraction of excited state species 
down to a minimum level. 
The ketones were plllified via multiple freeze-pump-thaw cycles and the vapour 
was used without dilution. Absolute flow rates of the ketones (acetone, butanone and 3-
pentanone) were measured via the pressure drop from a calibrated volume. This should 
be compared with the method employed by Spanel et al 355, who prepared the ketones as 
a dilute mixture in air and measured the relative decay rates of H30+, NO+ and O2+ ion 
signals (injected simultaneously from their ion source) versus the flow rate of the 
airlketone mixture. The H30+/ketone reactions were assumed (with justification 345) to 
proceed at their respective collision rates and the rate coefficients for the O2+ and NO+ 
reactions were scaled accordingly. Dipole moments, Il, for the ketones butanone and 3-
pentanone were estimated by Spane! et al from the known value of Il(acetone) by 
assuming that Il does not change significantly with the number of carbon atoms in the 
ketones. 355 A value for the dipole moment of butanone (Il = 2.78 D) has been 
published 162 which is negligibly different from the value (~t = 2.8 D) assumed by Spanel 
et al. 355 
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6.2 Results and discussion. 
The reactions of NO+ with the three ketones acetone, butanone and 3-pentanone 
were all examined in the ion-neutral centre-of-mass energy (Er) range from thermal 
(0.038 eV) to - 1 eV. NO+ mobility data were taken from reference 37. The measured 
effective bimolecular rate coefficients at = 0.038 e V and 0.44 Torr are listed in Table 
6.1 together with the earlier results of Spanel et al 355 (obtained at 0.5 Torr) for 
comparison. The present measurements agree with the earlier results within the 
experimental uncertainty. The only observed product in the reactions ofNO+ with 
acetone and butanone at Er 0.038 eV was the ternary association ion NO+.M (M = 
acetone, butanone), in accord with the findings of Spanel et al. 355 The NO+ affinities of 
acetone, butanone and 3-pentanone are listed in Table 6.2. A (minor) parallel charge 
transfer channel (4% at 0.44 Torr of He) was observed in the reaction of NO+ with 3-
pentanone. The endothermicity of charge transfer to 3-pentanone from NO+ is only 0.05 
e V (- 2kT at room temperature) so a small fraction of reactants possess sufficient energy 
to overcome the reaction endothermicity. As the kinetic energy of the NO+ ions is 
increased, more energy becomes available for charge transfer. The kinetic energy 
dependence of each of the NO+/ketone reactions is discussed next, in the order 3-
pentanone, butanone and acetone. 
Ketone I Product Products I kDbs il kpreyD keDl1 I ~ I.P. 
ratio . 110-9 cm3 S·l /10.9 cm3 S-l /10-9 cm3 S-1 (eV)C 
i 
acetone 1.0 adduct 1.3 1.2 3.3 0.44 
butanone 1.0 adduct 2.1 2.8 3.2 0.26 
3-pentanone 0.96 adduct 2.6 3.4 3.3 0.05 
10.04 d I i I C.T. I I L 
Table 6.1. Rate coefficients and branching ratios at zero field for the reactions of 
NO+(X 12;+) with the designated ketones. 
a At a pressure of 0.44 Torr of helium. 
!J At a pressure of - 0.5 Torr of helium. Association only was reported for all three reactions. 
C L\ LP. = LP.(ketone) LP.(NO) in eV. 
d Denotes charge transfer. 
l Ketone acetone I butanone . 3-pentanone 
I NO+ affinity (eV) 1.77 l1.82 1.85 
Table 6.2. Binding energies of NO+'ketone complexes (NO+ affinities) for the 
designated ketones (taken from ref. 360). 
6.2.1 NO+ + (C2HshCO (I.P. = 9.31 eV). 
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The reaction between N 0+ and 3-pentanone (diethylketone) proceeds over the 
energy range investigated thus: 
NO+ + (C2H5)2CO --'-'~ NO+,(C2HShCO 
~ (C2H5)2CO+ + NO 
~ C2H5CO+ + C2H5 + NO 
~ C2H4CO+ + C2H6 + NO 
(6.7a) 
(6.7b) 
(6.7c) 
(6.7d) 
Charge transfer and dissociative charge transfer yielding C2H5CO+ and C2~CO+ are also 
observed in the reaction of O2+ with 3-pentanone. 355 The measured variation in the 
effecti ve bimolecular rate coefficient with Er is illustrated in Figure 6.1. As the dominant 
channel at low energies is association, occurring at essentially the collision rate, then the 
association reaction is close to the pressure saturation regime. In this regime every 
complex formed is stabilised by collision before it can dissociate back to reactants. The 
measured branching ratio as a function of is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The effective 
bimolecular rate coefficient shows little « 5%) variation from = 0.038 eV (at 0.44 
Torr) to Er - 0.13 eV (at 0.44 Torr) indicating that the reaction remains close to pressure 
saturation at low energies. As the ion-reactant centre-of-mass energy is increased further, 
the effective bimolecular rate coefficient begins to decline reaching a value of 9.7 x 10-10 
cm3 S-1 at Er = 0.93 eV at a helium carrier gas pressure of 0.25 Torr. Figure 6.2 clearly 
illustrates the strong decline in the termolecular channel as Er increases. The 
termolecular rate coefficient decreases from> 1.7 x 10-25 cm6 S-l at Er = 0.038 e V to - 1.5 
X 10-26 cm6 S-I at Er 0.93 eV. This decrease is entirely in accord with expectation, 
because ternary association depends on the lifetime of the intermediate collision complex, 
(NO+·(C2H5hCO)*, which decreases markedly with increasing E r • 
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Figure 6.1. Variation in the effective bimolecular rate coefficient for reaction 6.7 
(- ). Also plotted are tbe bimolecular rate coefficients for channel 6.7b (x); channel 
6.7c (+ ); and channel6.7d (. ). 
Although the pressure dependence of the effective bimolecular rate was not 
measured the rate will surely exhibit a pressure dependence as the reaction exits the 
pressure saturation regime at higher values of E, (see the discussion of the NO+/acetone 
reaction which follows). The rate coefficient for the charge transfer channel increases 
from 1.0 x 10,] 0 cm3 S'I at E, = 0.038 eV, rises to a maximum of - 4.3 x lO'lO cm3 s'] at E, 
- 0.5 eV and begins to decline again at still higher energies (k = 2.0 x 10,10 cm3 s'] at E, = 
0,93 eV), as the dissociative charge transfer channels begin to dominate . Following onset 
of the dissociative charge transfer channels (6.7c) and (6.7d), the rate coefficients for 
both processes increase with increasing E, reaching 1.5 x lO-LO cm3 s'] and 4.9 x 10,]0 cm3 
s'1 respectively at E, = 0.93 eV. The observed increase in rate coefficient with increasing 
kinetic energy ("temperature") is as expected for an endothermic reaction, Such 
enhancements in the rate of endothermic charge transfer with increasing kinetic energy 
have been noted before in the reactions of O2+ with CH4, S02 and H20. 368 
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Figure 6.2. Measured branching ratio for reaction 6.7 as a function of E,.. The 
points correspond to the products CA) NO+'CC2Hs)zCO; (- ) CC2HshCO+; ce ) 
C2H.CO+; and (+ ) CzHsCO+. The four highest E, values correspond to He 
pressures of 0.40,0.35,0.30 and 0.25 Torr respectively. All other measurements 
were made at a helium pressure of 0.44 Torr. 
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Assuming Arrhenius behaviour for the endothermic charge transfer and dissociative 
charge transfer channels, pseudo-Arrhenius plots of In k2 versus E,·] were constructed and 
are presented in Figure 6.3. The endothermicity derived from Fig. 6.3a for reaction 6.7b 
of 0.027 e V is in reasonable accord with the thermochemical value of 0.05 e V. The 
endothermicities derived from Fig. 6.3b are 0.41 eV for reaction 6.7c and 0.66 eV for 
reaction 6.7d. Possible isomeric structures for the ions at mlz = 57 and mlz = 56 derived 
from the reaction of NO+ with 3-pentanone are CH3CH2C=O+ and CH3CH=C=O+ 
respectively. Indeed both of these products require minimal rearrangement within the 
intermediate species CCsH]oO+)* and might therefore be expected to form at or near the 
thermochemical threshold. However, the endothermicities calculated from the available 
thermochemical data, ]63 assuming the CH3CH2C=O+ and CH3CH=C=O+ structures for 
the products at mlz = 57 and mlz =56 respectively, are 0.74 e V (reaction 6.7c) and 0.39 
eV (reaction 6.7d), which are respectively - 40% higher and -40% lower than the values 
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Figure 6.3a. Pseudo-Arrhenius plot of In k2 versus E.-I for reaction 6.7b. The 
derived endothermicity is 0.027 e V. 
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Figure 6.3b. Pseudo-Arrhenius plots ofln k2 versus Er -I for reaction 6.7c (e) and 
reaction 6.7d (- ). The derived endothermicities are 0.41 eV and 0.66 eV 
respectively. 
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derived from the pseudo-Arrhenius plots . This discrepancy may indicate that other 
structures are formed in reactions (6.7c) and (6.7d) or simply reflect the uncertainty in the 
Arrhenius plots due to the presence of competing channels. It is also not clear why 
channel (6.7d) should dominate over channel (6.7c), over the energy range accessed in 
the present measurements, given the apparently larger endothermicity for channel (6.7d) 
and the observation by Spanel et al m that charge transfer from O2+ to 3-pentanone yields 
predominantly (70%) mlz = 57 (C)H50+) relative to C)H40+ (15%). 
The simple model developed by Adams and Smith 74 (discussed in chapter 1.6) 
predicts the ternary association rate coefficient, for reaction (6.7a), to vary as Ec· IO (since 
NO+ is a diatomic ion, and hence possesses only two rotational degrees of freedom). A 
log-log plot of the effective termolecular rate coefficient (= k2/[He]) versus Ec (and Er) is 
presented in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4. The effective ternary rate coefficient, k), for the reaction of NO+ with 3-
pentanone in a helium carrier gas at 300 K plotted in log-log form against Ec (.) 
and Er (e ). A linear least squares fit to the Ec data yields a slope of -2.3 (see the text 
for discussion). 
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The curvature of the plot at low Ec further indicates that the reaction is close to pressure 
saturation at near thermal energies. At higher Ee the plot does become linear however, 
suggesting a power law relationship between k3 and i.e. k3 a -111. No such power law 
relationship describes the variation of k3 with En except at higher values of EI' where the 
two curves become parallel in accord with expectation. 74 A linear least squares fit to the 
linear section of the data indicates a slope of -2.3, which is significantly larger than the 
value of .0 predieted by the model of Adams and Smith. The steeper observed 
dependence of the ternary rate coefficient than predicted by the model is unlikely to be 
due to the excitation of vibrations in the NO+ reactant ions (see the discussion which 
follows). The observed Ec-2.3 dependence might therefore reflect an increase in the index 
in the power law which describes the "temperature" dependence of k3, due to the 
involvement of internal rotations and low energy vibrations in the 3-pentanone reactant. 
Bass and Jennings 369 commented earlier that divergence from a simple Tn variation in k3 
tends to be greatest for complexes with large well depths and a large number of low 
frequency vibrations and internal rotations. They also suggest that the influence of these 
effects will be described by an increase in the power index of the power law. Thus, the 
2.3 index observed in the plot of k3 versus Ee for the NO+I3-pentanone reaction 
presumably constitutes a -1.0 contribution for rotations and a .3 contribution for 
vibrations (and internal rotations) in the 3-pentanone reactant, i.e. k3 ~ Ee-l.o·Ec-1.3. 
6.2.2 NO+ + CH3COC2Hs (I.P. = 9.52 eV). 
The reaction between NO+ and butanone accesses the following product channels 
over the energy range investigated: 
NO+ + CH3(CO)C2HS NO+.CH3COC2Hs 
~ CH3COC2H/ + NO 
~ CH3CO+ + C2HS + NO 
~ C2HSCO+ + CH3 + NO 
(6.8a) 
(6.8b) 
(6.8c) 
(6.8d) 
Charge transfer and dissociative charge transfer yielding CH3CO+ and C2HsCO+ are also 
observed in the reaction of O2+ with butanone. 355 The observed variation in the effective 
bimolecular rate coefficient with Er is illustrated in Figure 6.5. The measured branching 
ratio as a function of Er is illustrated in Figure 6.6. At thelmal energies (EI' 0.038 e V) 
the only product is the association adduct at mlz 102, as charge transfer from ground 
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Figure 6.5. Variation in the effective bimolecular rate coefficient, k, for reaction 6.8 
(e) and the effective bimolecular rate coefficient for channel6.8b (- ). 
state NO+ is endothennic by 0.26 e V. Again, the reaction is apparently at, or 
approaching pressure saturation at low energies. The tennolecular rate coefficient for 
reaction (6.8a) decreases from> 1.8 x 10-25 cm6 S-I at E, = 0.038 eV to 7.6 x 10-27 cm6 S-I 
at E, = 0.89 e V. The onset of charge transfer is observed close to threshold and charge 
transfer becomes the dominant product channel at 0.89 e V (Figure 6.6), with a 
bimolecular rate coefficient of 1.0 x 10- 10 cm} S-l The bimolecular rate coefficients for 
channels (6.8c) and (6.8d) are 2.0 x 10- 11 cm3 S-I and 3.0 x 10- 11 cm3 S-1 respectively at E, 
= 0.89 eV. A log-log plot of the effective tennolecular rate coefficient (= k2/[HeJ) versus 
Ee (Figure 6.7) was constructed and a linear least-squares fit to the data yields a slope of 
-2.3, which is significantly larger than the -1.0 predicted by the model of Smith and 
Adams 74 Again this may indicate the involvement of low frequency vibrations and 
internal rotations in the butanone reactant. Curvature is also evident in the plot at low 
values of Ee, which again probably indicates an approach to pressure saturation at near-
thennal energies. 
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Figure 6.6. Measured branching ratio for reaction 6.8 as a function of E r • The 
points correspond to the products (-) NO+'C4HgO; (&) C4HgO+; (+) C2HsCO+; and 
(x) CH3CO+. The four highest Er values correspond to He pressures of 0.40,0.35, 
0.30 and 0.25 Torr respectively. All other measurements were made at a helium 
pressure of 0.44 Torr. 
6.2.3 NO+ + (CH3)2CO (I.P. = 9.70 eV). 
NO+ + (CH)hCO H') NO+(CH])2CO 
-------* (CH))2CO+ + NO 
(6.9a) 
(6.9b) 
The measured effective bimolecular rate coefficient for the association reaction 
between NO+ and acetone was 1.3 x 10.9 cm3 s·' (- 40% of the calculated collision rate) 
at a pressure of 0.44 Torr. Further, no variat ion in the rate coefficient was observed in 
the pressure range from 0.25 to 0.70 Torr. This may indicate a very shallow rise in the 
pressure fall-off curve in this pressure regime (i.e . less than the precision of the individual 
rate measurements, or - 15%) towards the gas kinetic rate at pressures far in excess of 1 
Torr. Alternatively, it may indicate that the termolecular association of NO+ with acetone 
is governed by a more complex mechanism than that described by equations (6.2) and 
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Figure 6.7. The effective ternary rate coefficient, k3, for the reaction of NO+ with 
butanone in a helium carrier gas at 300 K plotted in log~log form against Ec. A 
linear least squares fit to the Ec data yields a slope of -2.3 (see the text for 
discussion). 
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Figure 6.8. Variation in the effective bimolecular rate coefficient for reaction 6.9 as 
a function of E r • 
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(6.3). A mechanism which would account for a high pressure limiting rate constant that 
is less than the collision rate has been proposed by Meot-Ner (equation 3.10). 357 The 
mechanism involves reaction on a double-minimum potential surface. Formation of a 
loose orbiting complex precedes rearrangement to a tight complex that can be 
collision ally stabilised. The scheme predicts second order kinetics at high pressures, 
however the high pressure limiting rate constant can be significantly smaller than the 
collision rate. This will happen when dissociation of the loose complex is competitive 
with rearrangement to the tight complex (i.e. when kr > k,). 
kf k} 
;:; ... i=k=·~ (A+·B)*]oose .. k" (A+·B)*tilzht ~ AB+ 
r 2 
(6.10) 
The measured ternary rate coefficient for reaction (6.9a) declines from> 9.1 x 
10-26 cm6 S-I at Er = 0.038 eV to < 5.7 X 10-27 cm6 s-J at = 0.83 eV. Figure 6.9 is a plot 
of k2eff versus [He] at = 0.43 e V and depicts the observed pressure variation in the 
effective bimolecular rate coefficient for reaction (6.9a). The effective bimolecular rate 
coefficient is linearly dependent on the helium pressure, indicating that the reaction 
exhibits true third-order kinetics at Er = 0.43 eV, i.e. that the reaction is no longer in the 
pressure saturation regime. A linear least-squares fit to the data yields a termolecular rate 
coefficient of 1.2 x 10-26 cm6 S-I. 
Two problems were encountered in the measurements of the NO+ + acetone 
reaction. At higher values of Er, where the effective bimolecular rate coefficient had 
dropped to less than 10-10 cm3 S-I, distinct downward curvature was noted in the 
semilogarithmic decays at high acetone flows. The curvature was attributed to rapid 
variation in the flow rate of acetone, which is limited by the available partial pressure of 
acetone vapour (185 Torr at 20°C). Also, at the higher values of Er, the product 
distJibutions were complicated by the presence of a small (s 3%) population of NO+* 
(probably NO+ (a 3L;+) injected from the source, but some NO\v>O) either injected from 
the source or formed in the drift tube cannot be excluded. The likelihood of vibrational 
excitation of NO+ occurring in the drift field region at the values accessed in the 
present experiments is discussed below. The available data suggests that, at the highest 
centre-of-mass energy accessed, Er = 0.83 eV, the charge transfer channel (6.9b) 
possesses a rate coefficient of ~ 9.0 x 10-12 cm3 S-l, which means the ternary association 
reaction (6.9a) is the dominant process over entire energy range accessed in the 
experiment. 
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Figure 6.9. Plot of k2eff versus [M], where [M] equals the helium carrier gas density, 
for the reaction of NO+ with acetone at El' = 0.43 eV. The linear fit yields a rate 
coefficient for termolecular association of 1.2 x 10'26 cm3 S·l, 
A log-log plot of the effective ternary rate coefficient versus Ec was constructed. 
A linear least squares fit to the data yields a slope of -2.5, which is again significantly 
larger than the .0 predicted by the model of Adams and Smith. 74 
6.2.4 Does vibrational excitation of NO+ playa role? 
It is believed that the preceding results are appropriate to ground vibrational state 
NO+ over the entire accessed energy range (with the exception of the small quantity of 
vibration ally excited or metastable NO+ injected from the ion source). Pogrebnya et al 77 
measured quenching rate coefficients for NO+(v ~ 1) and NO+(v ~ 4) in collision with a 
helium bath gas as a function ofEc in a SIFDT apparatus. Using their results we can 
estimate the rates for vibrational excitation of NO+(v = 0) to NO+(v = 1) in the range of 
ion-neutral centre-of-mass energies (Ec) accessed in the present experiments. The 
maximum value of attained in the present measurements was - 0.2 eV. At Ec = 0.3 
e V, Pogrebnya et al 77 report a rate coefficient for quenching, kq, for the process: 
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NO+(v:2: 1) + He ~ NO+ (v 0) + He (6.11) 
of ~ 3 x 10-14 cm3 S·I. Detailed balance requires that 
kex = kq exp( -hv/kT) (6.12) 
where kex is the rate coefficient for vibrational excitation. Taking hv = 0.29 eV, kex is 
calculated to be 3 x 10-19 cm3 S·I atEe = 0.3 eV. The fraction ofNO+ (v 1) formed can 
be estimated from equation (6.13): 
[NO+]f = [NO+Ji exp(-keAHe]t) (6.13) 
Assuming a helium pressure of 0.5 Torr and a reaction time of 1ms (both overestimate 
the values appropriate to the experiment) the amount of NO+ (v=l) formed at Ec = 0.3 eV 
is negligible «0.1 %). Therefore, any vibrationally excited NO+ present in the flow tube 
in the present experiments has to have originated in the ion source or to have been formed 
upon injection into the flow tube. 
6.3 Conclusions. 
The present results indicate, in accord with expectation, that the lifetime of the 
intermediate (NO+·ketone)* complex, formed when NO+ collides with a ketone molecule, 
is very sensitive to the centre-of-mass energy appropriate to the collision. In accord with 
the simple model developed by Adams and Smith 74 the ternmy association rate exhibits 
an inverse power law relationship with Ee, the ion-carrier gas centre-of-mass energy. It 
should be noted, however, that the power law indices measured in the present 
experiments (all greater than -2.0) are significantly lmger than the value of -1.0 
predicted by the model of Adams and Smith. 74 It should also be noted that in the 
systems examined here, the number of atoms involved is significantly lmger than in the 
CH3+/diatomic reactions exmnined by Adams and Smith. 74 The enhanced power law 
indices observed in the present measurements may reflect the involvement of internal 
rotations and low frequency vibrations in the ketone molecules or a simple failure of the 
model to describe the NO+/ketone systems. Detailed phase space calculations 369, similar 
to those performed on the systems examined by Adams and Smith would help to resolve 
this question. 
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The rates of endothermic charge transfer (and dissociative charge transfer) are 
observed to increase with increasing energy, beyond their respective thresholds. The 
increase in rate coefficient with increasing energy is as expected for an endothermic 
reaction. Such enhancements in the rate coefficient with increasing kinetic energy have 
been noted before in endothermic charge transfer reactions of O2+ with S02 and H20. 368 
Vibrational excitation of the NO+ reactant ions is not believed to occur to any significant 
extent in the range of ion-carrier gas centre-of-mass energies (Ee) accessed in the present 
experiments. Rapid equilibration of the NO+ rotational energy levels, to an effective 
temperature described by Ee, is expected. It is expected, although not confirmed, that 
rotational and translational energy will be equally efficient in overcoming the reaction 
endothermicity in the endothermic charge transfer processes. Another process which was 
not explicitly identified in the present experiments, but which cannot be dismissed as a 
possibility, is third-body assisted dissociation, as observed by Glosik et al. 137 The 
dissociative charge transfer channels may exhibit some pressure dependence if a process 
of the type: 
NO+ + RCOR' -----+ (RCOR'+)* He) RCO+ + R' (6.14) 
competes with collisional stabilisation of the intermediate (RCOR'+)* species. 
6.4 Competition between binary ion-molecule reactions and ternary 
association in the reactions of CH3 + with C2N2 and CH3CN. 
6.4.1 Introduction. 
Association reactions of CH3 + have attracted much attention from 
experimentalists. 
(6.15) 
Flow tube studies of reactions of type (6.15) where the association adduct is stabilised in 
collisions with the carrier gas molecules, have been used to estimate rate coefficients for 
the analogous radiative association reactions in which the excited intermediate complex 
is stabilised by the emission of a photon. 
CH3 + + X -----+ CH3 +·X + hv (6.16) 
Such reactions have been implicated in the synthesis of some observed interstellar 
molecules. 74 
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Ionic species of the type CH3 +.x are also of interest to thermodynamicists in the 
construction of a methyl cation affinity scale. 370 Alkyl (e.g. methyl) cation transfer 
reactions are also proposed to playa role in the chemistry of the interstellar medium. Z17 
Experimental studies of the collisional association reactions of CH3 + ions have 
also received special attention from experimentalists as a valuable test of theoretical 
models of termolecular association. 74 In some reactions of CH3 + ions, association is 
observed to occur in parallel with binary channels. Such reactions often exhibit very 
different behaviour in the pressure regimes applicable to ICR « ~ 10-4 TOlT) and flow 
tube (~ 0.1 1 Torr) techniques. 371 One such example is the reaction between CHt and 
CH3CN (acetonitrile). 
(6.17) 
In a SIFT study of reaction (6.17) the major product channel observed was termolecular 
association leading to the product ion at mJz 56, CH3CNCH3 +, with a minor binary 
channel (12%) to HzCN+ + C2H4. 371 The measured rate coefficient was x 10-9 cm3 s-' 
and showed little or no pressure variation in the range 0.2 0.4 Torr. In an ICR study 372 
of the same reaction, three reaction channels were observed with a measured rate 
coefficient of 1.9 x 10-9 cm3 s-'. The branching ratio [C2HS+ + HCN (37%), H2CN+ + 
C2H4 (58%) and CH3CNCHt (5%)] was independent of pressure below _10-6 Torr. At 
higher pressures the transition to termolecular association was observed: 
(6.18) 
and termolecular rate coefficients, k3 = 1.9 X 1O-z2 cm6 s-' (M = CH3CN) and k3 = 
1.0 X 10-23 cm6 S-l (M = He), were determined. Smith et a1 371 were able to satisfactorily 
account for all of the features of the experimental studies in an RRKM treatment of the 
CH3+/CH3CN system. 
In a SIFT study aimed at bracketing the proton affinity of C2N2, Petrie et al 373 
noted a facile ternary association reaction between CH3 + and C2N2: 
(6.19) 
The measured rate coefficient was equal to 1.5 x 10-9 cm3 S-l, close to the Langevin 
collision rate, kc .9 x 10-9 cm3 S-I, indicating that the reaction is very close to pressure 
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saturation at a helium pressure of 0.3 Torr. A subsequent SIFT measurement 374 of 
reaction (6.19) yielded a rate coefficient of l.7 x 10-9 cm3 S-1 at 0.3 Torr, in excellent 
agreement with the earlier measurement. Quite different behaviour was observed in an 
ICR study of the same reaction. 374 Two product channels were observed [CH2CN+ + 
HCN (-80%) and the association channel product, CH3 +·C2N2 (-20%) at P = 3 x 10-5 
Torr]. 
CH3 + + C2N2 CH3 +·C2N2 
----+ CH2CW + HCN 
(6.20a) 
(6.20b) 
The measured pressure variation in the effective bimolecular rate for reaction (6.20) 
yielded a ternary rate coefficient, k3 = 8.2 X 10-24 cm6 S-1 (M =C2N2). 
The CHtlC2N2 and CH3+/CH3CN systems were both investigated using the FA-SIFDT 
apparatus. The results of these two studies are discussed below. 
6.4.2 Experimental. 
CH3 + was fonned in the source via addition of CH3Br to a helium carrier 
subjected to microwave discharge. The off-axis discharge was used which eliminated the 
problem of photons from the discharge traversing the SIFT chamber and entering the 
flow reactor tube. The resultant CH3 + ions were mass selected at m/z = 15 and injected 
into the flow tube. Sufficiently low injection energies could be achieved, < 20 eV, to 
prevent significant collision-induced dissociation of the ions in collision with the helium 
carrier gas. Mobility data for CH3 + were taken from ref. 40. The reactants cyanogen and 
acetonitrile were added at the downstream neutral inlet. 
6.4.3 CH3 + + C2N2. 
At zero drift field the measured effective bimolecular rate coefficient was 1.5 x 
10-9 cm3 s-l, in excellent agreement with the two earlier SIFT measurements. 373,374 The 
predominant product was the association adduct at mlz = 67. A small peak at mlz = 40 
was observed and may constitute a -1 % product channel. This is consistent with the 
slow rate measured for the binary reaction channel (6.20a) in the earlier ICR study 374, k2 
- 7.2 X 10-11 cm3 s-l, which is < 5% ofthe effective bimolecular rate measured in the 
present work. The measured variation in the effective bimolecular rate coefficient with 
ion-neutral centre-of-mass energy, is illustrated in Figure 6.10. The dominant product 
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Figure 6.10. Measured variation in the effective bimolecular rate coefficient, k2eff, 
for the reaction between CH3 + and C2N2• 
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Figure 6.11. The termolecular rate coefficient, k3eff ( == k:J[He]), for the reaction of 
CH3 + with C2N2 in a helium carrier gas at 300 K plotted in log-log form against Ec. 
A linear least squares fit to the data at high Ec yields a slope of -2.0 (see the text for 
discussion). 
1 
channel over the entire energy range covered is the ternary association adduct. The 
termolecular rate coefficient decreases from> 1.3 x 10-25 cm6 S-I at Er = 0.038 eV to 
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-1.1 x 10-26 cm6 s-I at Er = 0.66 eV. A log-log plot of the effective ternary rate 
coefficient, k3eff = k2/[He], versus Ee, was again constructed to test the predictions of the 
model of Adams and Smith. 74 The plot is shown in Figure 6.11. Again, the curvature at 
low suggests a transition to pressure saturation in the ternary association rate at near 
thermal energies. The Adams/Smith model predicts that the ternary rate coefficient 
should vary as Ee-1.5, since CH3 + is a non-linear ion. A linear least squares fit to the linear 
section of the curve (i.e. the last four points) yields a slope of -2.0, in reasonable accord 
with the model prediction, but still noticeably larger. At 295 K and at values of 
approaching 100me V, Adams and Smith 74 noted downward curvature in their plot of log 
k3 versus log for the reaction of CH3+ + CO. They attributed the observed curvature to 
the onset of vibrational excitation of the CH3 + ions, which are known to possess low-
lying bending modes, the lowest of which has an energy of -0.1 eV. This conclusion was 
supported by the observation that the reduction in k3 with was steeper in an argon 
carrier gas than in a helium carrier, due to facile vibrational excitation of CH3 + in 
collisions with the heavier argon atoms. Vibrational excitation of CH3 + in the drift field 
at the higher values of might explain the steeper variation in the CH3 +/C2N2 ternary 
rate coefficient with Ee than that predicted by the model of Adams and Smith. 74 It 
should also be noted that the bimolecular channel to CH2CN+ had a measured branching 
ratio of 7% at Er = 0.66 eV, which corresponds to a rate coefficient of 9.1 x 10-12 cm3 S-1 
(the zero field rate was - 0.01 x 1.5 x 10-9 = 1.5 X 10- 11 cm3 s-'). This may imply a role 
for vibrational excitation of CH3 + in promoting this channel, but what is clear is that the 
binary channel is accessed on a time scale shorter than the time required for collisional 
stabilisation. 
6.4.4 CHt + CH3CN. 
The reaction of CH3 + with CH3CN proceeds over the studied energy range thus: 
+ CH3CN ~~ CH3CNCH3 + 
-----7 HCNH+ + C2H4 
-----7 C2HS+ + HCN 
-----7 CH3CNH+ + CH2 
(6.21a) 
(6.21b) 
(6.21c) 
(6.21d) 
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Figure 6.12. Measured variation in the effective bimolecular rate coefficient for 
reaction 6.21 (.) and the bimolecular rate coefficients for channels 6.21b CA); and 
6.21c (- ). 
At zero field and a pressure of 0.345 Torr of He a rate coefficient of 4.5 x 10,9 em] s') 
was measured for reaction (6.21), which is somewhat lower than the value of 5.5 x 10'9 
cm3 S'I at 0.2 - 0.4 Torr reported by Smith et al 37) (which is equal to the calculated 
collision rate), but well within the experimental uncertainty of the earlier measurement. 
The measured zero-field branching ratio at 0.345 Torr [CH3CNCH3+ (80%), HCNH+ + 
C2H4 (15 %), C2Hs+ + HCN (5%)] is in excellent agreement with the earlier result of 
Smith et al [CH3CNCH/ (88%), HCNH+ + C2H4 (12%)], although they did not report the 
minor channel to C2HS + + HCN. The observed variation in the total effective 
bimolecular rate coefficient and the rate coefficients for channels (6.21b) and (6.21c) 
with ion-neutral centre-of-mass energy, E" is plotted in Figure 6.12. The small variation 
in the total bimolecular rate coefficient at low E, « -O.leV) indicates that the reaction is 
close to pressure saturation at thermal energy and pressures near 0.3 Torr, in accord with 
the conclusions of Smith et aJ . 371 No measurements were made of the pressure variation 
of the effective bimolecular rate coefficient, however the binary rate coefficient is 
expected to be pressure dependent outside the pressure saturation regime. The effective 
-l 
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termolecular rate coefficient for channel (6.2la) declines from> 3.2 x 10-25 cm6 s-l at Er 
::::: 0.038 eV to - 2 x 10-26 cm6 S-I at Er = 1.1 eV. 
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Figure 6.13. The termolecular rate coefficient, k3eff (= k:J[HeJ), for the reaction of 
CH] + with CH3CN in a helium carrier gas at 300 K plotted in log-log form against 
Ec. A linear least squares fit to the data at higher Ec yields a slope of -1.8 (see the 
text for discussion). 
A log-log plot of k3 verSLlS again indicates a power law variation in k3 with Ee, with an 
index of -1.8 (fitted to the linear section of the plot), which is in reasonable accord with 
the .5 predicted by the Adams/Smith model. 74 The binary rate coefficient for reaction 
(6.21b) declines with increasing Er, from 6.8 x 10- 10 cm3 sol at thermal energy to 2.4 x 
10-10 cm3 sol at Er = 1.1 eV. The rate coefficient for channel (6.21c) first increases from 
2.3 x 10-10 cm3 S-I at thermal energy to 9.7 x 10-10 cm3 S-l at Er = 0.13 eV and then 
exhibits a pronoLlnced decline with increasing EI" dropping to 1.3 x 10-10 cm3 S-I at Er = 
1.1 e V. The observed energy dependence of the two binary channels is in accord with 
expectation. Both channels must depend strongly on the lifetime, 't, of the intermediate 
1 
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collision complex. Since bonds are broken and new bonds formed, the reaction 
probability will decrease as t decreases and hence the observed rate coefficient decreases. 
The observed increase in the effective bimolecular rate coefficient for reaction (6.21) at 
Er> 1 eV is believed to be due to the increasing dominance of channel (6.21d) at energies 
in excess of 1 e V. This reaction involves simple transfer of a proton from CH3 + to 
CH3CN, and requires less extensive rearrangement than channels (6.21b) and (6.21c) for 
example. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that the proton transfer channel will be 
less sensitive to the lifetime of the intennediate collision complex than reactions 
involving more extensive bond rearrangement. Indeed, Hansel et al 80 have shown that 
proton transfer from H30+ to CH20, for example, occurs at the collision rate at centre-of-
mass collision energies up to, and in excess of -1 e V. The possibility that the proton 
transfer is promoted by vibrational excitation of the CH3 + ions cannot be dismissed. 
CHAPTER 7. 
A SUMMARY 
In what follows I summarise the results presented in this thesis and offer some 
suggestions for future work that might augment the results discussed herein. 
7.1. Conclusions. 
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The radiative association reaction of H30+ with CzHz has been suggested as a 
synthetic route to protonated acetaldehyde in dense interstellar clouds. J66,167 Earlier 
SIFT studies of the analogous termolecular association of H30+ with C2H2, led to the 
conclusion that the ion formed in the ternary association reaction is a higher energy 
isomer of CzHsO+. 168 The present work examined the reactivity of the ion formed in the 
termolecular association reaction of H30+ with CzHz, plus the reactivity of the stable 
C2HsO+ isomers, ClhCHOH+, c-CH2(OH)CH2+ and CH30CH2+, for comparison. The 
experiments demonstrated that more than one isomer of C2HsO+ is produced in the 
association reaction of H30+ with CzHz. This conclusion is based on the observation of 
curved semilogarithmic decays of the C2H2.H30+ ion signal in reaction with the neutrals: 
benzene, 4-fluorotoluene and ethyl bromide. Further, the experiments demonstrate that 
one of the isomers (which accounts for ~ 75% of the C2HsO+ formed in the association 
reaction) is a structure other than protonated acetaldehyde, protonated oxirane or the 
methoxymethyl cation. This conclusion is based on the observation of a much faster 
reaction of the major isomer formed in the association reaction with benzene, 4-
fluorotoluene and ethyl bromide, than was observed from any of the three stated isomers. 
The results of an ab initio study of the C2HSO+ potential energy sUliace combined with 
the experimental results suggest that the most likely outcome of the association reaction 
between H30+ and C2H2 is formation of a mixture comprised of the vinyloxonium cation 
and an electrostatic complex, H30+,C2H2' although confirmation of this conclusion awaits 
efforts to directly probe the reactivity of the vinyloxonium cation. 
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In the course of this work several reactions of the three C2H50+ isomers: 
protonated acetaldehyde, protonated oxirane and the methoxymethyl cation were also 
examined. These three ions exhibit quite distinct reaction chemistry, enabling clear 
distinction between them. Protonated acetaldehyde was observed to undergo only 
termolecular association with a range of reagents possessing proton affinities lower than 
that of acetaldehyde. A major channel in the reaction of CH30CH2 + with 4-fluorotoluene 
and benzene was CH+ transfer (with elimination of neutral CH30H), a process noted 
previously 171 in the reactions of the methoxymethyl cation with a number of oxygen and 
nitrogen-containing bases. Elimination of a water molecule as the neutral fragment was 
observed as a m~or process in three reactions of protonated oxirane (with the neutrals: 
benzene, 4-fluorotoluene and CH30H). 
The CZH70+ ion formed in the termolecular association of H30+ with CZH4 was 
identified as protonated ethanol, on the grounds that its reactivity with the neutrals 2-
fluorotoluene and acrylonitrile was identical to the ion formed via direct protonation of 
ethanol. Parallel proton transfer and termolecular association were observed in both 
reactions. Protonated dimethylether is quite distinct from protonated ethanol, undergoing 
termolecular association only, with the neutrals 2-fluorotoluene and acrylonitrile. The 
observed chemistry is in excellent accord with the accepted values for the proton 
affinities of ethanol, dimethylether, 2-fluorotoluene and acrylonitrile. An ab initio study 
of the C2H70+ potential surface accounts well for the experimental observations. 
Formation of protonated ethanol proceeds through a hydrogen bonded H30+.CZH4 
complex which is separated from protonated ethanol by a barrier that lies well below the 
energy of the reactants. 
The association reaction of CH2NH2 + with HCOOH has been suggested as a 
synthetic route to protonated glycine. 226 The C2H6N02+ ion formed in this reaction was 
shown to undergo simple ligand exchange reactions with the amines: NH3, CH3NH2 and 
C2HSNH2, in which HCOOH is swapped for an amine ligand. Proton transfer from 
protonated glycine to CH3NH2 and C2HSNH2 is exothermic, however no proton transfer 
was observed from the C2H6N02 + ion formed via association of CH2NH2 + and HCOOH. 
It was therefore concluded that association of CH2NH2 + with HCOOH yields an 
electrostatic-type complex rather than a covalently bonded C2H6N02 + structure. This 
conclusion agrees with the results of collision-induced dissociation studies 230 of 
protonated glycine which show that elimination of intact HCOOH occurs over a much 
larger barrier than sequential losses of CO and H20. The reaction of NH2 + with 
CH3COOH, another proposed route to protonated glycine 223 was shown to yield 
protonated acetic acid only, in accord with the large exothermicity to proton transfer. 
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It was demonstrated that low energy dissociative charge transfer to chlorobenzene 
from CO+, CO2+ or Kr+ yields the phenylium cation exclusively, indicating a barrier of at 
least 1.4 e V to the ring opening of the phenylium ion, in agreement with the results of an 
earlier ICR study. 233 The measured rate coefficient for the reaction of the phenylium ion 
with C2H2 is identical to that seen in the reaction of the faster reacting C6HS + isomer 
(formed via sequential ion-molecule reactions of C2H2 or via electron impact on benzene 
or halobenzenes), and we therefore ascribe the phenylium structure to this isomer. 
The isomeric tropylium and benzyl cations have been observed as species 
possessing distinctly different reactivities towards benzene in the SIFT apparatus. 
Further, by varying the energy content of the C7H7 + ions formed in the dissociative 
charge transfer of cycloheptatriene and benzyl bromide, a value for the barrier to 
isomerisation of benzyl ~ tropylium of 2.7 ± 0.9 eV was determined. Reaction with 
benzene was used as a convenient diagnostic for determining the structure(s) of the 
isomeric C7H7 + ions formed in a number of ion-molecule reactions. The reaction of the 
allyl cation with benzene and the phenylium cation with propene were shown to produce 
the benzyl cation only. The facile telmolecular association of C3HS + with C4H2 was 
shown to produce a mixture of benzyl and tropylium cations, in accord with the large 
reaction exothermicity. 
The allyl, CH2CHCH2 +, and 2-propenyl, CH3CCH2 + isomers of C3Hs + have been 
observed as distinct isomeric species in the SIFT apparatus. Methanol was used as the 
diagnostic reagent for distinguishing between the two isomers. The isomeric ratio of 
allyl:2-propenyl formed via protonation of allene by a protonated base, BH+, was shown 
to be dependent on the proton affinity of the base B. Proton transfer from H30+ to allene 
produces the 2-propenyl cation exclusively, whereas proton transfer from S02W to allene 
generates a mixture of allyl and 2-propenyl cations. These observations provided an 
estimate of the barrier height for the rearrangement allyl ~ 2-propenyl of 110 ± 30 kJ 
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mor l , in excellent accord with ab initio calculations performed on the C3IIs + potential 
energy surface. The C3HS + product of the reaction between C2II/ and C2H4 was 
identified as the 2-propenyl cation. Rate coefficients were also determined for reactions 
of the allyl and 2-propenyl cations with several neutrals. 
The exothermic II -atom abstraction reaction of S02 + with H2 was investigated in a 
combined experimental (SIFDT) and theoretical study. The measured rate coefficient at 
300 K was 4.2 x 10-12 cm3 S-l, which is very much less than the Langevin capture rate. 
The increase in rate coefficient with ion kinetic energy yielded a linear pseudo-Arrhenius 
plot with a slope that indicates a barrier to H-atom abstraction of - 5 kJ mor l exists on 
the potential energy surface. A G2(MP2) study of the H2S02 + potential surface identified 
an (S02+·II2)* transition state in the entrance channel, corresponding to the barrier found 
from experiments. 
The competition between charge transfer and association was investigated in a 
SIFDT study of the reactions of NO+ with the ketones: acetone, butanone and 3-
pentanone. Association is the sole process observed in all three reactions at thermal 
energies (the 3-pentanone reaction possesses a minor channel to the slightly endothermic 
charge transfer product). As the ion-neutral centre-of-mass energy is increased the rate 
coefficient for termolecular association decreases markedly, as a result of the decreasing 
lifetime of the intermediate (NO+·ketone) complex with increasing "temperature". 
Bimolecular charge transfer can compete with association once sufficient energy is 
a vailable to overcome the endothermicity and at higher energies still, dissociative charge 
transfer channels open up. In accord with model predictions 74, the termolecular 
association rate coefficients exhibit a power law variation with the ion-carrier gas centre-
of-mass energy, i.e. k3 a Ec-m. The measured power law indices for the three NO+/ketone 
systems are, however, significantly larger than the .0 predicted by the model and it is 
proposed that this may reflect the involvement of internal rotations and low frequency 
vibrations in the ketone molecules. 
The association reactions of CH3 + with CH3CN and C2N2 were also investigated 
in the SIFDT as a natural extension of previous SIFT and rCR studies performed by 
previous workers in this laboratory. The CH3 +/CII3CN reaction exhibits competitive 
binary and ternary channels. The bimolecular channels to C2HS+ + HCN and IICNH+ + 
C2H4 both involve extensive intramolecular rearrangement of the intermediate 
(CH3 +·CH3CN)* collision complex and the rate coefficients for both channels exhibit a 
marked (negative) dependence on the ion-neutral centre-of-mass energy. 
7.2. Suggestions for further work. 
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The combined experimental and theoretical study of the termolecular association 
reaction between H30+ and C2H2 did not unequivocally identify the mixture of C2HsO+ 
isomers generated in the reaction. It seems almost certain that the major isomeric 
component produced in the reaction is either protonated vinyl alcohol, or an electrostatic-
type H30+,C2H2 complex. The ab initio calculations show that both of these species are 
readily accessible from the reactants, H30+ + C2H2. No transition states linking the 
reactants directly to other C2H50+ isomers below the energy of the reactants were 
identified, favouring a mixture of protonated vinyl alcohol and the electrostatic adduct as 
the likely products of reaction. The onlY,direct experimental evidence for the stability of 
the vinyloxonium cation (protonated vinyl alcohol) comes from the collisional activation 
and charge stripping experiments of Burgers et aL 169 Continued efforts to form this little 
studied ion and directly compare its reactivity with that of other C2HsO+ isomers would 
be worthwhile. Potential routes to the formation of protonated vinyl alcohol include 
ionisation of n-butanol or 1,3-propanediol 169, or direct protonation of vinyl alcohol, 
which is formed, for example, upon low pressure pyrolysis of cyclobutanol 191 or 3-
thietanol. 375 Further investigation of the C2H50+ potential energy surface and RRKM 
modeling of the H30+ + C2H2 association reaction may provide additional insights into 
the likely outcome of reaction, e.g. the ratio of protonated vinyl alcohol to electrostatic 
adduct formed in the SIFT pressure regime, assuming no other rearrangement pathways 
exist. 
As a result of the studies on the association reaction of H30+ with C2~ we 
concluded that the association product is protonated ethanoL Matthews et al 206 argued 
that the ion formed upon association of H30+ with C2H4 has access to the more weakly 
bound electrostatic adduct, based on the observation of different products in some 
reactions of C2H50H2 + compared to the H30+/C2H4 association ion. Again RRKM 
modeling of the association reaction utilising the calculated potential surface would be 
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valuable in establishing the likely ratio of C2HsOHt to H30+,C2H4 formed in the SIFT 
pressure regime. 
n was concluded that the association reaction of CH2NH2 + with HCOOH yields 
an electrostatic-type adduct rather than a covalently bound C2H6N02 + species such as 
protonated glycine. Direct measurement of the reactions of protonated glycine with 
CH3NH2 and C2HSNH2, which are exothermic to proton transfer, would serve as a useful 
confirmation of the present results. A heated insertion probe or Knudsen cell could be 
coupled to the FA source to generate sufficient vapour pressure of glycine to form 
protonated glycine. An ab initio investigation of the C2H6N02 + potential surface would 
be useful in confirming the conclusion 230 that there is a substantial barrier associated 
with the loss of HCOOH from protonated glycine and hence a large reverse barrier to the 
association of CH2NH2 + with HCOOH. 
Continued efforts to distinguish the linear and cyclic isomers of C6HS + via a 
difference in mobility are recommended. Ideally grids need to be inserted into two or 
J 
more drift rings to allow lower "gating voltages" to be applied to the rings for measuring 
arrival time distributions, as discussed in chapter 4. Such measurements could readily be 
extended to other isomeric ion systems. 
One avenue not explored in the study of C7H7 + isomers was the possibility that 
tolyl ions may be experimentally observable at typical SIFT pressures. Following 
dissociative charge transfer to substituted toluenes, the tolyl ions initially formed may be 
rapidly relaxed before isomerisation to the more stable benzyl and tropylium structures 
occurs, as has been observed in other high pressure studies. If they are relaxed before 
isomerisation then a comparison of the reactivity of tolyl ions with that of the benzyl and 
tropylium ions could be carried out. 
The work on C3HS + isomers identified some apparent inconsistencies in the 
published proton affinity scale. 164 The allyl cation was observed to undergo proton 
transfer to CNBr and CH30H despite calculated endothermicities of 25.5 and 21.0 kJ 
mort respectively for these processes. A recent accurate re-evaluation of the enthalpy of 
formation of the allyl cation 270 of 957.7 kJ mor l , together with the enthalpy of formation 
of allene (190.8 kJ mor l ), yields a proton affinity for aUene at C2 of 763.1 kJ mor l , 
somew hat lower than the currently accepted P A (allene) = 775 kJ mor t. The value is, 
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however, in better accord with the observation of slow (presumably endothermic) proton 
transfer to CH30H and CNBr. An experimental re-evaluation of the relative proton 
affinities of allene (at C2), CH30H and CNBr would therefore be worthwhile. It must be 
borne in mind when performing such experiments that low energy proton at ion of allene 
occurs on the terminal carbon (to produce the 2-propenyl cation) so traditional proton 
transfer equilibria experiments cannot be used to evaluate the C2 proton affinity of allene. 
A truly thermal variable temperature flow tube investigation of the H-atom 
abstraction reaction between S02 + and H2 would be valuable in confirming the present 
conclusions that the reaction possesses a kinetic barrier. A variable temperature thermal 
study would also enable a comparison of the barrier heights calculated from truly thermal 
measurements and the present drift tube results. It would also be interesting to 
investigate whether the reaction rate exhibits a similar inverse temperature dependence at 
low temperatures to that observed in the analogous reaction of NH3 + with indicating a 
quantum tunneling mechanism is operative at low temperatures. As discussed in chapter 
5, several other exothermic H-atom abstraction reactions proceed slowly at room 
temperature, implying the presence of a kinetic barrier on the potential surface. 
Theoretical or experimental investigations of these reactions would be useful in 
establishing whether or not these reactions exhibit analogous behaviour to the SOtIH2 
and NH3 +/H2 systems. 
Further SIFDT studies of the competition between termolecular and bimolecular 
reaction channels would be of value for establishing trends in the influence of reaction 
complex lifetime on the outcome of reaction and how internal energy in the reactants is 
coupled to the reaction coordinate. Theoretical modeling of the NO+/ketone and 
CH/lreactant systems could be used to compare experimental observations with model 
predictions of termolecular association rates and branching ratios to bimolecular 
channels. For example, it would be interesting to establish whether the observation of a 
larger power law variation (in the NO+/ketone reactions with Ec) than the Ec-1.0 
dependence predicted by the model of Smith and Adams 74 is substantiated by theory. 
Any insight from a theoretical investigation may then be used to modify the existing 
models of the variation in termolecular association rate with kinetic energy in the drift 
tube. The association reaction of NO+ with acetone is unusual since the effective 
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bimolecular rate coefficient apparently reaches "pressure saturation" at ~ 40% of the 
calculated collision rate. The scheme developed by Meot-Ner 357 involving formation of 
a loose collision complex prior to rearrangement to a tight complex would account for 
this observation. Theoretical calculations of the NO+/acetone potential surface would 
offer valuable assistance in suppOlting or repudiating such a mechanism. Measurements 
of the NO+/acetone association reaction over as large a pressure range as possible would 
also be valuable in modeling the association fall-off curve. 
In Chapter 1 I briefly reviewed the scope of drift tube experiments, offering a feel 
for the tremendous utility of the SIFDT technique. The studies presented here have only 
skimmed the surface of what can be achieved with the SIFDT apparatus. All of the areas 
discussed in the review leave tremendous scope for further study. Rather than revisiting 
each of these areas in this concluding discussion, I offer one suggestion for a potentially 
interesting and profitable area of study. This thesis examined several isomeric ion 
systems and, in favourable circumstances, isomerisation barriers could be estimated from 
the experiments. The drift tube potentially offers an alternative method for studying 
isomerisation and deriving information on the height of isomerisation barriers. An 
increase in the kinetic energy of an ion in the chift field region increases the internal 
energy of the ion. The increased internal energy is then potentially available to overcome 
the barrier to intramolecular isomerisation. An ideal isomeric system for investigation 
would be one in whieh a single isomer of a moleeular ion can be introduced into the drift 
region selectively, and which possesses an aceessible isomerisatioll balTier below any 
dissociation thresholds. Using a monitor gas technique the isomeric ratio could then be 
measured as a function of ion-carrier gas centre-of-mass energy. Such an investigation 
may then yield infOlmation on the isomerisation barrier. Ideally the experiment would 
need to be performed under conditions where the drift voltage is applied over an initial 
section of the drift tube followed by a field-free region. This would allow any vibrational 
excitation in the ions to relax, ensuring that it is the ground vibrational state of the 
isomers that reacts with the monitor gas. Vibrational excitation in the ions could greatly 
confuse interpretation of the results. 
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SIFDT study of the sot/Hz H-atom abstraction reaction. 
APPENDIX I: COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
MCSREAD (QuickBASIC) 
100 ON ERROR GOTO 1490 
110 KEY OFF 
120 CLS 
130 Dllvf F$(8) 
140 CHANNEL.NUMBER% =0 
150 DEF FNLONG! (LOW$, HIGH$) = CVI(LOW$) + CVI(HIGH$) * 65536! 
160 INPUT "ENTER MCS FILENAME (INCLUDE EXTENSION): If, FILNM$ 
170 OPEN FILNM$ FOR RANDOM AS #1 LEN = 256 
180 PRINT 
200 INPUT "NAME FOR SA VED FILE (INCLUDE EXTENSION): ", NAME$ 
210 PRINT 
225 
560 FIELD #1,2 AS FI$, I AS F2$, I AS F3$, 1 AS F4$, 1 AS F5$, 2 AS F6$, 2 AS 
F7$, 2 AS F8$, 2 AS F9$, 2 AS FlO$, 2 AS F1l$, 2 AS FI2$, 8 AS F13$, 8 AS FI4$, 3 
AS FI5$, 1 AS FI6$, 4 AS FI7$, 20 AS FI8$, I AS FI9$, 63 AS F20$, I AS F21$, 63 
AS F22$, 64 AS F23$ 
580 GET #1 
600 TEMP$ = F2$ 
610 GOSlJB 1440 
620 EXTERN.START% = TEMP% 
630 TEMP$ = F3$ 
640 EXTERN.DWELL% = TEMP% 
660 TEMP$ = F5$ 
670 GOSUB 1440 
680 SUM% = TEMP% 
690 DWELL.TllvfE.LOW$ = F6$ 
700 DWELL.TllvfE.HIGH$ F7$ 
710 DWELL.TIME! = FNLONG(DWELL.TIME.LOW$, DWELL.TIME.HIGH$) 
720 IF CVI(DWELL.TIME.LOW$) < 0 THEN DWELL.TIME! = DWELL.TllvfE! + 
655361 
730 PASS.LENGTH% = CVI(F8$) 
740 PASS.CNT.LOW$ = F9$ 
750 PASS.CNT.HIGH$ = FlO$ 
760 PASS.COUNT! FNLONG(PASS.CNT.LOW$, PASS.CNT.HIGH$) 
770 IF CVI(PASS.CNT.LOW$) < 0 THEN PASS.COUNT! = PASS.COUNT! + 65536! 
780 PAS.PRE.LOW$ = FII$ 
790 PAS.PRE.HIGH$ = F12$ 
800 PASS.CNT.PRESET! = FNLONG(PAS.PRE.LOW$, PAS.PRE.HIGH$) 
810 IF CVI(PAS.PRE.LOW$) < 0 THEN PASS.CNT.PRESET! = PASS.CNT.PRESET! 
+ 655361 
820 START.TIME$ = F13$ 
830 START.DATE$ = F14$ 
840 TEMP$ = F 16$ 
850 GOSUB 1440 
860 CALIBRATED% = TEMP% 
870 CAL.UNIT$ = F17$ 
880 TEMP$ = F19$ 
890 GOSUB 1440 
900 DET.DESC.LENGTH% = TEMP% 
910 DET.DESCRIPTION$ = LEFT$(F20$, DET.DESC.LENGTH%) 
920 TEMP$ = F21 $ 
930 GOSUB 1440 
940 SAMPLE.LENGTH% = TEMP% 
950 SAMPLE.DESC$ = LEFT$(F22$, SAMPLE.LENGTH%) 
1221 ICHAN = FREEFILE 
1222 PATH$ = "C:\" 
'1223 NAME$ "DAF.DAF" 
1226 OPEN PATH$ + NAME$ FOR OUTPUT AS #ICHAN LEN = 256 
226 
1230 FIELD #1,32 AS F$(1), 32 AS F$(2), 32 AS F$(3), 32 AS F$(4), 32 AS F$(5), 32 
AS F$(6), 32 AS F$(7), 32 AS F$(8) 
1240 FOR RECORD% = 1 TO INT(PASS.LENGTH% * 4/256) + 1 
1250 GET 1 
1260 FOR FIELD.CNT% = 1 TO 8 
1270 PRINT "CHI!; 
1280 PRINT USING "#####"; CHANNEL.NUMBER%; 
1290 FOR CHANNEL.PER.FIELD% == 0 TO 7 
1300 CHAN.DATA.LOW$ = MID$(F$(FIELD. CNT%), CHANNEL.PER.FIELD% * 4 + 
1,2) 
1310 CHAN.DATA.HI$ = MID$(F$(FIELD.CNT%), CHANNEL.PER.FIELD% * 4 + 3, 
2) 
1320 CHAN.DATA! = FNLONG(CHAN.DATALOW$, CHAN.DATAHI$) 
1330 IF CVI(CHAN.DATALOW$) < 0 THEN CHAN.DATA! = CHAN.DATA! + 
65536! 
1332 PRINT USING "#########"; CHAN.DATA!; 
1335 PRINT #ICHAN, USING "#####"; CHANNEL.NUMBER% * DWELL.TIME!; 
1340 PRINT #ICHAN, USING "#########"; CHAN.DATA! 
1350 CHANNEL.NUMBER% = CHANNEL.NUMBER% + 1 
1360 IF CHANNEL.NUMBER% >= PASS.LENGTH% THEN GOTO 1540 
1370 NEXT CHANNEL.PER.FIELD% 
1380 PRINT 
1390 NEXT FIELD.CNT% 
1400 NEXT RECORD% 
1440 TEMP% = ASC(TEMP$) 
1450 RETURN 
1490 IF (ERR 5) THEN TEMP% = 0 ELSE PRINT "ERROR NUMBER "; ERR; " 
LINE If; ERL 
1500 RESUME NEXT 
1540 CLOSE #1 
1550 END 
DAFPROG (Borland Pascal) 
uses wincrt,wfforms; 
const kb=1.38054e-23 { J/K }; 
pi=3.14159265; 
au=1.67261e-24{g} ; 
TO=273.16; 
NA=6.022e23 {mol-l }; 
Rtube=3.015 {cm}; 
Patm=7 60 {Torr}; 
Dist8r=43.4{ cm}; 
Dist3lr=20.4{ cm}; 
nltorr=3.23974e16 {cm-3 }; 
ev=96.485e3{1 mol-l per eV}; 
Logfile='c:\SIFDT.TXT'; 
227 
var nrings, voltage,time8r,time31r,timemo, vionzero, press, Temp,mion,massbuff,field, 
Atube:real; 
var Vbuff, V drift, vion,eovern,fc,mobility,massneutreal; 
var Er,Ec,redmob,KEion,run:real; 
var ch:char; 
var f:text; 
var date,reacn:string; 
begin 
nrings:=50; Temp:=300; mion:=39.95; massneut:=28.01; massbuff:=4.00; fc:=117.0; 
press:=0.340; 
run:=1;date:='12/12/95';reacn:='Ar+ + N2';vionzero:=1.5; 
repeat 
elrscr; 
writeln; 
writelnCThis program will calculate reduced mobilities and centre-of-mass energies 
from input drift tube data.'); 
writeln('Input parameters as prompted (displayed value is default) .. .'); 
writeln(,Enter arrival times for two rings make the other one zero'); 
writeln; 
inputsCDate [dd/mmlyy]: ',date,8); 
inputsCReaction description or ion name: ',reacn,20); 
inputrCNumber of rings voltage applied to = ',nrings,3,0); 
inputr('Temperature(K) = ',Temp,8,3); 
inputr('Ion mass(g/mol) = ',mion,8,3); 
inputr('Neutral reactant mass(g/mol) ::: ',massneut,8,3); 
inputrCBuffer gas mass(g/m01) ::: ',massbuff,8,3); 
inputrCBuffer gas pressure(torr) = ',press,8,3); 
inputrCBuffer gas flow(torr lIs) = ',fc,8,3); 
inputr('Voltage applied to drift tube (V) = ',voltage,8,3); 
inputrCMeasured arrival time from ring 8 (us) = ',time8r,8,3); 
inputr('Measured arrival time from ring 31 (us) = ',time31r,8,3); 
inputrCMeasured arrival time from Mo disc (us) = ',timemo,8,3); 
inputr('Ion velocitylbuffer gas velocity at zero field = ',vionzero,8,3); 
field:=voltage/nrings; 
Atube:=pi*Rtube*Rtube{ cm2}; 
if time8r=0 then vion:=20.9/((time31r-timemo)* le-6){ cmlsec } else if 
time31r=0 then vion:=43 .9/( (time 8r-timemo) * 1e-6) {cmls} else if 
timemo=O then vion:=(dist8r-dist31r)/((time8r-time31r)* 1e-6) {cmls}; 
eovern:=fieldl(press*n1torr); 
eovern:=eovernlle-17 {Td}; 
Vbuff:= 1 OOO*fc/press/ Atube; 
V drift: =vion-vionzero* vbuff {cmls}; 
mobili ty: =vdriftlfield; 
redmo b: =mobility* (press/Patm) * (TO/Temp); 
vdrift:=vdriftllOO; 
massbuff:=massbuffll OOO{ kg/mol}; 
mion:=mion/lOOO{ kg/mol}; 
massneut:=massneutll OOO{ kg/mol}; 
228 
KEion:=(1.5*kb*NA*Temp)+(0.5*massbuff*vdrift*vdrift)+(0.5*mion*vdrift*vdrift){J/ 
mol}; 
Er:=(massneut/(mion+massneut»*(KEion-l.5*kb*NA *Temp)+ 1.5 *kb*NA *Temp; 
Ec:=(massbuff/(mion+massbuff)*(KEion-l.5*kb*NA*Temp)+1.5*kb*NA*Temp; 
mion:=mion* 1000; 
massbuff:=massbuff* 1000; 
massneut:=massneut* 1000; 
writeln; 
writeln(,Run #' ,run: 1 :0); 
writeln(,Reaction: ',reacn); 
writeln; 
writeClon velocity = ',vion:8:3);writelnC cmls'); 
writeCCarrier gas velocity = ',Vbuff:8:3);writeln(, cmls'); 
write('Ion drift velocity = ',Vdrift*100:8:3);writeln(, cmls'); 
writelnClon velocitylbuffer gas velocity = ',(vionIVbuff):8:3); 
writeln; 
writeCE/N = ',eovern:8:3);writelnC Td'); 
write(,Ionic mobility = ',mobility:8:3);writelnC cm2/V.s'); 
writeCReduced mobility = ',redmob:8:3);writelnC cm2/V.s'); 
writeln; 
writeCKE ion = ',KEion:8:3);writelnC J/mol'); 
writeC = ',KEion/eV:8:3);writelnC eV'); 
write ('Ion/reactant neutral centre-of-mass energy::: ',Er:8:3);writelnC J/mol'); 
write(, = ',Er/eV:8:3);writeln(, eV'); 
WriteClon/carrier gas centre-of-mass energy = ',Ec:8:3);writeln(, J/mol'); 
write(, = ',Ec/eV:8:3);writelnCeV); 
assign(f,Logfile); 
append(f); 
writeln(f, ") ;writeln(f,"); 
writeln(f,'Date: ',date); 
writeln(f,'Reaction: ',reacn); 
writeln(f,"); 
writeln(f,'Run # ',run:l:O); 
write(f,'Time#l= ',time8r:8:3);write(f,' us');write(f,' ');write(f,'Time#2= 
',time31r:8:3);writeln(f,' us'); 
write(f,'Time#3= ',timemo:8:3);writeln(f,' us'); 
writeln(f,'Ion velocitylbuffer gas velocity = ',vionzero:8:3); 
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write(f,'Temperature= ',Temp:8:3);write(f,' K ');write(f,'Pressure= ',press:8:3);writeln(f,' 
Torr'); 
write(f,'Ion mass= ',mion:8:3);write(f,' g/mol ');write(f,'Neutral mass= 
',massneut:8:3);writeln(f,' g/mol'); 
write(f,'Carrier flow= ',fc:8:3);write(f,' Torr lis ');write(f,'Drift tube voltage= 
',voltage:8:3);writeln(f,' V); 
writeln(f,"); 
write(f,'Ion velocity = ',vion:8:3);writeln(f,' crnls'); 
write(f,'Carrier gas velocity = ',Vbuff:8: 3);writeln(f,' crnls'); 
write(f,'Ion drift velocity = ',Vdrift* lOO:8:3);writeln(f,' cm/s'); 
writeln(f,'Ion velocitylbuffer gas velocity = ',(vionNbuff):8:3); 
wri teln( f,"); 
write(f,'EIN = ',eovem:8:3);writeln(f,' Td'); 
write(f,'Ionic mobility = ',mobility:8:3);writeln(f,' cm2/V,s'); 
write(f,'Reduced mobility = ',redmob:8:3);writeln(f,' cm2/V,s'); 
writeln(f,"); 
write(f,'KE ion = ',KEion:8:3);writeln(f,' J/mol'); 
write(f,' = ',KEionleV:8:3);writeln(f,' eV); 
write(f,'Ion/reactant neutral centre-of-mass energy = ',Er:8:3);writeln(f,' J/mol'); 
write(f,' ',Er/eV:8:3);writeln(f,' eV); 
Write(f''Ion/carrier gas centre-of-mass energy ',Ec:8:3);writeln(f,' J/mol'); 
write(f,' ',Ec/eV:8:3);writeln(f,' eV); 
c1ose(f); 
run: =run+ 1 ; 
writeln; 
writelnCThis data has been appended to the file "SIFDT.TXT" for printing"'); 
writeln; 
writelnCAnother calculation? [YIN] '); 
ch: =readlcey; 
until upcase( ch)<>'Y'; 
end, 
Ion-molecule association of H30 + and C2H 2 : Interstellar CH3CHO 
David A. Fairley, Graham B. I. Scott, Colin G. Freeman, Robert G. A. R. Maclagan and 
Murray J. McEwan 
Department of Chemistry, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand 
The CzHz ' H30+ product of the ion-molecule association reaction between H30+ and C2H2 is found to consist of a ca. 50: 50 
mixture of two isomeric ions. These two isomeric ions are identified in a selected ion flow tube, by their different proton transfer 
behaviour with the neutral reagents CzHsBr, 4-fluorotoluene, CH30H and benzene, as protonated vinyl alcohol, CH2CHOHz ! 
and either protonated acetaldehyde, CH3CHOH+ or the electrostatic complex H30+' CZH2 • These conclusions are supported 
by Gaussian G2 level calculations based on ab initio molecular orbital theory, which are applied to calculate the proton affinities 
of CH3CHO, CH2CHOH, oxirane and acyclic CHzOCH z . Reaction rate coefficients and product ratios are also reported for the 
reactions of specific C2 HsO+ isomers, viz: CH3CHOH+, CH 30CHz + and CH2 0HCHz + with CH30H, 4-fluorotoluene and '-~ 
C6 H6 . The implications of the current results to the interstellar synthesis of CH3CHO are discussed briefly. 
Acetaldehyde is one of the molecules known to exist in inter-
stellar clouds, having been first identified in 1971 from its 
emission spectrum at 1065.075 MHz. 1 Among the reactions 
considered as responsible for its production in the interstellar 
medium is the radiative association of H30+ and CZH Z :2 ,3 
H30+ + C2H z -* C2H sO+ + hv (1) 
followed by dissociative recombination 
(2) 
There are, however, several isomeric forms of the C2 HsO+ 
product ion of reaction (1) and it is not immediately obvious 
whether protonated acetaldehyde, CH3CHOH+, is the struc-
ture formed in reaction (1). 
Indirect evidence from Herbst et al. 4 suggested that the 
structure of the product ion of the association reaction (3) 
H30+ + C2Hz + M -* C2HsO+ + M (3) 
did not correspond to CH3CHOH+ which is the lowest 
energy CzHsO+ isomer. In their study they compared the 
measured rate coefficient for reaction (3) with that calculated 
assuming the CzHsO+ association ion has the CH3CHOH+ 
structure. The calculated rate coefficient did not match the 
measured value and they concluded that the CZH50+ isomer 
formed in the association reaction has a structure higher in 
energy than CH3CHOH+. 
Jarrold et al.,2 from their laboratory collision-induced dis-
sociation (CID) investigation of the C2 HsO+ ion formed in 
reaction (3), concluded that the product ion of association has 
the structure of either CH3CHOH+ or O-protonated ethylene 
oxide (protonated oxirane). 
In the present work we have examined the reactivity of the 
CzHsO+ ion formed in reaction (3) and have also undertaken 
an ab initio study of the C2HsO + potential surface. 
Experimental 
The experiments reported here were carried out at room tem-
perature (298 ± 5) K and at a helium-bath gas pressure of 
0.300 Torr using the Canterbury selected ion flow tube (SIFT) 
system described previously.5 The CZH50+ association ion, 
which we deSignate C2Hz ' H30+, was produced in the flow 
tube by injecting mass-selected H30 + from the SIFT ion 
source and adding CZH 2 at the first inlet port. 
H30+ + C2Hz + M -* CzHz ' H30+ + M (4) 
The rate coefficient for reaction (4) was reported by Herbst 
et al.4 as k = 8 X 10- 28 cm6 S-1 at 300 K. Our measured 
pseudo-second-order rate coefficient for this reaction is 
l.1 x 10- 11 cm 3 S-1 at a helium-bath gas pressure of 0.3 Torr 
which is consistent with the Herbst el al. measurement. In our 
experiments we added sufficient CZH 2 to reduce the H30+ 
signal to less than 1 % of the background H30 + signal in 
most experiments. The presence of the excess CZH 2 did not 
affect the subsequent reactions of CzHz ' H30+ with neutral 
reactants added at the second inlet port. 
The existence of different isomeric ions is apparent by their 
differing reactivities with selected reagents. We have earlier 
discussed at some length the possibility that vibrational exci-
tation of ions formed via an association reaction might also 
give rise to curved semilogarithmic decays of In(ion signal) vs. 
neutral flow.5 In the present case, eight atoms in the 
C 2H z ' H30+ complex yield 19 normal modes for distribution 
of vibrational energy, which makes collisional stabilization by 
the bath gas a more efficient process than for smaller ions. 
The distance of 28.0 cm between the first and second ports in 
our flow tube means that under typical operating conditions 
(298 K, P 0.300 Torr) the association ion would experience 
an average of ca. 11000 collisions with the bath gas before its 
reaction with the diagnostic neutral species. Further, the 
curved decays, of which Fig. I(a) is representative, were found 
only for those neutral reagents which had proton affinities 
such that one isomer exhibited proton transfer and the other 
did not. For the reactant molecules allene (proton affinity, 
Epa = 779 kJ mol-I) and 2-fluorotoluene (Epa 781 kJ 
mol-I), linear semilogarithmic decays were observed [Fig. 
l(b)] whereas for CZH5Br, 4-fluorotoluene, CH30H and 
C6H6 curved decays were observed. 
All reagents used in the study were obtained from com-
mercial suppliers and were further purified by freeze-pump-
thaw cycles. 
Results 
Ab initio studies 
An earlier investigation of the C2 HsO+ potential-energy 
surface found four low-lying stable isomers of C2HsO +. 6,7 
These are CH3CHOH+ (protonated acetaldehyde), 
CHzCHOHz + (protonated vinyl alcohol), CH30CH2 + 
(methoxymethyl cation) and yH20HyHz + (protonated 
oxirane). A recent re-examination of these structures and the 
relevant neutral CzHsO structures was reported by Curtiss et 
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Fig. 1 Semilogarithmic plots of the C 2H 2 • H,O+ ion count rate at 
m/z 45 vs. (a) 4-fluorotoluene and (b) allene flow. In (a) the points 
are experimental and the line is a computer-generated least-me an-
square tit to the data points based on the assumption that only two 
isomeric forms of C 2HsO+ are present; (b) is the conventional semi-
logarithmic decay observed for pseudo-first-order kinetics. 
al.B We have also repeated the study of Nobes et al.6 at a 
higher level of theory and have explored further reaction path-
ways for interconversion between C2H sO+ isomers. Some of 
our results are summarized in Table 1 which lists the enth-
alpies of formation and proton affinities for the neutral species 
derived from the four most stable C2HsO + isomers calculated 
using the G2 procedure." Smith and Radom'2 have also cal-
culated the proton affinity of CH3CHO at the G2 level of 
theory as 770 kJ mol-I. We also note that the ab initio study 
identified an electrostatic complex ofC2H2 ' H30+ which lies 
79 kJ mol- I below the reactant energies. The proton affinity 
of the C2Hr H2 0 complex was calculated to be 761 kJ 
mol- I. All calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 
92 program. 13 The energies of the different C2HsO+ isomers 
relative to H30+ + C2H2 are shown in Fig. 2. 
Table 1 Calculated enthalpies of formation and proton affinities of 
C2H .. O isomers 
ArHOlkJ mol-! Ep./kJ mor-! 
structure calc: exp.b calc.' expo 
CH,CHO -173.2 165.8 767.5 781,b ~769d 
CH 2CHOH -122.9 125 719.2 
oxirane 59.8 -52.6 766.6 786b 
CH 2OCH 2' 127.3 995.5 
a Calculated enthalpies of formation at 298 K at the G2 level 
of theory using Em (C2 H"O) - Em (H 20) E02(C2H 2 ) 
Ar HO(C2H4 0) ArHO(H 20) - A,HO(C2H 2). Substitution of 
A,HO(H 20) and A,HO(C2H 2) from ref. 9 yields A,HO(C 2H .. O). 
b Experimental values are from ref. 9. C Calculated proton affinities at 
298 K at the G2 level of theory. d Value from ref. 10. e Planar (edge-
to-edge) structure. 
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SIFT experiments 
The ab initio calculations have shown some CzHsO+ isomers 
to have proton affinities that are sufficiently different for 
proton transfer to be used as a probe of the structure. We 
selected several neutral reactants on the basis of their known 
proton affinities and examined the reactivities of different 
isomers of C2HsO+ with them. The neutral reactants chosen 
were CzHsBr (Epa ~ 715 kJ mol-i), 4-Huorotoluene (Epa = 
757 kJ mol-i), C6H6 (Epa 759 kJ mol-i) and CH30H 
(Epa=761 kJ mol-I). Not all isomeric ions were examined 
with all neutral reagents. The reactions of the known 
C2H sO+ isomers were then compared with those of 
C2Hz ' H30+ formed in reaction (4). The designated C2HsO+ 
isomers were produced in the following ways: CH3CHOH+ 
was formed via electron impact on CH 3CHO in a high-
pressure ion source; CH30CH2 + was made from electron 
impact on dimethoxymethane and CHzOHCH2 + from elec-
, ! 
tron impact on oxirane in a high-pressure ion source. The 
desired C2 HsO+ isomer was then mass selected and injected 
into the How tube in the usual manner. These C2H sO+ 
isomers have substantial barriers to isomerization (Fig. 2) and 
retain their identity in the How tube as the reaction chemistry 
described next bears out. 
CH3 CHOH+ reactions 
The reactions of protonated acetaldehyde, CH3 CHOH+, with 
4-fluorotoluene and CH30H were examined. Similar rate 
coefficients were obtained for each neutral reactant and both 
reagents gave the association adduct as the only product. The 
pseudo-second-order rate coefficients are k = 4.5 X 10- 10 em3 
S-I (4-fluorotoluene) and k 4.4 x 10- 10 cm 3 S-I (CH30H) 
at a helium pressure of 0.300 Torr. 
CH3 0CH1 + reactions 
Three reagents were used to examine the reactions of 
CH30CH2 + : C6H6, 4-fluorotoluene and CH30H (CD30D) 
with the following results: 
1.0 
CH 30CHz + + C6H6 C7H7 + + CH30H (5) 
ca. 0.85 
CH30CH2 + + C7H7F ~---> CsHsF+ + CH30H (6a) 
ca,0.15 
---+ CSH9F+ + CH30 (6b) 
<0.05 
------> adduct (6c) 
Table :2 Reaction rate coefficients and product ratios for the C2H,O + ions: protonated acetaldehyde, CH3CHOH +; protonated oxirane, 
CH20HCH2 +; and methoxymethyl cation, CH 30CH 2 + with the specified reactant 
branching kobs kcoll b Epa" 
reactant products ratio /10-9 cm3 S-1 /10- 9 cm3 S-1 /kJ mol- 1 
CH3CHOH+ 
C,H,F' adduct 1.0 0.45 2.3 757 
CHPH adduct 1.0 0.44 2.1 761 
CH30CH2 + 
C6H6 C,H, + + CH30H 1.0 0.50 1.4 759 
C,H,F' C8HSF+ + CH30H ~0.85 
CSH9F+ + CH30 ~0.15 0.26 2.3 757 
adduct <0.05 
CD30D adduct >0.9 0.02 2.1 761 CD30CH2 + + CH30D <0.1 
<rH20HyH2 + 
C,H7F' C9H10F+ + H2O 0.90 0.63 2.3 757 
adduct 0.10 
CH30H C3H70+ + H20 0.50 0.50 2.1 761 
adduct 0.50 
• Proton affinities are from ref. 9. b Calculated using the theory of ref. 15 for molecules containing a pennanent dipole and Langevin theory for 
C6H6 • C Reactant is 4-fluorotoluene. 
>0.9 
CH}OCHZ + + CD30D ---> adduct (7a) 
<0.1 
---> CD}OCH2 + + CH}OD (7b) 
9U~OHcrH2 + reactions 
The reactions of protonated oxirane with 4-fiuorotoluene and 
CH}OH were examined. 
0.90 
(8a) 
0.10 
----+ adduct (Sb) 
0.50 
CH20HCHz + + CH30H C3H70 + + H 20 (9a) L---"...J 
0.50 
---> adduct (9b) 
CZH2 ' H30+ reactions 
Six reagents were used to examine the product ion of the 
association reaction between H}O+ and C2H 2: viz. C2HSBr, 
4-fiuorotoluene, CH}OH, C 6H 6 , 2-fiuorotoluene and allene 
(propadiene). For the first four reagents the reaction behav-
iour was very different from the behaviour exhibited by the 
C2H sO+ isomers discussed previously. For each reagent, 
curved semilogarithmic decays were found which shows that 
more than one structural form of C 2H sO+ is produced in the 
association reaction (4).5.14 An example of one of these decays 
obtained for the reaction of CZH 2 • H30+ and 4-fluorotoluene 
is shown in Fig. ita). The data points are fitted in the usual 
wayS.14 using eqn. (I) which assumes that two isomeric forms 
[CzHsO+ (1) and C2 HsO+ (2)J are present in the reaction 
mixture of C2H 2 . H30 +. 
I c2H,o+ C'1 exp( -k~ fC7H7F) + C2 exp(-k2f c71l7 F) (1) 
The solid curve in Fig. l(a) is the computer-generated best 
fit modelled according to eqn. (I). C~ and C2 are the respective 
initial ion signals ofC2H sO+ (1) and C2H sO+ (2); k'1' k~ are 
related to the respective rate coefficients for C2HsO+ (1) and 
CzHsO+ (2); andfc7H7F is the ftow of 4-fluorotoluene. Because 
of uncertainties in the curve-fitting procedure, the rate coeffi-
cients derived have larger uncertainties (± 50%) than rate 
coefficients usually obtained using the SIFT technique. 
CZH2 • H30 + + CzHsBr -4 C2HSBrH+ + C2H 40 (lOa) 
-4 adduct (lOb) 
C1 = 0.45, kl = 1.S X 10-9 cm3 S-I 
C2 0.55, k2 = 5.S X 10- 11 cm3 S-1 
CzHz ' H30+ + C7H7F -4 C7HsF+ + CZH40 (11a) 
-4 adduct 
C1 0.50, kl 3.9 x 10-9 cm3 s -1; 
C2 0.50, k2 = 5.4 X 10- 10 cm} S-1 
(Ub) 
Table 3 Reaction rate coefficients and isomer ratio· for the C2 H,O+ species, C2H2 ' H30+, formed in the association reaction between H30+ 
and C2H2 and the specified reactant 
k b k < kcoll • 1 2 
reactant products /kJ mol- 1 /10- 9 cm3 S-1 /10- 9 cm3 S-1 C1d /10- 9 em 3 S-1 
C2H,Br C2HSBrH+ + C2H4O/adduct ca. 715 1.8 0.058 0.45 2.1 
C7H 7Ff C7HgF+ + C2H4O/adduct 757 3.9 0.54 0.50 2.3 
CH30H CHpH2 + + C2H4 O/adduet 761 3.9 0.47 0.40 2.1 
C6H6 multiple products 759 2.1 0.20 0.50 1.4 
C7H,FY C,HgF+ + C2H4O 781 1.7'1 1.9 
C3H4' products 779 1.<Y' 1.2 
• Ref. 9. b Observed rate coefficients for the more reactive isomer. Uncertainty (±50%). C Observed rate coefficients for the less reactive isomer. 
Uncertainty (± 50%). d Estimated proportion of the more reactive isomer. e Calculated collision rate using the theory of ref. 15 for molecules 
containing a penn anent dipole and Langevin theory for C6 H6 • J 4-Fluorotoluene. g 2-Fluorotoluene. • A linear semilogarithmic decay is 
observed. j Allene. 
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CzHz ' H30+ + CH30H -> CH 30Hz + + CZH4 0 (12a) 
-> adduct (12b) 
0.40, kl = 3.9 X 10- 9 cm 3 8'1 
Cz 0.60, kz = 4.7 X 10- 10 cm3 S-1 
CzH z ' H30 + + C6H 6 -> C6H7 + + C2H 40 (13) 
plus other products 
C1 0.50, kl 2.1 x 10- 9 cm3 S-1 
CZ 0.50, kz = 2.0 X 10- 10 cm3 8- 1 
C 1 and C z are the fractions of isomer 1 and 2 present in the 
mixture. The rate coefficient kl is the rate coefficient for the 
proton-transfer channel and corresponds to the initial rapid 
decay component in Fig. I(a). The rate coefficient kl is the 
rate coefficient for the slower adduct-formation channel. 
The reactions of CzHz . H30+ with 2-fluorotoluene and 
allene gave linear semilogarithmic decays [Fig. I(b)] corre-
sponding to exothermic proton transfer from both isomeric 
species in CzHz ' H30+. 
A summary of all the measurements of designated CzHsO+ 
isomer reactions is presented in Table 2 and the reactions of 
CzHz . H30 + in Table 3. 
Discussion 
The flow tube measurements show that the CzHsO+ species 
produced by association between H30+ and CzHz in reaction 
(3) is a mixture of CzHsO + isomers. The more reactive isomer 
accounts for ca. 50% of the total CzHsO+ signal and exhibits 
collision-rate proton transfer reactions with CzHsBr (Epa R:: 
715 kJ mol-; I), 4-fluorotoluene (Epa = 759 kJ mol- I), CHlOH 
(E a = 761 kJ mol-I) and C6H6 (Epa = 759 kJ mol-I). Cl~arly, proton transfer is an exothermic process in all reac-
tions. There is only one structure with a proton affinity close 
to 715 kJ mol-Ion the list of proton affinities of CZH 40 
isomers in Table 1. That isomer is vinyl alcohol, CHzCHOH 
which has a calculated proton affinity of 717 kJ mol-I. 
Accordingly, we identify the more reactive CzHsO+ com-
ponent, contributing ca. 50% to the isomeric mixture of 
CzHsO+ ions from C ZH 2 • H30+, as protonated vinyl alcohol 
(or the vinyloxonium cation), CHzCHOHz +. An ideal experi-
mental confirmation of this identification would be to examine 
the reactions of pure vinyloxonium cations in the flow tube. 
Unfortunately no source we tried produced the CHzCHOHz + 
ion free from other isomeric forms. 
Burgers et al. 16 report that they prepared the vinyloxonium 
cation by electron impact on either n-butanol or propane-I,3-
dioL Their identification of the CzHsO+ ion from these pre-
cursors as CH1CHOH2 + carne from collisional activation and 
charge-stripping experiments. When we subjected n-butanol 
and propane-I,3-diol to electron impact in our ion source at 
ca. 10- 3 Torr, the resultant CzHsO+ ion, after mass selection 
and injection into the flow tube, did not transfer protons to 
4-fluorotoluene or methanoL The rate coefficient we observed 
for this ion with 4-fluorotoluene and methanol (k ~ 5 x 10- 10 
cm3 S-I) is faster than the rate coefficient observed for 
CH30CHz + with methanol (k = 2 x 10- 11 cm3 S-I). We 
therefore conclude that the CzHsO+ ion produced by frag-
mentation electron impact is either CH 3CHOH+ or 
«HzOHYHz+. It clearly was not the CHzCHOHz + ion but 
we acknowledge that the conditions in our SIFT experiment 
were quite different from those of Burgers et al. 16 High repel-
ler energies in the ion source were required in order to gener-
ate sufficient ion signal. 
The question of the identity of the less reactive isomer 
present in the C 2 H 2 ' H30+ mixture of isomers, identified by 
its unreactivity to proton transfer, is not so easily answered. 
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The less reactive CzHsO + component in the isomeric mixture 
reacted at ca. 25% of the collision rate with three reagents (see 
Table 3) and we therefore eliminate the methoxymethyl 
cation, CH 30CHz +, from the list of contenders. CH30CH z + 
reacts with CH30H more slowly by a factor of ten (2 x 10- 11 
cm 3 S-I) than the less reactive component in the isomeric 
mixture (4.7 x 10- 10 cm3 S-I). We are therefore left with 
CH3CHOH+, «HzOHyH/' or the electrostatic 
complex, H30+ . CZH 2 , as the species contributing to the less-
reactive component in the isomeric mixture. The adduct of 
C2H 2 ' H30+ and 4-fluorotoluene was observed in the reac-
tion with 4-fluorotoluene. From Table 2 we find that ,the 
adduct was not seen as a major component in the product 
ions from the reaction between yH20HCfH2 + and 4-
fluorotoluene but it was present as the major product of the 
reaction with CH3CHOH+. Although not providing 
unequivocal evidence, the product distribution comparison 
favours either CH3CHOH+ as the isomer giving rise to the 
less reactive component in the C2H z . H30+ decays, or alter-
natively, the electrostatic adduct, H30 + . CzHz , identified in 
the ab initio study. The proton affinities of the neutrals formed 
from these ions are similar and are in the range where proton 
transfer from either CH3CHOH+ or H30+' CzHz to 
CzHsBr, 4-fluorotoluene, CH30H and C6H6 is endothermic. 
Proton transfer to both 2-fluorotoluene and allene is, 
however, exothermic and for each of these species a single 
decay was observed, as in these cases both isomeric forms 
reacted at, or close to, the collision rate. 
Conclusions 
Reactivity, in the present case through proton-transfer reac-
tions, has proven to be a sensitive probe of structure. The 
results of this study show that at least two isomeric species are 
formed in the association reaction between H30 + and CzHz : 
ca,O.5 
H30+ + CZH2 + M ----+ CHzCHOH: + + M (14a) 
ca. 0.5 
----+ CH 3CHOH+(?) + M (14b) 
The CzHsO+ association product ions are present as a ca. 
50: 50 mixture of protonated vinyl alcohol (CH zCHOH2 +) 
and either protonated acetaldehyde (CH3CHOH+) or the 
electrostatic complex H30 + . CzHz . These results differ from 
the conclusions of Jarrold et al. z who examined the product of 
the association reaction (3) using the technique of CID. They 
concluded that the likely product of the association was 
CH3CHOH+. Their conclusions must now be modified, 
however, as they did not consider CHzCHOHz + as a possible 
structure. 
In our laboratory experiment, the C 2H sO+ product ions of 
the association reaction are stabilized by collision with the 
bath gas. In interstellar clouds, however, the (CzHsO+)* 
complex formed in the association process is stabilized by 
photon emission. Although these two stabilizing mechanisms 
differ, it is unlikely that the outcomes of the different stabili-
zing mechanisms will result in different structures. If reaction 
(14) followed by dissociative recombination [reaction (2)J is 
responsible for some of the interstellar CH3CHO then the 
question must also be raised as to the possibility of detecting 
interstellar vinyl alcohol in regions where acetaldehyde has 
been observed. 
We thank the New Zealand Lottery Grants Board for finan-
cial support. 
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The CZH70+ potential surface has been explored using the G2 procedure. Four stable structures were 
identified: protonated ethanol, CzHsOHz +, protonated dimethyl ether, (CH3hOH+. and the electrostatic 
complexes CzIit"'H"'OH2+ and CH3+"·HOCH3. Experiments conducted using a selected ion flow tube 
identify the H 30+'C21f4 product of the ion-molecule association reaction H30+ + C21f4 as C2HsOH2+. 
protonated ethanol. Rate coefficients and branching ratios are reported for reactions of the C ZH70+ 
ions-H30+'CzIit formed in the reaction of H30+ + C21f4. C2HsOH2+, and (CH3hOH+-with acrylonitrile 
and 2-fluorotoluene. 
Introduction 
Ethanol is one of the molecules observed in interstellar clouds. 
and although it is not found in cold, dark clouds, it is present 
in appreciable abundances in regions where stars are formed. 1 - 3 
Model calculations have used a variety of reactions, both gas 
phase and heterogeneous reactions on grain surfaces, as sources 
of C1HsOH in the interstellar medium.3- 5 Among the gas phase 
reactions considered in the models are the following ion-
molecule association reactions: 
(lb) 
(2) 
C2HSOH has been assumed in the models to be formed from 
C2HsOHz + in a dissociative recombination reaction. 
Several stable isomers of CZH70+ are possible, and it is not 
certain which isomeric species or mixture of species might be 
produced from an ion-molecule association process. Likely 
stable isomers of association reactions coincide with valleys on· 
the C2H70+ potential surface and include CzHsOH2+ (protonated 
ethanol), (CH3hOH+ (protonated dimethyl ether), C21f4"'H'" 
OH2+. and CH3+"'HOCH3 (electrostatic-type complexes). Jar-
rold et al.6 examined the collision-induced dissociation (CID) 
spectra of C2HSOHz+ and (CH3hOH+ and concluded that the 
association product of reaction 1 has predominantly the (CH3h-
OH+ structure while the product of reaction 2 has mainly the 
C2HSOHz + structure. 
In this study we have probed the structure of the CZH70+ 
ion formed in the termolecular analogue of reaction 2 by 
examining its proton transfer reactions using a selected ion flow 
tube (SIFT) with the neutral reagents 2-fluorotoluene and 
acrylonitrile. The technique has been used previously to probe 
the structures of several other products of ion-molecule 
association.1,8 We have also undertaken ab initio calculations 
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of the C2H70+ energy surface to assist in the interpretation of 
our experiments. 
Experimental Section 
The experiments reported here were carried out using the 
SIFT at Canterbury University operating at room temperature 
(300 ± 5) K as described previously.9 The C2H10+ ions 
examined in this work were produced in the following ways. 
The product ion of the association reaction 4b, which we 
designate H)O+'Cz1f4, was formed in the flow tube by injecting 
H30'" into a stream of Cz1f4 introduced at the fIrst inlet port. 
(4a) 
(4b) 
Sufficient C21f4 was added to remove >99% of the H30+ 
ion signal. In the process, CzHs + produced in reaction 4a was 
completely converted into predominantly (C2RthH+ and CsHg +. 
neither of which reacted further with 2-fluorowluene and CH2-
CHCN. 
The products of reaction 4 were first established by Bohme 
and MackaylO and also by McIntosh et al. 1 lOur measurement 
of the rate coefficient for the reaction (k :::; 8,4 x 10-11 cm3 
S-I) and of the branching ratio (H30+'CZ1f4 = 30%) at 0.35 
Torr of helium is in reasonable agreement with the earlier 
measurements when allowance is made for the different bath 
gas pressures between different experiments, (McIntosh et al. 11 
report a rate coefficient of I x 10-10 cm) S-I with a branching 
ratio of 60% adduct at a helium pressure of 0.45 Torr.) Our 
measurement is also in excellent agreement with that given in 
the accompanying paper by Matthews et al. of k = 7.8 X 10- 11 
cm) 5- 1•12 • 
The C2HSOH2 + ion was generated in the ion source by initial 
electron impact on C2HsOH. followed by H atom abstraction 
(reaction 5). 
Alternatively CzHsOH2 + was formed in the flow tube by 
injecting H2CN+ into the helium carrier gas and adding C2HS-
OH at the first neutral inlet. This prevents any breakup from 
C2H50H1 + that occurs during the injection process. A similar 
technique was used to produce the (CH3)zOH+ ion by subjecting 
© [997 American Chemical Society 
CZH70+ Potential Surface 
(CH3hO to electron impact in the ion source and. after mass 
selection. injecting (CH3hOH+ into the flow tube. 
All reagents were obtained from commercial sources. A trace 
of the radical inhibitor. 4-methoxyphenol, was added to acry· 
lonitrile to prevent polymerization in the absence of oxygen. 
Results 
SIFT Experiments. We examined the reactions of three 
C2H70+ isomers (H30+'C2I-4, C2HSOH2+' and (CH3hOH+) 
with the reagents 2·fluorotoluene, C7H7F, and acrylonitrile, CHz· 
CHCN. We also examined the- reaction of H30+'C2I-4 with 
CH30H. These three reagents were selected on the basis of 
their known proton affinities (PAs) which are (in kJ mol-I) 
C7H7F (PA = 782); CH2CHCN (PA = 794), and CH30H (PA 
= 761),13 The following results were obtained: 
- adduct (0.35) 
k = 5.4 X 10-10 cm3 S-I 
HP+'C2H:t + CH2CHCN-
CHzCHCNH+ + CzHsOH (0040) (8) 
- adduct (0.60) 
k = 3.2 X 10-9 cm3 S-I 
C2HsOH1 + + C7H7F - C7HSF+ + C2HsOH (-0.70) (9) 
- adduct (-0.30) 
+ ' CzHsOHz + CH1CHCN -
CH2CHCNH+ +C2HsOH (0.50) (10) 
- adduct (0.50) 
k = 3.2 X 10-9 cm3 
(CH3hOH+ + C7H7F -adduct (1.0) (11) 
k = 2.3 X 10-9 cm3 
Branching ratios for the product channels are shown in 
parentheses following the stated channel, and the rate coef· 
ficients for each reaction are also given. Although. the rate 
coefficients for adduct formation are presented as simple 
bimolecular processes, the adducts are undoubtedly formed via 
collisional stabilization of the (AB+)* complex. The rate 
coefficient for adduct formation may therefore exhibit some 
sensitivity to pressure, although the rate coefficients observed 
in most of the reactions 6-12 suggest that collisional stabiliza· 
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(1) Ion (2) Ion ITS) 
(3) Ion (4) Ion 
(5) Ion 
Figure 1. MP2I6-31G* optimized geometries for the designated 
C1H70-+". species with bond lengths in A and bond angles in 
don is approaching the pressure-saturation regime at our 
operating pressure of 0.35 Torr of helium bath gas. 
We have presented the neutral products of H30+'C2I-4 in 
reactions 7 and 8 as CzHsOH rather than H20 + CzI-4. 
Evidence presented in the Discussion section will show that 
the CzHsOH representation of the neutral product is a likely 
outcome in these two reactions. 
A summary of the experimental results is presented in Table 
1. 
Ab Initio Studies. Two isomers of CZH70+, protonated 
ethanol, CzHsOH2 +, and protonated dimethyl ether, (CH3hOH+, 
have been well characterized and identified experimentally as 
distinct isomeric species that retain their identifies under a wide 
range of conditions. Their enthalpies of formation have been 
determined. 13 Bouchoux and Hoppilliard in an ab initio study l5 
characterized an electrostatic complex C2I-4~" H "'OHz + that is 
readily accessible from C2HsOH2+. Recently Audier et aI.i6 
also identified an electrostatic complex CH3+"'HOCH3 formed 
from the association of CH3 + and CH30 H, which they predicted 
to be separated by a small potential barrier from (CH3hOH+. 
In our calculations we identified four stable C2H70+ structures 
corresponding to minima on the potential energy surface using 
the G2 procedure. 17•18 These structures, in order-of decreasing 
stability are: protonated ethanol, p.rotonateddimethyl ether, and 
electrostatic complexes C2I-4···a:.:·OH2 +, and CH3 +···HOCH3. 
Our calculations of the C2H70+ potential surface are the first 
extended calculations of this surface at the G2 level of theory. 
Formation of the H30+ 'C2I-4 electrostatic :rt complex involves 
approach of the oxygen atom of H30+ toward the midpoint of 
the C-C double bond with the formation of a hydrogen bond 
. directed toward the center of the double bond (Le, the most 
basic site). (See 1 in Figure L) The transition state between 
H30+'C2I-4 and C2HsOH2+ resembles a loose association 
between a classical C2HS + ion and a water molecule. (See 2 in 
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TABLE 1: Reaction Rate Coefficients and Product Ratios with the Specified Reagent for the Three C2H70'" Ions: H30+·C2IL. 
Protonated Ethanol, C.HsOH2"', and Protonated Dimethyl Ether. (CH3hOH+ 
reactant products branching ratio k"h' ( 10-" cm.! S-I) kcoll" ( IO-~ cm> s -I) 
HJO+'C2H~ 
CH}OH adduct 1.0 0.69 2.1 
C,HIP CIH&F+ + C]HsOHc 0.65 0.54 1.9 
adduct 0.35 
CH]CHCN CH,CHCNH+ + C2HlOW 0.40 3.2 3.8 
adduct 0.60 
C2HsOH!+ 
C;H;pb C7HsF+ + C2HsOH ~0.70 0.43 1.9 
adduct -0.30 
CH1CHCN CH2CHCNH+ + C2HsOH 0.50 3.2 3.8 
adduct 0.50 
(CHJhOW 
C;HIP adduct 
CH1CHCN adduct 
"Reference 14, /, 2-f1uorotoluene. C See text for discussion, 
TABLE 2: Calculated Enthalpies of Formation and Proton 
Affinities of C 1H60 Isomers 
structure calc" expb calc" exp 
CH,CHlOH -,233.6 -234.7 780.4 78811 
(CHlhO -190.2 -184.0 791,1 804" 
HlO+C2fu -180,2 189,5 767.Y 
a Calculated enthalpies of formation at 298 K at the G2 level of 
theory using EG2(C2H~O) EG!(H20) - EG2(C2H~) = £>fH"(C2H~O) 
- £>rlf'(H10) - £>,H"(C2fu), Substitution of £>rH"{H20) and £>rH"(C1fu) 
from ref 13 yields £>tHO(C2H60). "Experimental values are from ref 
13. C Calculated proton affinities at 298 K at the G2 level of theory. 
d Calculated in the usual way using the equation H20 + ClfL 7 H-t'-
H)07'C2fL. 
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Figure 2. C,HiO+ energy surface calculated using the G2 procedure. 
The energies are expressed in kJ mol-I relative to H30+ + ClfL and 
are corrected to 298 K and for zero-point energy. 
Figure 1.) Collision complexes with sufficient excitation energy 
may dissociate to CIHs + + H20 (reaction 4a): this proton 
transfer is calculated to be 7 kJ mol-I endothermic. Complexes 
below this threshold can either dissociate back to reactants or 
be stabilized to form C2HSOH2+, which lies 136 kJ mol-I below 
the reactants, H30+ + C2t4. This mechanism supports the 
intuitive assumption that formation of CzHsOHz + is more likely 
than (CH3)zOH+ since the latter requires significantly more 
rearrangement. 
In the reaction of CH3 + with CH)OH, an electrostatic complex 
is formed with the CH3'T' moiety attached by a H atom to the 0 
atom of CH)OH. with a binding energy of 75 kJ mol-I. If the 
C-O bond distance is decreased, the energy of the system is 
raised until. at approximately R(C-O) = 2.6 A. the CH3 + 
moiety is nipped to allow bonding between the C atom of CH3 + 
and the 0 atom of CH30H. The barrier between the 
1.0 
1.0 
0.19 1.9 
2.3 3.8 
.TABLE 3: G2 Energies and Relative Energies of C2H70~ 
Species at 298 K 
£>E(G2)" ilrHo (kJ mol-I) 
structure E(G2) (kJ mol-I) calc 
H)O- +C2fL 155.00200 0,0 657,4 642.3 
H30~'C1HJ -155.03212 -79.1 563.2 
C1H,OH2+ 155.05385 -136.1 506.2 506.3 
TS (2) 155.02195 -52.4 
(CHJhOW -155.04141 103.5 538.8 544.0 
C]H5~ + H2O -154.99953 6.5 669.4 660.2 
CH,-'HOCH) -154.94289 155.2 816.7 
CH)- +CH)OH -154.91435 230.1 883.8 891.6 
"Relative to H)O+ + ClfL. b Values from ref 13. 
CH3-'''HOCH3 electrostatic complex and (CH3hOH+ is about 
30 kJ mol-I. An experimental investigation of the CH3+ + 
CH30H reaction is presented in the accompanying paper by 
Matthews et al. 12 
A summary of some of the ab initio results showing the 
calculated proton affinities of the different C2HQO species is 
given in Table 2. Smith and Radom ls have also calculated the 
proton affinity of (CH3hO using the G2 procedure as 792 kJ 
mol-I . 
The potential energy diagram relevant to the ion-molecule 
association reactions H30+ + C2t4 and CH/' + CH30H 
incorporating our calculations is shown in Figure 2. The G2 
energies of some of the ions and transition states on the CZH70+ 
surface are summarized in Table 3. 
Discussion 
The reaction chemistry summarized in Table I distinguishes 
clearly between the isomeric species, CzHsOH2+ and (CH3)z-
OR"', on the basis of the different proton affinities of CzHsOH 
and (CH3hO. Both ions exhibited near collision rate reactions 
with CHzCHCN (PA = 794 KJ mol-I), but protonated ethanol, 
C2HSOH2 +, yielded a 50% proton transfer product channel 
whereas protonated dimethyl ether, (CH3hOH+, yielded only 
adduct. Both ions underwent slower reactions with 2-fluoro-
toluene (PA == 782 kJ mol-I), but whereas C2HSOH/- yielded 
a 70% proton transfer product channel and a faster reaction, no 
proton transfer was found for (CH3hOH+.These findings are 
in accord with the established proton affinities of C2H50H (PA 
= 788 kJ mol-I) and (CH3hO (PA = 804 kJ mol-I). 
What is also evident from the experimental studies is that 
the association adduct. H30"'C1H-l, formed in reaction 4b is 
indistinguishable in our experiments from C1H;OH2 +. The 
calculated G2 proton affinity of (H20 + C2H-l) is 768 kJ mol-I. 
Our choice of CH30H (PA = 761 kJ mol-I) as a neutral reagent 
for H30+'C2rn was intluenced by this value. If the H)O+'C2rn 
association ion product is the electrostatic ion, C2fL."·H···OH2 +, 
identified in the ab initio studies, then proton transfer to CH)-
OH might be expected. None was observed. Further, the rate 
coefficients and product distributions of the reactions of 
H)O+'C2H4 with C7H7F and CH2CHCN are identical (within 
the experimental uncertainty) with those of C2HSOH2 + giving 
strong support to the identification ofH]O+·C2fL. as C2HsOH2+' 
The transition state barrier between the two structures is only 
17 kJ mol-I relative to Clrn·H30+ (Figure 2), and it is apparent 
that at the entrance level of H30+ + C2fL. there is ample energy 
to overcome this small barrier and sample the surface above 
the C2HSOHz + global minimum. 
We conclude therefore that the experimental evidence sup-
ports the structure of the H30+·C2fL. association adduct being 
C2HSOHz+. Although the accompanying paper of Matthews 
et at. 12 provides evidence for some fraction of the C2H70+ ion 
fonned in the association reaction 4b being in the electrostatic 
fonn, some interconversion to C2HsOHz+ is possible. Our 
results from the product ratios of the two reagents studied 
(C7H7F and CHzCHCN) do not allow us to state unequivocally 
that the electrostatic fonn is accessed. Two earlier studies also 
favor C2HsOHz .... as the structu.re of the H)O+'Clrn adduct. 
Jarrold et al. 6 found supporting evidence from CID studies. 
Herbst et al. 19 compared the measured ternary reaction rate 
coefficient of reaction 4b with calculated values that were based 
on a designated structure of the C2H70+ product ion. They 
obtained satisfactory agreement between theory and experiment 
when they assumed an adduct structure of C2HSOHz +. 
Conclusions 
Proton transfer reactions can be used as a sensitive probe of 
structure.7- 9 We have utilized ab initio calculations of the 
C2H70+ energy surface and experimental observations of the 
proton transfer reactivity of the C2H70+ isomers, CzHsOH2+ 
and (CH3)20H+, to identify the H30+'CZrn product of reaction 
4b as C1HsOH2 +. Thus sources of C2HsOH in interstellar 
models utilizing the ion-molecule association reaction 2 remain 
valid although we note that the products of the subsequent 10n-
electron recombination reaction 3 have not yet been determined. 
The observation of the endothermic proton transfer channel 
in reaction 4a (C2H5+ + H20, I:!Jf' = +10.5 kJ mol- I),13 which 
competes with fonnation of the H30+'Clrn adduct, shows that 
the exit channel from the (H30+·C2fL.)* complex to CzHs+ + 
J. Phys. Chelll. A. Vot. 101. No. 15. 1997 2liSt 
H20 is found before collisional stabilization can occur. In this 
work our measurement of the rate coefficient for endothermic 
proton transfer is 5.9 x 10- 11 cm) S-I at 0.35 Torr of helium. 
At 0.45 Torr of helium, McIntosh et al. II report a rate coefficient 
for proton transfer of 4.0 x 10- 11 cm) and Bohme and 
Mackay II) ·report a value of 6.3 x 10- 11 cm3 S-I in a hydrogen 
carrier gas. The slight variation in rate coefficient in these three 
measurements is close to the experimental uncertainty. We 
conclude that the proton transfer channel takes place on a time 
scale that is much shorter than the time between collisions, vi::.. 
< 125 ns, and proceeds independently of complex stabilization. 
The branching ratio is therefore expected to vary with pressure 
because of the variation in the termolecular rate. 
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Abstract 
The exothermic H-atom abstraction reaction of SO! with Hz has been studied in a selected ion flow drift tube (SIFDT) over a 
range of center-of-mass energies from thermal (300 K) to about 0,12 eY. The measured rate coefficient at 300 K is 4.2 X 
10-12 cm3 which is very much less than the Langevin capture rate. The increase in mte coefficient with ion kinetic energy 
gives a linear Arrhenius-type plot with a slope that indicates a barrier of ~5 kJ mol-1 exists on the potential surface. The H 2Soi 
potential surface is also explored in an ab initio investigation using the 02 procedure. An (SOi,H2)· transition state between 
reactants and products is identified, corresponding to the barrier found from experiments. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.Y. 
Keywords: SIFDT; H-atom abstraction; Ab initio; Potential barrier; Ion-molecule 
1. Introduction 
Hydrogen atom abstraction reactions are an 
important class of ion/molecule reactions that 
are responsible for the hydrogenation of many 
ionic species in the interstellar medium [1]. For 
many types of positive ions it appears that if 
H-atom abstraction is exothermic, it is fast 
[2,3], although there are a number of notable 
exceptions to this general rule. One such excep-
tion is the NHj + H2 reaction which although 
exothermic to NH! + H is very slow at room 
temperature [4] but at very low temperatures 
the rate coefficient increases due to tunnelling 
through a potential barrier [5]. Another well-
studied example of H-atom abstraction is the 
reaction between [-C3H+ and H2 
[-C3H++H2-+C-C3Hi+H (1) 
* Corresponding author. 
which was observed to be slow and from its rate 
coefficient predicted to be endothermic by about 
4 kJ mor l [6]. Further experiments on H-atom 
abstraction led Prodnuk et al. [3] to propose 
that reaction (1) was actually exothermic by 
24 kJ mol-I. Their conclusion was based on the 
H-atom abstraction reaction c-C3H~ + H20 
which they observed to be slow. Because it was 
slow they concluded that it was endothermic. 
Their basis for this assumption was that H-atom 
abstraction reactions, if exothermic, are generally 
fast except when the neutral reagent is molecular 
hydrogen [3]. Later theoretical calculations by 
Wong and Radom [7] however found reaction 
(1) was in fact endothermic by 4 kJ mor l and 
that the reason for the slow H-atom abstraction 
between c-C3H~ and H20 was because of a 
23 kJ mor l barrier on the reaction path. 
The conclusion from these and other studies is 
that small rate coefficients for H-atom abstraction 
0168-1176/98/$17.00 © 1998 Elsevier Science B.Y. All rights reserved 
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Fig. 1. Variations in the rate coefficient k for the H-atorn abstraction reaction So:r + H2 with E" 
reactions do not necessarily provide a reliable 
guide for the thermochemistry. Several of these 
reactions appear to have barriers on the potential 
surface. H-atom abstraction reactions possessing 
kinetic barriers may not be important at the low 
temperatures of the interstellar environment 
unless a new mechanism takes over as quantum 
tunnelling is assumed to in the NH! + H2 reaction 
[5]. 
The investigation of H-atom abstraction reac-
tions in a drift tube may, in favourable circum-
stances, provide information on the nature of any 
barrier. In the present study we examine the 
behaviour of the H-atom abstraction reaction 
between SO! + H2 in a selected ion flow 
drift: tube (SIFDT). Although reaction (2) is 
exothermic by 
sot + H2 -+ OSOH+ + H (2) 
75 kJ mol-1 [8] and should therefore be fast, the 
reported rate coefficient is only k-5 X 
10-12 cm 3 [9] which is much less than the 
Langevin rate coefficient of 1.5 X 10-9 cm3 S-I. 
One other measurement of 1.7 X 10-11 cm 3 
has also been reported [10]. There appears to be 
a barrier to H-atom abstraction and we examine 
the nature of this barrier in a SIFDT experiment 
as well as in an ab initio investigation of the 
H2SO! potential surface. 
2. Experimental 
The SIFT used in this work has been described 
previously [11] so the description will not be 
repeated here. The drift tube assembly has not 
been described before. In brief it is similar in 
design to the drift tube described by Smith and 
Adams [12] and consists of 50 stainless steel 
rings (6.03 cm diam. and 9 mm width) held 
1 mm apart by ceramic insulators. A 17.5 cm 
field free extension to the drift tube is attached 
to the upstream end to ensure the bath gas has 
settled to laminar flow before entry to the drift 
field reaction region. The drift time of the ions is 
measured by applying a 20 p.s, 50 V pulse to one 
of the rings in the drift tube assembly to perturb 
the ion signal and monitoring the arrival time 
distribution of the ions using a multichannel 
scaler. A correction for the transit time of the 
ions in the detection system is obtained by pul-
sing a second ring near the nose cone to the 
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downstream quadrupole mass filter. The ion 
velocity is then obtained by dividing the distance 
between the two pulsing rings by the difference 
between the two flight times. Two excellent 
reviews of the SIFDT technique have been 
given by Smith and Adams [12] and Lindinger 
and Smith [13]. . 
All measurements were made at (300 ± 5) K 
in a helium bath gas. The SO! ions in the study 
were prepared by subjecting a 10% mixture of 
S02 in argon to low energy electron impact in a 
high pressure ion source. The presence of argon 
reduced variability in emission from the rhenium 
filament by pure S02. 
3. Results and discussion 
Rate coefficients for reaction (2) were measured 
at different values of EIN between 0 and 60 Td, 
Fig. 1. It is the value ofEIN which controls the drift 
velocity, Vd, of the ions. The drift velocities were 
calculated from the mobility data for SO! from B 
obringer et al. [14] which were confirmed by 
measurements of the SO! ion arrival time distri-
butions at selected EIN values as described 
above. Our measurements of drift velocities 
agreed within experimental error, with those of 
Bobringer et al. At zero field and 0.35 Torr 
our measured rate coefficient for reaction (2) 
was 4.2 X 10-12 cm3 s-'. 
It has been traditional to examine the variation 
in rate coefficient with ion energy by plotting k 
against the mean ion-reactant gas center-of-mass 
energy, En where the ion kinetic energy is 
defined by the Wannier formula [13,15,16] 
(3) 
In Eq. (3), Mi = mass of the ion and Me = mass of 
the carrier gas atoms. Converting to the center-
of-mass frame of reference gives [17] 
3 3 
Er=[M/(Mi +Mr)] (KEion - -iBT) + iBT (4) 
where M r is the mass of the reactant neutral and T 
is the reactant neutral and bath gas temperature. 
For reactions which are predicted to be 
endothermic or possess an activation barrier it 
is usual to plot In k vs. Er- 1 to test for Arrhenius 
behaviour. 
k=A exp (-EaIRT) (5) 
Implicit in this is the assumption that the effec-
tive reaction temperature is equilibrated on En 
i.e. Er = 3/2k"Teff'" Substitution into (5) yields 
(6) 
We plot In k vs. E;' in Fig. 2(a). 
Is Er the best indicator of the reaction energy? 
The question of energy partitioning in poly-
atomic ions in a drift tube is a subject of consid-
erable interest. The rotational and vibrational 
state popUlations of polyatomic ions are not 
clearly defined and are different from their zero 
field thermal distribution. Sufficient evidence 
exists to expect the rotational state population 
to equilibrate rapidly to the ion-buffer gas cen-
ter-of-mass energy [18] and an ion rotational 
temperature can generally be defined [12,19]. 
The same cannot be said of the vibrational state 
population which may exhibit considerable non-
thermal excitation at high EIN values and parti-
cularly when bath gases heavier than helium are 
used [20,21]. To assist in the understanding of 
how the ion energy is partitioned, Glosik et al. 
[22] and Smith et aI. [23] distinguished between 
two different mean center-of-mass energies: Er 
(defined in Eq. (4)) and Ee, where Ee is the reac-
tant ion-carrier gas atom mean center-of-mass 
energy for a carrier gas of atomic mass Me 
3 3 
Ee = [Me/(Mi + Me)] (KEion - iBT) + ;lBT (7) 
As collisions of the reactant ion with the He bath 
gas are much more frequent than those with H2, 
the internal energy state of the ions prior to their 
encounter with reactant molecules is described 
by Ee rather than by Er [22]. Smith et al. [23] 
note that as the Er energy from the ion-reactant 
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Fig. 2. SIFDT data for the reaction S02" + H2• Plotted in the form of an Arrhenius type plot of In k against (a) E~(/(eV-() and (b) E~(/(eV-(). 
gas collisions is distributed amongst the several 
modes of the ion-reactant gas complex, then the 
energy input from Er is effectively smaller than 
Ec. It is Ec that has the dominant influence on the 
reaction. We therefore plot In k against E~l in 
Fig. 2(b). 
In the present case, the difference between 
Er and Ec is not large (Me = 4 and Mr = 2) 
and Fig. 2 indicates the plots of In k vs. E~~ 
are linear over most of the range of energies 
accessed in this work. Linear Arrhenius-type 
plots have been observed in several drift tube 
investigations [23-25] and are to be interpreted 
with care [26]. 
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3.1. The barrier to H-atom abstraction 
Can we infer a barrier height for H-atom 
abstraetion from the results shown in Fig. 2? 
The slope of In k against lIEr (Fig. 2(a)) and 
against lIEe (Fig. 2(b) correspond to barriers 
of 6.0 kJ mol-1 and 4.3 kJ mol-1 respectively. 
Having taken cognizance of potential problems 
in using drift tubes to evaluate thermodynamic 
data, we note that sufficient linear Arrhenius 
type plots using flow drift tubes have been 
made [23-25] for us to have some confidence 
in equating the activation energy from the slope 
of the lines in Fig. (2(a») and (2(b») with the 
barrier height to H-atom abstraction. We com-
pare next our evaluated barrier height with that 
/' s').477 
/' 119.8' "" o 0 
III 
L44~ 8~,~~6 
o 109.5' ,\!5;::H 
o 0,997 
v 
calculated from an ab initio investigation of the 
H 2Soi surface. 
3.2. Ab initio calculations 
All calculations were performed using the 
Gaussian 94 program [27] and follow the pre-
scription detailed in the original description of 
the G2(MP2) procedure [28]. 
The structures of the reactants, possible pro-
ducts, and transition states, with geometric 
parameters calculated at the MP2 FU/6-31 G* 
level of theory are shown in Fig. 3. The calcu-
lated energies of the possible reactants, products 
and transition states are listed in Table 1. In the 
OSOHi structures there is a long (2.022 A trans, 
/S-...jA60 
0'137,3' "0 
IV 
1.453./ 8::::"'L559 
0'/119,8' , 
119,5'l 
H 1,001 
VI H 
1.3651 
8 112.4' 
0~444~0 
VIII 
191.6' H 
1.36y 8,\!,~?2 Wo,771 
o 1l3.5'~2~ 
o 1.686 
x 
VII 
IA.7r; 8::::"'1,557 
o 115,5', 
119,8,0 
173,8'(' 1,005 
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H 
IX 
1.466/ 8::::"'1.575 
/114,9', 
o llO,I'.{) 
1826' ;/(896 
, ,,H 
JO,752 
Xl 
Fig. 3. Calculated structures of transition states, reactants and products in the reaction soi + Hz -- OSOH+ + H. 
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Table 1 
Calculated energies at 0 K (in hartrees) for the designated structures 
Structure Species HFf6-3IG* 
I H2 - 1.14414 
II H - 0.49823 
III SO! - 546.73386 
N S02 547.16901 
V trans OSOH+ 547.42155 
VI cis OSOH+ 547.42762 
VIr HSO! 547.33948 
VIII trans osoH! 547.92090 
IX cis OSOHi - 547.92697 
X trans OSOHi TS - 547.87288 
XI cis OSOH! IS - 547.87765 
2.008 A cis) H-H bond. In the OSOH! TS 
structures there is a long O-H bond (1.686 
A trans, 1.896 A cis) with the H-H bond only 
slightly elongated (0.738 A to 0.771 A (trans) 
and 0.752 (cis)). The weak interaction between 
SO! and H2 means that considerable H-H bond-
ing energy is lost before a gain in 0-H bonding 
occurs with a barrier to H-atom abstraction 
resulting. Attachment to the S atom is energeti-
cally unfavourable giving the reaction a signifi-
cant steric factor. The strength of the cis OSOH+ 
0-H bond is calculated to be 512.4 kJ mol- l 
compared with 436.8 kJ mor l calculated for the 
H2 H-H bond. The energies of the various 
H 2SO! species relative to SO! + H2 are given 
in Table 2. From these Tables we find that the 
calculated proton affinities (PAs) of S02 at 0 K 
are: 627 kJ mol- l for trans OSOH+, 636 kJ mol- l 
Table 2 
Relative energies of the stated structure to SO! + H2 in kJ mol-1 at 
OKand298K 
OK 298 K 
SO;+H2 0.0 0.0 
trans OSOHi -73.5 -73.8 
cis OSOH! - 81.5 - 82.0 
trans osoH! IS 23.7 20.3 
cis OSOHi TS 23.2 19.9 
trans OSOH+ + H -67.0 - 69.0 
cis OSOH+ +H 75.6 -77.7 
HSO!+H + 104.5 + 102.1 
MP2 = FUf6-3IG* G2(MP2) 
- 1.16832 - 1.16832 
- 0.49823 - 0.50000 
- 547.25021 "" 547.36248 
547.70010 - 548.00709 
547.94340 548.24605 
547.94950 548.24933 
547.87562 548.18073 
- 548.44339 - 548.74855 
- 548.44950 - 548.75157 
- 548.36509 - 548.71152 
- 548.38512 - 548.71170 
for cis OSOH+ and 456 kJ mol- l for HSO! 
protonated at the S atom. The P A measured for 
S02 at room temperature is 636 kJ mor l [8] in 
good agreement with the calculated values. 
Lastly the transition state corresponding to the 
barrier height for H-atom abstraction (Fig. 4) is 
calculated to be 19.9 kJ mol-I at 298 K and 
23.2 kJ mol-I above SO! + H2 at 0 K. 
3.3. Comparison of experiment and theory 
The agreement between theory (19.9 kJ mol-I) 
and experiment (6.0 kJ mor l (Er) and 
4.3 kJ mol-I (Ee) for the barrier height is fair 
bearing in mind the difficulties inherent in calcu-
lating the energies of transition states. For exam-
ple, in the study by Herbst et al. [5], the barrier 
calculated for the reaction of NHt + H2 of 
20.1 kJ mor l was larger than the experimental 
determination of 8.8 kJ mol-I. Smith et al. [23] 
in a SIFDT study of the H-atom abstraction reac-
tion C2H! + H2 found that the Ee function 
(Eq. (5)) gave better agreement with other tech-
niques than did Er (Eq. (4)). We cannot come out 
in favour of which function, Er or E e, best 
represents the effective reaction temperature in 
this study except to note that the difference 
between the activation barriers calculated using 
the two approaches is within the experimental 
uncertainty. 
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Fig. 4. H 2SO! energy surface calculated using the G2 procedure. The energies are expressed in kJ mol-1 relative to SO! + H2 and are cOiTected 
to 298 K and for zero-point energy. 
The excellent linearity of the two Arrhenius-
type plots indicates that significant vibrational 
excitation of SO! in collisions with the He bath 
gas does not occur at energies < 0.1 eV 
(9.7 kJ mol-1). This observation is in agreement 
with the results of Durup-Ferguson et al. [29,30] 
who found that SO! ions were not significantly 
vibrationally excited in a helium bath gas at Ec 
energies near, or even above the threshold for 
vibrational excitation. Accordingly our results 
satisfy the criterion that in order to obtain 
accurate thermodynamic data from drift tube 
measurements, it is necessary to work in a regime 
where vibrational energy is not a factor [26]. 
Smith et al. [23] attributed the non-linearity in 
their Arrhenius-type plots at higher center-of-
mass energies to population of the C=C stretch 
in C2Hi, In their case, the H-atom abstraction 
reaction was about 6 kJ mol-1 endothermic and 
population of higher vibrational levels provides a 
mechanism for driving the reaction. 
4. Concluding remarks 
A kinetic barrier has been identified from both 
theory and experiment, between the reactants and 
products in the exothermic H-atom abstraction 
reaction of SO! and H2• This barrier accounts 
for the small rate coefficient observed at 300 K. 
It is apparent from this and other studies that 
kinetic barriers occur in several H-atom abstrac-
tion reactions. For example, barriers have been 
observed in a number of reactions with H2, 
including NHj [4,5], c-C 3H! [7], CJI+ [2] and 
have been predicted for C2H! [23]. Of thirty 
exothermic ion H-atom abstraction reactions of 
H 2 listed in the literature [10], about 30% exhibit 
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rate coefficients that are less than half the 
collision rate. There is therefore a marked con-
trast between H-atom abstraction and exothermic 
proton transfer reactions which are invariably 
fast. H-atom abstraction from Hz requires the 
Hz molecule to be bound to the ion before even-
tual H-atom loss rather tban exchange of a pro-
ton. It is this binding process and subsequent loss 
of H that may result in a barrier (e.g. see Fig. 4). 
The presence of kinetic barriers has important 
implications for interstellar cloud chemistry 
[31] which, for the most part, takes place at tem-
peratures < 50 K. 
We also note that not all H-atom abstraction 
reactions having rate coefficients much less 
than their capture rates have kinetic barriers. 
Of the five H-atom abstraction reactions of 
CnH~ ions with H2 investigated by Giles et al. 
[2], only one, C6H+ + H2, has a rate coefficient 
that is less at 80 K than it is at 300 K indicating a 
kinetic barrier. The remaining four rate coeffi-
cients have rate coefficients that are sub-
stantially less than the collision rate at 300 K 
yet all show noticeable increases in rate coeffi-
cient at 80 K. In these cases the lifetime of 
the (CnH~.H2)* complex (which is greater at 
80 K than it is at 300 K) may be the major 
factor contributing to the low efficiency of the 
reaction. 
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